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Abstract

This thesis concerns the generation o f tunable ultrashort pulses near the 1.55 pm 

telecommunications window. Two principal laser systems are considered: i) the 

NaClrOH" colour-centre laser, which employs the technique of synchronously-pumped 

modelocking to generate tunable picosecond pulses and ii) the self-modelocked 

Cr^^iYAG laser to generate femtosecond pulses tunable from 1.5-1.56 pm.

Details are given for an all-solid-state cw and cw-modelocked pump source for 

Cr"^ :̂YAG and colour-centre lasers based on NdiYAG. Fibre-coupled AlGaAs laser 

diodes are employed as the solid-state pump source to this laser. When operated cw, up 

to 8.5 W of linearly polarised output power in a TEMoo beam is obtained. A compact 

cw actively-modelocked Nd:YAG laser is described having a pulse repetition rate of 

194 MHz. Pulse durations down to 34 ps and output powers up to 6.0 W are obtained 

from this system. An 82 MHz Nd:YV0 4  laser is also detailed producing pulsewidths 

down to 75 ps and average output powers up to 3.5 W.

The intrinsic noise source associated with the synchronous modelocking technique is 

discussed and a simple passive stabilisation scheme, coherent-photon-seeding (CPS), is 

described and applied to the synchronously-modelocked NaChOH* laser. Results of a 

simulation of this laser are reported and a comparison is made with the practical 

observations of the stabilised laser. For the first time, theoretical and experimental 

evidence for the presence of high frequency pulse jitter in synchronously-pumped- 

modelocked (SPML) lasers is presented and the coherent photon seeding technique is 

shown to eliminate this noise.

Details are also given for the construction of a compact, all-solid-state, femtosecond 

Cr'^^iYAG laser. A design prescription for laser resonators having a high propensity for 

self-modelocking is presented and an unconventional 3-mirror resonator is adopted for 

optimised self-modelocked operation. Using this design, modelocked output powers up 

to 300 mW with 120 fs pulses from a compact, regeneratively initiated laser having a 

pulse repetition rate of 320 MHz is reported for 4.7W incident pump power. Self- 

modelocking is demonstrated for pump powers down to ~1 W with this cavity design.

A compact cavity design for self-modelocking is also assessed, with a footprint of just 

20 X 25 cm, which places a prism in each cavity arm. 470 fs pulses at 220 mW average 

output power are reported.
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Introduction

1.1 Overview

1998 is the 40* anniversary of Schawlow and Townes' proposition for a source of 

‘extremely monochromatic and coherent ligh t'\ Since the first practical demonstration 

o f the ‘optical maser’̂ , lasers have found countless applications ranging from those 

which exploit the coherent nature of laser light (e.g. producing holograms), to those that 

utilise their ability to create highly intense focused spots (e.g. industrial machining and 

laser surgery). However, it is the lesser-well-known ability of certain lasers to generate 

exceptionally high peak power light pulses of amazingly brief durations which this 

work describes. These ‘ultrafast' lasers have been justly described as ‘the Cadillacs of 

research tools'^. It has been desirable to measure events of ever shorter duration 

tlii'oughout history and currently, the fastest man-made events are pulses obtained from 

mode-locked lasers (-6.5 fs"̂  recently reported) which may be used to study ultrafast 

phenomena especially those occurring in chemistry, biology, physics and 

optoelectronics.

One particular area of interest of ultrafast lasers is in the characterisation of 

semiconductor materials with emphasis on research into devices operating at 1550 nm. 

This region is attractive as it corresponds to the low-loss wavelength window for silica- 

based optical-fibres (-0.2 dB/km) and hence is important for optical 

telecommunications. For complete characterisation of these optoelectronic devices 

(such as laser diodes, diode amplifiers, modulators, switches and detectors), it is 

necessary to have access to ultrafast sources with broad wavelength tunability, 

reasonably high output powers and pulse durations down to -100 fs.

Until recently, the only laser sources capable of fulfilling all these requirements 

were based on colour-centre gain media. These unfortunately require cryogenic cooling 

during operation adding to the bulk and expense of the overall system. Much current 

laser physics research is directed towards reducing the cost and size of laser systems^. 

This essentially involves using solid-state gain media pumped by high efficiency laser 

diodes. In the 1.55 pm region, Cr"^ :̂YAG has been the most promising medium for the



realisation of a compact, low-cost all-solid-state replacement for coloui-centre lasers 

and much of the work presented here was aimed towards developing such a system.

Fundamental to reducing the cost of ultrafast laser systems is reducing the pump 

power requirement. This involves maximising the efficiency of the modelocked laser 

whilst reducing the threshold for cw and modelocked operation permitting the 

deployment o f smaller and cheaper pump lasers.

In chapter 2, details of the construction of an all-solid-state Nd^^:YAG pump laser 

are given, capable of pumping both Cr"^ :̂YAG lasers (when operated cw) and 

modelocked colour-centre lasers (when actively modelocked). This is more compact 

and cheaper to run than the mainframe arc-lamp pumped system which it was designed 

to replace.

Chapter 3 describes a simple, but highly effective technique for stabilising a 

synchronously-modelocked NaCkOH' colour-centre laser. This dramatically improves 

the stability of the modelocked pulse sequence and permits ‘tuning’ of the pulse 

duration by simply adjusting the laser cavity length.

The Cr"^^:YAG laser is introduced in chapter 4, and in chapter 5 the 

considerations to be made in designing a femtosecond laser system with minimal pump 

power requirements are described.

1.2 M odelocking Techniques

In general, unless some specific mode selective element is designed into a laser 

cavity, the emission from a laser will not be monochromatic but will consist o f a 

number of closely spaced longitudinal modes. The mode spacing, Av, depends on the 

effective optical length, Lea, of the laser resonator (Ay = c /2 1 ^ )  and in general each

mode will oscillate independently and out of phase resulting in an output with a chaotic 

temporal profile. The technique of modelocking^’̂ ’® (also called ‘phaselockmg’) 

involves, as expected, locking the phases of all the oscillating longitudinal modes 

together, which results in a regular sequence o f pulses whose temporal spacing is equal 

to the round trip time of the laser cavity. The duration of the pulses is inversely 

proportional to the spectral bandwidth of the modelocked laser because the time and



frequency dependence o f the amplitude and phase of light forni a Fourier transform 

pair.

Several techniques have been developed to achieve modelocking, but all these 

methods fall under one of two categories, namely active or passive modelocking. For a 

comprehensive early review on modelocking techniques see reference 8.

1.2.1 Active modelocking

Active modelocking involves modulating either the overall laser loss or gain with 

an external frequency source. Applying amplitude modulation at a frequency equal to 

the longitudinal mode spacing forces each mode to acquire sidebands and hence by 

transferring power from each mode to its nearest neighbours, the phases of the 

oscillating modes are locked together. The pulse repetition frequency of actively 

modelocked lasers is governed by an external signal independent of the laser cavity.

Amplitude modulation

This conceptually simple technique essentially involves placing an optical shutter 

at one end of the laser cavity which is opened at the same rate as the cavity period. The 

light approaching the modulator when the modulator loss is minimum will see most 

gain, outside this region the light will experience net loss leading to the formation (after 

many round trips) of an optical pulse.

In practice the loss modulator is an acousto-optic device driven with a sinusoidal 

signal obtained from an external signal generator. An acoustic standing wave is induced 

in the modulator block whose magnitude depends on the amplitude of the applied RF- 

signal. A phase grating is generated by the local refractive index change induced by the 

acoustic standing wave. Intracavity power is diffracted outside the cavity at all points 

where the applied signal is non-zero, hence the cavity losses are minimum twice during 

each cycle of the RF-signal and so the pulse repetition frequency is twice the frequency 

o f the electrical drive signal. The laser cavity period must be set to be equal to the 

period of the modelocked pulse sequence for the generation of the shortest pulses^.

Amplitude modulation is the most common modelocking technique deployed in 

commercial Nd^^:YAG lasers (such as the Spectra-Physics SP3800) and it is the method 

described in chapter 2 used to modelock an all-solid-state mini-Nd^^:YAG laser.



Frequency modulation

An alternative active modelocking technique involves placing an electro-optic 

modulator at one of the cavity driven by a synthesised RF-signal. The refractive index 

of the electro-optic material is modulated by the applied RF-signal via the Pockels 

effect. This frequency shifts the circulating laser light except at the points where the 

applied rate of change of field is zero. Loss modulation effectively results when the 

circulating light is frequency shifted outside the gain bandwidth of the laser. Hence a 

pulse train develops at the two turning points of the RF-signal where the induced rate of 

change of phase shift is zero. The RF-signal is therefore applied at half the laser cavity 

repetition frequency. Note that two pulse trains are effectively formed at the two 

extremes o f the RF electrical drive cycle (i.e. 180 degrees out of phase). These two 

sequences are independent and can exhibit individual characteristics and can lead to an 

instability in the modelocked pulse train. One advantage FM modulators have over AM 

modulators is the resonant frequency is not limited by the physical design of the device 

to the same extent as acousto-optic modulators, hence much higher repetition rates (and 

therefore more compact laser cavities) can be realised by employing FM modelocking. 

From the Kuizenga-Siegman^ theory, the pulse duration from an actively modelocked 

laser is inversely proportional to the square root of the pulse repetition frequency, hence 

a compact FM-modelocked laser should produce pulses o f shorter duration than an AM- 

modelocked laser. An additional advantage of FM-modulators is the absence of a 

temperature dependence of the resonant frequency, thus no active stabilisation is 

necessary to maintain efficient modulation as may be required with AM-modulation 

(see chapter 3).

Gain modulation

This modelocking technique is applicable both to electrically pumped 

semiconductor lasers and lasers pumped by a second laser which is modelocked. In the 

latter case it is termed ‘synchronously-pumped modelocking (SPML)’, (described in 

detail in chapter 3 applied to the NaChOH' laser).

Gain modulation is a convenient technique to actively modelock semiconductor 

lasers: an RF signal with a period equal to the round trip time of the semiconductor laser 

cavity is applied with the DC bias to the gain section of the laser. To reduce the required 

frequency of the RF modelocking signal, it is usual to have the semiconductor laser in

4



an extended cavity by anti-reflection coating one of the diode facets (the other being HR 

coated) and using an external mirror to complete the resonator‘°’‘ ’̂’̂ ’‘h An alternative 

scheme is to place a laser diode, with both facets AR coated, in the centre of a resonator 

and applying RF power at a frequency twice that of the cavity repetition rate.

Synchronous-modelocking is most suited for systems based on gain media having 

upper-state lifetimes of the order of the laser cavity round trip times and large gain 

cross-sections such as dye and colour-centie lasers. The optical lengths of the pumped 

(slave) laser and the master laser must be matched to within ~5 pm for optimum 

modelocking. Dynamic gain saturation shortens the trailing edge of the SPML pulse, 

which results in an asymmetric pulse with a duration significantly shorter (by - I  order 

of magnitude) than the pulse duration of the pumping laser.

1,2.2 Passive modelocking

In contrast to active modelocking, where the pulse period is governed by a 

frequency source external to the laser cavity, passive modelocking techniques rely on 

the circulating laser field to induce a modelocking mechanism.

A nonlinear element is included in the laser resonator which possesses an 

intensity-dependent loss: high power components (e.g. noise) of the circulating laser 

field experience the least loss. The maximum emission principle^ '̂^  ̂ (MEP) states that 

for given mode amplitudes, the phases o f the individual modes adjust themselves to 

maximise the rate of stimulated emission inside the gain medium. In the case of passive 

modelocking, the MEP favours modelocked operation over free running cw operation, 

as high intensities experience least loss.

Since the pulse shortening in passive modelocking techniques is driven by the 

circulating laser field itself, significantly shorter pulse durations can be obtained 

compared to active modelocking schemes. Currently the shortest pulse duration to be 

obtained dfrectly from a laser (~6 fs '’j was generated by a passive modelocking 

technique.

Regenerative modelocking

Although teclinically speaking regenerative modelocking*®’'̂  should be classed as 

a passive technique because the driving signal is derived from the laser field itself, it has

5



more in common with active modelocking as active modelocking electronics are used 

with no nonlinear element.

A photodiode having a bandwidth -300 MHz, detects the weak longitudinal 

mode beating of the cw un-modelocked laser. After filtering and dividing the frequency 

of the electrical signal to half the mode spacing frequency, the signal is amplified and 

used to drive a modulator (either acousto-optic or electr o-optic) placed at one end of the 

laser cavity. Provided that the phase o f the RF-signal thus derived is set conectly, a 

modelocked pulse will develop inside the cavity. Any environmentally induced 

fluctuations in the laser cavity length will be linked to a change in the fr equency of the 

modulator drive signal thus ensuring immunity to cavity length/drive frequency 

mismatches.

This technique is often used to generate a high intensity modelocked pulse to 

initiate a second passive modelocking mechanism, especially self-modelocking, as it is 

essentially self-starting.

Passive modelocking using fast saturable absorbers

This is conceptually the most straightfoiward form of passive modelocking. An 

absorbing element which saturates on instantaneous intensity, is placed inside the 

cavity. After switching on the laser, the most intense noise feature will be preferentially 

amplified as this will saturate the absorber greatest and hence will experience the least 

loss. Because it is only the instantaneous intensity of the laser field which modulates the 

absorber, this is termed self-amplitude modulation (SAM). After many round trips, this 

noise feature develops into a modelocked pulse sequence. Because the only pulse 

shaping mechanism is saturation of the loss, the final pulse duration is limited to the 

recovery time of the absorber usually -10  ps.

Passive modelocking using slow saturable absorbers

Provided that certain conditions are satisfied, it is possible to obtain modelocked 

pulses of significantly shorter duration than the recovery time of the saturable 

absorber*®. The leading edge of the pulse is shaped by the absorber which is 

subsequently bleached, hence the remaining pulse is unaffected by the presence of the 

absorber*^. Dynamic gain saturation may then sharpen the trailing edge of the pulse if 

the gain cross section is sufficiently high (as is the case with dye and colour-centre



lasers). A narrow gain window results if the saturation energy and recovery time of the 

absorber are less than those o f the gain medium.

By carefully positioning the absorbing medium in a bi-dhectional ring cavity, a 

grating is established by two counter-propagating pulses inside the absorber leading to 

enhanced loss saturation. This technique called colliding-pulse modelocking^® (CPM) 

has enabled sub 20 fs pulses to be obtained directly from a dye laser^' (with suitable 

dispersion compensation).

Hybrid modelocking

In certain cases when modelocking with a slow saturable absorber is desirable, it 

may be more practicable to pump the laser using a modelocked pump source. This may 

be due to the fact that the recovery time of the gain is less than that of the absorber 

medium making passive modelocking impossible. In these instances, hybrid 

modelocking may be adopted where gain modulation by synclironous-pumping is 

assisted by a weak saturable absorber^^. But this is really an active modelocking 

technique as the pulse repetition frequency is controlled by the master (pump) laser 

frequency.

Passive modelocking using synthetic fast saturable absorbers

It is possible to obtain modelocking using artificial saturable absorbers based on 

fast reactive (as opposed to resistive) nonlinearities. The laser must be configured so 

that the effects of the nonlinearity induce amplitude modulation of the circulating laser 

field. The nonlinearity is then behaving as a saturable absorber with an almost 

instantaneous recovery time permitting the generation of pulses o f exceptionally short 

duration.

Five methods of simulating fast saturable absorber action using non-resonant 

reactive nonlinearities have been demonstrated to date. Coupled-cavity modelocking, 

polarisation rotation modelocking and self- (Kerr-lens) modelocking all rely on third- 

order (x̂ ^̂  based) nonlinear effects. Also second-order nonlinear effects have been 

exploited in nonlinear-mirror modelocking using second-harmonic generation and 

cascaded modelocking.



Coupled cavity modelocking
Self-phase modulation (SPM) may be successfiilly employed to obtain passive 

modelocking by constructing the laser as an interferometer with the nonlinear element 

placed in one arm. Fabry-Perot, Michelson and Sagnac interferometers have been used 

for modelocking. An intense noise feature will experience an intensity-dependent phase 

shift on propagating tlirough the nonlinear element (often monomode optical fibre). If 

the two interferometer arms are suitably aligned, it is possible after recombining the 

nonlinear arm with the main cavity, for constructive interference to occur at the centre 

o f the noise feature thus enhancing the peak intensity, whilst destructive interference 

suppresses the wings of the noise feature. After many round trips, a modelocked pulse 

sequence results^®.

This modelocking technique termed ‘coupled-cavity modelocking’ (CCM) (also 

called ‘additive-pulse modelocking’ (APM)) was first demonstrated with a 

synchronously-modelocked KC1:T1̂ ®̂  colour-centre laser̂ '* where the synclironous- 

pumping merely served to initiate this passive modelocking mechanism. It was 

subsequently applied to other solid-sate laser systems including Nd^ îYAG^®, 

Nd^ r̂YLF^®, Nd^^:glass^’, Tiisapphhe^®, NaChOH'^^ and Cr"^ :̂Forsterite®° although in 

most cases it has been superseded by the simpler self-modelocking technique. One 

major drawback of this technique is the necessity to maintain interferometrical 

matching of the linear and nonlinear arm lengths. Tills often requires the addition of 

some form of electronic active stabilisation scheme®' which adds to the overall 

complexity of the laser.

Self-modelocking
In 1990 it was observed by Spence et al.®̂  that passive modelocking could be 

established in a Ti:sapphire laser cavity with no apparent modelocking element. Initially 

the pulses were strongly chirped and -2  ps in duration suggesting the presence of 

uncompensated self-phase modulation. The inclusion of an intracavity prism pair to 

provide anomalous group-velocity dispersion (GVD) permitted the generation of pulses 

as short as 60 fs from a self-modelocked (SML) laser.

Initially the modelocking mechanism was unclear. Although the pulse shaping in 

the dispersion-compensated cavity was solitonic with the SPM induced by the high 

intensities in the gain medium balanced by the negative GVD provided by the prism



pair, this is insufficient in itself to establish modelocking. Some foim of discrimination 

is required to favour modelocked operation above normal cw-operation (to satisfy the 

maximum emission principle). At first it was thought that self-amplitude modulation 

resulted from interference between two h ansverse modes of the laser resonator, similar 

to the coupled-cavity modelocking scheme, as it seemed essential for the laser to 

operate multimode before modelocking could be achieved. Later, theoretical work®®’®"’®® 

established that self-amplitude modulation (SAM) was provided by self-focusing via 

the optical Kerr-effect in the gain medium itself, which induced beam shaping in the 

laser cavity. By configuring the laser cavity in a suitable fashion, the laser field may 

experience greater gain for stronger self-focusing thus enhancing the high intensity 

noise components of the circulating field at the expense of the low intensity cw 

background. After many round trips a modelocked pulse develops whose final duration 

depends on the intracavity dispersion.

Herrmann®® suggested three mechanisms by which self-amplitude modulation 

may be present in a self-modelocked laser. Conceptually, the simplest method is termed 

‘hard-aperture self-modelocking’, and involves placing a physical constriction to the 

intracavity laser field somewhere in the resonator. Often this is a slit placed in front of 

one o f the end-mitrors of the laser cavity slightly clipping the beam in one plane 

(usually the tangential). The laser cavity is then aligned in such a way that the spot size 

at the constriction reduces for stronger nonlinear lensing in the gam medium, hence 

high intensities experience less round trip loss compared to a low intensity cw signal 

and are enhanced.

‘Soft-aperture modelocking’ relies on the enhanced extraction of the pumped 

volume of the gain medium by the re-shaped intracavity beam in the presence of 

stronger nonlinear lensing. Whereas hard-aperture modelocking depends on a 

1-dimensional change in the beam somewhere in the cavity, soft-aperture modelocking 

results from a 3-dimensional change inside the gain medium without the addition of a 

beam restricting element. In practice it is often much easier to align a laser for soft- 

apeiture modelocking than for operation with a ‘hard-aperture’ although this technique 

requires a well defined pump beam (i.e. near diffraction-limited). For lasers pumped 

with poor beam quality broad-stripe laser diodes, it is preferable to decouple the 

modelocking from the pump mode, hence hard-apeiture modelocking is usually 

adopted.
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A third mechanism involved in self-modelocked lasers is termed ‘gain-guiding’®’. 

This is a transverse redistribution of the intracavity field inside the gain element 

induced by the inverted gain medium, resulting in a change in the beam shape 

throughout the resonator. This phenomenon affects botli hard and soft aperture 

modelocked lasers and has been shown by modelling to change the stability limits of 

the laser resonator.

A simple design procedure for self-modelocked laser cavities has been developed 

by Cerullo et al.®®’®®’"®’"*’"̂  which will be described in detail in chapter 5. Even though this 

model neglects gain-guiding and gain-saturation and only considers a 2-dimensional 

plane inside the laser resonator, it allows a laser designer to assess the suitability of a 

novel cavity design for self-modelocking. This was employed during the design of the 

unconventional three-mirror and four-mirror laser designs in chapter 5.

In most instances, self-modelocking is not self-starting. This is especially true 

when the laser is operating close to the cw threshold and to initiate SML a mechanism 

is usually required to introduce a noise feature inside the laser cavity. This could be a 

weak saturable absorber element"®, an extracavity moving mirror"" a semiconductor 

saturable absorber mirror structure" (SESAM) or simply physically tapping or 

translating a cavity end-mirror®^. An alternative, convenient technique is to deploy 

regenerative modelocking*^ as described above in section 1.2.2.1. Synchronous- 

pumping has also been deployed to initiate self-modelocking in several systems"® but 

the active nature of this scheme can cause problems once passive modelocking is 

established: the repetition rate of the pump laser and the passively-modelocked laser 

may be different leading to a modulation of the laser output. Recently, it has been 

shown that with carefiil cavity design and alignment, that it is possible to achieve self

start self-modelocking"* which uses the weak noise features present within a free- 

running cw laser to initiate the self-modelocking mechanism.

Self-modelocking is presently the most successful passive modelocking 

technique. Several commercial laser systems are currently available"® which employ this 

scheme and it has been responsible for the generation of the shortest pulse directly from 

a laser"*. It has been applied to lasers based on the following gain media: Ti:sapphire^^, 

various Cr^^:Colquii'iites"’’"®, Nd:YAG"^ Nd:YLF®®, Cr"* :̂forsterite®*, Cr"*̂ :YAG®’, 

NaChOH"®®, and Rh6G®" dye laser. The last two systems have gain media with large 

gain cross-sections which implies that gain-saturation will have a considerable effect on
10



the modelocking mechanism. Also a second nonlinear element was included in both 

these systems in a tightly focusing pait o f the cavity to act as the Kerr-medium as there 

was insufficient self-focusing in the gain medium alone for self-modelocking to be 

successful. The low output power obtained from both systems implies that this is not an 

appropriate modelockmg technique for lasers based on organic dyes and colour-centre 

gain media.

Further details of self-modelocking with specific information on designmg laser 

resonators which are optimised for this technique, will be given in chapter 5.

Polarisation rotation modelocking

nonlinearities can also be exploited via the Kerr induced polarisation rotation 

effect. Quarter wave plates are placed either side of a bulk Kerr medium in which there 

is a tight cavity focus. For a polarised laser (e.g. one with Brewster-angled elements) 

careful adjustment of the two waveplates will create a synthetic fast saturable absorber: 

high intensities experience less round trip loss than a cw signal. This technique was 

successfully demonstrated with a Ti:sapphire laser in 1991®®, but, self-modelocking is a 

simpler modelocking scheme for this laser. Nevertheless, this modelocking scheme 

might be more appropriate in laser systems which would require a separate nonlinear 

KeiT element to the gain medium for successful self-modelocking e.g. the NaChOH" 

laser.

Nonlinear mirror modelocking via second-harmonic generation
A neat technique to achieve passive modelocking is to exploit second-harmonic 

generation (SHG) and subsequent down-conversion via thiee-wave mixing in a crystal 

with a non-zero This was first demonstrated in an Nd:YAG laser by Stankov et al.®® 

A SHG crystal was incorporated into the laser cavity and the output coupler replaced 

with a mirror which had a relatively low reflectivity at the 1.064 pm fundamental 

wavelength but was highly reflecting at the second harmonic at 532 nm. If the phase- 

matching condition between the unconverted fundamental and the second-harmonic 

signal reflected from the dichroic end-mhxor, is optimised for a high conversion 

efficiency back to the fundamental wavelength, high intensity noise bursts will 

experience less loss at the end-miiTor and SHG crystal assembly than a cw signal. Phase 

matching can be achieved by adjusting the separation of the SHG crystal from the 

dichroic end-mirror. Pulse durations as short as 5.1 ps have been obtained from
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Nd:YLF lasers modelocked using this technique once the group-velocity mismatch 

between the fundamental and second-harmonic signal was compensated for using a 

bkeffingent plate®’.

Modelockmg with cascaded nonlinearities

This technique is similar to hard-aperture self-modelocking because it relies on a 

decrease in loss at an intracavity aperture due to the beam re-shapmg induced for high 

intensities but this is achieved by SHG and subsequent down-conversion in a nonlinear 

crystal®®. In practice, the layout is similar to that for nonlinear mirror modelocking 

described in section 1.2.2.5.4 but the dichroic end-mirror is high-reflecting both for the 

second-harmonic and the fundamental signal. Modelockmg is accomplished by suitably 

positioning an intracavity slit, and by adjustment of the SHG crystal position and cavity 

alignment, as with aligning a hard-apeiture self-modelocked laser. Cascading 

nonlineaiities in this way simulates a nonlinear crystal with an extremely large yf"̂  and 

hence may be useful in modelocking laser systems with low peak powers (i.e. lasers 

based on gain media with narrow linewidths and hence long pulse durations). Pulse 

durations as short as 5.9 ps have been obtained from an Nd:YAG laser modelocked 

using this method®’.

1.3 Ultrashort Pulse Characterisation

1.3.1 Linear pulse measurement techniques

The most straightforward method of measuring an optical pulse is with a 

broadband photodiode and a fast oscilloscope. Unfortunately, while photodiodes with 

bandwidths as broad as 100 GHz have been developed, the real-time oscilloscopes are 

limited to bandwidths <1 GHz. Thus for pulses less than ~1 ns in duration, this direct 

detection method merely seiwes to monitor the amplitude noise of the individual pulses 

in the modelocked sequence, no information about the actual pulse duration may be 

inferred from this measurement.

Sampling oscilloscopes with effective bandwidths greater than 100 GHz are 

useful for repetitive signals (such as those obtained from a modelocked laser) and may 

resolve pulses down to ~20 ps. A 9.5 GHz InGaAs detector with a Tektronix 7603 

sampling scope could resolve the shape of pulses down to 50 ps in duration. For
12



resolving pulses shorter than ~20 ps, an electron-optical streak camera is suitable.

The electron-optical streak camera

For the typical pulses obtained from a synchronously-modelocked NaChOH" 

laser (chapter 3) and the actively-modelocked diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser described 

in chapter 2, a Photochron II synchroscan streak camera with an SI photocathode was 

used (figure 1.1). Modem SI photocathodes have useful sensitivity to light at 

wavelengths out to -1.5 pm.

The streak camera is essentially an imaging tube with electrostatic deflector plates 

to sweep the image across the phosphor screen®®. Light incident on the slit is imaged 

onto the photocathode which converts the photons into an electron beam. This electron 

beam may be swept across the phosphor screen creating a streaked image of the 

entr ance slit. If an optical pulse is incident on the slit, a packet of electrons is liberated 

corresponding to the temporal pulse profile. When this packet is swept across the 

screen, an intensity profile o f the pulse is created as a streak of light, provided that the 

static image (before the deflection signal is applied) is sufficiently smaller than the 

streaked image.

For optimum temporal resolution, the electrons liberated by the photocathode 

should have identical energies (and hence velocities) to minimise transit-time 

dispersion. This is optimal when the energy of the incident light is close to the long- 

wavelength cut-off of the photocathode: the long-wavelength cut-off depends upon the 

work-function of the photocathode material. For photon energies greater than the 

photocathode work-function, the emitted photelectrons are not monoenergetic due to the 

electron-hole generation mechanism and lattice scattering processes. This results in a 

distribution of initial photoelectron energies between zero and h v-E  (where e is the 

photocathode work function) causing a distribution in the transit time o f electrons from 

the photocathode to the phosphor screen. A positively biased electron extraction grid 

placed close (-0.5 mm) to the photocathode, creating a large electric field 

(E-20 kV/cm), helps to reduce the electron velocity spread by accelerating the 

photoelectrons to high energies over a very short period to make the initial energy 

spread insignificant®®.
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FIGURE 1.1: Schematic o f  the Photochron II streak camera

With periodic pulse sequences, such as those obtained from cw modelocked 

lasers, it is convenient to operate the streak camera with the deflector plates driven 

repetitively in synchronisation with the modelocked pulses enabling a real-time trace of 

the pulse profile to be displayed on an optical multichannel analyser (OMA) or 

equivalent. This mode of operation, termed ‘synchroscan’̂ ” increases the dynamic range 

of the streak camera but unfortunately, because the trace results from an integration 

over thousands o f modelocked pulses, the temporal resolution is limited to ~1 ps (in the 

case of a Photochron IV streak tube”') due to optical pulse jitter and jitter in the 

deflector drive electronics.

Figure 1.2 outlines the standard layout for operating a synchroscan streak camera 

as was used to characterise the SPML NaChOH" laser in chapter 3. The fast photodiode 

signal drives a tunnel-diode oscillator circuit at the pulse repetition frequency of 

-82  MHz which reduces the translation o f optical amplitude noise into jitter in the 

electronic diive signal. The signal is then frequency-doubled to 164 MHz to increase 

the maximum sweep speed of the streak tube. After amplification to a few watts, the RF 

signal is coupled into a high Q resonance circuit driving the deflector plates. This 

ensuies a high electrostatic sweep voltage is applied to the plates.
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FIGURE 1.2: Schematic o f the synchroscan drive electronics, as used with the SPML laser described in 

chapter S, The variable delay permits calibration o f  the OMA.

1.3.2 Nonlinear pulse measurement techniques

The second-harmonic generation autocorrelator

The dilemma with creating veiy short events, such as the ultrashort pulses 

obtained from self-modelocked lasers, is that an even shorter event is required to 

characterise them. Since modelocked pulses are the shortest man-made events possible, 

the ultrashort pulse must be used to measure itself. One approach to achieving this 

utilises the second-order autocorrelation function o f the modelocked pulse generated by 

a second-harmonic generation autocorrelator, first reported in the mid 1960’s”̂ . This 

effectively translates the problem of measuring a small time interval into one of 

measuring the distance a pulse propagates in that time interval, which is straightforward 

given the speed of light.

There are essentially three types of SHG autocorrelator which have the same 

basic layout as in figure 1.3. The most straightforwai'd, and used throughout this work, 

employs a collinear type I phasematched arrangement, that is, the two beams from the 

interferometer have the same polarisation and propagate on a common path through the 

SHG crystal. This has the useful capability of generating an interferometric 

autocorrelation trace allowing the degree o f chirp present on the modelocked pulse to be 

estimated. Unfortunately, there is always a second-harmonic generated signal for both
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pulses so the autocorrelation trace is superimposed on a non-zero background signal 

resulting in poor contrast. Background-free intensity autocorrelation traces are possible 

using either collinear type II phasematcbing, where the two delayed pulses are of 

orthogonal polarisation, or non-collinear type I phasematcbing, where the two beams 

are laterally displaced but cross over in the SHG crystal. For both of these cases, a 

second-harmonic signal is only generated when an optical signal is present 

simultaneously in both beams, thus making it easier to determine if the modelocked 

pulse is superimposed on a pedestal or cw background.

Variable
delay

SHG box
Photomultiplier

tube
Fixed
delayBeam

splitterSilicon
filter

Fundam ental sHG Lens

i k

FIGURE 1.3; Schematic o f  the second-harmonic generation (SHG) autocorrelator (collinear with type I

phasematcbing).

Figui'e 1.3 illustrates a typical type I collinear SHG-autocorrelator, as used to 

characterise the modelocked lasers described in this thesis. The pulse is first divided in 

intensity into two with a ~50 % beamsplitter. The two components are then recombined 

in a Michelson interferometer arrangement. A variable delay is introduced between the 

two pulses before recombination in a second-harmonic generating crystal. The output of 

the SHG crystal has a quadratic dependence on the incident intensity, which allows the 

second-order autocorrelation function G^(t) in equation 1.1 to be constructed by 

varying the delay between the two pulses. Normally, the autocorrelator has a low- 

frequency response and cannot resolve the individual optical cycles in the pulse. Thus 

the autocorrelation frmction is constructed from the pulse envelope only and is termed 

an ‘intensity’ autocorrelation:
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~  r ) 'd t
= 1 + 2 —— ----------------  Equation (1.1)

X is the delay between the two pulses and I(t) describes the temporal intensity profile of 

a pulse in the modelocked pulse sequence. From equation 1.1 it can be seen that for 

delays outwith the extent o f the modelocked pulse duration Tp, G^(T»Tp)==l because 

I(T»Tp)=0, whereas if the two pulses overlap, G^(0)=3. Thus the autocorrelation trace 

for a completely modelocked laser has a value of 3:1 from the peak of the outline to the 

background level (figure 1.4(a)). For a free-running multiple longitudinal mode (cw, not 

modelocked) laser, G^(0)=3 as the cw light will conelate with itself at zero delay. 

However, for delays greater than the coherence time of the light, the autocorrelation 

trace will result from a time averaging of the incoherent liglit: G^(x»Tp)=2 given that 

I(T»Tp)î*0. Thus a cw multi-axial-mode laser has an autocorrelation trace with a ratio 

of 3:2 (figure 1.4(b)). The width of the coherence spike corresponds to the coherence 

time of the laser light. In the case of a partially modelocked pulse or noise burst, the 

trace will have a broad pedestal of ratio 2:1 coiTesponding to the width of the noise 

burst envelope. Superimposed on top of this will be a coherence spike whose width 

corresponds to the coherence time of the substructure of the noise bur st (figure 1.4(c)). 

This type of trace is typically seen with unstabilised synchronously-modelocked lasers 

which operate with excessive bandwidth. Often, a modelocked laser may exhibit 

multiple pulsing, which may occur when the intracavity dispersion compensation is not 

optimised for the high intracavity power. This results in an autocorrelation trace with 

2N-1 peaks where N corresponds to the number of output pulses per round trip (shown 

in figure 1.4(d) for N=2).

The autocorrelator used throughout this thesis used a crystal of Li:Nb0 3  o f 

either 1 mm or 200 pm thickness, for SHG. This does not restrict the measurement to 

pulses with bandwidths less than the phasematcbing bandwidth of the crystal, 

provided that the pulses are unchirped^^: only the central carrier frequency is required 

for second-harmonic generation and as this is constant throughout the envelope of an 

unchirped pulse, the phasematcbing bandwidth can be quite narrow.

In practice, to eliminate problems with feedback into the laser, gold corner-cube
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reti'oreflectors were used as the two minors in the Michelson interferometer. To 

obtain a real-time autocorrelation trace, the variable-delay reflector was mounted on a 

moving-coil loudspeaker driven with a triangular-waveform at a frequency ~20 Hz. 

The autoconelator delay is calibrated by translating the second mirror (mounted on a 

micrometer translation stage) by a known distance and measuring the time shift of the 

autocorrelation trace on the oscilloscope.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 1.4: Intensity autocorrelations obtainedfor different laser operating conditions, (a ) Completely 

modelocked laser, (b) free-running cw-laser with multiple longitudinal modes oscillating out-of-phase. 

(c) Partially modelocked laser/noise burst, (d) Modelocked laser operating with multiple pulses.

One drawback of the second-harmonic autocorrelation technique is that no 

precise information about the pulse shape is available from the symmetrical trace. The 

pulse duration may be deduced from an intensity autocorrelation trace (as in 

figure 1.4(a)) by assuming a pulse shape and dividing the autocorrelation full-width at 

half-maximum (FWHM) by a factor, ‘k ’ , corresponding to that pulse shape (in 

table 1,1). After measuring the spechal width FWHM, the duration-bandwidth product 

is calculated and compared to the theoretical value relevant to the assumed pulse shape 

as listed in table 1.1. If  the calculated value differs fi'om the theoretical limit, either the 

assumed pulse shape was incorrect or the pulse is chirped.
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I(t) (pulse shape) AvAxp K  (Ax/Axp)

e - ’ 0.441 1.414
(Gaussian)

SQCh^( t )

0.315
1.543

(sech^) (1.897 for interferometric)

( e ' + 7 " ) ^ ' 0.278 1.549

(asymmetric sech^)

1

l +  f2 0.221 2.000
(Lorentzian)

-̂21/1
0.142 2.421

(double-sided exponential)

je-' ;f2:0l
[O ;t<0\ 0.11 2.000

(single-sided exponential)

TABLE 1.1: Theoretical time-bandwidth products and correction factors for intensity autocorrelation

measurements fo r different pulse-shapes.

By increasing the frequency response of the photomultiplier detector shown in 

figure 1.3, it is possible to resolve the interference between the individual optical cycles 

o f the modelocked pulses as the delay is varied. A ‘fringe resolved’ autocorrelation 

takes the form of the second-order autocorrelation function given by:

Equation (1.2)

where the electric field of the pulse is described by:

, Equation (1.3)

This results in an ‘interferometric’ autocorrelation trace with an 8:1 contrast ratio,
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which conveys additional information regarding the frequency chirp present on a pulse. 
This is because a variation o f the instantaneous phase over the duration of the pulse will 
reduce interference of the delayed pulses and hence reduce fringe visibihty at the wings 
or centre of the interferometric trace. An additional advantage of an interferometiic 
trace is that it is self calibrating: the fringe separation corresponds to one optical cycle at 
the centre wavelength of the pulse. Unfortunately, erroneous pulse duration 
measurements will be deduced from this type of autocorrelation if  chirp is present. Note 
that the factor ‘k’ for deducing the pulse duiation from the autocorrelation trace is 
different for interferometric traces (table 1.1). In practice, interferometric 
autocorrelation traces were obtained by impedance-matching the photomultiplier-tube 
with the oscilloscope using a terminating resistor of ~5 kQ.

Recently, there have been several impressive demonstrations o f the exploitation 

o f the two-photon absorption effect in a light detector, to replace both the second- 

harmonic generating ciystal and the photomultiplier tube '̂ ’̂̂ ’̂®®. Detection devices as 

inexpensive and simple as a light-emitting diode^^ (LED) have been demonstrated to 

produce interferometric autocorrelation traces with a collinear style Michelson 

interferometer. InGaAs^® and silicon photodiodes®^ have also been utilised in such a 

scheme. The basic requirement is that the bandgap energy of the semiconductor is 

greater than wavelength of the light emitted by the laser. The photodetector is used 

photovoltaically so any potential difference appearing across the junction of the diode 

must arise from a two-photon absorption effect (TPA). This involves exciting the 

valence band electrons to a virtual energy level with one photon o f the laser light. A 

second photon is required to promote this electron into the conduction band. The 

response of this effect has a quadratic dependence on the intensity of the incident 

light, hence its ability to replace the SHG crystal and photodetector in a second-order 

autocorrelator.

Advanced pulse characterisation techniques

The combination of the intensity and interferometric autocorrelation traces with a

measurement of the spectral bandwidth of the modelocked pulses reveals considerable

information regarding the status of a modelocked laser: linear-chirp present on a

modelocked pulse may be observed as reduced fringe visibility in the wings of an

interferometric autocorrelation trace. For an unchirped pulse, it is easy to deduce some

information regarding the pulse shape by calculation of the time-bandwidth product for

the different possible pulse shapes listed in table 1.1. In practice, a sech^ pulse is usually
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produced from lasers in which self-phase-modulation is a major pulse shaping 

mechanism (e.g. self-modelocked systems) as this pulse shape is a solution to the 

nonlinear Schrôdinger equation’®. Nevertheless, advanced diagnostic systems have been 

demonstrated which allow complete characterisation of ultrashort pulses.

Normally a nonlinear optical element is used to act as a time-gate to sample 

segments of the optical pulse. This can involve second-harmonic generation or Kerr- 

based effects. Because a nonlinear process is involved, recovery of the original pulse 

requires an iterative algorithm which can be computationally intense.

An example of such a diagnostic technique, called fr equency-resolved optical- 

gating’' (FROG), involves a nonlinear autocorrelator (such as the SHG system in 

figure 1.3) which acts as a thne-gate. The resulting (e.g. SHG) signal is passed through 

a spectrometer, which allows a sonogram of the pulse to be constructed, by taking the 

variable delay of the autocorrelator into account. Using a suitable iterative algorithm, 

the complete pulse phase and spectral information can be reconstructed.

1.3.3 Spectral analysis of the modelocked pulse sequence

The optical spectrum of a modelocked laser provides useful information 

regarding the operating status of the laser. The spectral bandwidth is useful in 

determining the pulse shape, and whether the modelocked pulse is duration-bandwidth 

limited. In addition, it immediately shows whether the modelocked pulse is 

superimposed on a cw background signal by the presence of a cw spike.

Two basic techniques were employed for spectral analysis. For broad bandwidth 

femtosecond pulses obtained from self-modelocked systems, a fibre-coupled Anritsu- 

Wiltron MS96A optical spectrum analyser was used. This was basically a scanning 

monochromator with a resolution of 0.1 nm. The much narrower bandwidth picosecond 

pulses produced by the synchronously-modelocked NaChOH" laser in chapter 3 

required a high-finesse scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer for measurement. This 

comprised two plane 95% reflecting dielectric mirrors, one of which was mounted on a 

micrometer translation stage while the other was on a piezoelectric transducer driven 

with a ramped signal. Calibration o f the free-spectral-range was accomplished by 

moving one mirror until the two mirrors touched, then translating the mirror back a 

measured distance to give the required resolution. For small separations, a correction
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factor of 16 (im would be necessary to account for the finite thickness o f the dielectric 

coatings’ .̂ The ffee-spectral-range is given by:

FSR(v) = —̂  Equation (1.4)
2 • d

and hence the bandwidth FWHM of the pulse can be measured from a storage 

oscilloscope.

1.4 Ultrashort Pulse Propagation

In designing laser sources capable of producing the shortest optical pulses, it is 

important that botii the broad optical spectra associated with the modelocked pulses, 

and their strong peak electric field strength are given careful consideration as both give 

rise to interesting phenomena.

1.4.1 Pulse propagation in linear dielectric media

An ultrashort pulse propagating in a linear dielectric medium will become 

distorted owing to the frequency dependence of the linear electrical-susceptibility tensor 

This results in a frequency dependence of the velocity of light propagating in 

the medium, which causes a modelocked pulse with a broad optical spectrum to stretch.

One way of expressing the frequency dependence of the refractive index of a 

medium is with an empirical Sellmeier equation:®

(o)) -1  = ■ Equation (1.5)
C0„ -C D

(Oe is an effective resonant frequency of the material of relative strength A.

The material dispersion may be expressed by a Taylor expansion of the 

propagation constant p(co) defined by:

j8{co) ~ — ♦ n{cd) Equation (1.6)
c
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about the central carrier frequency mo:®

p{C ù) =  ' { ( 0 - ( D ^ f  -V ■ {cO -  (O^f

Equation (1,7)

where the apostrophe signifies differentiation with respect to m.

The terms in equation 1.7 have the following physical significance:

P{o)q) = —  ■ «(^o) — = -------- ------- —  Equation (1.8)
c phase velocity

P’{g)q) = - •  («(<yo) + • w'(cuo)) —  = ------------- — —  Equation (1.9)c Vg group velocity

P"{o)q) = — (2 ' n'(<^o) + g>q • n'XcOo)) group-velocity dispersion (GVD) Equation (1.10) 
c

P”{cOq ) = i  • (3 • w"(6)o ) + (Uq • )) third-order dispersion (TOD) Equation (1.11)
c

The central carrier frequency, mo, of a modelocked pulse propagates at the phase 

velocity, v ,̂ through the medium, but the pulse envelope itself propagates at the group 

velocity Vg. For an ultrashort pulse with a broad bandwidth propagating in a medium 

with a non-zero group-velocity dispersion, implying that the group velocity changes 

with frequency, the pulse envelope will change shape (broaden or compress). It is more 

usual to express GVD as a function of the wavelength derivative of the material’s 

refractive index:

P \ cOq ) = — ^  Equation (1.12)

For an initially unchirped Gaussian pulse, the pulse duration (Xpo) will be increased by a 

factor of V2  on propagation through the medium for a distance of: ®

= Equation (1.13)

This ‘dispersion length’ term is similar to the Rayleigh range expression for a focussed 

Gaussian beam and an expression for the pulse dui ation after propagating for a distance 

‘z ’ through a medium is,
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T /(z )  = 1 + VpQ . Equation (1.14)

From equation 1.13 and using values pertinent to fused silica, it is apparent that the 

dispersion length is of the order of 1 m for 1 ps pulses but just 1 cm for pulses of 

-100 fs in duration. The gain medium in a laser is often of this length and so for lasers 

to produce sub-picosecond pulses it is important to compensate for this intracavity 

material GVD. For the even shorter pulse durations currently being reported by some 

research groups'* (<20 fs), the thiid-order dispersion (TOD) becomes increasingly 

important and must be taken into account.

1.4.2 Non-resonant Optical Nonlinearities

The high optical intensities available since the development o f the laser have 

enabled certain nonlinear phenomena associated with optical materials to be accessed. 

These phenomena may be classified into resonant nonlinearities, which occur in 

materials exhibiting absorption at or close to the applied optical signal (e.g. incident 

radiation having a photon energy equal to the bandgap of a semiconductor sample), or 

non-resonant nonlinearities which are present m all transparent dielectric optical 

materials. An example of the former type is the gain experienced by a synchronously- 

modelocked laser pulse in the SPML NaChOET laser described in chapter 3, however, 

in general these are not important in the understanding of self-modelocked lasers where 

gain saturation does not play an impoitant role. Non-resonant nonlinearities are 

important as they give rise to a number of effects which are crucial to the understanding 

and optimisation of a femtosecond laser.

For applied optical signals having strong electric fields, higher-order terms for the 

electrical susceptibility tensor must be included in the expression for the polarisation 

induced in a transparent dielectric medium (defined as net electric dipole moment per 

unit volume)®:

P = ^oZ(i) • E + X(i) ' E^ + Z(3) • E  ̂ Equation (1.15)

The X terms are in fact tensors, but for simplicity only a magnitude for % is considered. 

X{i) is the linear susceptibility, responsible for the refractive index of the material:

= 91e(l + X(i) ) Equation (1.16)
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The second-order nonlinearity term (x(2>) is non-zero only for materials based on a 

crystal structure which does not possess inversion symmetry i.e. those materials which 

are also piezoelectric e.g. urea. This is responsible for second-harmonic generation 

(SHG) and for three-wave mixing in optical parametric oscillators. Apart from the use 

o f the SHG effect to provide the auxiliary light for the NaChOH" laser (see chapter 3) 

second-order nonlinearities were not exploited for this work.

The thii'd-order nonlinearity term is non-zero for all dielectric materials but it 

becomes significant only for light beams with extremely strong electric fields such as 

those obtained by a tightly focussed beam from a modelocked laser. It is responsible for 

a number of phenomena including: third-harmonic generation, Raman scattering, 

Brillouin scattering and the Kerr-effect. This last effect is exploited in modelocked 

lasers resulting in spectral and spatial modification of the intracavity beam.

The Kerr-effect

If a sufficiently strong DC electric field is applied to a transparent dielectric 

medium, the non-zero X(3) value in equation 1.15 results in a dependence of the 

refractive index of the material on the electiic field strength®:

« = «0  + Equation (1.17)

Eo describes the applied electric field and «ie is the Kerr coefficient (typically 

n2E^1 0 ‘̂  ̂m^V'^). For a material with a positive D2e, the electric field causes an increase 

in the refractive index for optical fields polarised parallel to the applied DC field Eo, but 

a decrease in the refractive index for fields polarised perpendicular to Eq. Thus a 

birefringence is induced in the material which may be used with crossed polarisers in a 

Kerr-cell modulator to induce an amplitude modulation on the optical field.

Normally the electric fields required to achieve appreciable modulation are very 

high (-lOO’s kV/cm^) but if the applied optical signal is of sufficient strength, the 

electric field associated witii the optical signal itself may incite a change in the 

refractive index of the material. This is termed the ‘optical Kerr-effect’. Equation 1.17 

is then expressed as:

« = Wq + «2/ * 7 Equation (1.18)

0 2 1  is typically -10'^® m^W^; I is optical intensity, related to the time averaged
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electric field strength of the optical signal by:

/  = f  . Equation (1.19)

This has an important effect both in the spatial and temporal domains for a femtosecond 

laser pulse propagating in a transparent dielectric medium.

Self-focusing o f high intensity Gaussian beams
The smootli transverse profile o f a Gaussian beam induces a  spatial variation in 

the refractive index of a dielectric medium, according to equation 1.16: for a positive 

H21, the refractive index will be greater in the centre (peak) o f the beam than in the 

wings of the beam profile thus creating a graded-index lens whose strength depends on 

the intensity o f the overall beam. For the special case o f an optical pulse propagating 

tlirough a medium, the induced nonlinear-lens will have a time dependence, being 

strongest at the peak of the pulse and weakest in the wings. It will be shown later that 

this time-dependent lens is exploited in self-modelocked lasers to create a synthetic fast 

saturable absorber.

Self-phase modulation (SPM)
For an ultiashort pulse propagating inside a dielectric medium having a positive 

02 1 , the refractive index of the material will gradually increase, reaching a maximum at 

the peak of the pulse before decaying back to its original value after the trailing edge. 

The material effectively becomes optically longer during the leading edge of the pulse, 

thus the airival o f the optical cycles is delayed. Conversely, during the trailing edge of 

the pulse, the material becomes gradually optically shorter hence the arrival of the 

optical cycles is advanced. Consequently, for a pulse propagating through a medium of 

length L, a net phase shift results which is given by®:

. Equation (1.20)
X

A positively chirped pulse results if H21 is positive -that is- the pulse leading edge is 

red-shifted whereas the trailing edge is blue shifted. If the initial pulse has a smooth 

envelope, and neglecting any effects due to chromatic dispersion in the nonlinear 

medium, SPM induces a linear frequency chirp across the central region of the pulse, 

such as would result if the pulse had propagated througli a medium with positive group- 

velocity dispersion, but the overall pulse shape would remain unchanged. Note that this
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results in a broadening o f the optical spectmm of the pulse: the time-bandwidth product 

increases by a factor of V2 on propagating through a length L of material, if its peak 

intensity satisfies:

/  = ---- ^ . Equation (1.21)

In the special case of a pulse propagating in a nonlinear material and experiencing 

negative (anomalous) GVD, the positive chirp induced by the spectral broadening effect 

of SPM could be compensated by the anomalous GVD of the material; hence a shorter, 

duration-bandwidth limited pulse may result from an initially broader pulse by the 

interplay of SPM and GVD in a nonlineai* medium. This enables soldons to propagate 

inside optical fibres possessing anomalous group-velocity dispersion: the initial pulse 

coupled into the fibre is continually broadened spectrally by SPM and subsequently 

compressed by negative GVD until a final steady-state pulse shape is attained, limited 

only by higher-order dispersive and nonlinear effects. The resulting pulse does not then 

change shape on further propagation in the optical fibre provided that there is no loss™. 

This final pulse shape depends on the initial pulse energy where higher energies result 

in shorter pulse durations.

1.4.3 Ultrashort Pulse Propagation in a Resonator

In an actual laser resonator, both self-phase modulation (SPM) and group-velocity 

dispersion (GVD) co-exist, and together control the final pulse duration obtained from 

the laser™.

The intracavity elements contribute to the overall cavity GVD -that is- the gain 

medium, any modelocking devices (e.g. acousto-optic modulators) and the dielectric 

mirror coatings. In general, this GVD will be positive. Additionally, the tight focus 

present inside the vibronic gain medium of a tunable laser induces considerable self

phase modulation which effectively generates the equivalent phase shift as would be 

produced by positive GVD. Without any compensation for this excessive positive 

GVD, the modelocked pulse durations would be severely limited by equation 1.11 to 

the order of 1 ps.

In 1984, Fork et al.™’™ demonstrated that negative group-velocity dispersion 

could be artificially introduced into a laser cavity using a sequence o f Brewster-angled
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prisms with very low insertion loss. Such an arrangement is illustiated in figure 1.5. 

Chromatic dispersion at prism 1 causes the incident beam to spread by an angle 0. This 

results in a path difference, before reconstruction by prism 2 , dependent on the 

wavelength of the light component. Consideration of the geometry of figure 1.5 allows 

an expression for the effective GVD contribution to be derived: the second derivative of 

the optical path length of the prism sequence with wavelength is:

sin ̂  -  2| - ^ 1  cos 0 Equation (1.22)

t  is the prism apex separation, n is the index of refraction of the prism material, X is the

wavelength and P is the optical path length. The GVD contiibuted by the geometry of 

this system may be calculated with (jftom re-arranging equation 1 .1 0 ):

= Equation (1.23)
27VC CIA

Similarly, the material GVD contribution of the prisms and other inhacavity elements, 

may be calculated as:

g 3 y 2

1-L.  Equation (1.24)
iToP

Here L refers to the physical length of material through which the beam passes.

Equation 1.22 is simplified by making the assumption that cos 0 is unity, and 

C sin 0  is approximated to twice the spot size at the first prism.

The overall material contribution to intracavity GVD may be calculated using 

equation 1.24, and hence the prism separation required to compensate for this is found 

using equations 1.22-1.23. Generally, an excess of anomalous intracavity GVD is 

required to compensate for the effective positive group-velocity dispersion contribution 

by the SPM inside the gain medium.
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FIGURE 1.5: Prism sequence having negative overall group-velocity dispersion.

For the generation of the shortest pulses, third-order dispersion (TOD) becomes 

important. In a prism GVD compensated cavity this has two sources: the material 

contribution by all the intracavity elements and the geometrical contribution by the 

prism separation. Careful selection of the prism material is essential to minimise total 

TOD: by balancing the intraprism path length of the intracavity beam with the prism 

separation, overall TOD and GVD may be set to zero, provided that both contributions 

are of opposite signŝ ®’’ .̂

A simple model to describe how the GVD and SPM balance to produce a 

modelocked pulse of a certain duration is based on a soliton propagating inside an 

optical fibre^°. In the soliton model both the dispersion and the nonlinearity are 

considered to occur simultaneously inside the resonator. O f course, this is not physically 

realistic: the SPM occurs only inside the gain/nonlinear medium whereas the dispersion 

appears principally between the compensating prisms. However, this assumption is 

valid provided that the total cavity round-trip length within the dispersive elements is 

less than the dispersive (L d) and nonlinear lengths (L nl) defined by:

Equation (1.25)

■'NL
1

E ■ n
Equation (1.26)
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E is the pulse energy, Weff refers to the effective beam radius inside the nonlinear 

medium. This model is only strictly valid for pulse durations -100 fs or greater as for 

pulses considerably shorter than this, the discrete nature of the separate SPM and GVD 

sources becomes important. The possible order solitons from this model are given 

by the relationship:

^ 2  _ Equation (1.27)
^NL

Hence for the lowest order (N=l) soliton, a relationship between dispersion, pulse 

energy and pulse duration can be derived:

tpQ = A • — — Equation (1.28)

From this expression, it can be seen that the pulse duration is inversely proportional to 

the pulse energy. Additionally, it is proportional to the square of the effective beam 

waist, hence a small reduction in the beam waist should have a considerable effect on 

the modelocked pulse duration. This is important in reducing the modelocking threshold 

of a laser, discussed in chapter 5.

1.5 Summary

The basic techniques appropriate to the design and operation o f active and passive 

modelocked lasers have been outlined in this chapter. The key procedures employed 

throughout the work discussed in this thesis to characterise ultrashort pulses, have also 

been described. The effects of chromatic dispersion on ultrashort pulse propagation and 

the nonlinear effects associated with high peak optical powers, have been discussed in 

the context that is relevant to the behaviour of a modelocked laser cavity.

In chapter 2, an all-solid-state laser pump source, suitable for pumping a 

modelocked laser, is described. Chapter 3 provides a description for the application of a 

simple, yet efficacious, stabilisation technique, to an actively-modelocked colour-centre 

laser, for improved modelocking performance. In chapter 4 the novel and unusual 

vibronic solid-state gain medium Cr'^^:YAG is introduced, with cw and modelocked 

performance and limitations discussed. The design of a compact laser cavity 

specifically aimed at overcoming some of the dr awbacks associated with Cr'^^:YAG is
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described in chapter 5, and results for a compact system with repetition rates up to 

400 MHz are presented.
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2. Construction Of An All-solid-state Nd;YAG 
Pump Laser

2.1 Introduction

The tunable 1.5 pm laser sources discussed in this thesis, viz, the NaChOH" 

colour-centre laser described in chapter 3, the older colour-cenhe KChTl® laser, and 

their prospective room temperature replacement, the Cr'^^iYAG laser, possess broad 

absorption bands around 1 pm. In the case of Cr'^^iYAG the absorption pealc is at 

1.030 pm^ whereas the peak for NaChOH" is closer to 1.1 pm^. Until relatively 

recently, the only high power pump lasers available for excitation purposes in this 

wavelength region have been mainframe Nd^^iYAG systems using side-pumped arc- 

lamp pumping, operating at the strongest Nd^^:YAG line at 1.064 pm. For pumping 

Cr"^^:YAG, >6 W stable cw output power was requfred for self-modelocked femtosecond 

operation^. In the case o f the synchronously pumped modelocked (SPML) colour-centre 

laser, the pump laser is required to be actively modelocked. This produces pulses o f -5  

ps from a synchronously modelocked NaChOH" laser' ,̂ and initiates modelocking in a 

femtosecond, coupled-cavity modelocked colour-centre laser^.

Relying on commercial mainframe lasers as a pump source has its drawbacks, not 

least of which are the considerable running costs. Neodymium, being a rare earth 

element, has transitions that are puiely electronic in behaviour giving rise to an 

absorption spectrum consisting of a series of sharp lines (figure l . l f .  Using the liglit 

emitted by a krypton arc-lamp for optical pumping is therefore inefficient because the 

broadband emission from a krypton arc does not readily match the absorption lines in 

the Nd^^:YAG medium^. As a consequence, most o f the power consumed in driving the 

arc-lamp is wasted. In the case of the Spectra-Physics SP3800 for example, a 4.1 kW 

arc-lamp is required, yielding just 1 2 W cw in a TEMoo mode. This inefficiency 

inevitably leads to undesirable heating, and mains water-cooling is essential.
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F ig u r e  2.1: Absorption spectrum ofNd:YAG.

A more efficient approach is to optically pump the Nd^^:YAG at a wavelength 

corresponding to one of the absorption peaks in figure 2.1. Fortunately, higli power 

AlGaAs laser diodes are now commercially available which are designed to operate at 

the wavelength of the largest Nd^^:YAG peak at 808 nm. Replacing the arc-lamp with 

laser diodes not only reduces running costs, but eliminates the dependence on mains 

water cooling and large three-phase power supplies opening up the possibility of the 

construction of a compact laser system. Recently, this has been demonstrated by the 

replacement of expensive and inefficient argon ion lasers with the Spectra-Physics 

‘Millennia,’  ̂and Coherent’s air-cooled ‘ V erd ilasers , both highly compact, intracavity 

frequency-doubled Nd^^; YVO4 lasers operating with up to 5W output power at 532 nm.

In this chapter, I will detail the design and operation of high power laser diode 

pumped Nd^^iYAG laser souices. From early experience gained while using Cr'^^iYAG 

with mainframe Nd:YAG laser pumping (see chapter 5), it was apparent that ~6 W of 

linearly polarised cw laser power at ~ 1  pm was necessary to drive a self-modelocked 

Cr"^ :̂YAG system. As discussed in the following section, practically any laser source 

would be superior to the arc-lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser used early on in this work, 

however, as a benchmark, it was expected that amplitude noise of < 1 0 % rms over a one 

minute period and negligible beam pointing stability would be achieved by opting for 

an all-solid-state pump laser (in line with other reported all-solid-state Nd based 

lasers^).

As a replacement of the modelocked mainframe laser, the all-solid-state 

alternative should generate pulses of - 1 0 0  ps duration at a repetition frequency of
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-80  MHz. Average output power is required to be -3W  for pumping the colour-centre 

laser, however, since a green light source is also required for NaChOH" pumping (see 

chapter 3), average output powers o f -5W  are desirable to generate an additional 

second-hamionic 532 nm signal in an anisotropic doubling crystal. Again the amplitude 

and beam pointing stability of this laser would be superior to the mainframe laser it 

replaces.

With cw performance, the all-solid-state laser described in this chapter achieves 

8.3W output power with considerably improved stability over the mainframe laser. 

Modelocked performance of different laser systems having a range of pulse repetition 

rates (192MHz and 82MHz) is reported with average output powers up to 6.5W.

2.2 The M ainfram e SP3800 Nd :YAG Laser

2.2.1 Design And Construction

To gain some insight into the advantages obtained in opting to use a laser diode 

pumped Nd^^:YAG system as opposed to the mainframe arc-lamp pumped lasers (e.g. 

the Spectra Physics SP3800 and SP3000 systems), it is useful to study some of the 

features of the SP3800 laser with the intention to use it as a pump source for the 

modelocked laser in mind.

The SP3800, in common with all arc-lamp pumped lasers, relies on a side- 

pumped geometiy. This takes the form of a closed, highly polished, gold-plated 

cylindiical chamber of elliptical cross-section, with a long, low-concentration Nd^^ 

doped YAG rod placed along one focus, and the arc-lamp of similar length parallel 

along the other^. This inevitably leads to pumping a greater volume of the gain medium 

than is depleted by a cfrculating TEMoo laser field. To suppress multiple transverse 

modes, it is therefore essential that an aperture be placed at a suitable location in the 

cavity thereby discriminating in favour o f TEMoo operation but at a cost of reduced 

output power.
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F ig u r e  2.2 (a) Cavity layout o f  the SP3800 laser (b) Beam inside the cavity during operation

The designers of the SP3800 laser (and its lower power predecessor, the SP3000), 

have exploited the effect of thermal lensing in the Nd^^:YAG rod to increase 

operational efficiency. The cavity has a symmetrical design, as shown in figure 2.2(a), 

with the two mirrors separated to a distance which is outside the stability range of an 

empty resonator. During lamp pumped operation, the 8  cm long cylindrical rod receives 

a circularly symmetrical heating effect causing it to act as a distributed spherical lens of 

focal length -36  cm̂ ®. The addition of this lens to the cavity allows the resonator to 

reach stability with the laser mode inflated inside the gain medium (figure 2 .2 (b)) thus 

exploiting more of the lamp pumped region.

One major drawback of the SP3800 laser was the excessively noisy output beam. 

This manifested itself as two effects:

i) low frequency amplitude noise; the SP3800 had an active closed-loop Tight 

conti'oP circuit which dramatically reduced the amplitude fluctuations on the 

output beam. Without this, the noise was in excess of +/- 5 %.

ii) beam pointing instability; observable as a random motion of the laser output 

beam on a similar timescale to the amplitude noise.

The SP3800 fitted with the SP3800 optics as supplied (i.e. with a 1.1 mm aperture 

and both mirrors having 50 cm radius of curvature (roc)) was too noisy for use as a 

solid-state pump souice. This matter was partially resolved by fitting a smaller aperture 

(1.0 mm in this case) and mirrors from the SP3000 laser (both 60 cm roc). All the
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experiments performed using this laser as a pump source used this arrangement, unless 

stated otherwise.

2.2.2 Characterisation Of The Noise

To illustrate the improvement in performance expected when replacing the 

mainframe Nd^^iYAG laser with a laser diode pumped system, measurements were 

performed on the output power of the SP3800 laser aligned for low noise, high power 

cw pumping (i.e. with SP3000 optics and a 1.0 mm aperture) using a large area 

germanium photodiode with a linear amplifier.
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FIGURE 2.3; Characterisation o f  the amplitude noise o f  the mainframe SP3800, (a) Without light control 

active stabilisation (noise=10.5%pk-pk), (b) With light control (noise=4.6%pk-pk)

Figure 2.3 demonstrates the improvement in amplitude stability attained when the 

closed loop Tight control’ circuit is implemented on the SP3800. Without active 

stabilisation, the ripple on the laser output (over a period of 5 seconds) is in excess of 

10% (peak to peak) (figure 2.3 (a)). Applying light control reduces this noise to less 

than 4.6% (figure 2.3 (b))^\

To characterise the beam pointing instability of the laser, a calibrated quadrant 

detector was used. This is a special photodiode split into four equally sized sectors. Two 

error signals derived from these four diodes fully describe the position of a light beam 

falling on the quadrant detector by a combination of magnitude and sign of the output 

voltage. This was calibrated by placing the detector on two orthogonally mounted 

translation stages with micrometer actuators controlling the X and Y directions, and 

recording the error voltages in the two planes as the detector was translated through a 

weakly focused spot (using a 30 cm focal length lens) from a HeNe laser. Using the 

same lens to focus the spot of the SP3800 laser onto the centre of the detector enabled
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the motion of the laser beam waist to be monitored over a period of time using an X-Y 

plotter. The motion of the SP3800 with SP3000 optics and 1.0 mm aperture was 

recorded for one minute in figure 2.4. The detector was placed two metres away from 

the output coupler and a 30 cm lens focused a spot wq~ 1 0 0  pm onto its centre. The 

beam was unexpectedly observed to be asymmetric in its movement; as much as 90 pm 

in the X plane but only 50 pm in the Y plane.
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FIGURE 2.4; Beam pointing instability o f  the mainframe laser SP3800 (fitted with SP3000 optics and a 

1.0 mm aperture) recorded two metres away from the laser at a large beam waist over a period o f  one

minute.

It is worth pointing out that while figure 2.4 was recorded with the light control 

stabilisation on, a similar measurement performed on the laser with no active 

stabilisation applied showed beam motion to an identical extent, implying that liglit 

control stabilisation has no effect on beam pointing instability.

There was some uncertainty as to whether fitting a larger aperture to the laser 

might increase beam pointing stability (and output power) but at a cost o f reduced 

amplitude stability. This reasoning was as a result of an earlier measurement taken 

without the lens to focus the beam onto the quadrant detector (i.e. the output beam was 

allowed to impinge on the detector with a large spot) which indicated significantly less 

motion from a laser fitted with a 1.3 mm aperture than one with a 1.0 mm aperture. 

However, repeating this measurement using a lens to form a waist at the detector 

suggested the beam motion was actually worse (as illustrated in figure 2.5), with the 

waist covermg an area of 90pm x 160pm. The earlier contradictory result may be 

explained as an effect of a beam spot larger than the detector; increasing the size of the 

aperture expands the beam spot on the detector thus desensitising the quadrant detector
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from measuring movement. Further evidence of this was the nonlinear behaviour noted 

from the error signals when translating the detector through a large, unfocussed HeNe 

laser beam, probably as a result o f the Gaussian profile. Care is therefore needed when 

using quadrant detectors to compare laser performance, that the system is set up so that 

the laser spot size is sufficiently small compared to the size of the detector. In this case 

this was assured by the lineal* response of the detector when translating it through the 

focused beam.
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FIGURE 2.5; Ejfect o f increasing the intracavity aperture on the SP3800 beam pointing stability. All 

parameters identical to figure 2.4 except aperture=1.3 mm diameter.

The beam pointing instability was not a gieat hindiance when the laser was 

employed as a pump source for the NaChOH", and KChTl® colour-centre lasers; their 

gain media have a short length ( ~ 2  mm) and modelocking relies principally on the 

pump pulse shape, not on the stability of the pumped volume. However, using the 

mainframe laser as a pump source for the Cr'^^:YAG laser introduced problems: The 

gain medium has a low pump absorption coefficient (-1.5 cm" )̂ and thus needs to be 

long (-20 mm) to absorb sufficient incident pump light for efficient operation. It 

therefore suffers more noticeably from pump beam motion than the colour-centre lasers. 

Attempting to operate this laser to produce femtosecond duration pulses, using self- 

modelocking with a soft aperture effect, exacerbated the issue. The modelocking 

mechanism requires that the modelocked laser mode experiences greater gain in the 

laser medium by better pump-laser mode overlap than the cw mode. If the gain region is 

constantly shifting in position due to beam pointing instability, stable modelocked 

operation is impossible to achieve.
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2.3 AlGaAs Laser Diodes For Pum ping Nd:YAG

Semiconductor laser diodes were first employed as a pump source for Nd^^:YAG 

in 1968^  ̂ but it has only been since the mid-1980’s, with the development of high 

power AlGaAs laser diode bars, tliat the possibility of realising an all-solid-state 

replacement for high power, cw, arc-lamp pumped Nd^^:YAG lasers became realistic.

2.3.1 Overview of diode-pumping approaches

Whilst it is inappropriate here to enter into detail concerning the construction and 

operation of semiconductor laser diodes (the subject has been dealt with extensively 

elsewhere it is useful to look at some of the characteristics of diode lasers which must 

be considered when designing an all-solid-state system.

Owing to the highly asymmetric nature o f their construction i.e. -20 emitters each 

-80  pm X 1 pm, equally spaced on a 1 cm wide semiconductor bar, the beam emitted 

from a bare diode bar has vastly differing divergences in the two planes, e.g. the 20 W 

SDL-3460-S laser diode bar has divergences of 5° and 40° in the planes parallel and 

perpendicular to the active region respectively. However, this inequality in divergences 

is not as important as the beam quality (or of the light emitted from the laser 

diode bar. Whereas the light perpendiculai* to the active region is near diffraction 

limited (i.e. close m behaviour during focusing and subsequent propagation to an ideal 

laser source with an M^-1), the light parallel to the active region is >1000 times 

diffraction-limited^^. The effect of this is that focusing the beam equally in both planes 

results in an elliptical spot 1 0 0 0  times larger in the parallel plane tlian the other plane- 

or alternatively, to focus down to an equal sized spot in both planes involves the parallel 

plane diverging 1000 times faster than the diffraction-limited plane. The significance of 

this imbalance depends on the laser diode pumping geometry employed.
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Side-pumped laser geometries
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FIGURE 2.6; Generalised schematic o f  side-pumped Nd.YAG laser geometries

The principle of a side-pumped Nd^^rYAG laser is very similar to that of an arc- 

lamp pumped system (figure 2.6)’̂ . Usually several laser diode bars are placed parallel 

to a Nd^^iYAG rod which has a highly polished AR coated barrel. A cylindrical lens is  ̂

usually used to collimate the highly diverging diffraction limited plane, but no control is 

necessary of the non-diffraction-limited axis. Better coupling of the pump light into the 

Nd^ :YAG laser’s TEMoo mode is realised with this scheme than with an arc-lamp in an 

elliptical chamber mainly due to the higher brightness of the laser diode emission. Also 

the laser diode emits at a wavelength corresponding to the strongest absorption 

transition in Nd^^:YAG in figure 2.1 at 808 nm. This enables much greater optical- 

optical conversion efficiencies (up to 25% recently demonstrated'^) than is possible 

with an arc-lamp pumped laser. This pumping scheme has the advantage that only a 

small, distributed thermal load is imposed on the Nd^^:YAG rod allowing this laser 

design to be scaled up to extraordinarily high output powers. (Recently a fibre-coupled 

laser diode side-pumped geometry was demonstrated giving up to 160 W multimode 

and 62 W TEMoo’  ̂) Unfortunately, for constructing lasers with up to 1 0  W output 

power, this relatively inefficient scheme is inappropriate, requiring the expense of 

several laser diode bars when, theoretically, just one could be used if optimally 

employed.
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Longitudinally pumped laser geometries

Maximising the efficiency of any optically pumped laser system involves 

optimising the overlap of the circulating laser mode with the inverted (pumped) region. 

To this end, the most natural pumping scheme to employ is one where both pump and 

laser modes are collinear, involving pumping the gain medium along the optical axis 

(end pumping). It is when attempting to construct end pumped lasers using the currently 

available high power laser diode bars that the highly asymmetric nature o f their beam 

quality becomes problematic. The near diffraction limited plane can easily be focused to 

overlap the circulating laser mode over the whole length of the gain medium, however 

the non-diffraction-limited plane allows mode matching over only very small distances. 

This leads to poor efficiency and excessive heating of the Nd^  ̂:YAG rod. One approach 

to increase pump mode overlap in the non-diffraction limited plane has been 

demonstrated recently with Cr^^:LiSAF’ ;̂ a cylindrical intracavity mirror was used to 

produce a highly elliptical mode in the gain medium. Unfortunately, the beam quality of 

the resulting Cr^^:LiSAF laser was relatively poor in the corresponding plane (M^~1.8). 

Another method involves internally folding the resonator mode at the pumped surface 

of the gam medium thus allowing the faster diverging non-diffraction-limited plane to 

overlap over a broader laser mode area.'^’'^

Techniques have been employed to ‘reshape’ the highly asymmetric laser diode 

mode into one more suitable for pumping a resonator having a circularly symmetric 

laser mode in the gain region. These have included stripe stacking devices, which 

reshape the beam in free space, e.g. Clarkson and Hanna’s two mirror system^® or 

Edwin’s stripe stacker^’. Beam reshaping has enabled efficiencies up to 42%^^ to be 

obtained in end-pumped Nd^^:YAG lasers. An alternative, extremely rugged technique 

employed m commercial high power end-pumped laser systems involves fibre coupling 

o f the laser diode bars^^, and was the method employed in this work

2.3.2 Fibre-coupled laser diodes

The fibre-coupled laser diode pump source was commercially obtained from 

Opto-Power Corporation (model no. OPC-B030-FC). This consisted of two standard 

OPC 20 W diode bars, each having 19 emitting facets (each ~80 pm wide) spaced 

-400 pm apart. A fibre lens mounted in front of the bar served to collimate the fast
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(perpendicular) axis. Each emitter was then coupled into an AR coated optical fibre 

(-100 pm core, NA=0.11) simply by positioning the fibre a suitable distance away from 

the diode bar. The 38 individual fibres from the two bars could then allow a symmetric 

source to be created by rearranging the fibres into a circular bundle of 1.55 mm 

diameter. Inevitable coupling losses allowed a maximum output power of 35 W to be 

obtained from the fibre bundle, with a total -40  W emitted from the two bare bars. 

Using a commercially obtained optical converter (model no. OPC-OC-01) comprising 

two aspherical lenses, this fibre bundle could be subsequently coupled into a single core 

multimode fibre. Usually a fibre with a core size of 600 pm and 0.37 NA was used with 

82 % coupling efficiency, but later experiments involved pumping with a 400 pm 0.37 

NA fibre. The smaller fibre was a brighter pump source enabling better pump-mode 

overlap to be attained'^ but at the expense of much poorer coupling efficiency in the 

OPC converter (rated at 41 %). The uncoupled laser light leads to heating of the SMA 

fibre adapter. Note that fibre coupling the laser diodes does not increase the overall 

brightness of the laser diode (in fact it is reduced), it merely offers a straightforward 

means to reshape the asymmetric source and deliver the light conveniently to the 

application.

It is worth pointing out an advantage that fibre-coupling has over other beam 

reshaping techniques, which is o f particular value in commercial laser diode pumped 

systems. Unlike standard free-space arrangements, which require that the laser diodes 

be placed alongside the gain medium in the laser head, fibre coupling allows the laser 

diodes to be placed well away from the actual laser; e.g. in the Millennia and Verdi 

intracavity doubled Nd^^:YAG systems, the laser diodes (and their ancillary cooling 

requirements) are positioned in the laser power supply^''. In the Verdi system in 

particular, this is applied to maximal advantage in enabling the fibre bundles to be 

simply detached from the laser diode bar to permit rapid replacement of failed laser 

diodes without necessitating any specialised realignment procedures.

The temperature of the laser diode arrays was controlled using a Peltier effect 

thermoelectric cooler mounted on a water cooled base. A commercial temperature 

controller (Marlowe R020) controlled the temperature to within +/- 0.05^C. One 

temperature controller was used, running both Peltier coolers in series whilst 

monitoring the temperature of one diode with an internally mounted thermistor.
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The drive current for both laser diode bars connected in series was supplied by a 

Kingshill constant current power supply. It was found that the wavelength of the 

emitted radiation varied dramatically depending on the drive current, and the rated 

operating wavelength o f 810 nm at 25^C was not attained unless operating the diodes at 

the maximum current of 30 A. The wavelength could be tuned by changing the 

temperature of the diode bars at a rate o f 0.3 nm /% .

2.4 Design O f A  High Power cw Nd: YAG Laser

A key consideration to be made when designing high power cw lasers is to 

maximise the overlap o f the inverted (pumped) gain region with the laser field. In the 

past, several techniques have been developed to achieve this by inflating the laser mode 

in the gain element using e.g. intracavity telescopes^^, or exploiting the thermal lens in 

an otherwise unstable resonator^^ (as is the case with the Spectra-Physics lasers 

described earlier). On the whole, these methods, which were originally designed for arc- 

lamp pumped systems, are only applicable to side-pumped lasers. Attempting to build 

an end-pumped system applying these methods is hindered by the aberrated thermal 

lensing effect as the output power is scaled up.

The low brightness (i.e. high M^) of the fibre-coupled diode pump source, 

imposes serious restrictions on the allowed size of the laser mode in the gain medium. 

Focussing the pump beam tightly to match the size of a small laser mode (such as is 

produced in e.g. four mirror Z-cavities for TirSapphire) leads to a poor pump-mode 

overlap as the pump beam will diverge several hundred times faster than the laser beam. 

Ideally, the laser crystal would have a very high pump absorption coefficient, allowing 

all the pump to be absorbed within the small volume corresponding to where the pump 

and laser mode overlap. Unfortunately, Nd^^:YAG cannot be doped with more than 

1 .1 % Nd^^ without the upper state lifetime decreasing rapidly due to fluorescence 

quenching^^. Thus the maximum possible pump absorption coefficient is limited.
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2.4.1 Thermal induced effects

The thermal lens induced when a rod (or slab) of material is optically pumped 

with high incident powers, results from three effects:^^

(i) Bulging of the pumped end of the laser rod due to thermal expansion of the laser 

material This always forms a positive (converging) lens.

(ii) A radial change in the refractive index due to the steady state temperature gradient 

under intense pumping. The magnitude and sign of this depends on the laser 

material’s dn/dT. For Nd^^iYAG, this is also positive, but for certain materials 

(e.g. YLF) it is negative and thus forms a diverging lens- useful for 

counterbalancing the effect of the positive end-bulging lens.

(iii) A thermal stress induced bulk lensing effect.

Ideally, thermal lensing should not be a problem when constructing high power 

lasers operating on a single transverse mode (TEMoo), as any unaberrated positive lens 

can be taken into account and compensated for when designing the laser cavity. 

Unfortunately, the thermal lens also has an aberrated component^^ which becomes 

increasingly important as the pump power is scaled up. This effect cannot be 

compensated for generally by standard optical components (though several techniques 

have been proposed to partially compensate this '̂ )̂. This ‘aberrated’ thermal lens leads 

to an additional loss to the fundamental laser mode. Hence, as the pump power is 

increased, it becomes more difficult to maintain a single TEMoo laser mode oscillating 

in the cavity. To minimise losses to the TEMoo mode, it has been suggested that the 

laser mode size should be restricted so only the central portion o f the pumped region is 

u t i l i s e d ^ t h u s  perversely wasting a substantial portion of the pump energy.

A second effect which is detrimental to efficient laser operation also occurs when 

imposing a high thermal load on a laser crystal through optical pumping. This is 

thermal-stress-induced birefringence, and its effect depends upon whether the laser -

includes polarisation selecting elements. In the case of Nd^^:YAG, the host has a cubic I

structure and is therefore optically isotropic, exhibiting no intrinsic birefringence. |

Unfortunately, when the host is unevenly heated and therefore stressed (as occurs when !

end-pumping the rod), a degree of birefringence develops^^. In the case of a plane j
Ipolarised laser with Brewster-angled elements, the beam becomes slightly depolarised i
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on each pass through the gain medium, hence a slightly elliptically polarised beam 

circulates within the laser cavity. The depolarised fraction of the laser may be observed 

reflected off the Brewster-angled elements and hence an estimate of the degree of 

thermal-sti'ess-induced birefringence may be made by measuring this power.

Thermal-stress-induced birefringence is a major drawback when scaling up the 

output powers of plane-polarised end-pumped Nd^^:YAG lasers. The roimd-trip 

intracavity losses can be effectively increased by several percent thus wasting 

potentially useful output power. Side-pumping, with its more distributed thermal load, 

suffers much less from this effect. One successful method of avoiding the effect 

completely is to employ a gain medium which has a biréfringent host such as Nd^^:YLF 

or Nd^^:YV0 4 . Any additional thermally induced birefringence is insignificant 

compared to their natural birefringence and hence has no depolarising effect^. 

Unfortunately, these materials have their own problems, namely, lower thermal 

conductivity, and a tendency to fr acture when heated.

2.4.2 Laser Cavity Design

To satisfy the criteria discussed, the final cavity layout employed for high power 

cw operation was an adaptation of the three-mirror ‘dog-leg’ design described by 

Yelland et al^ .̂ This cavity was optimised for intracavity doubling and the 

characteristics given below were specifically geared towards fulfilling that goal.

i) Minimum number of cavity elements which therefore minimises parasitic

losses; very important to achieve the high intracavity fields necessary for

efficient frequency doubling.

ii) Small spot size on the plane end-minor. This allows very high intensities to be

realised in a second harmonic generating (SHG) crystal placed next to this 

mirror, essential for nonlinear frequency conversion techniques.

iii) Intracavity plate and étalons ensured stable SHG operation on two 

longitudinal modes using the scheme of Oka et al. '̂’
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FIGURE 2.7; Schematic o f the 8.0 fV cw Ncf^.YAG laser built as a 1 irni pump source

The cavity was also compact (-33 cm total length, ensuring broad mode spacing) 

and folded using a 1 0  cm radius of curvature (roc) mirror at near normal incidence. 

Compensation for thermal lensing was possible by adjusting the plane end-mirror to 

folding mirror separation. This laser had promising operation at the fundamental 

wavelength of 1.064 pm using a 10% output coupler as the plane end-mirror'^ and so 

was chosen as the starting point for the cw pump laser.

Figure 2.7 is a schematic of the final design built as a stable, reliable 8  W cw 

pump source. The étalon and A74 plate are not necessary for fundamental operation and 

hence are no longer included. The 10 cm roc folding mirror has been replaced with a 

7.5 cm focal length broad-band-AR-coated biconvex lens. This eliminates the 

astigmatism associated with using the curved mirror slightly off-axis helping to ensure a 

spherically symmetric pump beam. The extra parasitic loss associated with using a lens 

can easily be tolerated in a Nd^^:YAG laser designed for fundamental operation. The 

slightly longer focal length of the lens helps to ensure that TEMoo operation can be 

achieved for a broad range of thermal lens strengths.
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Thermal lens estimation

A simple method for calculating the unaberrated thennal lens induced in an end- 

pumped laser rod was described by Innocenzi et al.^  ̂ which was derived from the 

steady-state heat flow equation:

V • h{r, z) -  Q{r, z) Equation (2.1)

where h(r,z) is the heat flux and Q is the power per unit volume deposited as heat. Note 

that only radial heat flow is considered, and the lensing effect calculated was just that 

component due to the refractive index change with temperature. An expression is 

derived, considering the steady state temperature distribution in the rod and the 

corresponding phase change induced by a change in the refractive index, for the total 

effective focal length of the thermal lens in the rod:

/  = Equation (2.2)
p  ÉL 
^ ph  • dT \ - e

where Kc is the thermal conductivity of tlie rod, Wp is the spot size of the pump mode 

(assumed constant throughout the rod), Ppi, is the incident pump power which 

contributes towards heating of the rod, is the temperature dependence of the 

refractive index, a  is the differential absorption coefficient, and 1 is the rod length.

The model thus described is for a diffraction limited pump source with a Gaussian 

profile. To model the situation witli the fibre-coupled diode pump source, it is necessary 

to adapt it slightly to account for the divergence of the pump beam as it propagates 

through the crystaP^. This may be accomplished by simply slicing the laser rod many 

times, and calculating the dioptric power o f each slice as the pump diverges and 

exponentially decreases in power due to absorption:

L
7r.K^.(wQ-Yz.Xm.{S)Y (  1

p  JÈL 1 1 _
' dT V i t ;

-1 -1

Equation (2.3)

Here wo is the size o f the pump beam waist, Pho is the incident pump power which 

will contribute to rod heating, 0  is the divergence half angle of the pump mode 

(dependent on the etendue of the pump source) and Ôz is the thickness of each rod slice. 

This model assumes that the pump focus is placed on the pumped end of the rod.
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Applying parameters suitable for the cw laser being designed in the above 

equation i.e. Nd^*:YAG parameters^: Kc=13 W/m.K, a~550 m \  '^/di=7.3xl0-‘ K‘‘, 

1=8 nun; for 1:1 imaging of the fibre inside the laser rod, wo~300 pm, 6~22°, and 

assuming the laser will operate with ~ 30% efficiency, the incident pump power which 

will contribute to heating for 8 W output power is Pho~19 W. The total effective focal 

length of the laser rod given by equation (2.3) due to bulk refractive index change alone 

is fcff=lL2 cm. The additional lensing effect introduced by bulging of the pumped 

surface of the rod should also be considered, in an attempt to include this, a stronger 

lens (feff^lO cm) was estimated. This lens was positioned at the pumped end of the rod 

for the purpose of cavity design.

For the three-element cavity shown m figure 2.7, the change in spot size of the 

laser mode inside the Nd^^iYAG gain medium as the various cavity elements are 

changed may be calculated using simple ABCD matrix analysis^^. For the cavity 

without any thermal lens, this is plotted as the end mirror is translated away from the 

intracavity lens in figure 2 .8 , note that the rod to lens separation is kept fixed at 

275 mm. The laser cavity only satisfies the stability criteria in the parameter space 

associated with the trace.
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FIGURE 2.8; Variation o f  laser spot size in the gain medium as the end mirror is translated away from

the intracavity lens. No thermal lens in cavity.
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FIGURE 2.9: Variation o f  laser spot size in the gain medium as the end mirror is translated away from  

the intT'acavity lens.f=10 cm thermal lens included in model.

The inclusion of the predicted thermal lens on the pumped side of the rod gives 

the stability diagram in figure 2.9. From these two diagrams it can be seen that the spot 

size in the laser rod can easily be adjusted for optimum extraction of gain in a TEMoo 

mode simply by translating the end mirror fi*om the focussing lens. This is true both for 

the cavity without the strong thermal lens (figure 2 .8 ) and with the expected 1 0  cm lens 

in the laser rod (figure 2.9).
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FIGURE 2.11: ‘Fish shaped' laser mode inside the cw-laser cavity with a 10 cm thermal lens

To assess the range of thermal lens focal lengths for which this cavity should be 

able to compensate, the mirror-lens separation was set to 12 cm giving a spot size of 

-600 pm diameter in the gain crystal with a 10 cm thermal lens (figure 2.9). The spot 

size was recorded as the thermal lens was varied in the ABCD model. The result in 

figure 2.10 indicates the cavity can tolerate thermal lenses with focal lengths as short as 

8 cm.

The profile of the laser mode as the beam propagates around the laser cavity (with 

10 cm thermal lens) is simulated in figure 2.11. The thermal lens produces a beam waist 

-9  cm behind the gain medium.

CW  laser construction

As indicated on the laser schematic in figure 2.7, the pump light from the fibre

must be focused into the Nd^^iYAG rod through a thin (-1 mm thick) plane mirror.

This was AR coated for the pump wavelength (808 nm) on the rear surface, and HR

coated (R>99.9 %) on the front surface for the laser wavelength (1.064 pm). Owing to

the highly divergent nature of the light emitted from the 600 pm fibre (-22°), it was

necessary to employ fast pump focusing optics if aperturing o f the pump was to be

avoided. Two AR-coated aspheric lenses (Melles-Griot 01 LAG 004/076) each of focal

length f=17.5 mm and diameter ([)=19 mm (f#=0.895) placed curved sides facing -1 mm

apart, were used to accomplish this. During the initial alignment, the axis of the pump

was placed exactly in the centre of the laser rod aligned along the optical axis, helping
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to ensure that the laser heating and cooling was circularly symmetric thus (hopefully) 

minimising aberrated thermal lensing effects which cannot be compensated in this 

simple cavity arrangement.

The plane-plane AR-AR coated Nd^'^:YAG rod (8 mm long x 3.5 mm diameter) 

obtained from VLOC (Virgo optics and Lightning Optical Corporation), was doped 

with 1.1 % Nd̂ "̂ . This was wrapped in indium and mounted in a copper heatsinlc. 

Initially, the copper mount was cooled directly with water from a closed cycle water 

cooler. Unfortunately, this exhibited excessive temperature swings (>5° C) causing the 

output power of the Nd^^:YAG laser to oscillate by as much as 10 %. To eradicate this 

effect, an electronically controlled thermoelectric cooler was used in conjunction with a 

water-cooled base to maintain the temperature of the mount at 8°C.

To find the optimum operating temperature of the laser diodes for maximum 

pump absorption by Nd^^:YAG, the transmitted pump power was monitored while 

changing the temperature and drive curTent of the laser diodes. For a drive current of 20 

A, the laser diodes had to be operated at 28°C. Throughout most of the early alignment 

stages, the diodes were run at this temperature. Only when the drive cunent exceeded 

20 A was the temperature gradually lowered.

For initial alignment purposes, a plane-plane resonator was constructed using two 

thin, plane-parallel HR mirrors. It was while operating a Nd^^:YAG laser with this 

cavity that it was observed that it was operating >50:1 plane-polarised at low pump 

powers, without the inclusion of any intracavity polarisation selecting elements. The 

plane of the polarisation was vertical with respect to the optical bench. At pump levels 

exceeding -5  W, however, the output beam became randomly polarised. The probable 

cause of this apparent biréfringent behaviour of a nominally isotropic host material, was 

mechanical stress induced birefringence resulting from clamping the rod tightly in the 

copper heatsink.

The complete cavity shown in figure 2.7 included an infrasil (low loss fiised 

silica) window placed at Brewster’s angle to select plane-polarised oscillation. An 

apeiture of 0.8 mm diameter placed -8  cm behind the laser rod (close to the intracavity 

beam waist in figure 2.11) helped to ensure that the cavity was operating TEMoo during 

alignment for high power operation. Without this, it was easy to accidentally align with 

a ‘doughnut’ mode structure (mixture of TEMoi and TEMio modes).
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The cavity was first aligned for die lowest cw threshold, then the entire cavity 

repeatedly re-aligned (including the pump focusing optics) while increasing the pump 

power. The laser mode was checked periodically throughout this procedure to ensure 

that the output was TEMoo- TEMoo operation was straightforward to achieve providing 

sufficient care was taken during initial alignment that the pump mode was central in the 

laser rod and on-axis. The pump was increased up to 22 A drive current (=21.4 W 

incident pump power), producing a maximum output power of 8.5 W. At this current, 

the laser diodes were operated at 25.5%  for optimum pump absorption. Attempting to 

pump the laser at powers higher than this was found to be counterproductive i.e. re

aligning the cavity for TEMoo operation led to a drop in actual output power.

2.4.3 CW Laser Characterisation 

Power transfer characteristics
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FIGURE 2.12: Output power characteristics o f  the cw laser fitted with a 10% output coupler. See text for

explanation.

The output power characteristics of this simple cw laser are shown in figure 2.12.

Note that no thermo-electric cooler was used to cool the Nd^^:YAG (direct mains water

cooling was employed) hence the highest output power here was only -7.0 W. These

measurements were taken for optimum alignment of the laser cavity for each input

power, i.e. the end-mirror-lens separation was optimised for each measurement. Of

significance are the two regions with different slope efficiencies. At low powers (less

than 13 watts) the power in/power out was the expected straight line with a slope of
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30% and the cavity did not require much re-alignment between measurements. 

However, as the power was increased, the cavity needed to be significantly re-aligned, 

and a new regime with a slope efficiency of -60%  was reached. This change in slope 

efficiencies represents a transition from operating in the stability region of figure 2.8, 

where the spot size in the laser crystal increases as the end-mirror is translated closer to 

the lens, to operation in the stability region of figure 2.9, where the converse is true due 

to the increasing strength of the thermal lens.

These transfer characteristics o f the laser were measured with several different 

output couplers, however, due to the additional difficulties encountered with the varying 

thermal lens strength and accompanying cavity re-alignment, it was difficult to deduce 

anything useful from these. The 10% output coupler (employed during the measurement 

o f figure 2.12) gave the maximum output power and was used when the diode pumped 

Nd^^:YAG laser was implemented as a pump source for a Cr"^ :̂YAG laser.

Note that the maximum obtained output power of 8.5 W at 21.4 W incident pump 

power represents a total optical-optical conversion efficiency of -40  % into a TEMoo 

mode, a notably high value. This is less than that claimed for the Millennia OEM laser 

diode pumped head running at the fundamental wavelength of 1.064 pm, which had an 

efficiency of-50% ^\ but this involved pumping Nd^^:YV0 4  (which has a much greater 

pump absorption coefficient) from both ends of the gain medium (hence producing a 

more distributed thermal load). A different cavity arrangement was employed, which 

placed the gain medium in the centre of a near-confocal resonator.

Beam quality characterisation

An important laser parameter which must be considered when constructing a laser 

for use as a pump source for another laser is how close the beam is to the diffraction 

limit. This may be expressed using the parameter M^, which can be used to describe 

how a non-diffraction limited beam behaves using standard equations for a diffraction 

limited beam^\ by scaling the laser’s wavelength by a factor M^, i.e.

w{z) = Wq 1 + Equation (2.4)

^  ■ Equation (2.5)
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Equation 2.4 is an expression for the 1/e  ̂ radius of a laser beam, w(z), at a 

position z away from the beam waist wô ®. For distances substantially greater than the 

Rayleigh range away from the beam waist, the spot size may be calculated from the 

expression for the far field divergence angle, 0, in equation 2.5. To end pump a long 

laser crystal with a low pump absorption coefficient in a laser resonating a diffraction 

limited beam, it is imperative that the pump laser has an M^-1 for good pump and laser 

mode overlap.

During alignment, the laser mode was periodically studied with an infrared 

viewer and neutral density filter to ensure that the spot appeared to be Gaussian in form 

with no discernible substmcture. Although this prevented higher order transverse modes 

becoming dominant, it was still possible for the laser beam to be non-diffraction 

limited. A measurement of the divergence of the beam from a known beam waist is 

therefore necessary for a complete assessment of beam quality.

The laser was weakly focused using a lens with a focal length of 30 cm. This 

ensured a relatively large beam waist which could be easily measured. A reverse-biased 

large area germanium photodiode with a 25 pm slit in fi ont, enabled scanning of a small 

spot size. This was mounted on a stepper motor driven translation stage with a step size 

of 6.35 pm and a variable scanning speed. A flat-bed chart recorder was used to record 

the scanned profiles.

The beam waist was scanned which indicated a 1/e  ̂ half width of 130 pm for 

both planes, however, the vertical waist was located -1.5 cm in front o f the horizontal 

waist indicating a source of astigmatism inside the laser cavity. This was probably the 

thermal lens. The was then deduced from equation 2.4 by taking a few further 

measurements of the spot size of the diverging laser beam at increasing distances from 

the beam waist. This suggested a value of the between 1.06 and 1.09 which is very 

close to the diffraction limit. A similar measurement made on the SP3800 mainframe 

laser, suggested an value closer to 1.2, although measurement of this was hampered 

by the beam pointing instability discussed in section 2.2.2.
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FIGURE 2.13: Scanned profile o f  the 8 W NdiYAG output beam.

Figure 2.13 is a vertical scan taken during the measurement, of the beam Im

away from the beam waist. The solid red line is the best fitted line using the equation 

for a Gaussian profile:

Equation (2.6)
/  \ 2

X
- 2I  -  exp

where wq is the beam waist (half width 1/e  ̂maximum). 

Noise characteristics of the ail-soiid state laser

The noise measurements made on the SP3800 mainframe laser in section 2.2.2 

were repeated on the cw laser-diode-pumped Nd^^:YAG to demonstrate its superiority 

as a low-noise pump source.

The amplitude noise measurement (figure 2.14) indicated less than 0.8% peak- 

peak noise, a significant improvement over the 4.6% measured with the actively 

stabilised SP3800. Power supply ripple at a frequency of 100 Hz was the only 

observable noise on the output.
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FIGURE 2.14: Comparison o f  the amplitude noise o f  the all-solid-state laser with the mainframe SP3800.

The beam pointing stability assessment, described in section 2.2., was canied out 

using the same 30 cm focal length lens placed 2 m away from the laser output coupler, 

to provide a spot -100 pm in radius on the quadrant photodiode. The resulting trace in 

figure 2.15, recorded over a one minute interval, suggests an order of magnitude less 

movement than the mainframe arc-lamp-pumped system (figure 2.4).

EIÎ
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FIGURE 2.15: Beam pointing instability o f  the 8 W cw all-solid-state Nd:YAG laser
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2.4.4 Thermal Lens Measurement

To dii'ectly replace the mode-locked SP3800 Nd^^:YAG laser as a pump source 

for the NaChOH' colour-centre laser, an actively modelocked laser-diode-pumped 

system would require similar pulse repetition rates to the mainframe laser. The main 

constraint on the repetition rates of acousto-optically modelocked lasers are the 

positions o f the resonances of the modelocker. The modelocker fitted in the SP3800 

laser had resonances around 41 MHz allowing pulse repetition rates of -82 MHz, 

corresponding to a total laser cavity length of 1.83 m. To scale up the total length of the 

all-solid-state laser from -40  cm to 182 cm, required more accurate knowledge of the 

thermally induced lens in the Nd^^: YAG rod to enable it to be compensated.

Several techniques have been described to measure the lensing induced in a laser 

rod under intense optical pumping. A simple method, described by Neuenschwinder et 

al^ ,̂ involves calculating the spot size on the output coupler surface from a 

measurement made of the beam after focusing by an extracavity lens of known focal 

length (figure 2.16). The thermal lens may then be deduced by predicting the lens 

strength required to create the calculated beam waist on the output coupler. This 

technique allows the spherical unaberrated component of the thermal lens to be 

accurately determined with the laser configured as a stable resonator which is aligned 

for optimum operation.

Output"! 
coupler I

f=75.6 mm 
Intracavity lens f =200 mm

— r : f  —d, = fLaser Cavity — ^

FIGURE 2.16: Configuration for the measurement o f the thermal lens.

The far field spot size (woi in figure 2.16), formed using a 20 cm biconvex lens 

positioned 20 cm from the front surface of the output coupler, was measured by 

translating a slit through the spot in the X and Y planes. From Neuenschwinder^^, the 

spot size on the output coupler was then deduced using the relation:
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= W,01

A
TV

Equation (2.7)

where the symbols are as defined in figure 2.16. The positions of the individual laser 

cavity elements must be accurately measured and the required thermal lens (placed on 

the pumped end of the laser rod) was then determined. The graph in figure 2.17(a), 

derived for the measuied laser cavity (aligned for high power operation) using simple 

ABCD matrix analysis, allows the thermal lens focal length to be deduced from the 

measured spot size on the output coupler. The greatest source of error when employing 

this method is the measurement o f the positions of the cavity elements, in particular the 

separation of the end mirror from the intracavity lens.

Several measurements were made for the thermal lens at different pump powers. 

For the lower powers, it was necessary to re-align the cavity slightly by placing the 

plane end mirror closer to the intracavity lens, allowing a stable laser resonator to be 

maintained with a weaker thermal lens. The spot-size vs. thermal lens graph for this 

arrangement is shown in figure 2.17(b).
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FIGURE 2.17: Variation o f  spot size on plane output coupler with thermal lens for the cw laser cavity, (a )  

Aligned for high power operation (strong thermal lens), (b) Re-aligned for weak thermal lensing.
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FIGURE 2.18: Measured unaberrated thermal lens focal lengths (a) cavity aligned for low pump powers. 

(b) aligned for high pump powers (normal operation)

The measured values for the thermal lens focal length are summarised in the 

graphs in figure 2.18. It is immediately apparent that the thermal lens has different 

strengths in the two planes (defined with respect to the Brewster plate). This is most 

likely due to asymmetric cooling of the Nd^^rYAG rod in the mount. For weak thermal 

lensing, the curve has a hyperbolic dependence on pump power in agreement with 

Neuenschwinder and predicted by equation 2.3.

During normal operation (i.e. with 21W incident on the Nd^^rYAG rod) the 

thermal lens was measured to be 10.5 cm and 12.8 cm in the tangential and sagittal 

planes respectively, close to the value o f 11.2 cm predicted by equation 2.3.

2.5 Actively M odelocked All-Solid-State Nd^ :̂ YAG Laser

2.5.1 Introduction

Replacing the modelocked SP3800 laser with an all-solid-state system for 

synchronously pumping the NaChOH' colour-centre laser affords fewer immediate 

benefits compared to those achieved in replacing the cw pump source for a Cr"^ :̂YAG 

laser. As I have already noted, the very short gain media length characteristic of colour- 

centre lasers, and the modelocking mechanisms normally employed, imply less 

dependence on the beam pointing stability of the pump source. The potential advantages
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of an all-solid-state system are mainly of lower running costs (due to the higher 

efficiencies inherent in laser diode pumped systems) and the ability to slightly modify 

the cavity layout to satisfy certain requirements o f NaChOH" lasers (e.g. efficient 

intracavity doubling to produce the required auxiliary light for re-orientating the colour- 

centres).

Both the SP3000 and SP3800 lasers are reliable, robust systems when actively 

modelocked. Both laser cavities are constructed on invar rails providing some immunity 

to temperature induced length variations which would be detrimental to modelocked 

performance.

The noise characteristics of the modelocked pulse train depend principally on the 

stability of the signal generator providing the RF signal to the acousto-optic modulator. 

Considerable reduction of the phase noise from a modelocked SP3800 has been 

demonstrated by the replacement of the tunable signal generator with a temperature 

controlled fixed frequency crystal oscillator'^®. It follows that no significant reduction in 

the pulse jitter is expected from substituting the arc-lamp-pumped laser with an all

solid-state system, but the slight improvement in low frequency amplitude noise will be 

beneficial.

2.5.2 Design of an all-solid-state modelocked Nd:YAG laser

The first attempt to construct an all-solid-state replacement for the SP3800 

achieved only partial success; high average output powers were obtained but the pulse 

durations were excessive (shortest were 500 ps). Later it was realised that the angle o f 

the Nd^^:YAG rod has a crucial effect on modelocking behaviour: Aligning exactly 

along the optical axis- (optimum for best cw performance), created a bandwidth limiting 

intracavity element. The laser should either be constructed with the Nd^^:YAG rod 

angled slightly (limiting the cw operation) or, preferably, deploy a gain element with 

one end face wedged. Optimisation of the following cavity design by using a wedged 

rod should enable an all-solid-state replacement of the modelocked SP3800 to be 

realised.

Long cavity design

The 1.82m long laser cavity necessary for direct replacement o f the modelocked 

SP3800 laser, with a pulse repetition rate of 82 MHz, is a challenge to construct when
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the gain medium suffers thermal lensing with focal lengths as short as 11cm. Since a 

lower power was required to pump colour-centre lasers, the laser was designed to be 

pumped with the diodes operating at a lower power of 20W, hence the expected thermal 

lens was only -13cm (from figure 2.18).

The basic resonator layout remained the same as in figure 2.7 but the focal length 

of the intracavity lens needed to be extended in line with the cavity length. Instead of 

employing a single lens, a combination of a positive and a negative lens of identical 

focal length (15 cm) were used. The effective focal length of this lens pair is given by:

/
f x - f l Equation (2.8)

The lens separation, d, was set to give the optimum focal length for operation. A 

fixed separation of 57mm was used which resulted in a focal length of approximately 

400mm, suitable for use in a long cavity of this type. Using the ABCD matrix method, 

the required cavity dimensions for optimum operation may be estimated. The 

intracavity beam for this optimum position is shown in figure 2.19. The beam has 

expanded to a large spot (-6 mm diameter) at the point of the converging lens, it is 

important to ensure no aperturing occurs at this point. A tight waist (-90 jim) is formed 

on the plane output coupler. The tolerance of this cavity to varying thermal lens focal 

lengths is illustrated in figure 2.20. By comparing this with the equivalent for the short 

cw cavity in figure 2.10, it can be assumed that this laser should operate over a much 

wider range of pump powers without necessitating re-alignment.
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FIGURE 2.19: Intracavity beam for 1.82m laser cavity
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FIGURE 2.20: Variation o f  laser spot size in rod with thermal lens strength

The final design for the long modelocked laser is outlined in figure 2.21. The 

fixed separation lens pair assembly was mounted on a large translation stage which 

allowed optimisation of the cavity for maximum TEMoo cw operation. Additionally, 

simultaneous translation of the plane output coupler and lens assembly allowed the 

cavity length to be adjusted for modelocking without changing the effective laser 

stability condition. The resonator could be easily constructed from the short 8W cw 

laser by removing the output coupler and placing the additional optics in the positions 

indicated in figure 2.21. At a drive current of 21 A, the long cw laser produced up to 

6.1W TEMoo.

Fibre pumped head 
(from cw laser In fig. 2.7)

f=150 mm 
plano-convex 

lens

~  1220

* iSS

f= -150 mm 
plano-concave

/  R=90%
Modelocker

I 57 510

Adjust for 
cavity stability

Adjust 
cavity length

Figure 2.21: Schematic o f  the 1.8m long laser cavity fo r active modelocking. (All dimensions in mm)

For actively modelocked operation using amplitude modulation (AM), a 

Brewster-angled infrasil acousto-optic modulator of length 8mm (Newport Electro- 

Optic Systems model N 12041-2) was placed immediately in front of the 10% output
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coupler. Owing to the tight focusing of the beam on the plane output coupler, the 

addition of a Brewster-angled element introduces some astigmatism. This was 

compensated by slightly rotating one of the intracavity lenses.

The modelocked laser operated at a frequency of 82.53MHz with an average 

output power of 5.7W. The modelocker was driven with 700mW of RF power. The 

pulse duration, measured using an InGaAs photodiode with a lOGHz bandwidth and a 

sampling oscilloscope, was typically 500ps in duration- too long for use as a 

synchronous pump source. The cause o f this excessively long pulsed behaviour was 

traced to étalon effects introduced by the plane-parallel laser rod. This could be partially 

rectified by rotating the rod mount by ~5^ which enabled modelocked pulses of 150ps 

to be realised. Unfortunately, this also misaligned the laser cavity for optimum cw 

operation and the average output power dropped to 3 W.

The cw operation of this long-cavity laser when first assembled together with the 

modelocked operation of a shorter compact Nd^^:YAG laser system described in the 

following section, suggest that substitution of the plane-parallel rod with a plane 

wedged crystal will enable sub lOOps pulses to be realised from an 82MHz AM- 

modelocked all-solid-state Nd^^:YAG laser with average output powers exceeding 5W.

Design and construction of a compact modelocked Nd:YAG laser

An alternative acousto-optic modelocking device, the Spectra-Physics model-342 

Brewster-prism modulator, originally designed to modelock argon ion lasers running at 

82 MHz repetition rate, was found to have resonances at ~97 MHz. A modulation depth 

o f 9,6% for 1W RF power was measured when operating on a resonance near this high 

drive frequency.

The high frequency resonance opened up the possibility of constructing a 

compact, all-solid-state modelocked Nd^^:YAG laser, as the total cavity length would 

only need to be -75 cm. Since this is approximately only twice the length of the short 

cw cavity, it was a straightforward modification to exchange the 75 mm intracavity lens 

with one of 150mm focal length and double all the cavity dimensions in figure 2.7.

The entire cavity was rebuilt for optimum modelocked performance with a plane- 

parallel rod, i.e. the laser rod was angled >5° but the optical fibre tip was imaged 

exactly in the centre of the pumped side of the rod. This helped to ensure that the end of
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the rod with the greatest thermal load was symmetrically cooled. As with the long 

cavity, both the intracavity lens and the end mirror were mounted on translation stages.

Without any modelocking device, this extended cavity produced 6.5W TEMoo for 

just 19W pump power.

Output
coupler

Rod tilted 
by ~5°

Modelocker

f=150 mm 
plano-convex 

lens

380 ---------

Plane HR 
folding mirroi

F ig u r e  2.22: Schematic o f  the compact, modelocked all-solid-state NdiYAG laser. (All dimensions

in mm)

The entire laser cavity including the prism modulator is illustrated, with 

dimensions, in figure 2.22. Note that the Brewster-plate is no longer necessary as the 

Brewster-angled prism ensuies plane-polarised operation. The cavity was folded upon 

itself using a plane HR mirror allowing the entire laser to be positioned upon a small 

portable breadboard. The 15cm lens was of a plano-convex design which was not 

optimum for a laser cavity such as this where the lens must image a highly diverging 

beam onto the output coupler. This introduced additional spherical abeiTation within the 

cavity"̂  ̂ and further improvement in laser operation may be possible using a biconvex 

lens.

M odelocker stabilisation

Acousto-optic modulators have acoustic resonances located at frequencies

depending upon their physical dimensions. Several closely spaced resonances normally

occur. The Spectra-Physics 342 prism modulator has resonances spaced 600kHz apart

between 94-98 MHz with the resonances around 96 MHz being the strongest. The

normal procedure for running an acousto-optic modulator efficiently on a resonance is

to approach the resonance from a lower frequency and giadually increase the drive

frequency until a stable resonance is reached. When the modulator is running on a
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resonance, the modulating element heats up and its resonant fi*equency increases, hence 

the modulator will no longer be running at its most efficient as a large proportion of the 

incident RF power will be reflected out from the modulator.

For efficient modelocking, the modulator must be maintained on a resonance 

regardless of environmental changes in temperature or RF induced heating of the 

modulator. To ensure this, the stabilisation scheme described by Klann et al.^  ̂ was 

implemented. This is outlined in figure 2.23. This stabilisation method relies upon the 

phenomenon that the RF signal reflected from an acousto-optic modulator undergoes a 

phase change as the drive frequency is swept through a resonance. A DC error signal 

may thus be derived using a phase sensitive detector (PSD), the sign and magnitude of 

which indicate the location o f the modulator resonance wMi respect to the driving RF 

frequency. Using this signal to suitably vary the RF amplitude allows the control of the 

temperature of the modulator and hence its resonant frequency. Once set

up correctly, this closed loop would maintain the modulator running at a constant 

voltage standing-wave-ratio (SWR) regardless o f changes in ambient temperature etc.

A standing wave ratio meter placed in the RF line between the PSD and the 

modulator is necessary for setting up the closed loop circuit. The modulator is first 

driven with a low power RF signal (-200 mW). The gain control signal to the voltage 

controlled amplifier (VCA) is initially disconnected and a resonance close to the 

required operating frequency is located using the standard procedure. This involves 

slowly increasing the drive frequency from a point just below the resonance while 

observing the SWR meter. A rapid decrease in the SWR meter reading occurs once the 

resonant frequency is located. Without any stabilisation, the SWR reading would then 

slowly increase indicating more RF power reflected as the modulator heats up and the 

resonant frequency increases. It is at this point that the VCA signal is applied and the 

resonant frequency of the modulator is effectively locked to the RF drive signal.

Crucial to the correct operation of the stabilisation scheme is ensuring that the 

phase o f the reflected signal at the PSD produces an enor signal o f the correct sign to 

lock on to the resonance. This involves varying the length of the cable from the PSD to 

the modelocker until the lowest SWR is maintained during stabilisation.
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Klann stabilisation circuit
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FIGURE 2.23: Schematic o f  the stabilisation scheme used to lock the modelocker onto a resonance.

Once stabilised, the RF power to the modulator could be increased by slowly 

increasing the drive frequency. To maintain operation on a resonance, the stabilisation 

loop raised the modulator temperature by increasing the RF incident power. For 

optimum operation, ~1.0W RF power was applied resulting in an SWR reading of just 

1.2. This could be maintained indefinitely providing the VCA range was not exceeded 

by the control signal.
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2.5.3 Characterisation of the compact, all-solid-state, actively 

modelocked Nd:YAG laser using amplitude-modulation

For complete characterisation of the modelocked mini-laser, the scheme outlined 

in figure 2.24 was implemented.
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F ig u r e  2.24: Schematic o f  the diagnostics used fo r  characterisation o f  modelocked operation

The amplitude noise could be monitored throughout with a broad area germanium 

photodiode. This helped to ensure that the laser was not operating in a Q-switched 

regime when aligning for short pulse operation.

The sampling oscilloscope in conjunction with a 9.5 GHz bandwidth InGaAs 

detector could resolve pulse durations down to ~50 ps. For pulses shorter than this, a 

Photochron 2 synchroscan streak camera was employed. Calibration of the streak 

camera was achieved by adjusting the variable delay stage by a pre-measured delay and
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measuring the shift in position of the pulse on the streak tube. An optical multichannel 

analyser (OMA) placed behind the streak lube, allowed a real-time trace of the pulse 

shape to be obtained.

The streak camera was modified to allow the deflector plates to be swept at 

97 MHz i.e. half the cavity jfrequency. Because in practice, the VCA and fi-equency 

synthesiser were combined in one unit, the amplitude from the signal generator varied 

to permit modelocker stabilisation. Thus it was necessary for the drive signal for the 

streak camera to be taken from the modelocked laser itself using a small area 

germanium photodiode. A broad bandwidth divide-by-two circuit followed by a narrow 

band filter reduced the frequency to the required 97 MHz.
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FIGURE 2.25; Typical streak trace obtained from the compact, actively modelocked Nd.YAG laser

With the prism modelocker driven with 800 mW RF power and placed 

immediately in front of the output coupler, this laser readily produced sub 100 ps 

pulses. An actuator with a differential drive controlling the positioning of the prism 

modelocker permitted precise adjustment o f the effective cavity round-tiip-time for 

optimum modelocked performance.

Figure 2.25 is the shortest synchroscan streak trace obtained at 5.5 W average 

output power with a 7% output coupler, indicating symmetric pulses of -65 ps in 

duration.
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FIGURE 2.26: Streak trace o f  pulses obtainedfrom the laser with 8 mm gap between the modelocker and

the end-mirror

By translating the output coupler further away from the modelocking element to 

give an ~8 mm gap, shorter asymmetric pulses were easily obtained after precise 

adjustment of the cavity length. This is illustrated in figure 2.26 which shows a highly 

asymmetric 37 ps pulse. Note that this pulse has a large pedestal on its trailing edge. 

The average power obtained (using the optimum 10% output coupler) was 6.0 W.

By increasing the applied RF power to the modulator from 800 mW to 1.5 W 

(by increasing the drive frequency), and optimally positioning the modelocker in the 

intracavity beam, the pedestal in figure 2.26 could be reduced giving the cleaner 

asymmetric pulse in figure 2.27. However, this high level of RF power exceeded the 

manufacturer’s specifications and was not maintained for long intervals to avoid 

inflicting damage to the modulator.

The pulses obtained from this modelocked laser (down to ~30 ps) are 

significantly shorter than those routinely generated by the commercial SP3800 when 

modelocked (normally >70 ps). Although the higher RF drive frequencies involved in 

modelocking a compact laser leads to a shorter duration transparency window in the 

modulator, an additional effect is probably helping to increase the oscillating 

bandwidth.

The Kuizenga-Siegman"^^ theory provides a useful expression relating the 

approximate pulse duration expected from an actively AM modelocked laser to the 

modulation frequency:
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T is the expected pulse duration, am is the gain cross section of the laser medium, pm is 

the path length in the gain medium, A,« is the modulation index, fm is the modulation 

frequency, and Af is the gain bandwidtli. Thus, all other things being equal, the pulse 

duration should be reduced by a factor ^ / j /  on increasing the modulation frequency

from fi to f2 . This suggests a reduction to 65% of the pulse duration o f a 1.82 m long 

laser (nominally ~75ps but can be less than 60ps) which is ~40-50ps. The additional 

reduction in pulse duration observed here is partially due to the higher RF power

applied to the modulator (A,„ ocPj for acousto-optic modulators^^ where Pm is the

applied RF power), but is also explained by the phenomenon o f enhanced spatial hole 

burning.
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FIGURE 2.27; Shorter 'clean' pulse obtained with higher RF power and optimal modelocker alignment.

Ever since research started on laser-diode pumped actively modelocked lasers,

it has been observed that the pulse durations obtained have often been considerably

shorter than predicted by equation 2.9. Early on, it was suggested that spatial hole

burning (SHE) could be playing an important role which the Kuizenga-Siegman

theory neglects'*" .̂ Later experimental"*^ and theoretical"*^ investigations concluded that

enhanced SHB explained the broad-flattened bandwidth characteristic of actively

modelocked diode pumped lasers. The enhanced SHB was only obseiwed once laser-

diode pumping became possible as the standard arrangement for diode-pumped lasers
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is to have the gain medium at the end of the laser cavity, unlike arc-lamp-pumped 

lasers which require the gain medium to be located in the centre. Enhanced SHB is 

typically observed as a broad oscillating linewidth even in the absence of any 

modelocking element. Thus the modelocker is not required to increase the number of 

oscillating modes, only to bring the modes akeady oscillating into phase. 

Unfortunately, the linewidth of the laser for neither modelocked nor cw operation 

could be resolved on the scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer available so an 

enhanced SHB spectrum was not recorded.

In the case of the laser in figure 2.22, the HR end-mirror is not on the actual 

gain medium as in reference 45. The gap between the plane end-mirror and the AR- 

coated rod implies that the SHB is not maximised for shortest pulse generation"*^, and 

an HR-coated rod should produce yet shorter pulses. Using frequency-modulation 

active modelocking, enhanced SHB has permitted pulse durations as short as 12 ps in 

Nd '̂^-.YAG'” , 5 ps in Nd^*:YLF"^ and 2.9 ps in Nd^"^:BEL‘‘®. Active amplitude- 

modulation (AM) modelocking, as employed here, has previously only produced 

pulses as short as 55 ps for an Nd^^:YAG laser"*̂  (or 25 ps with the addition of a thin 

intracavity element^**). The 34 ps pulse reported here is significantly short using 

simple AM modulation especially considering the high average output powers (5,5- 

6.0 W) possible with this arrangement.

With the prism modelocker driven with 800 mW RF power and placed 

immediately m front of the output coupler, this laser readily produced sub 100 ps 

pulses. An actuator with a differential drive controlling the positioning of the prism 

modelocker permitted precise adjustment of the effective cavity round trip time for 

optimum modelocked performance.

One observation made when detuning the length of this laser cavity away from 

the position for shortest pulse generation is that unlike the SP3800, there are several 

distinct locations where a single ultrashort pulse is obtained. This is illustrated in 

figure 2.28. Note that the detuning frequency shift Af is only approximate due to 

temperature induced length fluctuations during the measurement as discussed later.
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FIGURE 2.28: Streak traces obtained from actively modelocked laser as the modelocker frequency is 

decreased (detuned) from the optimum for shortest pulse generation.

One major drawback experienced with this compact actively modelocked laser

was that the alignment for the shortest pulse generation was maintained for less than

two minutes before temperature induced length variations detuned the cavity to

operate with twin pulses as in figure 2.28(b). This necessitated constant re-adjustment

of either the cavity length or the modelocker drive frequency rendering the laser

unsuitable for use as a pump source. Detuning the cavity with the modelocker

immediately adjacent to the output coupler to give the long pulse in figure 2.25

allowed stable short modelocked pulse operation to be maintained for ~12 minutes

after which the cavity length had changed to give longer pulses (as shown in figure

2.29). The required frequency correction of 450 Hz to return to shorter pulse

generation implied a cavity length contraction of ~3.5 pm. This was a major
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inconvenience and suggested that it was not possible to construct an all-solid-state 

replacement for the commercial arc-lamp pumped systems. The Spectra-Physics 

SP3000 and SP3800 lasers are able to remain modelocked for several hours before 

re-alignment becomes essential. This is possible because the laser is constructed on 

Invar^^ alloy rails which provide immunity to temperature induced length fluctuations.
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FIGURE 2.29: Effect o f  temperature induced cavity length detuning on modeloclced operation. Streak 

traces obtained: (a) Immediately after alignment XfWHKrb9 ps. (b) After 12 minutes ps

2.5.4 Active stabilisation of acousto-optic modelocked operation.

One possible method of controlling the modelocked condition of the laser to 

ensure that temperature induced variations of the laser cavity length do not detune the 

cavity round-trip time from the modelocker drive frequency, is to monitor the 

modelocked output of the laser and set up a closed feedback loop. This could then 

re-adjust the overall alignment o f the laser system to compensate for any length 

fluctuations.

This proposal is conceptually identical to the stabilisation scheme employed by 

additive-pulse-modelocked (APM) aka coupled-cavity-modelocked (CCM) lasers to 

interferometrically match the length of the auxiliary non-linear cavity to the main laser 

cavity for stable CCM femtosecond pulse operation^^. This scheme normally monitors 

the fundamental output of the CCM laser although sometimes the second harmonic is 

generated for monitoring using a non-linear crystal. The signal is compared to an 

empirically pre-set reference level and hence an error signal is derived. Subsequent 

integration and amplification of this produces a suitable voltage to drive a piezo-electric 

transducer thus allowing the laser or auxiliary cavity length to be controlled to maintain
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a constant signal on the monitor photodiode. A simplified schematic of this CCM 

stabilisation circuit is in figure 2.30.
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FIGURE 2.30: Schematic diagram o f  the coupled cavity stabilisation circuit normally used to maintain 

interferometric matching o f the coupled cavity lengths.

Unfortunately, at the time the work was carried out on actively modelocking the 

diode pumped Nd^^:YAG laser, some of the equipment necessary to implement this 

scheme was unavailable; a frequency synthesiser is required which permits a DC 

frequency modulation (FM) signal. Most synthesisers, including the Marconi 2019, 

have AC-coupled FM modulation inputs. The Anritsu model MG3633A is an example 

of a frequency synthesiser which does have a DC-coupled FM input. To assess the 

potential of this simple scheme for stabilising an actively modelocked laser against 

cavity length fluctuations, it was applied at a later date to the modelocked SP3800 

mainframe laser. A KTP (potassium titanyl phosphate) second harmonic generating 

(SHG) crystal was used to frequency double a fraction of the modelocked laser output. 

The resulting 532 nm light was detected with a broad area germanium photodiode 

operating at the wings of its sensitivity bandwidth^^. This signal was used as the 

monitor input for the CCM stabilisation circuit o f figure 2.30. The loop was completed 

by using the integrator monitor output of the stabilisation circuit as the DC frequency 

modulation signal o f the Anritsu MG3633A frequency synthesiser driving the acousto
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optic modulator in the SP3800 laser. The complete stabilisation plan is illustrated in 

figure 2.31.
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FIGURE 2.31: Complete schematic o f  the scheme used to provide immunity to an actively modelocked

laser from cavity length fluctuations

Implementation of this scheme together with the acousto-optic modulator 

stabilisation system of Klann et al."̂  ̂ in figure 2.23 yielded promising preliminary 

results.

The pulse train was monitored using a 9.5 GHz InGaAs detector with a sampling 

oscilloscope and a small area germanium photodiode with a broad bandwidth real time 

oscilloscope (Tektronix 7603). Careful adjustment of the reference voltage and correct 

setting of the speed, gain and polarity of the CCM stabiliser were necessary to lock the 

SHG signal to a constant level. This helped to ensure a constant pulse duration 

regardless of fluctuations in cavity length.

To simulate the instabilities associated with the diode pumped Nd^^iYAG laser on

the SP3800, the pulse duration and SHG signal were recorded as the cavity length was
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slightly detuned using the micrometer attached to the end HR mirror. This measuiement 

was repeated both with and without stabilisation applied.

A few drawbacks, unique to the SP3800, were encountered when performing this 

assessment which would imply that the performance of this active stabilisation would 

be more successful when applied to the all-solid-state system. Most importantly was the 

intrinsic instability of the SP3800 as discussed in section 2.2.2. The amplitude noise, 

whilst reduced significantly by the light control ciicuit, was still significantly worse 

than that of the all-solid-state laser. Small fluctuations in the fimdamental average 

output power were magnified after frequency doubling, and were interpreted by the 

stabilisation circuit as drifts in pulse duration. Similarly the beam pointing instability 

was translated to an amplitude noise and subsequently to a change in pulse duration. 

Other minor problems which were experienced when adjusting the length of the SP3800 

cavity concerned the excessive backlash of the micrometer adjuster and coupling 

between the translation of the micrometer and the X and Y tilt adjustments of the end- 

mirror. This meant that the actual physical alignment of the laser was changed, as well 

as the cavity length, when the end-mirror was translated.

Figure 2.32 shows the pulse traces obtained from the SP3800 as the cavity is 

detuned. The shortest pulse duration o f-150 ps is quite excessive for this type of laser.

One drawback of using the SP3800 is that the light contr ol stabilisation fails as 

soon as the cavity is detuned because average fundamental output power falls. Owing to 

the backlash associated with the micrometer and the coupling of the adjustments, it was 

necessary to re-optimise the modelocked laser when changing detuning direction hence 

the different SHG signals and modelocker drive frequencies for the zero-detuning 

measurements when changing detuning sign in figures 2.32 and 2.33.

The modelocker drive frequencies given in figure 2.32 were constant throughout 

the detuning. Detuning the cavity beyond +/- 20 pm resulted in a laser with so much 

amplitude noise as to make a measurement ineffectual.
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The detuning performance of the laser once stabilisation was applied is shown 

in figure 2.33. The stabilisation circuit can be seen to adjust the modelocker drive 

frequency measured on an RF spectrum analyser, to compensate for the change in 

cavity round ti’ip frequency.

The FM variation on the Anritsu frequency synthesiser was set to +/- 5.00 kHz 

throughout these measurements. A voltage of +/- 5V was required to obtain this full 

range.

For the stabilisation circuit to operate, it is necessary for the reference level to 

be set to lock the SHG signal to a value slightly less than the maximum which could 

be obtained from the laser. This is to permit the sign of the error voltage applied to the 

FM input to be deduced by the stabilisation circuit, and correct for any drift in SHG 

level.

From figure 2.33 it may be assumed that the duration of the modelocked pulses 

obtained from the laser are immune to cavity length expansions of over 40 pm. 

Unfortunately, the stabilisation appears less successful when the laser cavity is
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contracted. The light control failed at a 20 pm contraction and the laser Q-switched 

once a 40 pm contraction was applied. This is possibly a result o f reduced RF power 

being applied by the Klann stabilisation circuit to keep the acousto-optic modelocker 

on a resonance at a lower drive frequency, but is more likely to be a complication of 

the coupled adjustments on the SP3800 end-mirror misaligning the laser as the length 

is changed.
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FIGURE 2.33: Cavity length detuning with active stabilisation applied.

Because this stabilisation scheme relies on locking the SHG signal to a constant 

predetermined level, it is useful to record the effect on SHG stability once this 

stabilisation is initiated. By a comparison of the SHG signals recorded during the small
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time windows in figures 2.33, an appreciation cannot be made on how unstable the 

SHG signal normally is without this active stabilisation. Figure 2.34 shows a direct 

comparison of the stabilised and unstabilised SHG levels taken over an approximately 

five minute intei-val. The cavity length was kept constant throughout. Here it may be 

clearly seen that applying stabilisation causes the SHG level to drop. The improvement 

in stability appears dramatic with no ripples or glitches recorded. However, this 

measurement cannot resolve the very high frequency noise which may occasionally 

occur due to Q-switching etc. and in practice, the laser is not quite as stable as this 

measurement implies.

U nstabilised

Stabilised

8 0 120 1 6 0 200 2 4 0 2 8 00 4 0

Time /sec

FIGURE 2.34; Effect o f  active modelocking stabilisation on the second harmonic signal

A similar measurement performed on the fimdamental intensity showed no 

discernible change in stability when this active stabilisation was applied. Likewise 

figure 2.35, which compares the modelocked pulse trains recorded over a two second 

interval obtained from the laser both before and after stabilisation was applied, shows 

no change ia the stability of pulse peak power when applying modelocking stabilisation. 

It is therefore likely tliat this stabilisation just varies the pulse duration to compensate 

for amplitude fluctuations which would otherwise affect the SHG signal.
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FIGURE 2.35: Pulse train stability: (a) without stabilisation, (b) with stabilisation

Considering the drawbacks discussed in using the SP3800 to assess this 

stabilisation technique, it is likely that this scheme would enable the all-solid-state 

actively modelocked Nd^^rYAG laser to remain modelocked for suitably long 

intervals for it to find useful applications.

One drawback of using the stabilisation circuit to adjust the frequency of the 

modelocker is that the pulse repetition rate will be constantly drifting. This could be a 

problem if synchronously pumping a second laser when the cavity length mismatch 

will consequently change. An alternative is to revert to the APM stabilisation design 

and use a piezo-electric actuator mounted to a laser cavity mirror to counteract cavity 

length fluctuations.

A second drawback of this scheme is that the pulse jitter (phase noise) may be 

considerably increased as the cavity repetition rate changes. Again this disadvantage 

will be eliminated by using a piezo-actuated cavity mirror as used in APM 

stabilisation.

2.6 Construction o f an Actively M odelocked Nd :YV0 4  Laser

Operating at 82 MHz

An alternative host for Nd^^ which has received considerable interest recently, 

particularly in microchip lasers, is yttrium vanadate (YV0 4 )̂ '̂ . The recent commercial 

advances in high power all-solid-state lasers operating at 1.064 [xm^\ and by intracavity 

frequency doubling to 532 nm^^, have relied upon using Nd^ :YV0 4  as the gain 

medium pumped by fibre-coupled laser diodes.
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Material

Pump 

wavelength 

(for peak 

absorption) 

(nm)

Gain

bandwidth

(GHz)

Peak

absorption

coefficient

(cm'*)

dn/dT

(lO'^K'*)

Theimal

conductivity

(Wm'*K'*)

Nd:YAG 807.5 180 8 7 13

Nd:YV04: 

n (E||c) 

cj (E|ja)

808.5 210

40.7

10.5

8.5

2.9

5.2

TABLE 2.1 : Comparison of some properties ofNd: YAG and Nd: YVO4 (adapted from ref. 15)

A comparison of some important optical and physical properties between 

Nd^^:YAG and Nd^^:YY0 4  is given in table 2.1. One important advantage Nd^^:YV0 4  

has over Nd^^:YAG which has led to its application is the considerably higher pump 

absorption coefficient^^ (-five times greater). This enables a greater proportion of the 

diode pump light to be absorbed before diverging beyond the transverse spatial extent 

of the oscillating laser mode ensuring a greater extraction efficiency. Another feature of 

Nd^^:YV0 4  is that it possesses natural bireJfringence so that unlike Nd^^.'YAG, a laser 

based on Nd^^:YV0 4  will be plane polarised without including any polarisation 

selecting elements. Having natural birefi-ingence has the added advantage that thermal 

stress induced bhefiingence is not a problem with this material^. Also, Nd^^:YV0 4 , 

unlike Nd^^:YLF, has absorption peaks located around 808 nm (similar to Nd^^:YAG) 

allowing the use of the same laser diodes to pump both materials. Unfortunately, the 

thermo-mechanical quality of Nd^^:YV0 4  is much poorer than Nd^^;YAG: it has lower 

thermal conductivity and a tendency to crack when thermally stressed.

A low power modelocked system was desired which could replace the SP3000 

arc-lamp-pumped laser, and possibly by employing the technique of self-modelocking 

(or Kerr-lens-modelocking (KLM)) to produce -10 ps pump pulses^^ for synchronously 

pumping a 1 ps colour-centre laser. Given the advantages of Nd^^:YV0 4  listed above, 

plus the fact that it has a linewidth lying halfway between Nd^^:YAG and Nd^^iYLF for
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possible shorter pulse generation, this material was employed in a 1.82 m all-solid-state 

actively modelocked laser.
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FIGURE 2.36: Schematic o f the actively modelocked Nd:YVO.i laser.

Adjust 
cavity length

The laser was designed to give a maximum of 4 W average output power when 

modelocked. To ensure greater pump and laser mode overlap to maximise efficiency, 

the 600 pm fibre previously used was replaced with one having a 400 pm core (also 

0.37 NA). Normally, the coupling efficiency of the 2 bar fibre bundle to the 400 pm 

fibre is rather low (-40%)^^, however, re-alignment of the coupling unit to match the 

particular fibre being used permitted coupling efficiencies of up to 65%. The laser was 

designed to be pumped with a maximum 12 W to prevent thermal induced fracturing of 

theNd^ :̂YV0 4 .

The laser was first assembled using the scheme shown in figure 2.7 to assess cw 

operation. Unlike Nd^^:YAG, it was found that a 13% output coupler afforded the 

greatest overall efficiency. For a total pump power of 11.6 W, 4.8 W cw was obtained 

from the short cavity.

The lower pump powers required for this laser implied weaker theimal lensing 

(~ 20 cm focal length expected) compai*ed to the Nd^^:YAG laser, hence extending the 

laser was simpler, requiring only a single 20 cm plano-convex lens to compensate for 

the thermal lens as shown in figure 2.36.

Two modelocker positions are shown. Initially a Brewster-angled Infrasil 

modulator was used, having resonances around 41 MHz. Because the intracavity beam 

undergoes tight focusing between the 200 mm lens and the output coupler, placing a 

Brewster-angled element here requfred that the lens be rotated by -5** to compensate for
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the resulting astigmatism. The plane AR-coated modelocker from the SP3800 laser was 

also used.

With the Brewster-angled modelocker placed in front of the output coupler, 

110 ps pulses could be obtained with 3.8 W average output power. Shorter pulses 

(75 ps) were produced at 3.5W output using a 10% output coupler.

For possible self-modelocked operation, the plane-plane AR-coated modelocker 

was positioned behind the Nd^^:YV0 4  rod. With active-modelocking, this enabled 

stable sub-100 ps pulses to be routinely obtained (at 3.3 W average output power) as 

measured on the streak camera in figure 2.37.

667 ps

>/93psW“

FIGURE 2.37; Streak camera trace ofpulses obtained from the actively modelocked N(^*:YV0 4  laser

To attempt to obtain self-modelocked operation, the output coupler was reversed 

(its rear surface was AR coated for 1.064 pm) and a slit placed between the Nd^^:YV0 4  

rod and the HR end-mirror. It was anticipated that intensity dependent lensing in die 

substrate of the output coupler would cause a reduction in the spot size at the slit hence 

allowing hard aperture modelocking to be realised. Normally this would not be possible 

in a 3-mirror cavity design, but modelling this cavity using the methodology described 

by Magni et al^  ̂(discussed in chapter 4) suggested that the presence of a thermal lens in 

the gain medium would permit hard-aperture modelocking. Unfortunately, this was not 

observed and the shortest pulse obtained from the laser with this cavity remained at 

75 ps.

For the production of pulses having durations ~10 ps, it is not actually necessary 

to resort to passive modelocking techniques. By exploiting the phenomenon of 

enhanced spatial hole burning, researchers have obtained pulses as short as 2.9 ps from
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an actively modelocked Nd^^ laser"̂ *. The possibilities offered by this will be discussed 

in more detail in the following section.

2.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I have detailed the design, construction and operation of an all- 

solid-state cw and cw-modelocked Nd^^:YAG laser. The necessary criteria to be 

considered when designing a high power end-pumped system using a non-diffraction- 

limited pump source have been outlined together with an overview of cw laser 

alignment.

The cw laser described gave a maximum of 8.5 W, using a thermo-electric cooler 

to maintain the Nd^^:YAG rod at 8° C. Without this temperature control, the maximum 

output power achieved was -7.0 W.

A comparison was made of the amplitude noise and beam stability between the 

all-solid-state cw laser and the mainframe arc-lamp-pumped laser it was designed to 

replace. The diode-pumped laser was demonstrably superior in both regards with <0.8% 

peak-pealc amplitude noise (compared to 4.6% peak-peak for the mainframe laser) and 

an order of magnitude improvement in beam-pointing stability.

The thermally induced lens in the Nd^^:YAG of the cw laser was measured while 

the laser was operating at full power in a stable cavity. Focal lengths o f 10.5 cm and 

12.8 cm were measured for the theimal lenses in the tangential and sagittal planes 

respectively.

Three different actively mode-locked Nd̂ "̂  lasers were described, using 

amplitude-modulation (AM) as the modelocking mechanism. Initial results were 

disappointing with long pulse durations (-500 ps) measured, however high average 

output powers were obtained (5.7 W). Later it was realised that the plane-plane AR 

coated Nd^^:YAG rod was seriously limiting the gain bandwidth of the laser by étalon 

effects hence accounting for the anomalously long pulse durations.

A compact actively-modelocked Nd^^:YAG laser was constructed and 

characterised with the gain medium tilted by 5® to eliminate étalon effects. The compact 

cavity (-80 cm long) had a pulse repetition rate of -193 MHz. This laser had high 

(6.0 W) average output powers and produced pulse durations as short as 34 ps, possibly



as a result of enhanced spatial hole burning. Unfortunately, these short pulse durations 

could only be maintained for very short periods ( -  two minutes) before environmental 

temperature changes necessitated cavity length adjustment. An active stabilisation 

scheme was suggested which might permit the generation of short pulses to be 

maintained indefinitely. This was assessed on the mainframe Nd^^:YAG laser and 

shown to maintain a constant pulse duration for cavity length expansions of over 

40 pm, and contractions up to 20 pm. Stabilisation was achieved by varying the drive 

frequency of the modulator, but varying the cavity length using a piezo-transducer fixed 

to a mirror is also a possibility.

Finally, a lower power actively modelocked Nd^" :̂YV0 4  laser was demonstrated. 

This had a repetition rate of 82 MHz, an average output power of up to 3.7 W and pulse 

durations down to 75 ps in duration. This was a potential replacement for the lower 

powered mainfr ame SP3000 laser.

It is higlily desnable to construct a modelocked laser operating at -1 pm with 

pulse duiations of -10  ps, a repetition rate of 82 MHz and average output powers of 

>3 W. This would serve as a useful pump source for synchronously pumping colour- 

centre lasers when pulse durations as short as 1 ps would be realised. In conjunction 

with coherent photon seeding^® (described in chapter 3) this would create a useful tool 

giving bandwidth-limited pulses with durations tunable from 1 ps to -20  ps at high 

average output powers.

Initially it was thought that a passive modelocking technique would be required to 

exploit sufficiently the narrow available bandwidth of Nd^^iYAG for 10 ps pulse 

generation. Self-modelocking has been demonstrated in this material to produce pulses 

as short as 6.7 ps^\ However, it has recently been established that enhanced spatial- 

hole-burning, possible when the gain medium is HR coated on one surface, can produce 

pulses of -12 ps in conjunction with frequency-modulation (FM) modelocking'^^.The 

most promising route to producing sub-10 ps pulses at high average output power is to 

employ a gain medium which has a slightly broader gain bandwidth than Nd^^rYAG 

(e.g. Nd^^:YV0 4  or Nd^^;YLF), with an HR coating at 1.064 pm on one surface (the 

other surface being either Brewster-angled or AR-coated and wedged). FM 

modelocking should be deployed in preference to AM modelocking, or in conjunction 

with AM modelocking to allow lower repetition rates. This would represent a simple



laser arrangement without the alignment difficulties associated with self-modelocking 

or the necessity for an additional nonlinear element.

The high power cw all-solid-state Nd^^iYAG laser described here proved itself to 

be invaluable as a pump source for the modelocked Cr"^ :̂YAG laser. Its superior low- 

noise performance permitted stable modelocked operation for long durations as will be 

described in chapter 5.
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3 Passive Stabilisation Of A Synchronousiy- 
modeiocked NaCi:OH Coiour-centre Laser

3.1 Introduction

Until the development o f the Cr'^^rYAG laser\ the most convenient high power, 

tunable, modelocked sources covering the important 1.55 pm telecommunications band, 

were lasers based on KC1:T1®(1) and NaCl:OH'(F2^H coiour-centre gain media. These 

systems, whilst efficient and versatile, had the major inconvenience of requiring cooling 

to 77K necessitating a ciyogenically engineered crystal mount cooled by liquid nitrogen. 

In addition, the KChTl® laser crystals required periodic replacement (~6 months) due to 

bleaching of the colour-centres during use. Nonetheless, in the absence of any suitable 

alternative, they proved to be reliable sources of picosecond pulses when operated with 

synchronous modelocking^, and femtosecond pulses with the technique of coupled- 

cavity-modelocking^ (CCM) (also called ‘additive-pulse-modelocking’).

The synchionously-pumped-modelocked (SPML) NaChOH" laser in particular 

has proved to be an invaluable tool for the study of optical non-linearities in various 

waveguide structures, when high peak powers may he required, but without the broad 

bandwidth associated with femtosecond pulses. Whereas the self-modelocked 

Cr"^ :̂YAG laser"̂  is now a preferred alternative to the femtosecond CCM KChTl® and 

NaCl.'OH' lasers, for higli average power, versatility and stability, the SPML NaCIrOH" 

laser is still probably the most suitable system to use for picosecond pulses at ~ 1.5 pm, 

especially when the simple technique of coherent-photon-seeding^ (CPS) is deployed 

for enhanced stability.

In this chapter, the technique of modelocking by synchronous pumping is studied 

in considerable detail, with emphasis given to the noise characteristics of lasers that 

have been modelocked using this method. The SPML NaChOH' laser is studied 

experimentally and modelled numerically, and the effects of deploying coherent-photon- 

seeding are examined.
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3.1.1 Colour-Centres

A brief outline of colour centres is given. (For a more detailed description refer to 

reference 6.) Colour centres (or F-centres where ‘F’ stands for Farbe, ‘colour’ in 

German) are point defects in insulating crystals. Normally, the insulating crystal is an 

alkali-halide. The presence of an F-centre causes the normally transpar ent alkali-halide 

ciystal to possess absorption bands in the visible part of the spectrum, hence the term 

‘coiour-centre’ crystal.

The simplest example o f an F-centre is an anion vacancy in an alkali-halide 

lattice, occupied by a single electron to maintain an overall neutral charge. The energy 

levels of this F-centre may be modelled as a particle in a box. Strong interactions 

between the F-centre and vibrations in the crystal lattice (phonons) lead to considerable 

broadening of these energy levels, resulting in the broad absorption and fluorescence 

bands characteristic of colour-centres.

This simple F-centre is not laser active. The first demonstration of laser action in a 

coiour-centre crystal was in flashlamp-pumped K ChLr in 1965^ at 2.7 pm, and since 

then numerous different F-centres have been demonstrated spanning the spectral region 

from 800-4000 nm. The main drawback of coiour-centre media is that they possess 

short operational lifetimes as the F-centres often ‘migrate’ through the crystal lattice to 

form aggregate F-centres which quench laser action. In addition, the cryogenic 

paraphernalia, which often accompanies coiour-centre lasers, is inconvenient for many 

users. For these reasons, colour centres have been superseded in almost every 

application by vibronically broadened transition-metal-ion-doped solid-state crystals 

(e.g. Tf^iAlzOg) which operate at room temperatine without fading.

The (F2^)h centre in NaCI:OH‘

Mollenauer et al. first examined the F2  ̂centre in NaCl as a possible coiour-centre 

laser medium operating in the 1.5 pm region*. Unfortunately, the basic F2  ̂ centre is 

naturally unstable and was found to fade within minutes of use. The centre consists of 

two adjacent F-centres in the <110> plane occupied by a single electron (hence the 

overall positive charge). During intense optical excitation, the centre can pivot around 

one of the vacancies changing orientation. Successive orientation effectively causes the
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centre to ‘migrate’ through the lattice until it combines with other defects to form non

laser-active aggregate colour centres.

Several methods of stabilising -centres have been studied including radiation 

damage^ and replacing a lattice alkali or halide ion with a substitutional ion to ‘pin 

down’ the location of the defect in the lattice^^. Pinto et al.^̂  first described the 

stabilised F2^-centre in NaCl, initially believing to be the stabilising ion. Later- 

spectral analysis proved that was in fact the stabilising defect^ ̂  (introduced into the 

host by contamination with OH ions.) The centre is thus identified as NaChOH' (F2^ h  

where the ‘H’ denotes substitution of a halide ion for stabilisation.

Some important characteristics of the NaChOH' gain medium are summarised in 

table 3.1.

Parameter Value Reference

Refi-active index 1.53

Absorption peak 1.09 pm 13

Emission peak 1.55 pm (1.59 pm) 13,14

Emission FWHM 33 THz (30 THz) 13,14

Tuning range 1.37-1.85 pm 15

Upper state lifetime (Trad) 150 ns (75 ns) 13,16

Gain cross section (<Jem) 8.5x10'^^ cm^ 17

Quantum efficiency (p) Approx. 100 % 13

T A B L E  3.1: Important optical characteristics o f the (F2^)h centre in NaCl:OIT at 77K

Dur ing operation, the output power of the NaChOH' laser gradually fades as the 

F̂  ̂ centres flip their orientation such that their dipole moments are perpendicular to the 

polarisation of the pump laser. The centres must be re-orientated by exciting them fiom 

the IsQg ground state to a higher energy excited state using either F-band light (400- 

500 nm) or two-photon pumping using light from 500-650 nm in conjimction with the 

1.064 pm pump light. Re-orientation then occurs during the non-radiative transitions to 

the first excited state (2pau). In practice, light at 532 nm is normally used for centre
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re-orientation as this can be simply derived by extracavity frequency-doubling a fraction 

o f the Nd^^rYAG pump light.

3.2 Actively Modelocked NaCl:OH‘ Laser Using Synchronous 

Pumping

3.2.1 Synchronously-Pumped Modelocked Lasers

The technique of synchronously-pumped-modelocking (SPML) is simple and 

versatile. The wavelength range over which the modelocked pulses may be tuned is 

limited only by the gain bandwidth of the laser medium and the mhror coatings. SPML 

is an active-modelocking technique which relies upon gain modulation, accomplished 

by optically pumping the gain medium of the SPML laser (the ‘slave’ laser) with a 

modelocked pump laser (the ‘master’ laser). The optical length of the two laser cavities 

must be closely matched for optimum modelocked performance, (but as will be 

demonstrated later, the cavity lengths are not exactly equal).

Typically the pump laser is actively-modelocked (using either amplitude or 

frequency-modulation) so its repetition rate is governed by an external frequency 

source. An actively-modelocked Nd^^:YAG laser normally has pulse durations of 

75-lOOps.

An important feature of synchronously-modelocked lasers is that their pulse 

durations can be significantly shorter than the duration of the original pump pulse. This 

is due to the combined effects of gain modulation (induced by the pump pulse) and 

dynamic gain saturation (by the SPML laser pulse). The latter effect shortens the hailing 

edge of the circulating laser pulse and requires a gain medium with a large emission 

cross-section such as dye and coiour-centre lasers.

SPML was originally developed as a modelocking mechanism for dye lasers^* e.g. 

rhodamine 6G, pumped by actively-modelocked frequency-doubled Nd^^:glass lasers 

and modelocked argon-ion lasers. With the development o f NaChOH" coloui-centre 

lasers, synchronous-modelocking was adopted allowing tunable pulses as short as 1.8 ps 

to be generated using 60 ps pump pulses from an actively-modelocked Nd^^:YLF



laser. Average output powers of over 1.7 W have been achieved at the peak of the gain 

at 1.6 pm.

Figure 3.1 shows the standard layout adopted when a synchronously-modelocked 

NaChOIf laser was required. The NaChOH' gain medium is placed in a ciyostat 

maintained at 77 K with liquid nitrogen. Brewster-angled fused silica windows allow 

the polarised pump and circulating laser beams to access the Brewster-angled crystal 

with minimum loss.

About 30% of the available modelocked pump light was diverted to produce the 

required auxiliary 532 nm light for centre re-orientation. Up to 200 mW of green light 

was produced which was more than sufficient for maximum re-oiientation. A zero- 

order, quarter-wave plate in the path of the 1.064 pm pump beam was required to 

produce an elliptically polarised pump for optimal coiour-centre reorientation. The half- 

wave-plate in the 532 nm path created p-polarised green. Noncollinear pumping is 

normally employed (similar to dye lasers) though the performance sacrifice associated 

with this is minimal as the gain medium length is so short (-2.5 mm).

The cavity layout is a three-mirror geometry folded back on itself. The 1 m radius 

of curvature mirror in the long arm produces a cavity with a larger spot in the gain 

medium for better mode-matching with the pump beam and maintains a large stability 

region while matching the long length o f the modelocked pump laser.

A 6.6 mm thick bireffingent-filter (BRF) placed at Brewster’s angle inside the 

laser cavity controlled the available oscillating bandwidth. For optimum synchronous- 

pumping, the length of the cavity was carefully controlled with a differential actuator on 

the end mirror M5.
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematic o f  standard layout o f the synchronously-modelocked NaCl: O K  coiour-centre
laser

One important characteristic of any synchronously-modelocked laser is the 

behaviour of detuning the slave laser cavity length with respect to the master pump laser 

length. This has been investigated both experimentally^® and theoretically^^ for dye and 

coiour-centre^^ gain media and will be presented in later sections of this chapter. The 

repetition rate of the SPML laser is identical to (or a submultiple of) that of the master 

laser, irrespective of the precise length of the slave laser. Changing the slave cavity 

length alters the modelocking dynamics inside the gain medium. This has the curious 

effect that when the slave laser length is longer than the length of the master laser, the 

SPML laser pulse effectively travels faster than the speed of light! How this occurs is 

clarified by the modelling in the next section.

A requirement of SPML lasers is that a bandwidth-limiting element must be used 

for complete modelocking to be achieved without excess bandwidth. The drawback of 

synchronously-modelocked lasers in the past is that even with this limiting element, 

modelocking is poor: the amplitude-noise of the modelocked pulse train is excessive 

and even slight detuning of the slave cavity results in pulses which aie several times 

bandwidth limited. The noisy pulse train gives ‘cusp shaped’ autocorrelation traces 

which are characteristic of SPML lasers^^. In addition, the RF spectrum of SPML lasers 

have a broad noise band centred at the harmonics of the pulse repetition frequency
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indicating high frequency pulse energy fluctuations. The precise reason for this 

modelocking instability was unclear until a new method of modelling SPML lasers was 

developed. This demonstrated that as well as initiating the laser, the incoherent light 

emitted by spontaneous transitions in the gain medium (fluorescence) also plays a 

crucial role in the modelocking dynamics of synchronously-modelocked lasers '̂ .̂ This is 

described in the following section.

3.3 Num erical M odelling O f  Synchronously-M odelocked Lasers

Early models of synchronously-modelocked lasers used the self-consistency 

method, originally developed to study AM actively-modelocked lasers^^ This depends 

upon finding a pulse profile which remains unchanged following periodic modification 

by the different laser cavity elements. An initial pulse-shape must be assumed before the 

model is used. It was argued that this technique was not applicable to SPML lasers as 

the upper state lifetimes of the gain media normally employed in such arrangements are 

comparable to the cavity round-trip period such that the gain is significantly depleted 

during the transit of the circulating laser pulse through the gain medium^^. Catherall et 

al.^  ̂ developed a simple but powerful algorithm for modelling synchronously- 

modelocked lasers (the ‘stepping model’) which allowed the SPML laser pulse to 

develop over successive round trips; no assumptions about pulse-shape were made.

3.3.1 T he  ‘S tepp ing  M odel’ o f S P M L  lasers

The model represents the circulating SPML pulse as a mesh of complex field 

values within a small local time window of duration Twindow centred on the peak 

of the pump pulse. The index (k) indicates the position of the time window within the 

laser cavity. The position within the local time window relative to the pump pulse peak 

is indicated by the suffix i:

Tt, =.ist—
2 Equation (3.1)

where ôt is the mesh size, n is the cavity round trip number.

The model was fii'st developed as a rmg-cavity anangement, as illustrated in 

figure 3.2 where the field experiences one pass through each pulse shaping element per
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round trip. The field is subjected to different mathematical operations representing the 

laser cavity elements.

Filter s Cavity
(2 ) Mismatch

V L— -----------------

FIGURE 3.2; R epresentation o f  a  synchronously-m odelocked ring-cavity used w ith  the stepping  m odel

Initially, the field (V(®)) experiences gain representing propagation through the 

gain medium. The resulting field is given by

C  = C  exp{(4 -r)/2 } + S ,,„  Equation (3.2)

where F is the intrinsic loss of the crystal and represents the stochastic background 

noise due to spontaneous-emission (fluorescence) in the gain medium. The 

amplification coefficient A; is found by solving the following first-order differential

equation which is derived fi*om a simple four-level rate equation approximation

r

27

dÂ
dt ^  l_ ex p  ^ ( 4 - A )  k f t )E. V^e

{exp(4)-l}-/,(^,} [ 4 l
k w j

Equation (3.3) 

(i) (ii) (iii)

The three terms in this equation are:

i) increase in gain due to the pump pulse

ii) depletion of the gain resulting from stimulated emission by the circulating

laser field inside the cavity

iii) depletion of the gain due to spontaneous emission.
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(Je is the stimulated emission cross-section, ©a is the absorption cross-section and 

Tia is the upper state lifetime of the gain medium. Ep is the pump photon energy, Eg 

the signal photon energy, and At is the maximum amplification that would result if all 

the laser active centres were excited to the upper state.

I s ( t . )  is the intensity of the signal laser field given by

I p ( t . )  is the intensity of the pump laser field. This is assumed Gaussian throughout 

the model and is:

= ------- 21------— .e x p l -
r e p " b e a m ’ ^f ivhm I V J  ,

Equation (3.5)

Pavg is the average pump power, frep the repetition frequency of the pump pulses and 

T̂ fwhin is the frill width at half maximum duration of the pump pulses. Abeam is the 

cross-sectional area of the pump beam inside the gain medium (assumed a constant 

value throughout the medium).

The noise term in equation (3.2) represents light of a stochastic nature resulting 

from spontaneous emission from the gain medium. This both initiates laser action and 

affects the stability of the mode-locked pulse train̂ "̂ . The noise term is identical to that 

used by Amman et al.^* and includes a realistic dependence on the amplification factor 

Aj,n. This simulates Gaussian noise with a Lorentzian spectral profile^^.

Equation(3.6)

N is tlie noise level, the coherence time (tcoh) is determined from the spectral 

linewidth and (jij are random phases.

The loss frmction represents tlie effect of an output coupler.

=  J i _ r
^  Equation (3.7)

T is the intensity transmittance of the output coupler.
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The bandwidth limitation is included by a simulation of a Fabry-Pérot étalon 

tuned to resonance with the circulating signal wavelength. If the transit time of the 

étalon, te, is taken to be the same as the mesh spacing, ôt, a single pass through an 

étalon having plate reflectivity, R , performs the following transformation^®:

Equation (3.8)

This étalon has a group time delay, t f , governed by the plate reflectivities and the étalon 

transit time:

R.ÔÎ
Equation (3.9)

The cavity mismatch operation simply involves shifting the slave laser field 

values on the mesh. he.

y ( 0 )  _  pr (2)

Equation (3.10)

The cavity transit time mismatch introduced is thus t,n==m.ôt but the group delay 

of the étalon must be considered for the total effective mismatch between the slave and 

pump cavities.

W  = '” ■<*+'/ Equation (3.11)

For positive values of m (ie. slave longer than pump cavity) the missing values 

on the leading edge of the mesh window can be set to 0. Negative mismatches are more 

problematic because no knowledge of the field values beyond the trailing edge of the 

window is known. It has been argued^ ̂ that this can be successfully approximated by 

repeating the last calculated value of the field on the mesh and this was done throughout 

the implementation of this model.

The model was originally developed to describe dye lasers which have short 

upper state lifetimes (Tia -100 ps) compared with the cavity round-trip time 

( T c a v i t y ~ 1 0 n s )  and so the amplification factor (A) was assumed to decay to zero 

between pump pulses. This assumption is not true for coiour-centre lasers where the 

upper state lifetime can be as long as 1.6 ps (in the case of the KCI:TF^ laser). The 

initial amplification value A o must then be set as:
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A n = A , n - r ^

'^anity ^wffidcnv

7L
Equation (3.12)

where Tcavity is the cavity round-trip time, and Al,h-i refers to the last amplification 

value calculated for the previous round trip.

The synchronously-modelocked laser constructed in practice was of a standing- 

wave design, hence the circulating laser field experienced two passes through the gain 

medium and bandwidth limiting element. To folly simulate this, the model was adapted 

slightly to take these effects into account. This model flow diagram is illustrated in 

figure 3.3.

Gain .
(1 St pass)

Filter ^

Cavity
mismatch

Gain
(2nd pass)

Filter
Output

Loss
FIGURE 3.3: M odel o f  a linear cavity SPML laser

The two spectral filtering operations are identical to equation (3.8) but the 

second pass through the gain is modelled by slightly modified forms o f equations (3.2) 

and (3.3) which exclude the pumping pulse term:

Equation (3.13)

where the amplification term during the second pass is calculated by:

dA?-̂  f /  A  ̂ . AP
dt E. ■la Equation (3.14)

The initial amplification remaining in the laser medium before the second pass of 

the circulating pulse is found fi-om:

Equation (3.15)
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where refers to the last value of the gain calculated for the first pass within the 

narrow time window and Td is the delay between the first and second passes through the 

gain medium.

The simulation involves applying reiteratively the appropriate operations for ring 

or linear cavities. The two differential equations (3.3 and 3.14) were solved using a 

fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm^^.

Ring model 
Linear model1000

800

600

200

20 30 40 50 60 70
Local time /ps

80 90 100

FIGURE 3.4: Demonstration o f  the similarity between the pulses obtained from the linear and ring cavity

models.

The differences between the results obtained with the ring and linear cavity 
models were slight as illustrated in figure 3.4, which shows stable simulated SPML 
pulses for both models. Surprisingly, the peak power of the pulse obtained from the 
linear model which includes two passes through the gain medium is lower than that for 
the ring cavity. This is due to the high intrinsic loss of the NaChOH’ gain medium 
(~5%); the inverted gain remaining after the first pass through the gain medium being 
insufficient to negate the parasitic losses associated with a second pass. The ring cavity 
also produces slightly more asymmetric pulses to the linear case. Unless stated 
otherwise, all numerical results which follow were actually performed with the ring 
cavity model to minimise the computational time.

3.3.2 Implementation of the model

The ring-cavity model, as described, is based on that used to simulate a SPML

KChTf laser by Kelly et al^\ For the case of the NaChOH' laser, the following

appropriate parameter values were initially used: ae=8.5xlO’^̂  cm^, a@=9.2xlO’^̂  cm^,

Tia=150ns, %p=1.064 pm, A,s=1.5 pm, At=5^^. The pump was set to Tfwhm=90ps,

? a v g = 3  W ,  A b e a m = 1 0 ’^ m ^ ,  f r e p = 8 2  MHz. Fot the spontaneously emitted background

light the coherence time (inverse of the laser linewidth) was taken to be tcoh~31.7 fs.
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The noise level depends on the upper state lifetime, the cavity geometiy and how far 

above threshold the laser is operating, but the actual value used is not critical to results 

finally obtained. A value of N=10'^ as used in reference 34 was used initially. For the 

bandwidth limiting element, the étalon reflectivities could be varied to give different 

group delay times according to equation 3.9. A value of 1 ps was chosen as a realistic 

value to represent the available bandwidth of a 6 mm thick single plate biréfringent filter 

(BRF) m the NaChOH' laser, as this is approximately the shortest pulse duration 

possible with such an anangement using coupled-cavity modelocking. The output 

coupling was fixed at 30 %.

To demonstrate how the model reaches a steady-state solution, die noise term of 

equation 3.6 was replaced with a constant value (equal to N). An initial result obtained 

from the ring cavity model is in figuie 3.5 which shows that the steady-state condition 

was reached after ~1000 roimd trips. For this particular case, the pump pulse was set to 

-85 ps in duration (full-width at half-maximum). The étalon group delay time was 

1 ps and the cavity mismatch was fixed at tm=0 i.e. imefr^ ps

The short SPML pulse is found to occur after the peak of the much longer 

pumping pulse. The precise time of formation of the modelocked pulse depends on a 

subtle balance between the different cavity parameters, particularly the cavity mismatch 

and, interestingly, the level of the background spontaneously emitted light. The single

pass gain of equation 3.2 is quickly pumped well above threshold by the pump pulse 

(gain modulation). Once the SPML pulse forms, the gain is rapidly depleted until it is 

below the laser threshold level (dynamic gain saturation) and so the trailing edge of the 

synchi'onously-modelocked pulse is effectively ‘trimmed’. Closer observation of 

figure 3.5 reveals that there is still sufficient pump pulse remaining after the main 

SPML pulse has passed to raise the gain above threshold again thus allowing the 

formation of a small ‘satellite’ pulse.
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FIGURE 3.5; Dynamics o f  a synchronously-modelocked laser

From figure 3.5 it can be seen that the SPML pulse is not Gaussian in profile 

(which has often been assumed when taking pulse duration readings from intensity 

autocon*elations) but instead is highly asymmetric (leading edge half-width at half

maximum (hwhm)=2 ps, trailing edge hwhm=3.8 ps).

It is important to realise that the gam is able to be pumped well above threshold 

before the SPML pulse causes it to be rapidly depleted because of the positive mismatch 

present between the pump laser cavity and the ‘slave’ SPML laser (i.e. the slave laser is 

longer than the pump laser) but the repetition rate of the SPML slave laser must be the 

same as the repetition rate of the pump laser. This discrepancy is compensated for by the 

modelocking dynamics occurring inside the gain medium. The peak of the SPML pulse 

for the next roimd trip is effectively formed fiom the wings of the SPML pulse of the 

previous round trip.

The necessary positive mismatch for optimal modelocking was fust proposed 

after numerical modelling^^. Several other authors disagreed and eaiiy experimental 

evidence appeared to disprove it where it was concluded that the master and slave 

cavities were of identical optical length^^. Later, with research into passive-modelocking 

of NaChOH' lasers initiated with synchi'onous-pumping, it became obvious that the 

shortest SPML pulses were obtained at a different repetition rate to the passively 

modelocked pulses, thereby proving beyond doubt that a mismatch exists between the
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pump and slave cavity lengths. This was observed as a low frequency modulation on the 

coupled-cavity-modelocked pulse sequence^^.
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FIGURE 3.6: Effect o f increasing the cavity mismatch o f  a SPML laser. Pulse recorded every 40 round 

trips. Mismatch increased by 400fs  every 500 round trips

An illustration into the importance of the mismatch between the master and slave 

lasers is given in figure 3.6. The model automatically increases the effective cavity 

mismatch by 400 fs (corresponding to increasing the length of the linear SPML cavity 

by 60 pm) every 500 round trips from tmg/r=-0.8 ps to tmq^=+4 ps. It is immediately 

apparent that for negative (and zero) mismatches, the SPML pulse is of similar duration 

to the pump pulse. As the mismatch becomes more positive, a short SPML pulse is 

created but sufficient pump pulse remains after it has passed to allow the creation of a 

satellite pulse or pedestal. The pulse with the highest peak power is formed after 3000 

round trips (tmgy^l 6 ps) and increasing the mismatch beyond this increases the pulse 

width.
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FIGURE 3.7: Effect o f stochastic background noise on SPML laser pulse stability. Noise turned on after

400 round trips.

To demonstrate the significance of the stochastic background noise on pulse-pulse 

stability, figure 3.7 shows pulse evolution without noise (a fixed background value is 

used to initiate modelocking) but after 400 round trips the noise term in equation 3.6 is 

included in the model. After the 600^ round trip the new pseudo-steady-state is reached 

where the pulse jitters around a central position. This is summarised in figure 3.8 which 

illustrates the high frequency amplitude-noise associated with synchronously 

modelocked lasers. Note that the slight shift in position which occurs around the 500* 

round trip is only due to the reduced overall background light level when the constant 

term is replaced with the noise term (equation 3.6).
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FIGURE 3.8: Effect o f  stochastic background light on SPML pulse energy stability and pulse jitter, (data

taken from figure 3.7)

The stepping model has successfully identified the source of the high frequency 

noise associated with the synchronous-modelocking technique. It should have been an 

elementary step using this model to demonstrate that it is possible to eradicate entirely 

this instability simply by overcoming the noise tenn with a coherent signal derived from 

the circulating field. Unfortunately, this was not done until after coherent-photon- 

seeding had been discovered experimentally, and the numerical model then only served 

to confirm the explanation of why the technique actually works.

3.4 Passive Stabilisation Using Coherent-Photon-Seeding

Coherent-photon-seeding was first demonstrated by Beaud et dX?̂  on a 

synchronously-modelocked IR26 dye laser possibly as an accidental observation when 

setting up a coupled-cavity modelocked laser. An external cavity of approximately the 

same length as the SPML laser was coupled to the main cavity via the output coupler. 

Attenuators placed inside the external cavity allowed the quantity of light reflected back 

into the main cavity to be varied. Feeding back even minute fractions (-10'^®) of the 

circulating laser light into the main cavity dramatically improved the stability of the 

synchronously-modelocked pulse train. This was observed as ‘cleaner’ cusp free 

autocorrelation traces, reduced amplitude-noise on the average output power of the laser 

and a dramatic reduction of the duration-bandwidth product indicating more complete 

modelocking. In this early experiment it was not possible to determine the precise 

lengths of the main SPML laser cavity and the stabilising coupled-cavity, though it was
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observed that stabilisation occurred over a wide range of auxiliary cavity lengths (in 

contrast to coupled-cavity modelocking which necessitates interferometric matching of 

the main and external laser cavities). It was suggested that feeding back a weak replica 

o f the coherent circulating SPML pulse overpowered the background incoherent 

spontaneously emitted light and so must be fed back in advance of the main laser pulse 

by approximately twice the modelocked pulse length. The name ‘coherent-photon- 

seeding’ (CPS) was therefore adopted to describe this technique.

Soon after the first experimental observation o f passive stabilisation of a 

synchronously-modelocked laser, the stepping model was applied to investigate the 

effect of feeding back a fraction of the main laser pulse on pulse stability^^. This 

demonstrated that the seeding pulse must be somewhat in advance of the main cavity 

pulse for optimal effect though the parameters governing the optimum seeding position 

were uncertain.

One enormous advantage offered by CPS in synchronously-modelocked lasers is 

the ability to ‘tune’ the duration of the modelocked pulse whilst maintaining near- 

bandwidtli limited operation, simply by increasing the length of the slave cavity. This 

was first realised by Hooker'^® who also suggested that the seeding pulse should be fed 

back into the main laser by approximately the pump pulse duration in front of the 

circulating pulse. Witliout stabilisation, modelocked performance quickly deteriorates 

when the cavity length is increased beyond the point which produces the shortest pulse.

Coherent-photon-seeding was subsequently applied to a number of laser systems 

including actively modelocked laser diodes'^ \  synchronously-pumped surface-emitting 

semiconductor lasers'*  ̂and hybrid-modelocked dye lasers"̂ .̂ Môllmaim and Gellermann 

first applied CPS to a synchronously-modelocked NaChOH' coiour-centre laser 

demonstrating a useful tool for generating picosecond pulses tunable in wavelength and 

duration covering the 1.5 pm telecommunications band'̂ '̂ . An experimental and 

numerical investigation of this system follows.
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3.5 Coherent-Photon-Seeding Applied To The Synchronously 

M odelocked NaC hO H - Colour-Centre Laser

The schematic in figure 3.9 is the experimental configuration adopted to assess 

coherent-photon-seeding with the NaChOH" laser. No additional intracavity elements 

were required as leakage from a cavity HR mirror (R~99.8%) provided the required 

signal for CPS. The seeding cavity comprises mirrors M6 and M7 which are arranged to 

match the remaining mam cavity mirrors M4 and M5. The use of the 1 m radius of 

curvatur e mirror in the external cavity ensures good overlap of the seeding mode with 

the main cavity mode inside the gain medium.

Without further attenuation, the seeding level provided by this arrangement was 

~4.10"^ (as a fraction of the main intracavity power). Neutr al density filters placed inside 

the external cavity could further reduce the seeding level.

Stabilising cavityM7

1064nm Nd:YAG pump 
+ 532nm doubled Nd:YAG

Photo
diode

M1
p=-50mm

Adjust seeding 
timing

NaCl:OH 
in cryostat M6

f=-1000mm
IVI3

T=0.2% .

Variable
Attenuatorr=-100mm

M2

M5
37% O/C

^  Output

BRFr=-1000mm  
M4 Adjust main-cavity

mismatch

FIGURE 3.9: Schematic o f  the NaCl laser showing the external cavity for providing passive stabilisation

through coherent-photon-seeding.

The scheme in figure 3.9 permitted the precise timing of the seeding pulse with 

respect to the main SPML laser pulse to be determined: mhrors M7-M6-M3 and 

M5-M4-M3 create a Michelson interferometer where M3 is the beam-splitter. At the 

position when the length of the stabilising cavity matches that of the remainhrg main
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laser cavity (M3-M4-M5), the interference fringes observed by the photodiode from the 

second leakage beam are strongest.

For full characterisation of the modelocked performance, a Photochronll 

synchroscan streak-tube"^  ̂ was used as well as a second-harmonic co-linear 

autocorrelator for pulse duration measurement. A real-time scanning plane-parallel 

Fabry-Pèrot interferometer with variable plate separation was used to measure the 

linewidth of the modelocked laser. The drive signal to the streak camera was derived, 

via a tunnel photodiode, from the actively-modelocked Nd^^: YAG pump laser to permit 

the movement o f the SPML pulse relative to the pump pulse to be determined. An RF 

spectrum analyser with a 9.5 GHz InGaAs photodiode enabled the RF-amplitude-noise, 

corresponding to pulse energy noise, to be recorded.

Once the SPML laser was set up as in figure 3.9, and the external cavity aligned 

to feed back a signal into the main cavity, it was straightforward to gradually shorten the 

external cavity arm so the seeding pulse was timed to arrive in fr ont o f the main cavity 

pulse. The initial stabilising level was determined to be 4.10'^. Coherent-photon-seeding 

was obseiwed to have the most dramatic stabilising effect when the main cavity was 

positively detuned (lengthened) slightly from the position where the shortest pulse was 

generated.

3.5.1 General observations on applying coherent-photon-seeding

The key observations of passive stabilisation with coherent-photon-seeding are 

summarised in figures 3.10-13 which are measurements taken from the SPML 

NaChOH" laser detuned by +40 pm from the optimum modelocking position.
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FIGURE 3.10; Stabilising effect o f coherent-photon-seeding on pulse energy: (a) RF power spectrum 

taken without CPS. ( b )  Spectrum with CPS level at 4.10'^

The dramatic reduction in pulse energy noise obtained by applying CPS is 

illustrated in figure 3.10. The RF-spectrum of the conventional free-running SPML 

laser exhibits a broad noise band when observed at a 3 MHz span around the 

fundamental cavity frequency (fig. 3.10(a)). This suggests high frequency pulse 

energy fluctuations. With the length of the external cavity of figure 3.9 set to induce 

the maximum effect on the synchronous-modelocking by CPS, the noise band is 

reduced by over 20 dBm indicating a significant improvement in pulse-pulse energy 

stability.
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FIGURE 3.11; Stabilising effect o f  coherent-photon-seeding observed in the autocorrelation trace: (a) 

Typical autocorrelation trace obtained from an unstabilised SPML laser exhibits broad wings, (b) Trace

from stabilised laser (CPS level=4.10'^)

Figure 3.11(a) illustrates the unusual ‘cusp shaped’ autocorrelation trace with 
broad wings associated with unstabilised SPML dye and coiour-centre lasers. It was 
suggested that this resulted from fluctuations in the output of the modelocked pulse 
train on a pulse-pulse timescale^^. With CPS, the autocorrelation in figure 3.11(b) 
suggests a much broader pulse (-20 ps cf. -10  ps without seeding) but the trace no 
longer exhibits broad wings.

Probably the most dramatic improvement in stability is observed in the optical 

spectrum of the modelocked laser. An unstabilised slightly-detuned SPML laser 

generally suffers from incomplete modelocking. The noisy, broad spectrum of 

figure 3.12(a) suggests that a periodic noise burst would be a better description of a 

detuned SPML laser, but even when optimally aligned, the pulses obtained from the 

modelocked laser aie not transform-limited. Coherent-photon-seeding causes the 

oscillating bandwidth to narrow appreciably (figure 3.12(b)) and elhninates the noise 

features of the unstabilised laser.
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FIGURE 3.12; Stabilising effect o f  coherent-photon-seeding observed in the optical spectrum: (a) Without 

stabilisation, the spectrum is broad (AtâV''' 0.9) and noisy, (b) Trace fi'om stabilised laser (CPS 

level~4.10'^) is near transform-limitedfor highly asymmetric sech^pulses (A tA v ~  0.22)

Finally, the synchroscan-streak-camera records a trace comprising several 

thousand pulses integrated over one scan of the optical-analyser camera. In figure 3.13, 

the pulse duration recorded from the stabilised laser (fig. 3.13(b)) is unexpectedly 

shorter than the free-running unstabilised SPML laser (fig. 3.13(a)). This contradicts the 

autocorrelation trace measurements from figure 3.11. Also, for a SPML laser of 

optimum length, the pulse duiation measured from the streak trace of the unstabilised 

laser is slightly shorter than the measurement obtained from the laser with CPS, 

confirming earlier reported observations^*. The probable explanation is that when the 

SPML laser is detuned (as was the case with these measurements), very high frequency 

noise on the pulse train is of such a magnitude as to cause a ‘blurring’ of the pulse 

streak hence recording a longer pulse duration than for the stabilised case.
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FIGURE 3.13: Streak camera traces recorded from: (a) The unstabilised, detuned synchronously- 

modelocked NaCl .O H  laser, (b) The same laser after applying seeding at a level o f 4.10'^

3*5.2 Importance of the timing of the seeding pulse

When passive stabilisation of a synchronously-modelocked laser with coherent- 

photon-seeding was first observed, it was noted that an important requirement was that 

the seeding pulse be fed somewhat in advance of the main circulating SPML pulse 

within the cavity. However, the precise relationship on which this timing depended was 

uncertain. Early on, it was suggested that the seeding pulse should be advanced by twice 

its duration for optimum effect"*̂ . Later, with longer pulse SPML lasers, it was proposed 

that the duration of the pump pulse was the crucial factor in determining the optimum 

timing for the seeding pulse"*̂ . This could be explained by considering the timing period 

over which the destabilising, spontaneous background light is likely to undergo 

amplification within the gain medium. This depends on the duration of the pumping 

pulse, not on the duration o f the SPML pulse. Hooker et al.'̂ ® reported an investigation 

into the importance o f the feedback pulse lead time by recording the improvement in 

duration-bandwidth product noted when seeding is operationally. An asymmetric 

response was reported where the duration-bandwidth product rapidly decreased to a 

minimum value as the pulse was advanced, then slowly increased again as the pulse 

timing was advanced beyond the optimum point. Unfortunately, the precise location of 

the optimum point was difficult to establish because the duration-bandwidth product 

‘saturated’ to a minimum value.
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An alternative method of deducing the feedback advance with the greatest effect 

is to measure the change in the formation of the SPML pulse relative to the pump pulse. 

This is observed as a jump in pulse position on the streak camera (triggered off the 

pump pulse) when CPS is applied. This was easy to measure in practice: a 50% duty 

cycle chopper was placed inside the auxiliary feedback cavity permitting both the 

unstabilised SPML pulse and the pulse stabilised by CPS to be observed simultaneously 

on the optical-analyser screen, as illustrated in figure 3.14.

Pulse
advance

Unstabilised
pulse

Pulse 
with CPS

Î
c

Time

FIGURE 3.14: Measurement o f  the SPML pulse advance on applying seeding. 50% chopper inserted in

auxiliary cavity.

The timing of the feedback pulse could be determined by first setting up the 

auxiliary cavity to form strong interference effects on the photodiode in figure 3.9, 

which corresponds to a precise overlap of the main SPML pulse and the seeding pulse. 

By measuring the translation of the feedback mirrors from the actuator scale, it was then 

straightforward to calculate the timing of the feedback pulse relative to the SPML pulse.

The leakage through the intracavity mirror providing the seeding (M3 in 

figure 3.9), was determined (by comparison with a known output coupler) to correspond 

to 0.2% of the circulating power. Thus the maximum seeding level was 4x10*  ̂ of the 

intracavity power. To reduce the seeding level, neutral-density filters were inserted in 

the auxiliary cavity. Using a linear response photodiode, the exact attenuation level 

afforded by the filters (uncalibrated m the infrared) was ascertained.
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FIGURE 3.15: Effect o f  varying the seeding pulse timing and seeding level on the time offormation o f  the

SPML pulse.

The effect of varying the advance of the CPS pulse for three different seeding 

levels is summarised by the graph in figure 3.15. The Nd^^:YAG pump pulse duration 

was 90 ps, which accounts for the location of the peaks, corresponding to the seeding 

advance when CPS has the greatest effect on SPML dynamics. The peak appears to shift 

to favour a greater feedback pulse advance for lower seeding levels.

The stabilising effect could still be observed by the improvement in pulse energy 

noise (via the RF spectrum analyser trace) and the cleaner optical spectrum, for seeding 

advances outwith those plotted on figure 3.15, and for seeding levels as low as 4x10"^ .̂ 

However, at levels as low as this, no shift in pulse formation is discernible on the streak 

camera. Interestingly, for a typical intracavity power of 1.0 W, a feedback level of 

4x10'^^ implies feeding back 0.4 photons per round trip. This indicates the low level of 

stochastic background light which normally disrupts the modelocking process.

3.5.3 Main cavity length detuning

An important factor which affects the operation of all synchronously-modelocked 

lasers is the effective mismatch between the modelocked pump laser and the SPML 

slave laser. As demonstrated by numerical modellmg (figure 3.6), a slight positive 

mismatch (i.e. the round trip time of the slave laser is longer than the round-trip time of
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the pump laser) is necessary for short pulse generation. If the two cavities were of 

identical length, the SPML pulse would be similar in duration to the pump pulse.

Several researchers have investigated experimentally, the effect of detuning

SPML dye lasers and some colour-centre lasers"̂ .̂ An asymmetric response was noted 

when lengthening the slave cavity, which followed the same features as figure 3.6 -that 

is- the broad pulse quickly breaks up into a short pulse with several satellite pulses, then 

the pulse gradually broadens as the cavity is detuned further.

Av ~  4 .6 x 1 0^°HzA v ~  9.5x10® Hz Av"6.1x10^®Hz
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FIGURE 3.16: Effect o f  detuning the SPML cavity length on the optical spectrum o f an unstabilised laser: 

(a) No mismatch between pump and slave lasers results in a clean spectrum with broad, near transform- 

limited (AvAt~-0.4) Gaussian pulses, (b) Round trip cavity lengthened by 60 pm creates short 

asymmetric pulses with excess bandwidth (AvAv-0.46) (c) Further lengthening (by 20 pm) creates 

broader pulses (A vAv^O.47) with noise evident on the optical spectrum.

As noted by modelling, the stability of the pulse sequence from the SPML laser 
deteriorates as the slave cavity is increased in length"̂ .̂ This is evidenced in practice by 
an increase in the duration-bandwidth product of the SPML pulses. In figure 3.16, the 
optical spectrum of a hee-running, unstabilised SPML laser is illustrated as the slave- 
cavity length is extended from the point where the slave and pump lasers are of equal 
length (when the pulse is broad (At ~ 45 ps) and near-transform limited). As the slave- 
cavity laser is lengthened, more stochastic background light must infiltrate into the 
circulating pulse per round trip for the slave- and pump-laser repetition rates to match 
with the result that the modelocked pulse sequence becomes noisier.

Detuning the SPML slave-laser offers the potential o f ‘tuning’ the pulse 

duration, from the minimum obtainable (<10 ps), to a duration approaching that of the 

pump pulse. With the unstabilised laser, the incomplete modelocking typical of a 

detuned laser produces a pulse sequence suffering from excessive high frequency 

amplitude and phase-noise which prevents it from finding any practical application. 

However, once seeding is applied and the destabilising effect of the stochastic
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background fluorescence is eliminated, a more useful system is created allowing the 

SPML pulse duration to be readily adjusted whilst maintaining near transform-limited 

operation as illustrated in figure 3.17. The low values obtained for the duration- 

bandwidth products in figure 3.17 (b) once seeding is applied provide further evidence 

of the highly asymmetric nature of the modelocked pulses, although this is not 

noticeable on the streak trace in figure 3.13. The pulse durations were taken from the 

streak camera so no assumption is made in advance of the pulse-shape.
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FIGURE 3.17: Detuning the main cavity o f  a SPML NaCl colour-centre laser both without seeding and 

with CPS applied at a level o f  4x10'^ (a) Tuning o f  the pulse duration by increasing the length o f  the 

SPML laser (b) duration-bandwidth product as the SPML cavity is detuned.

A second result o f increasing the mismatch between the pump and slave lasers 

as suggested by numerical modelling, is to increase the advance in time of formation of 

the SPML pulse when CPS is applied to the laser. Figure 3.18 shows the measured jump 

observed on the streak camera, following the procedure outlined in section 3.5.2 with a 

seeding level of 4x10’̂ , as tlie main cavity is lengthened from a broad pulse. This 

suggests that at this seeding level, the CPS pulse fed-back into the laser is of 

substantially greater power than the background light level, as the effect on 

modelocking dynamics is so pronounced.
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FIGURE 3.18: Effect o f increasing cavity mismatch on the observed SPML pulse advance on applying

coherent-photon-seeding

This ability to tune the modelocked pulse duration was exploited by Kennedy et 

al. in an experiment which measured the intensity dependence o f the transparency 

current of InGaAsP amplifiers'*^. It was desired to keep the average power into the 

waveguide constant whilst varying the peak power, and detuning a passively stabilised 

NaChOH’ colour-centre laser permitted this.

3.5.4 High frequency pulse jitter reduction by coherent-photon-seeding.

Whereas the reduction in pulse energy noise and modelocked pulse quality on 

applying CPS to a synclironously modelocked laser is immediately apparent from the 

RF and optical spectium analyser traces, it is suggested by numerical modelling (in 

figure 3.8) that the stochastic background light also contributes to severe pulse jitter 

(phase-noise) at high firequencies.

Characterisation of the phase-noise of a modelocked laser

In an ideal modelocked laser system, the output pulse sequence would consist of 

pulses of identical energy and shape. Additionally, the temporal separation of two 

consecutive pulses would be fixed at the laser repetition fiequency. Unfortunately, real 

systems depart from this ideal in several respects.

For the particular' case of an unstabilised synchronously-modelocked colour-

centre laser, noise arises from both external environmental and electronic perturbations,

as well as intrinsically from the SPML process. The severe high frequency pulse energy

noise associated with SPML lasers, observed in the RF spectra, is primarily due to the
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stochastic background noise. Measurements performed on SPML lasers to characterise 

the pulse timing jitter have previously concentrated on the lower frequency components 

resulting from noise transferred from the actively modelocked pump laser, which in turn 

is mainly caused by the noise of the acousto-optic modulator drive electronics. Any high 

frequency components are usually discarded in the measurement. To confirm the 

presence of the high frequency pulse jitter predicted by the ‘stepping-modeP in 

figures 3.7 & 3.8, a phase-noise measurement was carried out on the SPML NaChOH' 

laser concentrating on the high frequency components.

A technique for the characterisation of the pulse jitter associated with a 

modelocked laser was described by von der Linde"*̂ , based on an analysis of the RF 

power spectra of the modelocked pulse sequence. A brief description of this method 

follows but for greater detail refer to reference 49.

First, the pulse sequence obtained from a real laser may be described as:

F (0  = F„ (0  + F„ (0  -A(t) + Tj(t) Equation (3.16)

Fo(t) refers to an ideal, noise-free modelocked laser sequence:

Fq + nT)  Equation (3.17)

where f(t) describes the temporal intensity profile of an individual pulse in the 

train, T is the pulse repetition time and n is an integer describing the infinite 

pulse sequence: -oo<n<+oo.

A (t) describes the random amplitude fluctuations of the pulse sequence

J(t) is a random function describing the relative deviation from the average pulse 

repetition time T.

The RF power spectrum of the modelocked pulse sequence is represented by the 

Fourier transform of the intensity autocorrelation function:

P^(u>)= ~ l / c ® )  ■ ^[s(m J + PAco„) + (2^Ÿn^PAa>„)] Equation(3.18)
\  ̂ J n

The three terms in the infinite summation are:
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ô(con): delta flinctions separated by the pulse repetition frequency, representing the 

harmonic of the laser repetition rate for a noise-free ideal modelocked laser.

Pa((i>u): fimction representing the spectral density of the amplitude-noise sidebands.

Pj(o)n): function representing the spectral density of the phase-noise sidebands.

From equation 3.18, it is important to note that the amplitude-noise spectral 

density (P a(g ))) remains unchanged with harmonic number n  whereas the phase-noise 

term is scaled by a factor n .̂ This is illustiated (exaggerated) in figure 3.19.

a  n
n=3n=1 n=2 n=4

IQ_
ULa:

'cav

Phase noise 
contribution

Amplitude noise 
contribution

Frequency

FIGURE 3.19: Representation o f  the RF power spectrum o f  a noisy modelocked laser illustrating the 

different dependence o f  phase and amplitude-noise with harmonic number.

From figure 3.19 it should be apparent that the different contributions of 

amplitude-noise and phase-noise of a noisy modelocked pulse sequence can be 

determined by measuring the noise sidebands for the ftmdamental laser repetition rate 

and a higher harmonic.

A phase-noise measurement normally involves the following steps:

1. A broadband (reverse-biased) photodiode, connected to an RF spectrum analyser is 

used to detect the power spectra of the modelocked pulse sequence.

2. The RF power spectra of the modelocked laser is recorded at the fundamental pulse 

repetition frequency for different frequency span and resolution bandwidth settings of 

the RF-spectrum analyser. This measurement is then repeated at a higher harmonic 

of the pulse repetition frequency.
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3. Using the dependence o f phase-noise (figure 3.19), the amplitude and phase-noise 

components are separated and the single-sideband phase-noise power spectrum (Lj(f)) 

is plotted. This is the ratio of the power in the noise sideband within a IHz bandwidth to 

the power in the canier (units of dBc/Hz) plotted on a log-log scale.

4. Within any particular frequency band, the rms timing jitter may be evaluated by 

integrating the single sideband noise spectrum over the inteiwal of interest:

= 10 '0 Equation(3.19)

In practice, steps 2-4 were performed automatically using an IBM-compatible PC 

with in-house developed software.

Phase-noise m easurem ent of a SPML NaC!:OH' laser

Previous phase-noise measurements performed on a SPML NaChOH' laser have 

concentrated on the low frequency components, dominated by the noise components of 

the modelocked pump laser. Since the low-frequency amplitude-noise is low compared 

with the phase noise, it is elementary to isolate the phase noise component fr om a low 

harmonic of the pulse repetition frequency in step 3 above (usually the 10*̂  harmonic is 

used). For investigating the high frequency jitter (-1-10 MHz) expected as a result o f a 

detuned, unstabilised SPML laser, it was necessary to resort to using a high harmonic 

number n since the amplitude-noise level is the dominant component in the noise I

sidebands. An InGaAs photodiode with a bandwidth of 9.5 GHz permitted the 56* j

harmonic of the 82 MHz fundamental repetition rate to be measured. I

The standard Spectra-Physics frequency synthesiser driving the AO-modulator of I

the pump laser, was replaced by a low-noise crystal oscillator. This helped to reduce the 

noise component of the final measurement that replicated the noise o f the pump laser.
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FIGURE 3.20: RF spectra o f  the SPML NaCl .OFT laser: 1 MHz span, resolution bandwidth~3 kHz at the 

fundamental and 56'̂ ’ harmonics o f  the pulse repetition frequency, showing the reduction o f  the phase-noise

contribution on applying coherent-photon-seeding.
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FIGURE 3.21: RF spectra o f  the SPML NaCLOH laser: 10 MHz span, resolution bandwidth=30 kHz at 

the fundamental and 56‘̂’ harmonics o f  the pulse repetition fi'equency. CPS appears to have little effect on

reducing the phase-noise

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 are RF spectrum analyser traces at 1 MHz and 10 MHz 
spans respectively around the carrier frequency. Both the fundamental and 56̂ *' 
harmonics of the pulse repetition rate ai*e plotted. For the 1 MHz span (figure 3.20), the 
56*̂  harmonic sideband power is -10  dB higher than for the fundamental frequency 
before stabilisation, suggesting the presence of pulse jitter within this frequency band. 
On applying CPS, both the fundamental and 56* harmonics have sidebands of 
approximately equal power indicating that the high frequency phase-noise has been 
eliminated. In contrast, for the 10 MHz span (figure 3.21), even after applying seeding, 
there is still additional sideband noise in the 56* harmonic above the fundamental 
frequency. This appears to suggest an upper limit to the frequency of the pulse jitter
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introduced in SPML lasers by the stochastic modelocking dynamics. Further evidence 
of this is obtained from the single-sideband phase-noise spectra for the laser both with 
and without CPS in figure 3.22 calculated following the outline in step 3 in 
section 3.5.4.1.

In figure 3.22, the phase noise is shown to be unchanged at frequencies less than 

10 kHz on applying coherent-photon-seeding. However, above this frequency, an 

almost constant improvement of -10  dB is suggested before falling off again at 

frequencies higher than 4 MHz. At this upper frequency level, the measurement is 

certainly limited by the noise floor dictated by the equipment.
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FIGURE 3.22: Single-sideband phase-noise spectra obtained from a SPML NaChOH laser with and

without seeding.
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FIGURE 3.23: Amplitude-noise spectra o f  the SPML NaCLOH laser with and without seeding.

The amplitude noise spectmm may also be deduced, once the phase noise 

component has been removed. This is plotted in figure 3.23 both for the free-running 

case and, for the laser once CPS has been applied. The sharp transitions in the 

spectrum for the seeded laser indicate the RF-analyser changing ranges during the 

measurement: the noise level of the stabilised laser is below the noise floor o f the 

equipment at frequencies greater than 4 kHz. At fi*equencies greater than 2 MHz the 

amplitude-noise of the unstabilised laser drops off suggesting an upper limit to the 

frequency of the pulse instability.

The numerical values for the rms timing jitter corresponding to figure 3.22 aie 

summarised in table 3.2. This clearly shows a notable reduction in pulse jitter for 

frequencies above 5 kHz. Note that the values corresponding to the stabilised laser 

represent an upper limit to the pulse jitter as they are limited by the noise floor of the 

apparatus.

It is important to remark that although a reduction in pulse jitter does appear 

possible by employing CPS, the overall phase-noise is dominated by pulse jitter at lower 

frequencies. The contribution by the stochastic modelocking dynamics is negligible in 

comparison, hence any experiment requiring a laser with low phase-noise would desire 

the low-frequency noise sources (electronic modulator signal and environmental 

perturbations) to be refined.
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Frequency band rms jitter level 

without seeding /fs

rms jitter level 

CPS level=4xl0"^ /fs

50 H z-5 0 0  Hz 690 610

5 0 0 H z-5 k H z 400 350

5 k H z -5 0 k H z 105 50

50 k H z - 500 kHz 320 36

500 kHz-5 MHz 600 110

TABLE 3.2: rms timing jitter figures for the SPML laser both without and with CPS

3.6 Num erical M odelling o f Coherent-Photon-Seeding

3,6,1 Adapting the stepping-mode! to include CPS

It is straightforward to adapt the models of ring and linear synchronously- 

modelocked lasers in section 3.3 to include the effect of including coherent-photon- 

seeding, first described by New"̂ .̂ A small fraction of the circulating signal from the 

model is added back to the circulating signal, after including the mismatch between the 

main and seeding cavities. In the case of the linear cavity model (figuie 3.3), the seeding 

signal was taken after the second pass o f the gain element, to be fed back to the laser for 

the next round trip (corresponding more accurately to the actual laser in figure 3.9).

C = C + / - ^ S ! » - i Equation (3.20)

The subscript s refers to the actual seeding pulse advance defined by the mismatch of 

the auxiliaiy cavity with respect to the main laser cavity ( t s e e d i n g - a d v a n c e = s , ô t ) .  This is 

similar to the main cavity mismatch expression in equation 3.10, for negative cavity 

mismatches, requiring the last calculated field value to be duplicated to ‘fill in' the 

missmg values on the mesh.

The seeding level in the model is simulated by the factor f  in equation 3.20. Note 

that this is the field amplitude seeding factor which needs to be squared to obtain the 

corresponding seeding intensity.
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A simple simulation of a free-running SPML NaCliOH laser which has seeding 

applied after 1000 cavity round trips, is presented in figure 3.24. Initially, a quasi-stable 

situation is obtained with the destabilising effect of the stochastic background radiation 

included. The SPML pulse is recorded every 10 cavity trips. After the 1000^  ̂round trip, 

the simulation includes the stabilising CPS pulse modelled by equation 3.20. The 

intensity seeding level is 4x10"^ and the seeding pulse advance is 100 ps. The 

modelocked pulse is shown to ‘advance’ in time with respect to the pump pulse and 

become broader. The high frequency noise, characteristic of a free running SPML laser 

and visible as jitter and amplitude noise in the pulse sequence of figure 3.24 before the 

1000^ round trip, is predicted to be eliminated completely on applying CPS.

1600

-10  30 70  110 150

Local time after pum p pulse peak  /ps

FIGURE 3.24: Simulation o f  coherent-photon-seeding applied to a SPML laser. Seeding applied after 

1000 round trips. Pulse recorded every 10 round trips.

Figure 3.24 only records every 10̂  ̂ output pulse from the modelled laser. To 

demonstrate the deleterious effect o f the spontaneous background light on pulse-pulse 

stability, the pulse evolution over every round trip between trips 500 and 680 in 

figure 3.24 is plotted in figure 3.25. The pulse sequence is shown to be generally 

smooth with a disturbance occurring once every 15-20 round trips. This would give an
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upper limit to the frequency of the amplitude and phase noise found experimentally to 

be ~4 MHz (figures 3.22 & 3.23).

In figure 3.26, the results of the model are reproduced on a pulse-pulse timescale 

for simulated cavity round-trips 1000 to 1180 in figure 3.24 (i.e. once CPS has been 

applied). The model suggests there is a delay of ~20 round trips before CPS starts to 

take effect. The stable steady state is reached after -150 round trips.

660

620  

600

90 140 190
Local time after pump pulse p e a k /p s

FIGURE 3.25: Simulated SPML pulse sequence in the presence o f stochastic background noise on a 

timescale corresponding to the laser repetition rate.
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FIGURE 3.26: SPML pulse evolution into a steady state on applying CPS recorded on a timescale 

corresponding to the laser repetition rate.

Second-harmonic autocorrelations of the pulse sequences obtained from the 

numerically simulated SPML laser without and with coherent-photon-seeding are 

presented as figure 3.27. The pulses are highly asymmetric both with and without 

CPS, but the noisy pulse train of the unstabilised laser gives rise to a ‘cusp-shaped’ 

autocorrelation with broad wings, as predicted by Van Stryland^^. (The trace for the 

unstabilised laser is not smooth due to the small number (300) of round trips used in 

the simulation. In an actual measurement, this ‘lumpiness’ is smoothed out over many 

autocorrelation scans.) The duration measured from the unstabilised autocorrelation 

trace suggests a pulse duration of ~16 ps (assuming a Gaussian pulse-shape), however 

the average pulse duration is actually greater than 17 ps. Conversely, once passive 

stabilisation with CPS is applied and assuming a Gaussian pulse-shape, the 

autocorrelation measurement suggests a somewhat longer pulse duration than was 

actually simulated (21.4 ps cf. 19.5 ps). These simulated results suggest that there is 

quite a wide margin o f error in measuring the pulse duration of SPML lasers using a 

second-harmonic autocorrelation technique.
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FIGURE 3.27: Autocorrelation traces o f  the simulated 'noisy ’ SPML laser, and for the stabilised laser

once seeding is applied.

3.6.2 Modelling the effect of adjusting CPS timing on pulse stability

The stepping-model may be used to model the effect of varying the seeding 

level and seeding pulse timing for comparison with the experhnental results presented 

in section 3.5.2. The model was modified to allow the seeding pulse timing to be 

automatically advanced by 15 ps every 1000 simulated cavity round trips and was 

repeated for different seeding levels. As for the practical assessment o f the stabilising 

effect used in section 3.5.2, the timing of the stabilised main pulse with respect to the 

unseeded pulse was compared on applying CPS. The results o f this simulation are 

summarised in figure 3.28, which plots the timing of the SPML pulse every 1000^ 

round trip (i.e. before the seeding pulse timing is adjusted).

A comparison of this simulation with the experimental results o f figure 3.15 

demonstrate similar trends. The simulated pump pulse duration at 90 ps FWHM, 

accurately represents the measured pump pulse duration in section 3.5.2. The seeding is 

shown to have greatest effect when the seeding pulse advance is approximately the 

pump pulse duration. As in practice, the model suggests that the optimum seeding pulse 

advance is increased for lower seeding levels although the reason for this is uncertain.
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FIGURE 3.28: Effect o f  varying the seeding pulse timing and seeding level on the time o f  formation o f  the

simulated SPML pulse.

5 0  1 0 0  15 0  2 0 0  2 5 0

Seeding pulse advance /ps
(a)

3 0 0 5 0  10 0  150  2 0 0  2 5 0

Seeding pulse advance /ps
(b)

30 0

FIGURE 3.29: Numerical simulation showing variation o f  the stabilising effect o f  CPS with timing o f  the 

seeding pulse for very low seeding levels. (Intensity seeding level

In figure 3.29, the SPML pulse timing and dumtion for the lowest seeding level of 

figure 3.27 (10'*^) are plotted for every 10 round trips of the simulation. This clearly 

shows the simulated stabilising effect of CPS having greatest effect when the pulse 

advance is -110 ps. The plot o f pulse duration vs. seeding pulse advance (figure 

3.29(b)) demonstrates that it is possible, with low seeding levels, to obtain stabilisation 

with a negligible increase in pulse duration. Note that in practice, the small SPML pulse 

advances modelled in figure 3.29(a) could not be measured on the streak camera (for 

inclusion in figure 3.15).
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3.6.3 The stabilisation mechanism explained using the stepping-model.

The stepping-model may be used to elucidate the mechanism by which coherent- 

photon-seeding ‘overpowers’ the destabilising effect of the stochastic background 

fluorescence to enable stable modelocked pulses to be obtained. Figure 3.30(a) shows a 

typical SPML pulse obtained from the simulation without any seeding. A clearer picture 

of the modelocking mechanism is obtained by taking the log of the intracavity intensity 

(figure 3.30(b)). The random background fluorescence is now clearly visible on the 

pulse leading edge, sixteen orders of magnitude below the pulse peak power. Due to the 

positive mismatch which exists between the pump and slave lasers, the background light 

migrates into the leading edge of the pulse on successive cavity round trips, clearly 

visible in figure 3.30(b). The threshold condition of the SPML laser, which dictates the 

time of the laser pulse on successive cavity round trips, depends on the amplified 

stochastic background light which has migrated into the leading edge on previous round 

trips.

-200 -100 0 100 
Local time /ps

(a)

200

D)

-10 100 200 
Local time /ps

-200 -100

(b)

FIGURE 3.30: Simulated SPML pulse without seeding

When CPS is applied at the optimum timing with respect to the main cavity 

pulse, the situation presented in figure 3.31 results. Again, it is necessary to look at the 

log of the intensity (figure 3.31(b)) to understand the effect o f CPS. The more intense 

CPS pulse oveipowers the much weaker stochastic background light to migrate into 

the leading pulse edge for amplification.
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FIGURE 3.31: Simulated SPML pulse with seeding applied at the optimum timing (~90 ps in front o f the

main pulse).

The asymmetlic response of the seeding-pulse timing measurements in 

figures 3.15 & 3.28 may be understood if  the logarithm of the intensity is examined for 

the case of a SPML laser seeded far in advance of the optimum timing position 

(figure 3.32(b)). If the CPS is applied insufficiently in advance of the main pulse, only 

the leading edge of the pulse may contribute to the stabilisation. In addition, on 

subsequent round trips, when the seeding pulse of previous round trips is in-effect re

injected into the main cavity, the small advance results in insufficient intensity to 

overpower tlie background light on the main pulse leading edge.

For the case of CPS applied far in advance of the optimum timing position 

(shown in figure 3.32), the coherent seeding-pulse structure on the leading edge of the 

pulse builds up on consecutive round tiips (after attenuation by the seeding level). This 

is evident on the logarithmic plot in figure 3.32(b) which shows two replicated pulses 

(due to the seeding cavity) on the leading edge of the main pulse. There is apparently a 

broader ‘window’ over which the seeding pulse overpowers the weak spontaneous 

background noise than with the case where the seeding advance is less than optimum. 

Also the seeding pulse is highly asymmetric (as is the main SPML pulse) therefore the 

long trailing edge permits a greater margin of error for seeding pulse timing than does 

the short leading edge.
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FIGURE 3.32: Simulated SPML pulse with seeding applied far in advance o f  the optimum timing (200ps

in front o f  the main pulse).

3.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a simple technique of passively stabilising a synchronously 

modelocked NaCLOH' laser has been described. The fundamentals of actively 

modelocking a laser by gain modulation using a modelocked pumped source 

(synchronously-pumped modelocking (SPML)) were described with the assistance of a 

simple but versatile numerical model (the ‘stepping model’). The model predicted that 

SPML lasers intrinsically suffer from severe instability on a pulse to pulse timescale due 

to the destabilising effect of the incoherent background light emitted between 

modelocked pulses (fluorescence). This instability was apparent in practice through 

numerous observations which included noisy RF and optical spectra, ‘cusp shaped’ 

autocorrelation traces and non-transform-limited pulses suggesting incomplete 

modelocking. As the mismatch between the SPML laser and the pump laser was 

increased, the destabilising effect was exacerbated.

The technique of coherent-photon-seeding (CPS) first applied to SPML dye 

lasers, was applied to the NaCLOH' laser. This merely involves re-injecting a highly 

attenuated portion of the circulating laser field back into the laser cavity with the correct 

timing. A significant improvement in modelocked pulse quality and stability was 

immediately obtained. In addition, this technique permitted variable duration 

bandwidth-limited modelocked pulses to be readily generated from the SPML laser by 

detuning the main laser cavity with respect to the pump laser. This permitted the SPML
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NaCLOH" laser to be used in an experiment which required the peak-power delivered 

into a semiconductor waveguide structure to be varied whilst maintaining constant 

average power"^*.

Both the numerical model and the actual experimental setup were utilised to 

explore the effect of varying the seeding level and seedmg timing. The optimum timing 

was found to correspond to re-injecting the seeding pulse by one pump pulse duration 

(FWHM) in front of the main SPML pulse.

The stepping-model predicted that the stochastic background light would 

contribute to the overall phase-noise (pulse jitter) of the modelocked pulse sequence at 

high frequencies. For the first time, this was demonstrated in practice by measuring the 

phase-noise o f a synchronously-modelocked NaCLOH" laser before and after 

stabilisation with CPS using a high harmonic of the laser repetition frequency. A 

considerable reduction in high frequency pulse jitter figures was obtained on applying 

CPS.

Although SPML colour-centre lasers have been mostly replaced by all-solid-state 

systems which do not require cryogenic equipment, for applications which desire stable, 

low-noise, broadly-tunable, variable-duration pulses in the lO’s of picoseconds regime 

at 1.55 pm, there is no suitable, high-power alternative to the synchronously- 

modelocked NaCLOH" laser, once stabilisation with coherent-photon-seeding has been 

applied.

This system should prove to be exceptionally versatile if a modelocked, diode- 

pumped Nd^^:YAG laser was deployed as the pump source. Assuming pump pulses as 

short as 12 ps^  ̂ could be obtained, transform-limited, timable pulses with durations 

varying from 1 ps to -10  ps should be obtainable from a simple SPML system witli 

seeding applied.
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4 The CW Cr'̂ LYAG Laser

4.1 Introduction

The rapid development of the telecommunications industiy has necessitated 

research into new approaches for distributing signals. One system adopted exploits the 

low-loss window of silica optical fibres around the 1.55 pm region\ It is essential to be 

able to fully characterise optical devices designed to operate at this wavelength during 

development hence it is desirable to have access to a tunable source of high peak-power 

ultrashort pulses. Earlier examples of such sources include the KChTl^ and NaCLOH" 

colour-centre lasers which have the major disadvantage of requiring cryogenic cooling. 

One alternative all-solid-state laser material which has emerged recently is the 

Cr"^ :̂YAG crystaP, which has a broad fluorescence spectrum spanning 1.3-1.6 pm, and 

a broad absorption band covering the 1.064 pm emission of the Nd^^iYAG laser and the 

980 nm emission o f InGaAs laser diodes. This should permit a compact, low-cost laser 

source of ultrashort pulses centred at 1.55 pm to be constructed.

In this chapter, details of the Cr'^^iYAG laser are presented including its basic 

spectroscopy, cw operation and tuning range. Finally, the material’s suitability as the 

basis for a femtosecond laser are discussed with possible approaches for the 

development of such a system considered.

4.2 Vibronic Gain M edia

Tunable laser systems are important in many fields of scientific research. In the 

past, tunable lasers have been based on organic fluorescent dyes^ dissolved in liquid 

solvents. These had numerous drawbacks: the dye had to be circulated necessitating a 

pump/dye-jet assembly adding to the laser noise and instability; the lifetime of the 

organic dye was limited and needed to be periodically replaced which was an 

unpleasant, messy operation; the actual tuning range available from each individual dye 

was limited, and certain dyes, particulai'ly those operating in the infrared were highly 

toxic and possibly carcinogenic. For a short while, the near-infrared region
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(800-1800 nm) was addressed by colour-centre crystals'*. However these had their own 

problems associated with their use- namely the requirement of access to liquid nitrogen 

for cooling. During the 1980’s, renewed interest was shown in doping transition metal 

elements into various insulating hosts permitting stable, room-temperature operation of 

tunable solid-state lasers to be demonstrated.

The development o f the titanium sapphire gain medium^ (Ti^^iAkOg) created 

almost the ‘ideal’ tunable laser material: high-optical quality, excellent thermal 

characteristics, an exceptionally broad tuning range (700-1100 nm) replacing several 

laser dyes and colour-centre crystals and an absence of excited-state absorption (ESA) 

and non-radiative transitions. The only apparent drawback of this material is its 

requirement for pumping in the blue-green spectral region necessitating expensive 

pump sources (e.g. argon-ion lasers or intracavity-doubled Nd^^ lasers). Perhaps as the 

development of reliable blue laser diodes proceeds, this should address this issue.

The broad bandwidth accessible by Ti:sapphire has permitted exceptionally short 

duration optical pulses to be generated (down to 6.5 fs^) from a simple laser system.

Perhaps spurred on by this ‘wonder-material’, several research groups 

demonstrated new transition-metal doped laser materials throughout the 1980’s and 

90’s to address the diawback of the location of the absorption band in Ti:sapphire 

creating laser media which could be directly diode-pumped (e.g. Cr^^iLiSAF). Also, 

research into gain media which would extend the spectral regions accessible by solid- 

state materials was carried out.

4.2.1 Gain Media with Vibronic and Electronic Transitions

Although the first transition-metal ion doped gain media were demonstrated in the 

1960’s \  these had problems, principally the possession of excessive excited-state 

absorption, which prevented thefr general acceptance, and research into tunable solid- 

state lasers was succeeded by dye laser development. One exception was the ruby laser^ 

which was based on a transition metal ion (chromium) doped into sapphire (Cr^^:Al2 0 3 ) 

but this represents a non-tunable laser.

In contrast, solid-state gain media based on rare-earth metal ion doped insulating 

crystals were very successfully developed during the 1960’s, in particular, the 

Nd^^:YAG laser was demonstrated^ which subsequently became the most successful
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solid-state laser medium. Unfortunately, in general, solid-state lasers based on rare- 

earth metal ion doped media ar e non-tunable.

To understand the differences between the operational behaviour of transition- 

metal ion doped media with rare-earth ion doped crystals, it is instructive to examine 

the electronic structure of the active ion.

Elements in the lanthanum series (rare-earth metals) usually comprise a closed 

xenon shell with chemical reactions involving outer 6s and 5p (and 5d) electrons. 

Successive elements in the series involve filling the inner 4f shell with electrons hence 

the chemical properties of lanthanum elements are very similar. However, the 4f shell is 

the one involved in the optical excitation and emission of rare-earth ions, which is 

shielded from any external field peiturbation by the 5p electrons. Hence a rare-earth ion 

behaves in similar optical terms whether in free-space or doped inside a crystalline host, 

with very narrow absorption and emission bands and hence no tunability. The 

crystalline Stark effects induced in the outer electrons of the ion caused by bonds with 

surrounding ions in the crystal matrix do not affect the inner, shielded 4f electrons to 

any degree hence the similarity in the emission and absorption properties rare-earth ions 

in different crystal hosts. This also goes some way to explain the rapid success of rare- 

earth ion doped laser systems in the early years of laser history: high quality crystal 

growth with rare-earth ion activated hosts which themselves contain rare-earth ions (e.g. 

Nd^^ in YAG) is süaightforward, and the material will be a suitable laser medium 

provided the host has good physical properties and the activator ion has suitable laser 

characteristics (e.g. low ESA).

Conversely, the electronic structure of transition-metal ions comprises no 

shielding outer electron shell, that is, it is the outer electron itself which is involved in 

optical absorption, emission and chemical bonding. This implies that the behaviour of a 

transition metal ion when involved in bonding inside a crystal host matrix will differ 

considerably from the behaviour of an isolated ion, depending on the strength of the 

crystalline Stark effects induced by the crystal field. Hence there will be a variation in 

the wavelength region accessed by the active ion dependent on the host crystal into 

which it is doped, e.g. the Cr^^ ion in LiSAF and alexandrite has peak gain at 825 mn 

and 752 nm respectively.

The interaction between the host ciystal field and the active ion outer electron,
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also serves to broaden the transitions involved. This is due to coupling between the 

active ion election and the vibrational modes in the host medium: the transitions can be 

described as vibronically broadened. This is in contrast to the case where the host is 

activated with a rare-earth metal ion: the outer elections shield the electron involved in 

the optical transitions from the host crystal field and hence no appreciable coupling 

between the vibrational modes (phonons) in the crystal and the active electron occurs 

therefore the linewidth is narrow.

The vibronic broadening effect can be understood with consideration of the 

configurational co-ordinate diagram in figure 4.1. The configurational co-ordinate is the 

separation of the active ion from the first shell o f neighbom ing ions. The phonon energy 

states are represented by horizontal lines within the potential wells associated with the 

energy levels of the active ion. The probability of a photon being absorbed from the 

ground state to a specific phonon level in the excited state is governed by the overlap 

integral o f the wave fimction of the lowest level in the ground state with the wave 

function of the target phonon level in the excited state (the Franck-Condon principle). 

The excited electron relaxes to the first level o f the excited state (the relaxed excited 

state (RES)) by phonon emission into the crystal lattice. A broad photon energy 

emission range results from phonon broadening of the ground state, with the choice of 

final level in the ground state governed by an overlap integral. In the absence of 

vibronic broadening of the energy levels, as would be the case if the medium was 

cooled to ~0K, the absorption and emission features become very narrow, peaking at 

photon energies equal to the zero phonon energy. For an efficient 4-level laser system, 

the decay rate of the excited electron in the higher phonon energy level should be rapid 

(~ femtosecond timescale) compared to the lifetime of the RES (~ ps).

One interesting exception to the crystal field leading to a broadening of the 

absorption and emission bands of transition-metal ions doped in crystalline hosts was 

the first laser ever demonstrated- the ruby (Cr^^:Al20]) laser. In this special case, the 

crystal field is o f such strength as to completely shift the vibronically broadened '̂ T2 

level (normally the excited state of Cr^^ lasers) to a level higher than the %  electronic 

state, whose levels depend mainly on a spin-orbit interaction between the electr ons of 

the ion and are largely unaffected by dfrect phonon coupling. Hence, emission in 

ruby occurs between the ground state and the ^E state resulting in limited tunability, but 

absorption can occur between the ground state and the usual "̂ T2 state creating a broad
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absorption band suitable for flashlamp pumping.
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FIGURE 4.1: Configurational co-ordinate diagram for a vibronically broadened gain medium.

The transition-metal ion doped hosts thus described all exhibit homogeneously 

broadened transitions, i.e. all active ions experience the same crystal field within the 

host crystal matrix. It is possible to develop tunable solid-state lasers by doping active 

ions into amoiphous host materials (i.e. glasses). In these cases, each active ion 

experiences a different field because there is no regular (crystalline) structure to glassy 

materials and hence the line broadening is termed ‘inhomogeneous’. Tunable, 

inhomogeneously broadened gain media capable of supporting femtosecond pulses 

based on doping rare-earth metal ions into glassy hosts have been demonstrated’®.

In table 4.1, spectroscopic properties of some vibronically broadened gain media 

are compared.

An important feature of broadband tunable lasers is their ability to create pulses 

o f short duration. The duration and bandwidth of a laser pulse form a conjugate pair 

hence the broader the gain bandwidth of the laser medium, the shorter the optical pulse 

dui ation it should be capable of supporting.
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Gain medium Absorption 

band (pm)

Fluorescence 

band (pm)

Gain cross-section 

(10"^  ̂cm^)

Upper-state lifetime 

(ps)

Ti^^isapphire

(T riA W s)”

0.45-0.6 0.66-1.18 3.8 3.2

Cr '̂+iLiSAF

(Ci^ -̂LiSrAIFs)

0.4-0.75 0.76-0.92 0.48 67

Emerald
(Ci^ :̂Be3Al2(Si03)6

13

0.39-0.7 0.7-0.86 0.31 60

Cr^^.'forsterite

(C/^iMgzSiO^)

0.85-1.2 1.167-1.345 1.1 15

Cr"*:YAG
(Cr"\X^+:Y3AlsO,2)

15

0.88-1.1 1.25-1.6 0.75 3.3

TABLE 4.1 î Spectroscopic properties o f  some vibronically broadened gain media.

4.3 The Ion in YAG

Prompted by the successful demonstration of tunable room-temperature 

alexandrite’® and emerald’̂  lasers, crystal growth researchers concentrated their efforts 

into finding new host materials for the chemically stable trivalent chromium ion to 

access new wavelength regions and for optimising efficiency. The olivine mineral 

‘forsterite”  ̂ (Mg2Si0 4 ) was one such host investigated which was found to provide 

laser gain at a peak of 1.235 pm and a very broad absorption covering the visible and 

near infra red spectral regions when activated with chromium. Initially a green 

(532 nmX pump source was used to provide inversion since this falls within the usual 

absorption band of Cr^  ̂ ions in the visible part of the spectrum. Later, independent 

spectroscopic studies by two groups’̂  ’̂  suggested that the laser action was actually due 

to Cr'*̂  ions substituting for silicon (Si"̂ )̂ in the tetiahedral sites in the crystal and that 

pumping the weaker absorption around 1 pm with the 1.064 pm emission from a 

Nd^^:YAG laser was more appropriate.

The early development of Cr"^ :̂YAG was similarly confused by a
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misunderstanding of what the laser active species was. In 1987 yttrium aluminium 

garnet (YAG) was doped with chromium which was subsequently oxidised to the 

tetravalent ion̂ ®. This treatment was thought to form impurity colour-centres within the 

YAG lattice which were found to possess a broad absorption band covering the

1.064 pm emission of an Nd^^:YAG laser, and luminesced in the near-infrared region 

from 1.25-1.7 pm. Interestingly the material was only found to provide gain from 1.3- 

1.5 pm and laser action, when pumped with a Q-switched Nd^^:YAG laser, was 

achieved within these limits only.

Later by spectroscopic investigation, it was realised that the activation of the 

YAG host was in fact provided by the Cr"̂  ̂ions themselves^’. The material is interesting 

from a spectroscopic point of view for numerous reasons which will be discussed in 

section 4.4.

The first room temperature cw operation of a Cr'^^rYAG laser was described by 

Shestakov et al.̂  ̂ in 1991. Up to IW output power was produced at the peak of the 

emission at -1.42 pm. The laser could be tuned from 1.35-1.56 pm.

A second application of the Cr'^^iYAG laser which stems from the low saturation 

intensity of its absorption band, is as a passive Q-switcfr^ in laser systems operating 

around 1 pm (e.g. Nd^^:YAG).

4.4 Spectroscopy and Growth o f Cr^ :YAG

Yttrium aluminium garnet (Y3AI5O 12) is an overall cubic crystal system. 

However, the site symmetry of the active Cr'*̂  ions is less than cubic: we have the 

unusual case of creating anisotropic centres in an isohopic host material. YAG offers a 

large variety of site symmetries into which dopant ions may be assimilated: the Y^  ̂ions 

are dodeçahedrally co-ordinated, 40% o f the A f^ ions aie octahedrally co-ordinated and 

the remaining 60% are tetrahedrally co-ordinated^'’. To incorporate tetravalent ions (e.g. 

Cr"^  ̂ into a trivalent site (Y^^ or Al^^, a divalent charge compensating ion needs to be 

included for valence balancing. This could be Ca^^ or Mg^^ and complicates both the 

growth of Cr"^ :̂YAG crystals and the study of its dynamics since charge compensating 

ions are known to affect the optical spectra o f materials into which they are doped^®.

Because of the predominance of the trivalent sites within the YAG matrix, it is
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natural for trivalent chromium ions to be incorporated into YAG. Crystals of Cr'^^:YAG 

are usually prepared by the Czochralski technique: typically 0.2 mol % Or and 0.1 mol 

% charge compensating Ca or Mg are added to the melt, and the crystal must be grown 

in an oxidising atmosphere to encourage formation of the Cr'̂  ̂ions.

Studies have shown that the majority of the dopant chromium is incorporated as 

Cr^^ in the octahedral Al^^ sites '̂’ however the optical spectra of Cr' ‘̂̂ ^ ’̂ :YAG is 

dominated by the Cr"̂  ̂ ions in the tetrahedral sites as these sites lack inversion 

symmetry. Eilers et al. '̂’ showed from examination of the absorption spectra of a typical 

crystal grown along the [111] axis obtained from Union Carbide, that only 2% of the 

doped chromium is actually incorporated into the tetrahedral sites and contributes to 

laser action.

The actual sites of the active Cr^  ̂ ions are elongated tetrahedrons (described by 

the local symmetry class D2d) and exhibit orbital splitting of the excited states and 

changes from the ground state compared to an ideal tetrahedron with Tj symmetry. 

Figure 4.2 summarises the energy levels involved in laser action for the Cr'̂ '̂  ions in 

distorted tetrahedral sites. Note that this differs from the original energy level diagram 

suggested by Shestakov^^ in that near-infrared pump absorption (at -1  pm) involves 

excitation from the to the ^Az level as opposed to the earlier proposed ^B] to ^Ej 

transition. This is a more recent energy level description given by Eilers et al.̂ '* and 

confirmed independently by Ktick et al.̂ ® and is able to support the polarisation 

dependent observations discussed later.

Values pertinent to Cr"^ :̂YAG for use as a laser gain medium are given in 

table 4.2.

Several authors have reported measuring differing values for certain parameters 

relating to Cr^^:YAG, in particular, the value given to the gain cross-section varies by 

an order o f magnitude. Both Kück et al.̂  ̂and Eilers et al.^’ have recently carried out a 

detailed investigation into the spectroscopy of Cr"^^:YAG and the value of 

-3.3x10"^^ cm^ is probably the correct one. Note that it is also likely that the laser 

parameters may vary considerably from sample to sample: the unusual giowth 

requirements for Cr^^:YAG leads to a variation in the ratio of dopant chromium ions 

accepted as Cr"̂  ̂ into the tetrahedral sites. Several other parasitic dopants are present 

including Cr^^, probably and non-laser active Cr"̂  ̂in octahedral sites. In addition
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the concentration of the charge compensating ions adds an extra variable to the 

growth procedure. After growth in an oxidising atmosphere, it is usual to anneal the 

crystal in an oxidising atmosphere by heating it close to its melting point (at ~2000K), 

or by exposure to gamma rays, to further convert impurity Cr^^ ions into active Cr'^  ̂

ions^l Such harsh treatment is similar to the growth conditions for certain colour- 

centre crystals and doubtless contributes to a variation between laser crystals obtained 

from different boules.

'ESA(p)

ESA(s)

FIGURE 4.2: Energy level diagram for Cr:YAG after Shestakov and Eilers. Values given in table 4.2.

One unfortunate feature of Cr^^^iYAG is the temperature dependence o f the 

upper-state lifetime. At 77K, the lifetime is an order of magnitude greater than at 

room temperature^®. Also the non-radiative decay rate has a similar temperature 

dependence to the radiative rate leading to a much lower quantum efficiency at room 

temperature compared to other laser materials e.g. Ti:sapphire (q~0.8).
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Property Value

Refractive index (a) 1.81

Pump absorption cross-section (cTa) 5®, 1.3", 5.7” xlO‘‘W

Peak emission cross-section (Oe) 8®, 0.75”  0 .95", 3.3’“ " xlO‘‘W

Pump band 0.8-1.15 (im

Peak laser emission wavelength 1.45”  pm

Radiative lifetime (t,t) 4"“  fis , 3.4"'” ps @300K 

48" ps @77K, 62.4” ps @0K

Non-radiative lifetime (Tnr) 60” ps @0K

Pumping quantum efficiency (q) 0.15”’” , 0.22” @300K, 0.49” @10K

Signal ESA cross-section (cjesa(s)) 4®, 0.25" xlO”W

Pump ESA cross-section (œesa(p)) 5® xlO” W

TABLE 4.2; Laser parameters for Cr.YAG.

Crystal growth researchers have attempted to grow other garnets^^’” 

incorporating the Cr"̂  ̂ ion with the main aim being to shift the peak emission 

wavelength from -1.38 pm (in the case o f Cr"^^:YAG) to coincide with the more 

useful telecommunications centre wavelength of 1.55 pm. This essentially requires a 

host with a larger lattice constant (and therefore a weaker crystal field) than YAG. 

Unfortunately, it has been observed that the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes both 

decrease as the peak emission wavelength is increased. Figure 4.3 illustrates the 

temperature dependence of the upper-state-lifetime for the Cr"̂  ̂ ion in YAG and some 

other garnets. This is in stark contrast to the temperature dependence of the Cr^^ ion in 

most colquiriites which shows no variation in lifetime in the temperature range 

0-300 K. The upper-state-lifetime as a function of the peak emission wavelength for 

different garnet hosts is shown in figure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.3; Temperature dependence o f  the total effective upper-state-lifetime for different garnet hosts

for the Cr ion. (After Kück Ref 32)

In addition to a decrease in the upper-state-lifetime, garnets with larger lattice 

constants for peak emission at longer wavelengths have even lower quantum 

efficiencies than Cr"^^:YAG (i.e. the ratio of the radiative decay rate to the total decay 

rate decreases). It is therefore unlikely that any of the other garnets listed in figure 4.3 

could be developed as useful laser gain media.
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FIGURE 4.4; Decrease o f  upper-state-lifetime for different garnet hosts with increasing peak gain

wavelength. (After Kück Ref. 32)

4.4,1 Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra

Several Cr"^ :̂YAG laser crystal samples were obtained from Union Carbide '̂*, 

IRE-POLUS^^ and the university of Hamburg^^ of differing quality and doping. All 

were co-doped with calcium for charge compensation except the most recent obtained 

from Union Carbide which used magnesium. A study of this material by M. Kokta
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suggested that magnesium co-doping was the most suitable approach for growing laser 

quality crystals”  (but calcium co-doping is better suited to Q-switch growth). The 

essential features of the absorption and fluorescence spectra of all these samples were, 

surprisingly, identical and an example absorption spectrum measured on a 20 mm long 

Cr'^^iYAG crystal supplied by Union Carbide and co-doped with calcium is shown in 

figure 4.5.

The absorption measurement was carried out using an incandescent white light 

source (a 250 W tungsten filament ‘heat-lamp’ with emission peaking in the infra-red), 

a scanning monochromator (Applied Photophysics Ltd.) and a large area germanium 

photodiode attached to a lock-in-amplifier (LIA). A chopper placed directly in front of 

the monochromator served to modulate the signal to be extracted by the LIA. A Schott 

RG650 filter placed between the monochromator and the photodiode cut off the higher 

diffracted orders of visible light from the monochromator. Polarising cubes placed 

before and after the Cr'^^tYAG crystal ensured the absorption of the appropriate active 

centres (i.e. p-polarised with respect to the Brewster angle) was measured. An IBM PC 

compatible computer running in-house developed software controlled the scanning of 

the monochromator and took readings from the LIA to perform the measurement. Two 

scans were taken over the desired wavelength region both with and without the 

absorbing sample, and the computer calculated the effective absorption from each point 

recorded. No separate calibration of the spectral response of the germanium photodiode 

needed to be carried out as this was accounted for in the subtraction measurement of the 

two scans taken by the computer. The peak absorption is at ~ 1.03 pm, however there is 

still significant absorption at 1.064 pm (85% of peak) permitting efficient pumping with 

a Nd^^rYAG laser, and the high absorption on the short wavelength side of the peak 

(82% of peak at 980 nm) allows direct-diode-pumping with InGaAs laser diodes’” . 

Note that there is still high absorption at ~850 nm (40% of peak) which might permit 

direct-diode-pumping with high power AlGaAs diodes” .
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FIGURE 4.5: Absorption spectrum o f  Cr.YAG

The fluorescence spectrum in figure 4.6 was taken with a similar arrangement to 

the absorption measurement but with the Cr"’̂ ^:YAG crystal pumped with a chopped

1.064 pm signal. Only one scan of the monochromator was required and the resulting 

spectrum needed to be calibrated against the manufacturers published spectral 

response curve for the photodiode using a spreadsheet package. The peak of the 

fluorescence emission occurs around 1.35 pm whereas the peak gain is closer to 

1.45 pm.
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FIGURE 4.6: Fluorescence spectrum o f  Cr.YAG pumped with an Nd.YAG laser
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4.4.2 Polarisation-dependent Emission and Absorption

One unusual feature of Cr'^^rYAG is the positioning of its active Cr"̂  ̂ ions in 

anisotropic sites (stretched tetrahedrons) within an isotropic lattice. This results in a 

variation of the absorption and emission features depending on the polarisation being 

observed. Eilers et reported a dependence on the pump polarisation of the 

absorption saturation of a Cr"^ :̂YAG sample for use as a possible Q-switch for 1pm 

lasers. Depending on whether the crystal was grown along the [111] or [001] axes, 

either 6 or 4 cycles (peaks and troughs) in the transmission of 1.064 pm pump light 

were observed respectively as the polarisation of the pump light was rotated. The 

transmission peaks observed with the crystal grown along the [001] axis were due to 

maximum saturation by pump light polarised parallel to one of the transition moments 

[010] or [100] (i.e. one third of the optically active centres sampled). With the [111] 

ciystal, it was not possible to polarise light along one of the transition moments and a 

minimum of two thirds of the active centres could only be sampled at a time (i.e. 

maximum transmission occurs when sampling a projection of the [100], [010] or [001] 

transition moments along the [111] axis hence the 6 cycles observed as the pump 

polarisation was rotated by 360®). These results implied that the most efficient Q-switch 

should be grown along the [100] axis and oriented with either the [100] or [010] planes 

parallel to the polarisation of the Q-switching laser for maximum saturation effect.

When operated as a laser gain medium, this polarisation dependence has a second 

important effect. Kück et al.'̂  ̂ reported the effect of rotating the polarisation of pump 

light from a long-pulse flashlamp pumped Nd^^YAG laser on the polarisation and 

output power of a Cr'^^iYAG laser based on a plane-plane gain medium grown along the 

[111] axis. Their results are summarised in figure 4.7 which is a plot of output power 

versus pump polarisation. The output reaches a maximum when the pump beam is 

polarised parallel to a crystallographic [100] axis and is a minimum when polarised 

parallel to [110] axis. The polarisation of the laser output flips when the pump 

polarisation rotates through the [110] direction. The reason for this dependence stems 

from the lack of symmetry of the site of the active Cr"̂  ̂ ion (a stretched tetrahedron) 

similar to the absorption saturation dependence. The distortion axis of this site coincides 

with a crystallographic axis therefore there are three classes of sites oriented along the 

crystallographic axes ([100], [010] and [001]). Polarised pump light selectively excites 

these centres hence different centies are excited as the polarisation is rotated. When the
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pump radiation is polarised along a [110] direction, two classes of centres are excited 

and hence only half the pump power is effectively pumping each individual class 

therefore the output power is reduced. This is described in greater detail in references 

31,42.
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FIGURE 4.7: Dependence o f  the laser emission on the angle between the pump polarisation and the 

[100] direction. The arrows indicate the polarisation o f  the Cr.YAG laser emission, (after Kück et al."*')

4.5 Construction and O peration o f a CW Cr^^:YAG Laser

The essential requirement for a cw laser based on a low-gain laser material such 

as Cr"^ :̂YAG is a good overlap of tightly focussed laser and pump beams inside the gain 

element. Although it is possible to achieve a tight intracavity focus using a two-miiror 

resonator consisting of two concave mirrors operated at the edge of its stability 

condition, such a resonator will be difficult to align and will be very sensitive to 

misalignment. An alternative is to use three- or four-minor resonators which allow a 

tightly focused resonator mode when operated at the centre of a large stability region. 

Since it is usual to Brewster-angle the ends of the laser rod to minimise Fresnel losses, 

it is necessary to compensate for the astigmatism introduced by the rod in the cavity by 

suitably angling the folding mirror(s). This is illustrated in figure 4.8 which is a 

schematic of the standard 4-mhror cavity used to assess the Cr"^ :̂YAG material. Each of 

the curved mirrors ‘folds’ the resonant beam thiough an angle of 20 which ensures the 

sagittal and tangential stability regions coincide for all separations of the curved 

mirrors. The precise angle, 0, was determined using a resonator modelling package
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based on ABCD matrix multiplication, however for the usual case o f a symmetric 

4-mirror resonator, the following equation also balances the astigmatic effects o f a 

curved folding mirror and a Brewster-angled gain element^^:

R.Sin{$)Tan{e)
n

Equation (4.1)

where n is the refractive index of the laser rod of length 1. R  is the radius of curvature of 

both identical folding mirrors, each folded through a half angle 0.

The design of an astigmatically compensated laser cavity will be discussed in 

greater detail in chapter 5 with emphasis on fulfilling the conditions required for 

reliable self-modelocking.

The Cr'^^:YAG rod was wrapped in thin indium foil and very tightly clamped in a 

brass or copper water cooled mount cooled to -15° C. The rod was excited by pump 

light focussed by a 10 cm lens through a dichroic curved folding mirror, which 

permitted excellent laser-pump mode matching throughout the length of the crystal.

r=-100 mm

o/c

f=100 mm

r=-100 mm

Pump

FIGURE 4.8: Schematic o f  a 4-mirror, astigmatically compensated laser cavity.

4.5.1 Assessment of the Cr  ̂ :YAG Gain Medium

The first Cr"^ :̂YAG crystal utilised in a laser cavity was a 13 mm rod co-doped 

with Ca^^ for charge compensation, with an unbleached pump absorption coefficient of

1.01 cm"\ Using the relation’̂ ;

Y n = - .ln(7:) Equation (4.2)
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it is possible to determine the concentration of active Cr"̂  ̂ ions in the crystal. With the 

values pertinent to this crystal, (length /=1.3 cm, small-signal transmission'*^ To=0.28 

and using a pump absorption cross section^^ aa=5 x 10'^*), this suggests a Cr'̂  ̂

concentration of just No=l.96x10^^ cm‘̂ . This is two orders of magnitude less than the 

typical concentration of Ti^  ̂ ions in a Ti:sapphire rod ( - 2 x 1 cm"^) and demonstrates 

the unusually high absorption cross section of active ions positioned in a site without 

inversion symmehy. Unfortunately, the low concenhation of Cr"̂  ̂ ions in the laser 

active material leads to significant bleaching by the high intensity of the pump beam.

The setup in figure 4.8 permitted the pump transmission to be determined both 

with and without stimulated emission depleting the excited state by unblocking and 

blocking the resonator respectively. Figure 4.9 is a graph of pump absorption in the gain 

element for increasing incident pump powers both for the isolated crystal (cavity 

blocked) and for the crystal inside a resonator. Below the threshold of the laser cavity, 

blocking the laser has no effect on pump absorption, as expected. However, once the 

laser begins to oscillate (at -5  W incident pump), there is an appreciable difference 

between the two cases: for increasing pump powers, the pump absorption for the 

isolated rod bleaches due to a reduction in the number of Cr'^̂  ions remaining in the 

ground state; for the rod inside a resonator, stimulated emission provides an additional 

mechanism (as well as spontaneous decay) for increasing the number of Cr'^  ̂ ions 

capable o f capturing pump photons. This results in the fraction of incident pump power 

absorbed in the crystal reaching a plateau once laser oscillation is established and 

contradicts the statement by Sennaroglu et al.̂ ® that ‘decreasing [pump] absorption with 

increasing [incident] pump power leads to [laser] output power saturation’: laser 

oscillation effectively ‘clamps’ the pump absorption to a constant value. Nevertheless it 

is important to note that in the case of this crystal with such a low active ion 

concentration, only -50%  of the incident pump power is absorbed by the gain element 

in the laser even though the small signal absorption is somewhat higher (at 72%).
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FIGURE 4.9; Plot ofpump absorption (at 1.064 pm) incident pump power for a Cr, Ca.YAG rod inside

a laser resonator both blocked and unblocked.

The mirrors used in the cavity were high-reflecting (HR>99.8%) 1.4-1.5 jam 

(LaserOptik GmbH), cenhed at 1.45 jam. A 1% output coupler (O/C) was used as one 

end mirror. The operating wavelength without any tuning element was 1.44 pm. 

Using a 6.6 mm quartz biréfringent crystal plate (BRF) at Brewster’s angle, the 

limited tunmg range shown in figure 4.10 was accessible. The narrow tuning range is 

an indication of the exceptionally low gain provided by this crystal.

Other laser crystals obtained from Moscow (IRE-Polus) and Union Carbide 

demonstrated considerably broader tuning range and higher gain enabling output 

powers o f up to 1 W to be obtained at the gain peak wavelength 1.44 pm. However 

for operation beyond 1.5 pm (necessary for ultrashort pulse generation, discussed 

later), the gain was noted to drop off considerably quickly. Whereas ~200 mW could 

be extracted at 1.48 pm, only 30 mW was obtained from a 20 mm calcium co-doped 

Union Carbide Cr"^^:YAG rod at 1.52 pm. Figure 4.11 illustrates the power transfer 

characteristics of this laser using long wavelength mirrors (transmission curves of 

these mirrors given later in figure 4.18).
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FIGURE 4.10: Tuning range o f  C/^:YAG laser based on 13 mm Hamburg crystal

The measurements for figure 4.11 were taken quasi-cw; i.e. with a 20:1 optical 

chopper placed within the pump beam. This prevented heating of the Cr'^^iYAG rod 

hence the long term thermal degradation experienced with this material (discussed in 

section 4.5.2.1) did not occur. Without this precaution, the cw output powers of this 

laser system were considerably less than suggested by figure 4.11 and operation with 

an output coupler was limited to a few minutes.

80-1

O  40.

10-

Power in /W

120-1

100-

^  80-
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p  40-

20 -
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.11; Power transfer characteristics o f  a 4-mirror laser based on a 20mm Cr,Ca:YAG crystal 

obtained from Union Carbide fitted with long wavelength mirrors, (a) output coupling through an HR 

mirror (k=1.508pm) (b) fitted with 0.5% output coupler (X==l.525pm)

From figure 4.11 the slope efficiency with the HR mirrors was 1.3% 
(considering just the output from one HR end-mirror) or 7.8% assuming equal power 
leakage from each HR reflection. The threshold for this laser was 2.6W (without any 
additional intracavity elements). Fitting the 0.5% output coupler increased the
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threshold to 4.2W and the useful slope efficiency to 3.6%. Note that the firee running 
wavelength also increased from 1.508pm to 1.525pm. The output power was shown to 
degrade for high pump powers for the laser fitted with the output coupler 
(figure 4.11(b)).

A 23 mm x 5 mm rod of Cr'^^,Mg^^:YAG with a small-signal pump absorption 

coefficient of 2.2 cm"’ supplied by Union Carbide, was found to possess considerable 

gain at wavelengths out to 1.58 pm. The mirror set covering the wavelength range 

1.52-1.62 pm (LaserOptik GmbH) centred at 1.58 pm (R>99.95%) was obtained to 

exploit this range. The full tuning range of this rod at 5.5 W pump using the two 

mirror sets spans 200 nm and is presented as figure 4.12. Tuning was accomplished 

using a 3-plate BRF obtained from a Spectra-Physics Ti:sapphire laser. Without any 

tuning element, the free running output power was 200 mW at 1.526 pm using mirror 

set 2, and 210 mW at 1.449 pm (through a 1% output coupler centred at 1.45 pm) 

using mirror set 1.

100-1 — e—  Mirror.set2 
— h—  Mirror.setl

80-

I 60-

!
I

+■+

40-

2 0 -

1360 1380 1400 1420 1440 1460 1480 1500 1520 1540 1560 1580
Wavelength /nm

FIGURE 4.12: Tuning range ofUnion-Carbide Cr,Mg:YAG rod with two mirror sets, (mirror set 1: HR 

1400-1500 0 /C ^ l% ; mirror set 2: HR 1520-1620 O/C^O.5%)

One striking feature o f the graph in figure 4.12 is the smooth nature of the 
tuning using the second mirror set at wavelengths >1.5 pm which contrasts with the 
discontinuous tuning below 1.5 pm. In particular, for wavelengths between 
1.4-1.43 pm the output power decreases considerably. This results from discrete
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resonances in the water present in the laser crystal, tuning plates and the atmosphere. 
Gilmore et al.'̂  ̂ used a multi-axial mode Cr"^^:YAG laser in a technique called 
Intracavity Laser Spectroscopy (ILS) to detect absorption features due to atmospheric 
water vapour for wavelengths from 1.4-1.5 p.m by purging the laser cavity with dry 
nitrogen. Several strong, discrete absorption features were measured at wavelengths 
below 1.48 pm (figure 4.13). These resonances have important consequences when 
attempting to produce ultrashort pulses from a laser, as discussed later.

200

t
150

• »  100

$

1460 1462 1464 1466
Wavelength /nm

1468

FIGURE 4.13: ILS spectra o f  water vapour: (i) dashed line- dry N2 purging fo r 20 mins. (ii) dotted line- 

dry N2 purging for 45 mins, and (Hi) solid line- dry N2 purging for 19 hrs. (After Gilmore et alf^)

The full tuning range of Cr"^^:YAG at wavelengths >1.5 pm shown in figure 4.14, 
was accessible by replacing the output coupler with a high-reflecting end-mirror from 
mirror set 2. The highly asymmetric tuning curve results from a balance o f the high gain 
of Cr"^ :̂YAG at short wavelengths and the unusually long centre HR wavelength of the 
mirror set (figure 4.18).

A simple design technique for determining the output power from a 
longitudinally pumped Ti:Sapphire laser was developed by Alfrey"*®, which permitted 
various cavity parameters to be optimised (e.g. active medium length, pump 
absorption coefficient and output coupling) for maximum efficiency. This was 
adapted to simulate a Cr'^^iYAG laser by use of the appropriate material parameters 
from table 4.2, and including a term for the pumping quantum efficiency (assumed 
unity in Alfrey’s original model.)
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FIGURE 4.14 Tuning range o f  Cr,Mg:YAG laser in a resonator with all HR mirrors from  mirror set 2.

The model considers the relationship between the absorbed pump power and the 

circulating laser field:

Pp =
(r+A>

J-Jw^(z)w (z)
Q{z)dz

Equation (4.3)

Pp is the absorbed pump power; T and A are the useful (output-coupled) and parasitic 

cavity-losses respectively; hVp is the pump photon energy; a  and t  aie the material gain 

cross-section and upper-state lifetime respectively; ap is the pump absorption 

coefficient. L is the crystal length; z is the axial distance fi-om the crystal face. Wp(z) 

and Wc(z) describe the diverging pump and cavity mode beams respectively:

Wp O
w^{z) Equation (4.4)

Zp and Zc define the location of the pump and cavity beam waists inside the crystal 

respectively (both set to zero (pumped end of rod) for this simulation). Q(z) is defined 

by integrating the pump and laser fields over the radial co-ordinate r  and accounts for 

the effect of gain saturation by the circulating laser field.
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8 (z) = 2;t Jy
n 1

-W/ rdr
+ Be-Dr̂ Equation (4.5)

where

A =
2(wp+w^)

B 4 Pc
TIW? L

and D
w 2 ’ Equation (4.6)

Pc is the intracavity power and Is is the saturation intensity, dependent on the 

parameters of the gain medium:

hv„
L = or

Equation (4.7)

where hvc refers to the circulating laser photon energy. The pumping quantum 

efficiency, pp in equation 4.3, is set to 20% to simulate the poor efficiency of 

Cr"^ :̂YAG. An output coupling of 2% and a round trip parasitic loss of 1.5% were used 

in the simulation as estimated from the Laseroptik mirror reflectivity curves supplied 

with the mirrors for the 1% output coupler and high-reflectors operating at 1520nm 

(figure 4.18). The pump absorption coefficient was simulated at a fixed 2.0 cm '\

0 .20 -

0 .1 5 -

t  0 .10-  
â

0 .0 5 -

0.00
0 .0  0 ,5  1 .0  1 .5  2 .0  2 .5  3 .0  3 .5  4 .0  4 .5

Absorbed Power AA/

FIGURE 4.15: Simulation o f  the power transfer characteristics o f a Cr.YAG laser (model developed by

Alfrey*^)

The results of the simulation are summarised in figure 4.15 with a best straight 
line fit. Despite the poor quantum efficiency of this material, a low cw-threshold of 
~700 mW is predicted with a slope efficiency of 6.5%.
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The actual power transfer characteristics of the Cr"^ :̂YAG laser for different 

output coupling arrangements using mirror set 1 (centred at 1.45 pm) are presented in 

figui'e4.16. Due to the limited range of output couplers available, it was necessary to 

‘double-up’ the output coupling in two cases by placing output couplers in each of the 

long arms in the cavity in figure 4.8. Output powers of up to 370 mW were achieved for 

6W  incident pump with slope efficiencies as high as 17% with 4 %  total output 

coupling. In figure 4.17 the power transfer characteristics with mirror set 2 are 

summarised. Note that at the free-running wavelength of the laser with these output 

couplers (1.526 pm for 0.5% O/C and 1.54 pm for the 1% O/C), the actual output 

coupling is somewhat higher than their rated value: the 0.5% output coupler is closer to 

1% while the 1% is nearer 2%, as measured from the manufacturer’s measured 

transmission curves for the mirrors in figure 4.18. The slope efficiency at the longer 

wavelength region is nearly 8 %.

These results are somewhat different to the theoretically predicted power transfer 

characteristics in figure 4.15: the slope efficiency is approximately as expected (~7% 

with 2% output coupling), however the threshold is considerably higher (by more than a 

factor of two). By adjusting the model parameters for the useful and parasitic losses and 

the pumping quantum efficiency it is still not possible to model the results obseiwed in 

practice. Possibly, the crystal used has somewhat different gain cross-section and upper- 

state lifetime values from the ones reported^' and used for the model, however, it is also 

possible that this high threshold is a result of the pump absorption saturation prior to 

oscillation: below threshold, the pump absorption coefficient ‘bleaches’ due to 

increasing pump intensities; once oscillation is established, this saturation reaches a 

constant level, as was demonstrated in figure 4.10. The model developed by Alfrey does 

not take into account any variation in pump absorption with intensity and hence a 

slightly more sophisticated model is essential to accurately simulate a Cr'^^:YAG laser.
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FIGURE 4.16: Total power out vj:. incident pump power for different output coupling arrangements

(mirror set 1).
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FIGURE 4.17: Output power vs. incident pump power for Cr,Mg:YAG laser, (mirror set 2)
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FIGURE 4.18: Transmission cuf'ves for mirror set 2 (long wavelength set) supplied by manufacturers 

(LaserOptik GmbH). Inset: Detail o f  transmission near 1.5 pm.

Using the technique described in ref. 12, it is possible to estimate the intrinsic 

slope efficiency of the laser po, and the total intracavity parasitic losses from the 

equation:

T
T + L

Equation (4.8)

using the measured slope efficiencies ps, for each output coupling T, L is the residual 

parasitic loss in the cavity. By plotting the inverse output coupling against the inverse 

slope efficiency, a straight line results from equation 4.8 vyith y-intercept c= po'^ and 

gradient m=L/ po. From figure 4.19, the intrinsic slope efficiency is estimated to be 

28 %. This is considerably less than the efficiency predicted by the quantum defect 

alone (66 %) due to the presence of excited-state-absorption. The total parasitic round- 

trip cavity losses (including 5 HR-mirror reflections and two passes through the 23mm 

crystal) aie estimated to be as high as 3.5%.
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FIGURE 4.19: Plot o f  inverse output coupling V5. inverse slope efficiency (data from figure 4.16) to 

determine intracavity loss and intrinsic slope efficiency.

4.5.2 Thermal Effects

Property Value

Melting point 1970°C

Rupture stress 1.3-2.6x10^ kg.cm'^

Thermal conductivity 0.13 W.cm''.K'' (at300K)

Specific heat capacity 0.59 J/gK (at 300K)

Theimal expansion coefficient 7.7-8.2x10"^ K-' (0-250°C)

Refractive index (n) 1.81 (at 1.5 pm)

Nonlinear refractive index («2/^ 1.9x10"'^ cm^W‘

dn 7.3x10"^ K"'
dT

TABLE 4.3: Important physical and optical properties o f  the YAG host crystal .

Yttl’ium aluminium garnet (YAG) is an excellent host material for laser active 

ions (as demonstrated by the success of Nd^^:YAG). Some relevant physical and optical 

propeilies are presented in table 4.3. Important characteristics are its high thermal 

conductivity and physical toughness. Unfortunately, the refractive index of the material
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has a large temperatui'e dependence (i.e. large dn/dT) and it possess a high theimal 

expansion coefficient resulting in strong thermal lensing under high pump power 

excitation. Using the method suggested by Innocenzf^ for estimating the thermal 

lensing induced in a rod, described in section 2.4.2.1, with parameters pertinent to tlie 

Cr' ’̂̂ iYAG laser (partially saturated differential absorption coefficient a~1.8cm"*; 

crystal length 1=23 mm; diffraction-limited pump beam of incident power Pph=6.0 W, 

focussed in the end of the rod to a waist of size w o = 4 0  pm), the total effective thermal 

lens of the rod is feff=2.6 mm. Note that a normal diverging Gaussian beam was 

modelled here unlike the non-diffraction-limited beam modelled in section 2.4.2.1. This 

is a substantially stronger lens than that normally encountered with a Nd^^:YAG laser 

and results from die tight focussing of the pump beam: focal length is proportional to 

the square of the pump radius. The lens is likely to be slightly weaker than this as no 

variation in the differential absorption coefficient through the crystal is taken into 

account. As discussed in section 4.5.1, pump absorption saturation plays an important 

role in the operation of this laser and it is likely that at the pump focus, the absorption 

coefficient is less than the 1.8 cm'* estimated here.

This strong thermal lens is not as problematic in a Cr"* :̂YAG laser as m a 

Nd^^iYAG laser: for good pump-laser mode overlap, the location of the strongest 

thermal lens should coincide with the inti'acavity beam waist, where the lens will have 

least effect. In figure 4.20, the effect o f varying the focussing condition of the pump 

inside the rod is modelled. Non astigmatic pump beams were assumed and no variation 

in absorption saturation due to tight focussing was taken into account. For the case with 

the foci located on the pumped end of the rod, a highly localised thermal lens at the 

laser beam waist results in minimal detrimental effect on laser cavity stability. In 

contrast, if the pump is focussed to match a beam in the centre of the crystal, the 

thermal lens is equally distributed throughout half the laser rod. Finally, if the pump is 

focussed on to the far side of the laser rod, a completely non-localised thermal lens 

results, although the overall effective focal length is considerably weaker.

Considering that in a normal symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity layout based around a 

Brewster-angled gain medium the intracavity laser mode suffers from a ‘distributed’ 

focus inside the rod due to astigmatic effects, the deleterious effect of a distributed 

thermal lens will be exacerbated thus severely affecting laser cavity stability. The ideal 

situation is to locate the tangential and sagittal intracavity laser modes simultaneously
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on the pumped end of the rod to match a focussed pump beam. How this can be 

achieved will be discussed in chapter 5.

Laser and pump focussed on end of rod closest to pump focus lens 
Total effective thermal lens focal length =2.6 mm

C l

C l

Position in crystal Position in crystal

Laser and pump focussed in the centre of the rod 
Total effective thermal lens focal length =4 mm

C L

C L

Position in crystal

D)
§

I
Position in crystal

Laser and pump focussed on end of rod furthest from pump focus lens 
Total effective thermal lens focal lengib =16 mm

a.
C L

Position in crystal Position in crystal

FIGURE 4.20: Location o f  the thermal lens inside a Cr.YAG rod for three different cases ofpump and

laser mode focussing.

A simple model of the distributed thermal lens can be developed based on the 

thermal lens equation of Innocenzf ̂ in a round-trip resonator simulation using ABCD 

matrices: the distributed thermal lens matrix is constructed by ‘slicing up’ die laser rod 

and calculating the lens strength in each slice for the diverging pump beam of 

decreasing power. The final matrix is a product of all these slices with the thickness of 

each slice and is included as an element in the round trip matrix of the laser resonator. 

Using this simple technique, it is straightforward to predict the effect of strong thermal
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lensing on laser cavity stability. Based on a standard symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity with 

a Brewster-angled gain medium, the simulation was perfbnned for different incident 

pump powers, summarised in figure 4.21. Contour plots of the changing spot size 

(calculated at the pumped end of the laser crystal) are shown in figure 4.21 as the 

folding mirror separation and the position of the laser rod between the folding mirrors 

are varied. The stability zone for the sagittal plane is shown as a greyscale plot behind a 

transparent black-line plot for the corresponding tangential plane in each contour plot. 

The laser cavity is only stable in areas where the both the sagittal and tangential regions 

coincide. For zero incident pump power (figure 4.21(a)), there is no distiibuted lens 

present and hence moving the laser rod between the two folding mirrors has no effect 

on the stability o f the laser resonator; only varying the mirror separation changes the 

laser cavity stability. The sagittal and tangential stability zones are completely 

overlapped as these parameters ai e varied as the angle of the folding minors has been 

set to entirely compensate for the astigmatism introduced by the Brewster-angled gain 

element. As the pump power is increased to 1W, the deleterious effect of a distributed 

thermal lens becomes apparent (figure 4.21(b)). The position of the laser rod between 

the folding mirrors now has an obvious effect on the overall cavity stability as it is now 

a lens of considerable strength. The tangential and sagittal stability zones now overlap 

for only approximately half of the total ai ea; it is impossible to completely compensate 

for the astigmatism of a Brewster-angled rod containing a distiibuted lens for all folding 

mirror separations. Increasing the incident pump power to 5W considerably 

compromises the range of parameters over which the resonator is stable: the sagittal and 

tangential planes overlap over a very small region.

Inevitably it follows that aligning a laser such as this to operate cw under high 

pump powers is difficult as the range of cavity parameters over which the resonator is 

stable is small. Often it is necessary to use a chopped pump beam for alignment. One 

simple approach to reducing the destabilising effect of the distributed thermal lens is to 

use a plane-plane gain element with anti-reflection coatings and operating the folding 

mirrors at near normal incidence. This prevents any differentiation o f the sagittal and 

tangential planes inside the resonator and hence much larger stability zones result -that 

is- the sagittal and tangential zones are always overlapped.
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FIGURE 4.21: Contour plots o f the tangential (black outline) and sagittal (variable greyscale) stability 

regions for a symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity based on a Brewster-angled gain element as the folding 

mirror separation and gain element position are varied for increasing thermal lens strength.

(a): Pmcident̂ OW, (b): P,„ader,rlW, (c): P,„c,dem=5W

A simple demonstration of how the destabilising effect of the thermal lens is 

minimised by placing the cavity focus on the pumped end of a plane-plane rod is given 

in figures 4.22-4.23. In figure 4.22(a), both the cavity and pump foci are made to 

coincide on the end of the rod (z=0) for zero incident pump power. Applying IW 

incident pump (figure 4.22(b)) has no noticeable effect on the beam inside the laser rod 

(and hence on overall cavity stability). Conversely, if the cavity focus is positioned on 

the far side of the rod (z=23mm) from the pumped facet (figure 4.23(a)), applying just 

IW incident pump power has a dramatic effect on the beam inside the rod (and hence 

on the beam throughout the laser resonator). No resonator would normally be operated 

at this extreme but it does illustrate the importance of carefully matching the location of 

the intracavity foci with the strongest point of the distributed thermal lens, and suggests 

that pumping a laser rod from both ends which suffered from strong thermal lensing 

would be difficult.

For a Brewster-angled rod inside a symmetric resonator, it is impossible to place

both the sagittal and tangential foci simultaneously on the pumped end of the rod hence
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the distributed lens will always have a considerable destabilising effect on such a 

resonator. In chapter 5 alternative resonator designs are developed which do allow both 

foci to coincide on the pumped end of a Brewster-Brewster laser rod and the 

improvement in immunity to strong thermal lensing will be modelled.
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FIGURE 4.22: Effect o f  a distributed thermal lens on the beam inside the 'lensed’ plane-plane laser rod 

with the intracavity focus placed to coincide with the pump focus on the pumped side o f the rod at z=0  

(a) zero pump power, (b) pumped with 1W incident.
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FIGURE 4.23: Effect o f a distributed thermal lens on the beam inside the ‘lensed’ plane-plane laser rod 

with the intracavity focus placed on the ‘unpumped' end o f  the rod. Pump focus is still placed at (a)

zero pump power, (b) pumped with IW  incident.

A dramatic practical demonstration o f the deleterious effect of the thermal lens on

laser cavity stability can be cleai’ly shown by observing how the Cr^^:YAG laser output

power fluctuates during a chopped pump pulse (figure 4.24). A chopper wheel with a
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10 % duty cycle was placed in the pump path of a Cr'^^rYAG laser optimised for cw 

operation at high pump powers. The actual laser cavity studied was a symmetric ring 

laser which was optically equivalent to a symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity. A large area 

germanium photodiode had sufficient bandwidth to permit fast fluctuations in output 

power to be resolved.

Pump

Laser

(b)

FIGURE 4.24: Effect o f  a changing thermal lens with a chopped (10% duty cycle) pump beam, (a): Low 

threshold laser (all HR mirrors) pumped with a low pump power (1.5 W). (b): Laser fitted with 0.5 % 

output coupler with high incident pump power (6.0 W). Note: vertical axes not to scale. See text for

details.

Using a cavity consisting of all high-reflecting mirrors permitted cw oscillation to 
be attained for low incident pump powers (figure 4.24 (a)). For just 1.5 W peak pump 
power, forming a thermal lens which stabilises at -10 mm, the laser output power 
slowly decreases during the pump pulse due to heating of the Cr"^ :̂YAG rod. Installing 
a 0.5 % output coupler to the laser cavity and pumping at high peak powers (6.0 W) 
resulted in the laser output trace shown in figure 4.24 (b). The laser oscillates on and off 
during the rising edge of the pump pulse. Laser output then rapidly decreases due to 
heating of the laser rod and thermal lens strength increases to a point where the cavity is 
no longer stable and laser output ceases. However, a short while fiirther into the pump 
pulse, the stronger thermal lens peimits a second resonant stability condition to be 
accessed causing the laser to start emitting once again. Careful observation of the trace 
in figure 4.24 (b) shows a slight increase in output power during the remaining pump 
pulse suggesting that oscillation would continue on removal of the chopper (i.e. under 
cw excitation).

From the results shown in figure 4.24 it should be clear how important the role of 

the thermal lens is for optimum operation of a Cr^^:YAG laser. A Cr^^:YAG laser could 

operate satisfactorily under quasi-cw (chopped) excitation, however the presence of a
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strong theimal lens during cw-pumping will compromise cavity stability to the point 

where resonance can no longer be achieved. During the initial stages o f laser cavity 

design, it is imperative that a thermal lens is included in any modelling to ensure the 

final laser operates with maximum performance under cw-pumping. Often a strong 

thermal lens necessitates a larger mirror folding angle to compensate for the astigmatic 

Brewster-cut gain element.

Output power deterioration during CW-pumping

Even after compensating for thermal lensing, Cr'^^iYAG suffers fi*om an 

unfortunate drawback under cw excitation; the output power slowly deteriorates over 

time. Figure 4.25 comprises three traces of output power vs. time each of ~5 mins 

duration taken over a 2!6 hour interval. For clarity, the plot is broken into five sections 

(A-E):

A; Pump unblocked at 0 seconds: after a stable thermal lens is reached permitting

laser oscillation, the initial laser output of 47 mW rapidly decreases to 44 mW then 

more slowly decreases to 42 mW after 400 secs.

B: 1 hour later, laser output has dropped to 37 mW. There is no appreciable change

over a 9 minute interval.

C : VA hours later, laser output power is just 32 mW.

D: Laser rod is transversally translated to access a cooler unpumped region of the

ciystal. Output power increases fi-om 32 mW to 48 mW then rapidly decreases to 

-44  mW.

E: During the next five minutes the output power once again drops to -40  mW and

the cycle continues.

Note that these measurements were taken from a laser fitted with all HR-mh*rors 

pumped cw at 6.0 W. For high output coupling (-1%) the situation is considerably 

worse smce the laser is operating closer to threshold, and laser oscillation might even 

cease after a few hours. Simply translating the crystal permits operation once agam 

however the output power will deteriorate over a period of a few hours.
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FIGURE 4.25: Decrease in Cr.YAG output power during cw operation at high (6.0 UO incident pump

powers. See text for details.

The precise reason why the output power should deteriorate in such a way over 

such long time intervals is unclear. The problem only arises under high pump power 

excitation. Photorefractive damage has been suggested as a possible cause; most 

thermal effects occur over a much shorter time intervaP* .̂

4.6 Requirements for a Self-M odelocked Cr'*^:YAG Laser

Cr"^ :̂YAG exhibits broadband tunability from ~1.38-1.58 pm and so it was 

expected that it would be a suitable gain medium for a self-modelocked laser producing 

tunable femtosecond pulses throughout this wavelength region. Although the quantum 

efficiency of Cr"^ :̂YAG is somewhat less than other materials which have been 

successfiilly incorporated into self-modelocked laser systems (e.g. Ti:sapphire, 

NdiYAG and Cr^^:LiSAF), the crystal quality is sufficient to permit high intracavity 

powers to be maintained with low output coupling providing high useful output powers 

of up to 1.2 W at the gain peak at ~1.45 pm. In addition, the YAG host material has a 

high nonlineai* refractive index (n2=1.9xl0"^^ cm^W*) implying that a strong nonlinear 

lens could be formed inside the gain medium itself for successful self-modelocking.

First attempts to establish femtosecond operation were unsuccessfiil. Even the 

incorporation of a regenerative modelocking initiation scheme failed to create pulses 

shorter than ~20 ps. Other research groups reported similar observations. Conlon et ai.̂  ̂

postulated that the discrete atmospheric water resonances known to exist below 1.5 pm
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(as demonstrated by Gilmore et aV^ reproduced in figure 4.13) created sharp dispersion 

features which severely limit the bandwidth available to support modelocked pulses. 

Evidence for this was the possibility of only passively modelocking the laser to generate 

pulses as short as -3  ps at discrete wavelengths as the laser was tuned from 1.4-1.5 pm. 

To confhin that dispersion was discontinuous, a technique similar to that described by 

Knox^^ was carried out by Conlon et al.̂  ̂ Originally, this technique involved tuning a 

passively modelocked laser and recording variations in the pulse repetition rate which 

corresponded to changes in the overall effective optical length of the laser cavity. Hence 

it was possible to determine the overall dispersion in the cavity from the expression for 

the cavity round trip time T:

T = — (L -1 ) + ~  Equation (4.9)

L is the total cavity length and / is the total length inside all dispersive elements inside 

the cavity; Vg is the group velocity.

Because it was not possible to successfully passively modelock the Cr"^ :̂YAG laser, a 

slightly modified technique was employed by Conlon et al. A synchronously-pumped 

modelocked Cr"^ :̂YAG laser was set up (similar to the NaCkOH' laser in chapter 3) and 

the slave cavity length detuning which was necessary to maintain the shortest SPML 

modelocked pulse was recorded as the slave Cr"^ :̂YAG laser was tuned. Two mirror 

sets were used: one covering up to 1.5 pm, the other centred for -1.54 pm. In 

figure 4.26(a), the necessary detuning is plotted as a function of wavelength. From this 

it is straightfoiward to determine the wavelength dependence of the group velocity. 

Using the expression^^:

dX dX
-  -clD  Equation (4.10)

it is straightforward to determine the wavelengtli dependence o f the dispersion 

parameter, D (show in figure 4.26(b)), from differentiation of the data in figure 4.26(a).

From figure 4.26(b), it can be observed that there are small discontinuities in the 

cavity dispersion throughout the 1.4-1,5 pm region which are impossible to compensate 

for using conventional techniques. However it is important to note that beyond 1.5 pm 

the dispersion is smooth allowing straightforward GVD compensation using a simple 

prism pair or chirped mirrors.
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After substitution o f the short wavelength minor set, optimised for maximum 

output power from the laser, with a longer wavelength set (mhror set 2 in figure 4.26) to 

allow operation at wavelengths longer than 1.5 pm, Conlon et al. reported femtosecond 

pulsed operation with a suitably aligned cavity via self-modelocking.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.26: Measurement o f  intracavity dispersion between 1.34-1.58 jum using a Cr:YAG laser (after 

Conlon et al.̂ )̂. (a): Required cavity length detuning o f  a synchronously modelocked Cr:YAG laser to 

maintain the shortest pulse duration as the laser is tuned, (b): Intracavity dispersion vj. wavelength 

calculated from (a). The arrows indicate stt'ong water absorption lines.

For the fii st Cr'^^rYAG laser studied, a conventional astigmatically compensated 

4-mirror Z-cavity laser (discussed in chapter 5) was employed with intracavity negative 

group velocity dispersion provided by a fused silica prism pair. The original Cr'̂ :̂ YAG 

mirror set was highly reflecting from 1.35-1.5 pm but tlie operating wavelength was 

shifted to 1.48 pm using a colour-centre laser high reflector (optimised for operation at 

1.58 pm) as an output coupling plane end-mirror. This provided 0.3% output coupling 

at 1.48 pm. A Brewster-angled fused silica acousto-optic modulator was incorporated 

into the cavity to assist in initiating passive-modelocking via the Kerr-lens effect inside 

the gain medium (self-modelocking). Initially this was driven actively using a 

frequency synthesiser, but later a regenerative initiation scheme was deployed which 

derived the modulator drive frequency from the longitudinal mode-beating signal o f the 

laser cavity itself®'̂ .

Self-modelocked operation was obsei*ved after careful adjustment of the cavity 

mirrors, in the form of a rapid spiking of the second harmonic signal from the 

autocorrelator indicating that modelocked operation was occurring for exceptionally 

short durations. The spiking frequency and duration were insufficient to permit an
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autocorrelation trace to be constioicted by the autocorrelator. Dispersing dry nitrogen 

gas around the folding section of the laser cavity increased the frequency of the spiking, 

further reinforcing the suggestion that atmospheric water was terminating modelocked 

operation. In an attempt to overcome this effect, a Perspex box was placed around the 

entire laser cavity and filled with dry nitrogen. Modelocking could then be routinely 

obtained after careful adjustment o f the folding miiTors permitting a partial trace to be 

recorded, however it was still exceptionally unstable.

A new mirror set was obtained for operation centred at -1.58 pm covering the 

region 1.51-1.6 pm to force the laser to operate outside the peak gain region of the 

Cr'^^iYAG gain medium thus avoiding all atmospheric water absorption effects. This 

now permitted stable self-modelocking to be routinely established. Unfortunately it was 

soon apparent that the gain o f all of the early Cr"̂ ;̂ YAG samples was exceptionally low 

when operated beyond 1.5 pm and the useful output power available from the early 

4-mirror Z-cavity design self-modelocked lasers was disappointing. A new approach for 

operating this laser self-modelocked was necessary to maximise the useful output 

power which is the subject of the next chapter.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

In tliis chapter, some of the characteristics of the Cr"^ :̂YAG gain medium have 

been outlined in the context of a material for the construction of a tunable laser covering 

the 1.55 pm spectral region. The fundamental featuies which make vibronically 

broadened gain media attractive as tunable solid-state lasers were described and the 

basic spectroscopy of the Cr^^ ion in the YAG host matrix was also presented.

Unusual features of Cr^^ îYAG were discussed. Crystals o f Cr"^^:YAG require j
i

charge-compensating dopant ions and an oxidising atmosphere during growth using the j
I

Czochralski method. Post growth annealing at high temperatures in an oxidising j

atmosphere is often necessary. The Cr"̂  ̂ ions are incorporated into anisotropic sites j
I

inside an isotropic crystal creating an exceptional highly active optical centre with i

unusual polarisation dependent properties. Absorption saturation plays an important i
j

part in the operation of the Cr'^^iYAG laser and a measurement was performed showing j

the effect o f stimulated emission inside a laser resonator on the saturation of the crystal 1

pump absorption. i
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Some of the basic operating characteristics of a cw pumped Cr"^^:YAG laser were 

detailed with difficulties unique to the Cr"^ :̂YAG system highlighted: all earlier crystal 

samples had exceptionally low gain at wavelengths >1.5 pm preventing efficient 

operation in the interesting 1.55 pm communications region. One later rod obtained 

from Union Carbide possessed high gain extending to the 1.58 pm region, however, 

surprisingly a second rod of different dimensions cut from the same boule showed the 

same low gain at long wavelengths as the earlier rods. The reason for this is unclear but 

excited state absorption due to a contaminant is a possibility. Historically, all early 

Cr^^^iYAG lasers reported^ '̂^  ̂ showed no appreciable gam at longer then 1.5 pm which 

may be an indication that improved crystal growth enables higher gain at longer 

wavelengths.

Due to the low pumping quantum efficiency (-15%) of Cr"^^:YAG, it is necessary 

to use high incident pump powers to access useful output powers. This leads to a stiong 

thermal lens inside the laser crystal which must be taken into account when designing 

laser resonators. A simple model of a distributed thermal lens was developed to 

demonstrate the important destabilising effect o f higli pump powers on a laser 

resonator.

Despite drawbacks of low efficiency and inconsistent crystal gain performance, 

Cr"^ :̂YAG is the most promising solid-state material for operation in the 1.5 pm region: 

it can be conveniently pumped at 1.064 pm with a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser; direct 

diode pumping with InGaAs diodes at 970 nm is also possible^® and the host material is 

physically tough and possesses excellent thermal conductivity. Although other garnet 

host materials have been used for Cr"̂  ̂in an attempt to shift the peak of the gain band to 

longer wavelengths, their efficiencies have been considerably lower than Cr'*^:YAG.

At the conclusion of this chapter, the potential of this gain medium for ultrashort 

pulse generation has been considered using passive modelocking and tlie difficulties 

associated with the discrete absorption features of atmospheric water have been 

highlighted. In the chapter following, laser cavity design is discussed with the aim of 

building an efficient self-modelocked laser system based on a gain medium with low 

gaiu (such as Cr'^^:YAG operated beyond 1.5 pm). Results from several self- 

modelocked Cr"̂ :̂ YAG laser configurations will be described.
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5 Construction of an Efficient, Femtosecond 
Cr'‘*:YAG Laser

5.1 Introduction

The demonstration that femtosecond pulses could be produced directly from a 

cw-Ti:sapphire laser via self-modelocking (SML) without requiring any extra 

modelocking devices’ proved to be a key advantage of solid-state vibronic lasers over 

earlier tunable dye and colour-centre lasers. With the demonstration of the cw 

Cr' ’̂̂ iYAG laser^, a practical room-temperature replacement for the femtosecond 

coupled-cavity modelocked (CCM) NaChOH* and KChTl® colour-centre lasers (CCL) 

operating at the telecommunications window near 1.5 pm was promised by application 

o f the self-modelocking teclmique. Interestingly, self-modelocking had been 

demonstrated with the NaChOH" CCL laser^ eliminating the need for an 

interferometrically matched (and electronically stabilised) external cavity in the CCM 

scheme, but the requirement for a second intracavity nonlinear' element of SF59 glass 

added to the complexity o f the cavity. Also, the output power was rather low for a laser 

o f this type: the high intracavity fields necessary for SML required low output coupling 

and since the parasitic losses of a CCL are high, overall efficiency was poor.

The first demonstr ation of femtosecond pulse generation from a self-modelocked 

Cr'^ '̂.YAG laser was by Sennaroglu et al. in 1994'’ where near bandwidth limited 120fs 

pulses were obtained at 360mW output power for 8W absorbed pump power.

Interestingly, it was observed that on modelocking, the emission wavelength of the laser 

shifted fi'om 1.45 pm to 1.52pm, The wavelength range over which modelocking could 

be sustained was limited to just 1.51-1.53pm and no modelocking was observed closer
i

to the peak of the gain near 1.45 pm. Despite the high output power, this laser was very j

difficult to align Jfor stable self-modelocked operation^, even with regenerative |

initiation. Other researchers, including those at St. Andrews, were unable to repeat these }

results, mainly because the Cr^ :YAG crystals appeared to possess such low gain |

beyond 1.5pm. P.J. Conlon et al.  ̂ demonstrated sub-lOOfs pulse generation from a i
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Cr'^^tYAG laser, but, for lOW of incident pump power, only 70mW average output 

power was obtained from a 0.5% output coupler implying a lower gain of this crystal 

compared to that used by Sennaroglu.

Difficulties associated with aligning Cr"^ :̂YAG lasers based on standard 4-miiTor 

geometries for self-modelocking led many researchers to abandon this passive 

modelocking technique, but used semiconductor saturable absorber structures instead to 

initiate and sustain femtosecond operation in a dispersion compensated laser cavity. The 

use of semiconductors to achieve modelocking is not a recent idea (indeed the first 

femtosecond, passively-modelocked, dfrect-diode pumped solid-state-laser laser used 

this technique^), however, recently there has been a renaissance in using semiconductor 

absorbers, particularly when grown on reflecting structures (e.g. Bragg stacks or silver) 

to create a semiconductor saturable-absorber mirror (SESAM) or saturable Bragg- 

reflector (SBR). This is due mainly to the added reliability of a SESAM (or SBR) based 

femtosecond system over self-modelocked systems, but the construction of more 

efficient, highly compact systems has been made possible using SESAMs®.

Reliable femtosecond operation using saturable absorber mirrors has been 

demonstrated by Collings et al.  ̂The laser cavity used was a conventional Z-cavity with 

a concave mirror in one cavity arm focusing tightly onto an SBR end-minor. Whilst 

modelocking was self-starting, the performance of the SBR system was poor (1 lOfs @ 

70mW output) compared to the SML laser (85fs @ 150mW output), mainly due to the 

added parasitic losses and limited reflectivity of the SBR. Other groups have also 

reported the use of semiconductor structures’®’” , surprisingly however, whilst the 

average powers of these systems appear higher than described by Collings, the 

repetition rates of these later lasers is much higher such that the peak powers are 

approximately equal. The peak power may be limited by the damage threshold of the 

structures.

More recently, several researchers have resorted to building self-modelocked 

Cr'^^iYAG lasers based on unconventional laser cavity geometries which are easy to 

align for stable SML, in particular, using three-mirror lasers in a similar scheme to the 

design proposed by Ramaswamy-Paye et al.’̂  This was first reported by St. Andrews 

researchers’̂  using a standard Brewster-Brewster cut laser rod inside a 3-mhTor 

astigmatically compensated cavity as originally described for use with dye lasers’'’. 

Other researchers reported lasers based on Brewster-plane Cr^* :̂YAG rods which used a
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high-reflecting coating on a plane rod surface as one cavity end-mirror’̂  These cavity 

designs have the potential for compactness and efficiency. In addition, with proper 

optimisation, the pump power requirements of a SML laser can be considerably reduced 

using a 3-mirror scheme.

In this chapter the chronological details are given for the construction and 

operation of an efficient SML Cr"^ :̂YAG laser. It begins with details of standard SML 

laser cavities and a simple model is introduced to simulate the Keir-lens effect in a 

resonator. Early results are presented using the standard self-modelocked laser approach 

with 4-mirror Z-cavities. An alternative 3-mirror laser cavity scheme originally applied 

to Ti:sapphire lasers is introduced and simple modelling shows that this scheme is 

probably more appropriate for certain instances of SML than 4-mirror resonators. An 

adaptation of this laser resonator is described for use with the available Cr'^^iYAG rods 

and early mainframe pumped and all-solid-state results are presented. Further modelling 

o f this resonator indicates how it may be further optimised and, after obtaining better 

Cr"^^:YAG crystals, femtosecond lasers are constructed which are efficient, highly 

compact and have low pump power requirements. Further unconventional laser 

resonators are then described and analysed which are intended to reduce the physical 

size of laser resonators in general.

5.2 Construction o f a Self-m odelocked Cr"^ :̂YAG Laser Based on a 

4-m irror Z-cavity Geom etry

Self-modelocking was first demonstrated in a Tiisapphire laser based around a 

standard 4-mirror, astigmatically compensated Z-cavity arrangement using a Brewster

angled gam element’. The cavity was aligned close to the limits o f its narrow stability 

range mainly due to the requirement that the repetition rate of the laser was -80MHz. 

The laser was set up as a coupled-cavity modelocked system but non-transform-limited 

picosecond pulse generation was observed even with the control cavity blocked. The 

addition of group-velocity-dispersion compensation using a pair of prisms permitted 

femtosecond pulse production without any modelocking element. Since this first 

demonstration, with very few exceptions (until recently), all self-modelocked laser 

systems copied this basic design scheme; the modelocking worked successfully with 

this geometry and since the pump sources were usually large mainframe lasers there
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was little advantage in making a laser more compact. Self-modelocked lasers based on 

several solid-state gain media were constructed using this successful design, hence the 

early SML Cr"^ :̂YAG lasers were also built using a near-symmetric, astigmatically 

compensated Z-cavity. Figure 5.1 illustrates this standard design showing an acousto- 

optic (AO) modulator in front o f one end-mirror to assist in initiating SML. The total 

cavity length of the constructed laser was -1.8m  giving a pulse repetition rate of 

82 MHz to permit active initiation with an AO-modulator having resonances located 

near 41 MHz.

Modulator
Drive

Electronics
Tuning

slit

Acousto-optic 
! > f modulator

r=-100 mm,

M2

f= 1 0 0 m n r
Brewster-angled  

gain e lem en t
r=-100 mm, 
0 - 1 6  deg .Pump

FIGURE 5.1; Standard near-symmetric Z-cavity arrangement first used to achieve femtosecond operation 

with Cr.YAG. Included are dispersion compensating prisms and an AO-modulator to initiate SML.

Normally, the two arms of the Z-cavity are of similar length, but it was found that 

owing to the limited aperture of the AO-modulator (-2mm), the laser suffered excessive 

intracavity loss. To overcome this, an asymmetric Z-cavity design was employed with 

the AO-modulator placed inside the short cavity arm (30cm long). Dispersion 

compensation was provided by a pair of low-loss fused silica (infrasil) prisms placed 

40cm apart in the long cavity arm. This excessively large prism separation was chosen 

to match the cavity scheme described by Sennaroglu'* who found that an enormous 

excess of negative GVD (—2400 fs  ̂total) was necessary for stable SML.

The folding miiTors (each angled by -16®) were aligned so the cavity operated in 

the low-misalignment-sensitivity (LMS) region giving a focus on the end-mirror of the 

short arm, hence the small apertuie of the modulator was no longer problematic. The 

pump source was a Spectra-Physics SP3800 arclamp pumped Nd:YAG laser operating 

with the optics from a SP3000 system to increase amplitude stability (see section 2.2).

Successful, stable self-modelocked operation was first accomplished using a 

20mm Cr%Ca^^:YAG rod obtained from Union Carbide with colour-centre laser HR-
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miiTors (HR 1.41-1.6|im) used for output coupling from both ends of the laser cavity 

(~0.1-0.3% transmission) all other mirrors were from set 1 (HR 1.38-1.5pm). 

Regenerative initiation was employed via an infrasil frised silica Brewster-angled AO- 

modulator. A maximum available 8W incident pump power was applied. After careful 

adjustment of the positioning of the cavity folding mirrors and the X and Y tilt o f the 

plane end-mirrors, femtosecond production was observed in very short bursts. Since tlie 

free-running operational wavelength of the laser was quite short (1.48pm) due to the 

use of mhror set 1, it was presumed (after the observations of Conlon et al.’̂ ) that 

atmospheric water was rapidly terminating femtosecond operation. This was apparently 

confirmed by the increase in femtosecond ‘spiking’ frequency observed by spraying diy 

nitrogen gas around the gain medium inside the laser cavity. Subsequently, a perspex 

box was constructed to fully enclose the entire cavity to permit purgmg of the laser with 

dry white-spot nitrogen gas. Relatively stable modelocked operation could be accessed 

permitting an autocorrelation trace and spectrum to be taken (figure 5.2).
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FIGURE 5.2: Intensity autocorrelation and spectrum o f  pulses obtainedfrom the 4-mirror self-

modelocked Cr. YAG laser.

A significant fraction of the overall laser power remained in cw components at 

-1.43 pm and much stronger at -1.49pm. Although it was possible to reduce the cw 

features by careful laser adjustment and tuning with the slit in the dispersed cavity arm, 

modelocking was unstable and continuous re-adjustment of the laser cavity was found 

necessary. The relatively poor time-bandwidth product of -0.4 derived from the results 

in figure 5.2 probably results from misreading the spectral width due to the distorting 

effect of the strong cw spike at 1.49pm. Despite the high pump power, the output power 

of this laser was very low at only -7  mW.
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Following on from this observation, a second mirror set was obtained having 

reflectivity at longer wavelengths (minor set 2 curves given in figure 4.18 in chapter 4). 

It was hoped that use of this mirror set with very poor reflectivity below 1.5 pm would 

force the laser to operate at a wavelength at which modelocking would not be perturbed 

by any water absorption features. Unfortunately the gain of this particular laser crystal 

was very poor beyond 1.5 pm and hence the laser could only operate with all HR coated 

mhrors (i.e. no output coupler). To compound the low gain problem, the short wave 

cut-off of the second mhror set occurred at a longer wavelength than originally 

specified; as shown in figure 4.18, the mirrors were only truly high-reflecting at 

wavelengths greater than 1525 nm and the 0.5% output coupler only operated 

satisfactorily in the range 1560-1660 nm, well beyond the long wavelength gain cut-off 

for Cr"^^:YAG. Regeneratively initiated self-modelocking could be achieved with this 

mirror set without resorting to nitrogen purging but due to the restriction imposed on the 

use of an HR mirror for output coupling, the output power was again exceptionally low 

(lOmW from each HR reflection implying 60mW total). No further work was carried 

out on SML Cr'^^:YAG lasers based on 4-mirror semi-symmetric Z-cavities.

5.3 Developm ent o f an Efficient 3-m irror Cr :YAG Laser

5.3.1 Designing a Self-modelocked Laser Resonator

Although when self-modelocking was first discovered the exact mechanism 

responsible which favoured modelocked operation over cw-operation was uncertain, it 

was quite soon realised that intensity dependent lensing inside the gain medium played 

a crucial role. Two similar mechanisms were proposed to explain the source of the self- 

amplitude-modulation (SAM) within a SML laser:

i) Hard-aperture modelocking; this relies on a physical constriction to the 

intracavity laser beam somewhere in the cavity'^. With suitable cavity 

alignment, the stronger Kerr-lensing m the gain medium resulting from higher 

intracavity peak powers, causes the intmcavity beam to ‘contract’ at the point of 

the constriction and hence less intracavity loss results.

ii) Soft-aperture modelocking; this is similar to hard-aperture modelocking 

except the stronger Kerr-lensing due to higher intracavity peak powers reshapes
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the intracavity beam inside the laser crystal itself to increase the extraction 

efficiency of the pumped (inverted) gain region, (i.e. a better pump-mode laser

mode overlap results.)'®

Both these individual techniques have their advantages: usually soft-aperture 

modelocking is the active mechanism in SML lasers which are pumped by other lasers 

giving well defined TEMoo beams. Hard-aperture modelocking is useful for lasers 

which are directly diode pumped (e.g. Cr^^:LiSAF) as these pump beams are often so 

poor that soft-aperturing cannot discriminate between modelocked and cw operation. 

Unfortunately, it is much harder to align a SML laser to operate with a hard-apeiture 

effect alone.

Several design schemes have been developed to assist in the construction of self- 

modelocked lasers. Recently, Ritsitaki et al.'^ have developed a comprehensive (but 

complicated) model for soft-aperture modelocking, which includes the effects of gain- 

guiding and gain saturation. A very simple design technique was reported for hard- 

aperture modelocked laser cavities by Cerullo et al.̂ ® It is intrinsically much simpler to 

model a hai'd-aperture based system as the self-amplitude effect results from a one 

dimensional change at an intracavity slit. Soft-aperturing results jfrom a three 

dimensional change and is computationally intensive, plus there is the added variability 

of the pump profile. Since the Cerullo approach is straightforward to use and the results 

simple to mterpret, this was the design technique employed throughout this work and is 

introduced in the next section.

Overview of the Cerullo Design Technique for Self-modelocked Laser Cavities

Since self-modelocking relies on a subtle change m the lensing effect of an 

intracavity element induced by a variation in the intracavity field, the precise 

construction and alignment o f the laser is crucial to maximise the resulting self

amplitude modulation. The Cemllo modeP'' (and other derivatives of this original 

scheme) defines a ‘Kerr-lens sensitivity parameter’ (KLS) given by the expression:

S — I Equation(5.1)

i.e. the normalised rate of change of spot size with power calculated for zero intracavity 

power. Originally this expression was calculated for the beam at the end-mirrors (where
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a slit could be placed). For a laser cavity with astigmatic elements (e.g. with a Brewster 

angled rod), the KLS is different in the sagittal and tangential planes. The original 

Cerullo model did not take into account the coupling between the sagittal and tangential 

planes within the Kerr-medium and it was a later derivative of this model by Magni et 

al. '̂ which sliced the Kerr-medium and evaluated the lensing effect within each slice 

that was used throughout most of the later cavity modelling because it more accurately 

simulates the effect of astigmatic elements.

All the models assume the aberrationless theory of self focussing holds i.e. that a 

Gaussian profile is maintained by the beam as it propagates through the nonlinear 

medium.

The Cerullo model was developed from a technique for modelling the nonlinear 

Kerr-medium inside a self-modelocked laser cavity given a certain intracavity power^^. 

The nonlinearity was Tumped’ at the centre of the Kerr-medium and was found to have 

a positive lensing effect and a ‘shortening’ effect on a nonlinear medium having a 

positive nonlinear refractive index. This simple technique permitted the spot size 

anywhere inside the laser cavity to be evaluated for a given intracavity power, hence the 

KLS could be evaluated from this for zero intracavity power. Since there is no actual 

nonlinear lensing effect for zero intracavity power, a much simpler model was 

developed by Cemllo^” which simply considered the ABCD matrices^^ of the cavity 

elements either side of the nonlinearity at the centre of the Kerr-medium. The KLS 

could be evaluated as the relative positions of each of the cavity elements was changed 

and hence the cavity alignment giving the greatest propensity to achieve self- 

modelocking (i.e. with the most negative KLS) was deduced. Because most early SML 

lasers were based on astigmatically compensated Z-cavities with Brewster-cut gain 

media, Cerullo and co-workers concentrated on discovering the optimum alignment of 

such a cavity. Thus a comparison of semi-asymmetric Z-cavities (i.e. with equal folding 

mirror radii and angles but unequal arm lengths) with a symmetric cavity was made for 

optimum hard-aperture modelocking alignment.

Although there ai e several elements of a 4-mirror cavity which can be varied, the 

two most important are the folding mirror separation and the relative position o f the 

nonlinear element within the folding section (labelled z and x respectively in 

figure 5.1). Thus a 3D plot can be constructed for the KLS parameter as these two 

parameters are varied. Cerullo showed that the optimum arrangement for such a Z-
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cavity to be hard-aperture modelocked was with both arms of equal length and the 

mirror separation set so the laser operated in the centre of the stability region. This is 

illustrated in the contour plot in figure 5.3 which is the KLS calculated in the tangential 

plane at the end-mirror M4 in figure 5.1. The darkest regions indicate the alignment (of 

X and z) which results in the greatest contraction of the laser beam in front of mirror M4 

and hence the greatest loss modulation from a slightly closed slit clipping the beam in 

the tangential plane.

8 dP p=o

46.8 50.2
x/mm

FIGURE 5.3: Plot o f  the Kerr-lens sensitivity parameter (KLS) calculated at an end-mirror for a

symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity

Although from figure 5.3 it might appear trivial to simply build a symmetric Z- 

cavity laser having a slit in one arm and setting the mirror separations as indicated in the 

contour diagram, the reality is often more complicated. For lasers operating at low 

intracavity powers (with low pump power requirements), the actual amplitude 

modulation induced by a contracting effect of the beam at a hard aperture is often 

insufficient to favour self-modelocked operation over cw. Also, for lasers suffering 

from strong thermal lensing (such as Cr"̂  :YAG under high pump power excitation) the 

plot in figure 5.3 would be considerably distorted possibly to the point where hard- 

aperture modelocking is no longer possible.

Compact, 3-Mirror Ti:sapphire Laser Proposal

An analysis of alternative laser resonators for suitability to SML operation using 

the Cerullo scheme was first performed by Bouma et al.̂ '* Simple three-mirror
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Ti:sapphire lasers were analysed based on plane-plane and Brewster-plane rods with 

one plane face HR-coated as a cavity end mirror. Such a cavity is illustrated in 

figure 5.4 with its optical equivalent for modelling purposes using a nonlinear matrix 

(Mk) to simulate the effect of the K e i T  lensing. Although specifically developed to 

optimise hard-aperture modelocked lasers, Bouma was able to apply the nonlinear 

matrix model of Cemllo to the soft aperture modelocked system in figure 5.4(a) by 

examining the spot size at the pumped end o f the plane-plane coated laser rod (w@) for 

different intracavity powers.

f=50 mm  M3 T ^Piirnn

M3

-50 mm 
0- 0°

Lumped
nonlinearity
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FIGURE 5.4: (a) 3-mirror laser cavity analysed by Bouma et (b) Simplified optical equivalent 

illustrating the parameters used in the model.

The nonlinear matrix model considers the nonlinear medium as:

M rod

(\ dll'' ri d l i '
,0 1 , .0 1 ,

Equation (5.2)

where d is the length of the nonlinear medium and the Tumped’ nonlinearity is the 

matrix:

1 O - y / 2  - d - y l A \  
- y l d  \ ~ y l 2

Equation (5,3)

and y is:
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r=z 1 +
À d  2mi/,0 J

_P
P.

Equation (5.4)

Wc is the cavity spot size at the centre of the nonlinear medium and wo is the radius of 

the corresponding beam waist (at mirror M3 in this case). P is the instantaneous 

intracavity power and Fc is the critical power for self trapping of the beam:

Equation (5.5)

For the purposes of the model, the total cavity length, L, was maintained at 20cm; 

simply the position (A) of the mirror M2 relative to the end-miiTor M3 was varied and 

the spot size at the end-mirror, M3, calculated.

Figure 5.5 illustrates how the beam waist at the pumped end of a plane-plane rod 

can change, with suitable cavity alignment, with the presence of Kerr-lensing inside the 

gain medium. In figure 5.5(a), the spot size is plotted as the folding minor is translated 

for three different intracavity powers: F = 0  is equivalent to the spot size predicted by 

normal ABCD matrix analysis of this laser resonator; F = 0 . 1 P c  is the realistic case o f a 

SML laser with an instantaneous intracavity power of one tenth that for critical self- 

focussing (trapping). F = 0 . 5 F c  is a much higher intracavity power than would normally 

be achieved inside such a laser.
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FIGURE 5.Si, Effect o f  nonlinear lensing on the spot size at the pumped end o f  the plane-plane rod. (a): 

Effect o f  translating the cavity mirror for different intracavity powers, (b): Beam waist intracavity

power fo r a fixed cavity alignment (A=3mm)

Although this is only modelling a one-dimensional variation due to Kerr-lensing 

and does not consider the full three-dimensional overlap of the pump and cavity modes 

to be a full soft-aperture analysis, the general trend for the beam waist to contract at the 

pumped end of the rod is sufficient to imply that soft-aperture modelocking will be
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successful: because the pump light is of a shorter wavelength than the resonant laser 

light, the pump beam would be expected to be located completely inside the intracavity 

mode, hence for stronger lensing (due to higher powers in figure 5.5(b)), the intracavity 

mode will extiact the inverted gain region better and hence experience ^eater gain. 

From figure 5.5(a), it is expected that modelocking would occur on translating the 

curved cavity mirror (M2) towards the gain element close to the edge of the cavity 

stability limit.

For low values of P / P c ,  it is possible to determine the value of the Kerr-lens 

sensitivity parameter from this model by calculating the normalised change in spot size 

with respect to the intracavity power. This is plotted in figure 5.6, which again shows 

that the optimum position for modelocking (i.e. negative KLS) is approached by 

translating the cavity mirror towards the gain element (A~2.4mm). Note, however, that 

extremely close to the this stability edge, the KLS becomes positive and large implying 

that the spot size will expand for stronger lensmg, and so modelocking will not be 

possible in this extreme case.

3 4 5 6 7
Mirror offset (A) /mm

FIGURE 5.6: Kerr-lens sensitivity parameter calculated at the pumped end o f  the gain element as the 

folding mirror (M2 in figure 5.4) is translated.

5.3.2 Femtosecond 3-Mirror Cr'* :̂YAG Laser

Ramaswamay-Paye et al.'^ and Bouma et al.̂ '* were interested in constructing

3-mirror femtosecond lasers as they have the potential to be extremely compact, 

especially if a plane-Brewster cut gain medium and prismatic output coupler replace 

the dispersion compensating prism pair. However, from the perspective of optimising 

the efficiency of a self-modelocked laser based on a gain element with very low round 

trip gain, such as this Cr^^,Ca^^:YAG crystal operated beyond 1.5pm, the 3-mirror 

approach has two advantages:
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i) Two mirror reflections have been eliminated per round trip: considering the 

mirror transmission curves for mirror set 2 (shown in figure 4.18), 2 HR- 

mirror reflections for a laser operating at 1.5pm amounts to -0.5%  

transmission which would appear to be a significant amount for this low-gain 

laser medium.

ii) A 3-mirror resonator permits a very tight, localised focus to be placed on the 

end o f an ‘off-the-shelf Brewster-Brewster cut laser rod without resorting to 

using special optical coatings. This aspect o f the 3-mirror design will be 

discussed in greater detail in section 5.3.3.

From the aspect of exploiting the former advantage, a 3-mirror laser design was 

developed with minimum parasitic intracavity losses. Since no specially coated 

Cr"‘̂ :YAG crystals were available, an adaptation on Ramaswamy-Paye’s design was 

employed which could be constmcted with the available Brewster-Brewster cut rods. 

This early design, illustrated in figure 5.7, uses a curved ‘retroflecting’ end-mirror and 

one curved mirror operated off-axis to compensate for the astigmatism of the 

Brewster cut rod. This cavity, pumped through the folding mirror, is identical to that 

proposed by reference 14 for use as an astigmatically compensated dye laser 

resonator, and later employed with colour-centre lasers (as in chapter 3). The radius of 

curvature of this retroflecting mirror is irrelevant to the operation of the laser; it 

merely ‘re-images’ the beam back upon itself inside the rod.

A relatively compact system was possible by the use of a silica prism modulator 

which (in conjunction with an infirasil cavity prism) provided negative group-velocity 

dispersion, and permitted regenerative initiation to be employed without incurring 

additional parasitic loss from an acousto-optic modulator. The prism modulator (from a 

Spectra-Physics aigon-ion mainframe laser^^) was originally designed to operate at a 

frequency, of ~40MHz, however, strong acoustic resonances were found near 96MHz 

allowing a compact laser with a repetition rate of 192MHz and a total cavity length of 

-78cm to be built.
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F I G U R E  5.7: Schematic o f  the 3-mirror system employedfor a compact, self-modelocked Cr.YAG laser.

One unfortunate consequence of pumping through the folding mirror, as in 

figure 5.7, is that for an optimally aligned pump beam, the residual unabsorbed pump 

light is reflected exactly back on itself by mirror M3 through the Cr"̂ :̂ YAG rod into 

the pump laser. Even though this represents a minute fraction of the output power of 

the SP3800 laser, it is sufficient to result in chaotic Q-switching o f the pump laser 

which would prevent stable SML operation of the Cr'^^rYAG laser. To prevent these 

back reflections, it was necessary to place an optical isolator in the pump path which 

had a high insertion loss of 20%. The isolator comprised one Glan-Taylor polariser 

oriented to pass the horizontally polarised pump light, and an AR-coated Faraday 

rotator which rotated the plane of polarisation of light by 45®. An AR-coated half

wave plate was then necessary to re-orientate the polarisation of the pump light to the 

horizontal plane. The optical isolation obviously significantly increases the cost o f the 

modelocked system and reduces the maximum power available to piunp the 

Cr"+:YAG laser.

To optimise the mode-matching of the pump mode with the resonant laser mode 

inside the gain medium, a simple adjustable telescope was included in the pump path 

(shown in figure 5.8) which expanded the pump beam by approximately four times. 

Unlike most telescope schemes, which only permit the optimisation o f the pump beam 

divergence by adjusting the lens separation, the second lens o f this telescope was 

mounted on a rotary base allowing the astigmatism of the pump focus inside the laser 

crystal to be controlled. A tighter pump focus is gained by decreasing the telescope 

lens separation and increasing the pump focus lens to crystal distance. A less 

divergent beam in the tangential plane results (and a more divergent beam in the
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sagittal plane) if the second telescope lens is rotated; hence the final tangential focus 

will be in front of the sagittal focus. Because the effective length of a Brewster cut rod 

in the tangential plane is 1/n^ x length in the sagittal plane, the tangential cavity focus 

moves faster than the sagittal focus when the laser crystal is translated so optimised 

mode-matching is possible with this telescope.

Adjust Divergence 

1=25.4 mm ^100 mm
From Pump To Laser

Adjust Astigmatism
~12.5 cm

FIGURE 5.8: Telescope scheme adopted to optimise pump-mode matching inside the gain medium.

The cw oscillation threshold for this complete laser (including dispersion 

compensating prisms/modelocker) was 1.8W incident pump power. With the 

maximum available 5.2W incident on the Cr"^^:YAG rod, 20 mW cw (not chopped) 

output power was available from the HR coated end-mirror when the laser was tuned 

to 1.51 pm.

The prism modulator was driven actively with 1.5W RF power at 96MHz from 

a frequency synthesiser and the cavity length carefully adjusted until the beating 

signal, detected with a broadband germanium photodiode and obseiwed on an RF 

spectrum analyser, was maximised. This corresponded to a paitially actively 

modelocked laser system and a broad noise burst of ~20ps duration could be observed 

on an autocorrelator. With careful adjustment of the reti'oflecting end-mirror position 

while keeping the total cavity length constant, stable self-modelocked operation was 

attainable producing pulses of ~ 140 fs duration (figure 5.9) with a duration-bandwidth 

product o f 0.39. The output power through each HR reflection was 13 mW (total 

output -50  mW) at a centre wavelength of 1508 nm when modelocked, rising to 

17 mW at 1510 nm when SML operation ceased and the laser operated cw. Note that 

unlike the earlier unstable result obtained with a conventional Z-cavity arrangement, 

there was no cw spike on the modelocked spectrum indicating that SML was 

complete. Once initiated, self-modelocked operation would only continue for up to 

-30  seconds with the active initiation turned off and hence the acousto-optic
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modulator was powered permanently. Although SML was stable with this 

arrangement, temperature induced drifts in the laser cavity length periodically caused 

the actively-modelocked initiated self-modelocking to ‘drop-out’ hence the cavity 

length had to be continually re-adjusted. To overcome this problem, a regenerative 

initiation scheme was later adapted to operate at the high cavity JBrequency of 

192 MHz.

One drawback o f this laser system under high pump excitation was that the 

output power fade associated with Cr"^^;YAG (discussed in chapter 4) crippled 

modelocked operation after ~10 mmutes continuous pumping. However, this usually 

merely required periodic translation of the Cr"^^:YAG rod along the s  or y axes to 

enable SML once more.
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FIGURE 5.9: (a) Intensity autocorrelation and (b) corresponding spectrum o f  typical 140 fs  pulses 

obtainedfrom the mainframe Nd.YAGpumped, actively initiated 3-mirror Cr. YAG laser.

All-soHd-state, Self-modelocked 3-mirror Cr,Ca: YAG Laser

The development of the laser-diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser described in 

chapter 2 opened up the possibility of a tunable, high power all-solid-state femtosecond 

laser operating at the telecommunications window at 1.55 pm. An additional advantage 

of this holosteric alternative is its greater stability (both in amplitude and beam 

pointing) compar ed to its arclamp pumped predecessor (see chapter 2).

With the Nd:YAG mini-laser operating with 8W output power, only 5.5W 

maximum incident power was available after the isolator, half-wave plate, telescope and 

pump steering minors.

With regenerative initiation, modelocking was straightforward to accomplish after
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adjustment of the folding mirror and cui’ved retroflecting end-mirror positions. The 

lowest pump power requirement to enable SML was 4.5W incident. For 4.7W pump, 

22mW modelocked output power was available from each HR mirror reflection 

(~85mW total). 180 fs bandwidth limited (AvAt=0.32) pulses were measured.
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FIGURE 5.10: Characterisation ofpulses from the all-solid-state, 3-mirror self-modelocked Cr: YAG 

laser (a): intensity autocorrelation o f typical 180 fs  pulses (b): corresponding spectrum.

5,3.3 Analysis of Laser Resonators for SelLmodelocking

It is instructive to analyse the 3-mirror resonator design introduced in 

section 5.3.2, with regard to self-modelocked operation, to permit fiirther optimisation 

o f the resonator. The choice of pump beam direction, i.e. through the angled folding 

mirror, was initially chosen as it was the most straightforward scheme to assemble in 

practice; the initial alignment procedure is identical to that employed with standard

4-mirror resonator schemes, whereas pumping through the curved end-mirror is difficult 

as optimising this mirror for feedback causes significant pump beam steering thus 

masking the feedback amplitude variation. However, analysis of this resonator design 

will indicate that pumping through the curved end-mirror is the most optimal.

The ‘M agni’ Model

Magni et al.^‘ developed an adaptation of Cemllo’ŝ® earlier model to more 

completely determine the effect of a Kerr-lens in a resonator with astigmatism. This 

involved slicing up the nonlinear medium into infinitesimal thin ‘elliptic’ Kerr-lenses of 

dioptric powers (j>x & ( |)y  in the tangential and sagittal planes respectively, calculating the 

effect o f this slice on the spot size at the end of the cavity, then integrating over the 

whole length of the gain medium.
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The model considers the propagation of astigmatic Gaussian beams in a Kerr 

medium governed by the paraxial wave equation with the abenationless 

approximation^^. An expression is thus derived for the dioptiic power in an infinitesimal 

slice, dÇ , in each plane:

1
CO.

Equation (5.6)

The subscripts (x and y) refer to the corresponding value in the tangential and sagittal 

planes respectively, n is the linear refractive index. As before, p is the ratio of 

intracavity power with the power for critical self focussing. o)-w^  where w is the spot 

size. From this definition, the Kerr-lens sensitivity (KLS) parameter is defined as:

S = 1 dco\

J  p - O
2co dp

The effect of the thin lens on the spot size at end-mirror M l is thus:

Equation (5.7)

1 da>,, '
J(*,-0 \d p  )

Equation (5.8)
y p=o

Considering the general cavity scheme in figure 5.11; the single pass matrix from end- 

mirror M l to end-miiTor M2 is denoted in the tangential plane without the thin lens by 

elements M%, and with the thin lens by Mx((|)x). Elements Mix (i=l,2) denote the single 

pass matrix from the thin lens (at Q  to end mirror Mi.
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FIGURE 5.11: Matrix system used by the ‘Magni ’ model.

The spot size on mirror M l is given by the expression :

CO Equation (5.9)

From figure 5.11, the one way matrix from M l to M2 including the thin lens may be 

expressed as:

X \t '  XJ ® x \ ' ^  X

x\T x; ^x\'^ X,

A 2.x B 2.x 

^2.x ^2.x

1 0

0 n“

1 0 

0 n

^  l.x  ® 1 .X  

^ 1.x A Lx Equation (5.10)

where n is the linear refractive index of the nonlinear medium. Differentiating this 

expression with respect to <|) and equation (5.6) with respect to p and substituting into 

equation 5.8 with (|)=0 and p=0 gives (after extensive algebraic re-arrangement):

=
1 4 2

Equation (5.11)

Sj refers to the stability condition given by the expressions: 

2 , + D ,
=  +  B j C j  where the cavity is stable i f - l ^ < l  Equation (5.12)

The matrix elements M , refer to the element from the round trip matrix starting and 

finishing at point Ç in figure 5.11. Integrating the expression in equation 5.11 from
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Ç=0 to Ç=l (Le. along the whole length of the nonlinear medium) yields the KLS in the 

tangential plane at the end-mirror M l. It is straightforward to calculate this for the 

sagittal plane by swapping the x and y subscripts, and for mirror M2 by swapping 

subscripts i and 2 . In practice the integration was performed using the trapezium rule.

By varying different cavity parameters (principally the folding mhror separation 

and the position of the nonlinear medium between the folding section) and re

integrating equation 5.11 above for each position, it is possible to locate the optimum 

cavity alignment which maximises the Kerr-lens sensitivity at the end-mirror.

Since we are mainly interested in self-modelocked lasers using a soft-aperture, a 

slightly adapted form of the model was employed to calculate the spot size change 

(KLS) on the end of the crystal. If  Axtuj and BxTUj are elements for plane j  (/=x,y) 

from the one way matrix for propagating from the end-mirror Mi to the closest crystal 

facet, the spot size at this crystal facet may be found from the transformation applied to 

the Gaussian beam parameter:

^XTLiJ ~ ^ i j ^XTLiJ + Equation (5.13)

where <D=ŵ  as defined eaiiier. Magni then derives an expression for the KLS at this 
plane in the cavity using the chain rule and algebraic manipulation:

= Equation (5.14)
^X T LiJ  +  ' ^ '^ X T L iJ  )

It is anticipated that any tendency for the spot size to shrink at the focus of the 
intracavity (and pump) beams should permit SML. Although equation 5.14 allows the 
KLS to be determined at the crystal face, it should not be used for calculating the KLS 
inside the rod itself.

Simple matrix algebra shows that the beam waist in the crystal is the Fourier 
plane of an image at a cavity end-mirror (i.e. Ai.j=0, where A is the element of the one I
way matrix from the end-mirror to the beam waist). Therefore, the beam waist has the j
greatest tendency to shrink in size (most negative KLS) when the KLS calculated at an {

1
end-mirror is most positive (i.e. when hard-aperture modelocking is impossible). j
Optimising a cavity for maximum propensity to self-modelock via soft-aperture I
modelocking therefore requires finding the alignment which gives the largest positive |
Kerr-lens sensitivity at a cavity end-muTor.
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General 3-in irror Resonator C haracteristics

All 3 and 4-mirror laser designs have two distinct stable operating regions as the 

mirror separation is varied. For 4-mirror resonators with an asymmetric design, one of 

these regions (for largest mirror separation) corresponds to the cavity beam focusing 

onto the end-mirror in the short arm (low-misalignment sensitivity region (LMS)), but 

when operated in the inner stability region the beam is collimated in the short arm 

(high-misalignment sensitivity region (HMS)). In the case o f symmetric 4-miiTor 

resonators, the inner edge of the LMS region is the outer edge of the HMS region hence 

the laser is operating on the stability edge when aligned in the centre of the total stable 

operating range of the laser cavity. This explains the Cemllo contour plot for a 

symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity in figure 5.3: the Kerr-lens sensitivity is maximised near 

the centre of the stability region as this is also a stability edge.

This is clarified by consulting the plots of the resonator stability parameter 

calculated with equation (5.12) in figure 5.13. The stability plots have the form of a 

parabola but the laser cavity is stable only in the range -1 to 1 (the region within the 

dotted lines). In figure 5.13(a) corresponding to a symmetric 4-min*or design (both 

arms=80cm long), the minimum point of the stability parabola is -1 , hence this appears 

to be a single large stability zone but the centre o f the zone is actually the stability edge. 

The parabola shifts downwards slightly for an asymmetric resonator (arml=60cm, 

arm2=120cm) hence the stability zone separates. However, unless the cavity is very 

highly asymmetric, the two stability zones are close together and may be accessed 

within the operating range of a standar d tr anslation mount.

2

à

Mirror separation (z) /mm

Ia
Mmor separation (z) /nrm Mimor separation (z) /mm

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 5.13; Stability plots for  (a): symmetric 4~mirror cavities; (b): asymmetric 4-mirror cavities; (c):

3-mirror cavities

The situation for a 3-mirror resonator (figrue 5.13(c)) is somewhat different: the 

inverted parabola has two regions which are well separated fi*om each other and 

correspond to two entirely different laser alignment arrangements. The key stability
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criterion for a 3-mirror resonator is that the radius of curvature (ROC) of the 

retroflecting end-mirror must match the ROC of the wavefront of the resonant beam. 

Hence for a focused Gaussian beam, there are two possible positions which satisfy tliis 

condition: one either side of the Rayleigh range (where the wavefront ROC is 

maximum). A simple equation for the two possible distances of the retroflecting end- 

mirror from the cavity beam waist may be developed from the well known expression 

for the radius of curvature o f a Gaussian beam̂ ®:

2

i?(z) = z + —̂  where Zr is the Rayleigh range: z^ = — ~ ~  Equation (5.15)
z A

is the size of the beam waist. Solving this for z gives the mirror to beam waist 

distance:

Equation(5.16(a))

^ ~ y  ̂  ^ E q u a t i o n  (5.16(b))

For small Wo (relative to the curvature of the retroflecting mirror) equation (5.16(b)) can 

be simplified to

The 3-mirror cavity proposition by Ramaswamy-Paye is simply a particular case 

of resonator operating in the stability zone governed by equation (5.16(a)) for which the 

end-mirror ROC is infinite. The other stability condition is thus only satisfied at infinity 

(and therefore is not accessible). It might be expected that for the condition that the 

mirror ROC was equal to half the Rayleigh range in equation (5.15), there should be 

only one stability region; and that there would be no stability condition for muTors of 

shorter ROC than this. However, because the mirror is in a resonator, in practice as the 

ROC is reduced to approach the Rayleigh range, the beam waist Wo shrinks hence the 

condition for a single stability zone is unrealisable: the earlier statement that the ROC of 

the retroflecting end-mirror is immaterial to the operation of the laser no longer holds 

true. Equations 5.16(a) and (b) are only of use for ROC considerably greater than the 

Rayleigh range. In practice this is not a problem since for tightly focused beams, the 

Rayleigh range is of the order of 2 mm -considerably shorter than the available concave 

mirrors.
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An important point to bear in mind with equations (5.16) is that astigmatism is 

not taken into account: because the effective length of a Brewster-cut laser ciystal is 

different in the tangential and sagittal planes, the locations of the two waists inside such 

a crystal which satisfy equations 5.16 will be different, i.e. there will be a distributed 

focus inside a Brewster-angled laser crystal. The exception to this is when one focus is 

placed on the rod end adjacent to the retroflecting end-mirror: the effective length of the 

crystal m this plane is zero hence the focus for the orthogonal plane will also occur on 

the rod end. Thus a 3-mirror cavity has the capability of creating a strong, very highly 

localised focus on the end of the rod adjacent to the retroflecting end-mirror. This helps 

to ensure a low cw-threshold and therefore high efficiency operation but also, more 

importantly, creates a strong nonlinear-lens and maximises the propensity for self- 

modelocking, as disclosed in the next section.

Optimisation of the Intensity-induced Nonlinear-lensing

The dioptric power of the intensity induced Kerr-lens in a thin slice Az of 

dielectric material at position z is given by the expressions^:

R w  V! P
^ y  ^  Equation(5.17)

no and n% are the linear and nonlinear components of the refractive index; Pq is the 
instantaneous power. A correction factor, a, is required (3 < a < 7) because the above 
equation assumes that the Gaussian beam induces a quadratic refractive index variation. 
The laser spot size at position z in the sagittal and tangential planes are given by Wg and 
Wt respectively.

First, consider the case of a symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity laser built around a 
Brewster-angled Cr'^^:YAG laser crystal. With the rod placed equidistant from the two 
identical folding minors of equal angle, the beam profile illustrated in figure 5.14(a) 
results: each half of the cavity possesses equal astigmatism hence a tight cavity focus 
can be produced exactly in the centre of the Brewster-cut rod̂ ®. Slicing up the rod and 
using equation (5.17) to calculate the effective focusing power in each slice for an 
intracavity power o f IkW creates the plot shown m figure 5.16(b) of inverse focal 
length vs. rod location. A localised Kerr-lens is formed at the rod centre, but note that 
this lens is symmetric. Although the overall lens strength may be strong (and may be 
increased by reducing the mirror radii o f curvature or increasing the arm lengths), there 
will be no net effect on the intracavity laser beam. At the exact point of the beam waist
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a strong lens has no focusing effect on the intracavity beam, whilst the effects due to 
lenses of equal strength either side of this cavity focus will cancel. Therefore it will be 
impossible to self-modelock a laser operating in this arrangement as there is no source 
o f self-amplitude modulation. This is confirmed with reference to die Cerullo plot for a 
symmetric 4-mirror cavity in figure 5.3: the focus is in the centre of the crystal when the 
four distinct zones meet and along a vertical line here where the mirror separation is 
varied but the crystal is maintained central between the two mirrors. The KLS has a 
very small value (-0) along this line.

120-10.20-1

0.15- 100-
Tangential0.10-

0.03-

60-0.00-

-0.05

-0.10- Sagittal
20 -

-0.15-

-0.20-
20

Position in rod/imi

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5.14: Symmetric 4-mirror resonator with nonlinear element exactly central between the two 
folding mirrors, (a): Beam profile in 20mm Cr.YAG rod and (b): resulting Kerr-induced distributed lens

for an intracavity power ^IkW

Further Cerullo-style analyses of this cavity (by taking a horizontal slice through 
figure 5.3, corresponding to vaiying the laser rod position for a fixed mirror separation) 
reveal that the maximum value for the KLS occurs when the tangential focus is located 
close to the end o f the laser rod. A Brewster-angled rod has different lengths in the 
sagittal (dcff.sag=d/no) and tangential (deff.tan=d/no^) planes hence translating the rod off- 
centre causes the tangential beam waist to move faster than the sagittal waist. 
Obviously, this effect is worst for materials with higher refractive indices such as YAG 
than lower index materials (e.g. LiSAF).

Figure 5.15(a) illustrates the intracavity beam inside the rod with the tangential 
focus positioned at the rod facet. Note that the sagittal focus remains inside the rod and 
therefore the overall distributed lens (figure 5.15(b)), although asymmetric, is 
considerably weaker and less localised than was the case with the two foci coincident in 
the rod centre.
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FIGURE 5.15: Symmetric 4~mirror resonator with nonlinear element positioned to give a focus at the end 
o f  the rod. (a); Beam profile in 20mm Cr.YAG rod and (b); resulting Kerr-induced distributed lens for

an intracavity power = lkW

The 3-mirror cavity may be considered as an extremely asymmetric 4-mirror 
cavity with all the astigmatic elements on one side of the cavity. Alternatively it may 
be thought of as a totally symmetric cavity folded back on itself at the end of the rod 
adjacent to the retroflecting end-mirror. This is easier to visualise for the 
Ramaswamy-Paye type cavity discussed earlier. Either way, the only condition for 
which the tangential and sagittal waists coincide is when the focus is located at the rod 
end, illustrated in figure 5.16(a). An exceptionally asymmetric nonlinear distributed 
lens results (figure 5.16(b)) which has a peak strength approximately equal to the lens 
for the 4-mirror resonator. In the modelling of this cavity, the 3-minor cavity was 
basically just the 4-mirror cavity with one arm removed and a curved end-mirror placed 
at a distance equal to its ROC from the Brewster surface to complete the resonator. 
Thus the cavity beam is focused approximately equal to the full 4-mirror cavity but the 
resonator is almost half the physical size. Note that although the peak lensing strength 
has not been reduced from the case in figure 5.14(b), the overall nonlinear lens strength 
of the rod will be halved since half of the original lens is absent.

0.20-, 120-,

0.15 100-
Tangential0.10-

0.05-

0.00- 60-

•0.05
I 40-

-0 .10- 20Sagittal•0.15-

•0 .20-

Position In rod /mmPosition in rod tmn

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5.16: 3-mirror resonator with nonlinear element positioned at a distance equal to the mirror 
ROC from the curved retroflecting end-mirror giving a tight localised focus on the end o f the rod. (a): 
Beam profile in 20mm Cr.YAG rod and (b); resulting Kerr-induced distributed lens fo r an intracavity

power = lkW

The final configuration to consider is the case when the tangential focus is placed
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on the opposite end of the rod to the retroflecting end-mirror. This is the most likely 
scenario for the case occurring in practice for the 3-mirror Cr'^^iYAG laser presented in 
section 5.3.2. The resulting beam profile in figure 5.17(a) is an extremely distributed 
focus with the sagittal beam waist close to the opposite end of the rod. Inevitably, an 
extremely weak, highly distributed Kerr-lens is created (figure 5.17(b)) implying that 
this arrangement is less suited to self-modelocking than the original 4-mirror design. 
This may explain why the modelocking threshold of the laser in section 5.3.2 was so
high (4.5W) compared to its cw-oscillation threshold (1.8W).
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FIGURE 5.17: 3-mirror resonator with tangential focus located at the rod end adjacent to the folding 
mirror giving a distributed focus, (a): Beam profile in 20mm Cr.YAG rod and (b); resulting Kerr- 

induced distributed lens fo r an intracavity power = lkW

Optimisation of Laser Efficiency and Threshold Reduction

For optimising the efficiency of a laser resonator (maximising the useful output 
power), a good pump-laser mode overlap is requiied and parasitic losses should be 
minimal. Because a diffraction-limited pump souice was used for the Cr'*^:YAG laser, a 
good overlap was ensured, and minimising the number of cavity components with a
3-mirror design reduced the parasitic losses. The output power of a laser for a given 
pump power is then determined by how high above cw-threshold the laser is operating 
and hence the cw-threshold must be minimised.

It is generally accepted that for a low cw-threshold, a tight focus at, or close to, 
the pumped end of the laser gain medium is desirable. Indeed, recent work involving 
Cr^^:LiSAF has shown that tight focusing in a low loss Brewster-cut laser crystal with a 
high pump absorption coefficient placed inside a 3-mirror resonator as described here, 
permits cw-oscillation thresholds as low as 7mW pump^\ The situation with Cr'^^iYAG 
is somewhat different, principally due to the low pump absorption coefficient of 
available laser grade crystals.

In table 5.1 a comparison is made between the simulated cw-oscillation 
thresholds for the laser schemes with intracavity beams modelled in
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figures 5.14(a)-5.17(a) inside a 20inm long rod of Cr'^^rYAG. The model for the power 
transfer characteristics described by Alfrey^^ and detailed in section 4.5.1 was used with 
zero intracavity power to simulate the threshold condition. A perfect pump-laser mode 
overlap was modelled by scaling the intracavity beam profiles, calculated for the 
figures 5.14-5.17, with the squaie root of the ratio of the pump/laser wavelengths. The 
results are shown normalised with respect to the case for the symmetric laser with a 
tight focus at the rod centre. This was to remove the cavity loss and pumping quantum 
efficiency dependencies i.e. the overall loss is considered equal in all cases. Two pump 
absorption coefficients were modelled. The figure of 2 cm‘  ̂was the value of the crystal 
used in experiments, however, the potential benefits to be gained by using higher doped 
crystals are apparent from the figures for 4 cm"  ̂pump absorption.

Cavity Description (X /cm"' Normalised
cw-threshold

Symmetric 4-mirror laser with crystal in centre (fig. 5.14) 2 1

Symmetric 4-mirror laser with 1 focus on rod end (fig. 5.15) 2 0.68

3-mirror laser with both foci on retroflecting mirror end (fig. 5.16) 2 0.6

3-mirror laser with one focus on opposite end (fig. 5.17) 2 0.59

Symmetric 4-mirror laser with crystal in centre (fig. 5.14) 4 1.6

Symmetric 4-mirror laser with 1 focus on rod end (fig. 5.15) 4 0.85

3-mirror laser with both foci on retroflecting mirror end (fig. 5.16) 4 0.43

3-mirror laser with one focus on opposite end (fig. 5.17) 4 0.65

TABLE 5.1: Comparison o f  simulated cw-oscillation thresholds for different laser resonator
arrangements.

As expected, translating the rod to place the tangential focus on the rod end in a 
symmetric cavity allows a threshold reduction but surprisingly, although the threshold 
for both 3-mirror resonators is less than the 4-mirror cavity, the 3-mirror laser pumped 
through the angled folding mirror, allowing only the tangential focus to be placed on 
this rod end, has slightly lower cw-threshold than obtained with the tight localised focus 
at the opposite end of the rod. For the higher absorbing case, the lowest threshold is, as 
originally expected, for the 3-mirror resonator with the tight localised focus on the 
retroflecting mirror end of the laser rod; this threshold is in fact a quarter of that for the 
symmetric laser with the focus at the rod centre, and half that for the symmetric laser 
with the tangential focus at the rod end using gain media with 4 cm"  ̂pump absorption 
coefficient. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of a 3-miiTor resonator in lasers
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based around high pump absorbing media, however, its superiority for low absorbing 
Cr"* :YAG is minimal.

Thermal Lensing in 3-mirror Resonators

It is useful to simulate the effect of a distributed thermal lens on any new cavity 
design to predict its suitability to operation with high incident pump powers using the 
adapted Innocenzi” model developed in chapter 4. In comparison with the symmetric
4-mirror results from section 4.5.2, the 3-mirror cavity with the Brewster-angled gain 
medium is no worse for pump powers up to 5W (figure 5.18): although the sagittal and 
tangential zones are differentiated for 5W pump (figure 5.18(b)) the total overlap region 
is comparable with that for the 4-mirror resonator( figure 4.21(c)). Therefore operation 
at pump powers up to 5W should be feasible with this cavity design. Note that 
throughout this modelling, the pump beam was always focused on the pumped end of 
the rod.

42 43 44 46 46 47 48 49
Laser rod positicin/mm

(a)

40 41 42 43 44 46 46 47 48 49
Laser rod position/mm

(b)

FIGURE 5.18: Contour plots o f  the tangential (black outline) and sagittal (variable greyscale) stability 
regions for a 3-mirror cavity based on a Brewster-angled gain element pumped from the retroflecting 

mirror end, as the folding mirror separation and gain element position are varied for increasing thermal 
lens strength, (a): P=0 W has no lensing (b): P^5 W causes considerable separation o f  the stability

zones

For higher pump powers (up to lOW), it would appear from the contour plots in 
figure 5.19 that the 3-mirror design is superior to the usual 4-mirror symmetric 
resonator based around a Brewster-angled gain medium. The overlap region for the 
3-mirror laser in figure 5.19(b) is considerably greater than the overlapped area in 
figure 5.19(a) corresponding to the alignment for operation of a 4-mirror resonator.
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FIGURE 5.19: Comparison o f  the thermal lens effect on cavity stability with P=10 W incident.
(a): symmetric 4-mirror cavity, (b): 3-mirror laser pumped through ret?'oflecting mirror.

In the following section, the Magni model is implemented to simulate the 
operation o f 3-mirror resonators for self-modelocked operation, but it is important to 
note that no thermal lensing is taken into account throughout this modelling. It can be 
deduced from the plots in figures 4.21, 5.18 5,19 that the distributed thermal lens
has a dramatic effect on overall resonator stability for high pump powers and hence 
on the laser alignment suitable for SML. An adaptation of the Magni model which 
includes this lensing effect would be a useful development for laser systems such as 
Cr"+:YAG.

Implementation of the Magni Model for 3-mirror Resonators

Optimisation for soft-aperture based SML

We can calculate the Kerr-lens sensitivity at the pumped end of the rod using the 
Magni model described, for both the tangential and sagittal planes, provided that both 
beam waists remain fixed at the rod end. This is straightforward to achieve as according 
to equation 5.16(b), the retroflecting end-miiTor should be fixed at a distance equal to its 
radius of curvature from the Brewster cut rod. The 3-mirror cavity can then be 
considered as a special case o f the laser cavities studied by Bouma which had the end- 
mirror physically placed on the end of the laser rod.
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FIGURE 5.20; Plot o f  the Kerr-lens sensitivity parameter fo r the sagittal and tangential planes calculated 
using equation 5.14 for the end o f the Brewster-angled rod nearest the retroflecting end-mirror.

The plot in figure 5.20 is the KLS calculated for both the tangential and sagittal 
planes at the rod facet, as the folding mirror is translated, with the retroflecting curved 
end-mirror fixed at a distance equal to its ROC from the Brewster rod. This 
arrangement has the fortunate consequence that the KLS is always negative in both 
planes throughout the adjustment, however, the greatest effect is accessed by translating 
the folding mirror towards the laser rod near the edge of the cavity stability (-30.7 mm 
away). Therefore it is anticipated that this laser would be more straightforward to self- 
modelock via a soft-aperture effect if optimised to create a tight focus at the rod end and 
by pumping through the retroflecting end-mirror.

Optimisation for hard-aperture based SML

A drawback of the semi-monolithic SML 3-mirror lasers (i.e. those with one end 
o f the gain medium HR coated to form a cavity end-min or) and the ‘retroflecting’ style 
cavity aligned as in the last section, is the inability to utilise a hard-aperture (i.e. a slit) 
to accomplish self-modelocking i.e. the soft-aperture effect must be relied upon to 
provide the necessary self-amplitude-modulation. This stems from the fact these 
cavities are acting optically as perfectly symmetric 4-mirror resonators with the laser 
rod positioned such that the spot m the arm on die end-miiTor always expands for 
stronger lensing. The retioflecting 3-mirror design introduced in this chapter allows this 
perfect symmetry to be broken if the retroflecting end-mirror is not placed at a distance 
given by either equation 5.16(a) or (b) so the focus lies distributed inside the laser 
crystal i.e. no longer optimised for the strongest asymmetric nonlinear lensmg. Because 
dispersion compensating prisms are often positioned in the arm of the SML laser, a slit 
placed here in the tangential plane would limit the oscillating bandwidth by clipping the 
spatially dispersed beam probably preventing SML operation. Unfortunately, modelling 
predicts that the KLS in the sagittal plane at the end-mirror for cavities with astigmatic 
elements is substantially smaller than the tangential, hence SML is unlikely. However,
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this 3-mirror cavity may allow hard-aperture modelocking by clipping the non
dispersed beam in the tangential plane in front of the retroflecting end-mirror.

102.5
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30  35 40

Crystal position /mm
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FIGURE 5.21: Plot o f  the Kerr-lens sensitivity calculated at the curved retroflecting end-mirror as the 
folding mirror separation and rod position are varied.

Figure 5.21 is a contour plot, similar to that usually calculated for 4-mirror 
resonators with the curved mirror separation and rod position both varied, but the KLS 
was calculated in front of the curved end-mirror. The darkest regions indicate a 
tendency for the spot to contract at this mirror for stronger Kerr-lensing and hard- 
aperture-based modelocking should be attainable for a laser aligned to operate in these 
zones. This would be of benefit for self-modelocking a laser pumped by a laser with 
poor beam quality e.g. a diode laser but is inappropriate for the NdiYAG pumped 
Cr^ :YAG laser described in this chapter and so was not implemented.

In practice, this approach to hard-aperture self-modelocking will be difficult since 
the pump beam would be focused through the mirror with an aperture placed in front 
and may be clipped.

Optimisation of Intracavity Dispersion

The effect of dispersion is treated briefly here for reasons which will become 
apparent. The main approaches to intracavity dispersion compensation have been 
discussed in chapter 1 section 1.4.3, where an expression for the relationship between 
the output pulse duration, pulse energy, effective spot size, and dispersion, was 
developed from the soliton modeU^:

lA l
E • n

Equation (5.18)
21

Important points note about this equation are the linear dependence on dispersion.
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square dependence on spot size and inverse dependence on pulse energy. This last point 
has important consequences when reducing the intracavity power of a laser for 
modelocking near a low cw-threshold for low pump power requirements: dispersion 
therefore becomes increasingly dominant as the intracavity power is reduced and/or 
pulse repetition rate is increased. This may be partially counterbalanced by a reduction 
in the effective beam waist.

With regard to a Cr"^ :̂YAG laser, dispersion compensation is limited in the 
available degree of optimisation. At 1.5 microns, many materials possess anomalous 
(i.e. negative) gioup-velocity-dispersion (GVD); indeed even the YAG host material 
itself has only a small amount of positive GVD requiring compensation (+16.4 fs^/mm). 
Surprisingly then, reported SML Cr^* :̂YAG lasers possess a huge amount of excess 
negative GVD, for example the laser reported by Sennaroglu et al. possessed over 
-2500 fs  ̂excess GVD intracavity. This excess compensation is intended to balance the 
self-phase modulation induced in the gam medium. An unfortunate consequence of 
requiring this degree of geometric dispersion compensation is the massive excess 
(-15,000 fs^) of third-order dispersion which always remains in lasers of this type. The 
approach to third and second-order dispersion optimisation prescribed by Lemoff et al. 
is not applicable to a low-gain laser operating at 1.5 pm: exotic prism materials are 
required (eg. ZnSe) which possess too much intrinsic loss to be viable for inclusion in a 
Cr '̂*':YAG laser.

An expression for the residual contribution to GVD in a Cr"^^:YAG laser cavity 
from section 1.4.3 using values pertinent to a Cr"^ :̂YAG laser with a fused silica prism 
pair is:

) = 16.4XdyAG - 1 6 1 - 6 . 6 1 % Equat ion(5.19)

Other drawbacks of the Cr'^^:YAG system which hinder dispersion compensation 
include the large physical length of the gain medium due to the low pump absorption 
such that gain media ai e usually more than two centimetres long.

5.3.4 Construction of an Efficient, 3-Mirror Femtosecond 

: YAG Laser

From the modelling presented in section 5.3.3, it is apparent that pumping the 
3-mirror resonator through the angled folding mirror is not the most efficient way to 
operate this cavity design: optimising the laser for cw operation leads to a highly 
distributed focus and results in a weak non-localised nonlinear lens as was illustrated in 
figure 5.17. A much more effective way to utilise this design would involve pumping 
through the retroflecting end-mirror: a laser then optimised for cw operation would
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have a very tight localised intracavity focus on the pumped end of the rod creating a 
strong asymmetric nonlinear lens as in figure 5.16.

For the reasons given above, the layout illustrated in figure 5.22 Avas adopted for 
self-modelocking: all the cavity elements were as for the earlier 3-miiTor design 
(figure 5.7) with the exception of the laser gain element (a more efficient 23mm long 
Cr"^ :̂YAG rod co-doped with magnesium was used as characterised in section 4.5.1) 
and the retroflecting end-mirror. A 75mm ROC end-mirror was used as this had greater 
transmission at the 1.064pm pump wavelength than the 50mm mirror originally used, 
although as discussed earlier, this change has no effect on overall laser cavity 
behaviour.

As with the earlier cavity design, regenerative modelocking was employed via a 
prism style modulator to initiate femtosecond operation. The modulator was operated at 
hrequencies near 97 MHz pennitting a pulse repetition rate of -194 MHz from a laser of 
total length -80cm. The direct laser-diode pumped Nd:YAG laser described in 
chapter 2 was employed as the pump source. One additional advantage of pumping the 
3-mirror cavity through the curved end-mirror is the elimination of all reflections of the 
pump light into the pump laser. In this respect, the extended retroflecting 3-mirror 
design is superior to the semi-monolithic design which pumps through a plane HR facet 
end-mirror as some back reflections will result from this scheme unless the laser rod is 
misaligned. Thus the lossy and expensive optical isolator and half wave-plate are no 
longer required thus permitting more efficient use of the available pump light.

The construction of the laser scheme in figure 5.22 probably deseiwes a remark. 
As already stated, the retroflecting 3-mirror design was originally pumped through the 
folding mirror for ease of alignment: it was basically a simpler cavity than the 4-mirror 
design it replaced. However, pumping through the curved end-mirror is more difficult 
to set up: it is essential to ensure the pump beam goes through the centre of both the 
pump focus lens and the retroflecting mirror and at normal incidence before proceeding 
to construct the rest of the cavity. This is accomplished by observing the transmitted 
and reflected beams from both elements ensurmg they remain along the original pump 
axis. The laser crystal is tlien placed at the ROC from the curved end-mirror. And the 
rest of the cavity constructed. Feedback from the curved end-mirror should then be 
straightforward to achieve (observed on a germanium photodiode immediately next to 
the folding mirror not at the end of the arm) with minimum pump beam disruption.
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FIGURE 5.22: Schematic o f  the optimised 3-mirror laser resonator pumping through the curved
retroflecting end-mirror.

The laser cavity was first aligned for a minimum cw threshold helping to ensure 
the intracavity focus was at the end of the rod. As the pump power was increased, 
minor adjustments were made to the folding mirror position from the optimum low 
threshold alignment to ensure stable cw operation. The higher gain o f this Cr"^ :̂YAG 
rod permitted a 0.5% output coupler to be placed at the end of the arm. An initial 
prism separation of 36 cm (net cavity GVD = -2160 fs^)was adopted for dispersion 
compensation.

This laser cavity was exceptionally easy to self-modelock: once regenerative 
initiation was applied with the maximum available pump power, femtosecond 
modelocked operation was observed with no cavity adjustments whatsoever 
Adjustment of the tuning slit and cavity aligmnent permitted stable femtosecond pulse 
generation centred at the important 1.55 pm telecommunications wavelength: 
150 mW output power was produced through the 0.5% output coupler (nominal at 
1550 nm, see flguic 4.18) for just 4.5 W incident pump power. The 140 fs pulses were 
not bandwidth-limited assuming a sech^ pulse shape (AtAv~0.37). Femtosecond 
operation was stable and would continue without regenerative initiation once 
modelocked until perturbed by draughts/vibrations etc.
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FIGURE 5.23: Characterisation o f 140/s pulses at the I550nm telecommunications wavelength, (a): 
Interferometric autocorrelation, (b): corresponding spectrum

With 4.73 W incident pump power, careful laser alignment permitted a self-start 
self-modelocking regime to be accessed at an average output power of 230 mW from 
the 0.5% nominal output coupler. Self-starting dispensed with the regenerative initiation 
altogether: the cavity could be blocked and femtosecond operation would immediately 
ensue once unblocked without any active perturbation to the resonator. 110 fs pulses 
were obtained which were near bandwidth limited at a centre wavelength of 1.53 pm 
(figure 5.24). A self-start self-modelocked Cr'^^iYAG laser was previously reported^^ 
which was based on a symmetric 4-mirror design, but there was a large cw component 
which, for an unexplained reason, had to be present for self-starting operation. The 
corresponding spectrum for the 3-mirror self-starting laser in figure 5.24(b) also shows 
a cw component near 1.492 pm but this constitutes less than 6% of the total laser output 
power.
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FIGURE 5.24: Characterisation o f  pulses obtainedfrom the 3-mirror Cr"* :̂YAG laser aligned in a self
start, self-modelocked regime, (a): Intensity autocorrelation, (b): corresponding spectrum

Low-threshold Optimisation

Replacement of the 0.5% output coupler with a HR plane mirror created a laser 
with all HR-mirrors as was used with the original 3-mirror schemes in section 5.3.2. 
After cavity optimisation, the cw threshold of this laser was 620 mW including all the 
cavity elements: significantly lower than the figure for the earlier laser though this
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reduction is mainly due to the improved quality o f the laser crystal. Significantly, 
however, is that with regenerative initiation, stable self-modelocked operation could be 
sustained for incident pump powers as low as 1.02 W. Although the pulses were long at 
620 fs (figure 5.25) principally due to non optimised second and third-order dispersion, 
the low intracavity peak power o f these pulses (-15kW) and the close proximity of the 
modelocking threshold to the cw threshold, demonstrate the high susceptibility of this 
laser to self-modelocking.

^ At = 620 fs

g 2
•* 9 6 0  fs  ►

Delay

FIGURE 5.25: Intensity autocorrelation o f600fs  pulses obtained near 1.5 pm for 1 W incident pump
power

5.3.5 Ultra-compact All-solid-state 3-mirror Femtosecond Cr  ̂ :YAG 

Lasers

The same silica-prism modelocker as was used for the 194 MHz cavity in the 
preceding section was found to possess a weak resonance at 160 MHz. After adjustment 
of the RF regenerative initiation circuitry, an ultra-compact femtosecond laser with a 
pulse repetition rate of 320 MHz and a total cavity length of just 47 cm was built.

Two alignments of the laser were constructed. For high power operation, a 
75 mm ROC folding mirror was used with a 1% nominal output coupler. A HR end- 
mirror was deployed for low threshold operation and the folding mirror ROC reduced to 
50 mm to decrease the spot size inside the crystal (area reduced from -7000 pm^ to 
-3000 pm^) ensuring a strong nonlinear lens was maintained. A shorter prism 
separation of 18 cm (total GVD= -970fs^)was used.

When aligned for high power operation, the laser generated pulses as short as 
120 fs (figure 5.26) with a maximum average output power of 300 mW at a pump 
power of 5.2W. The higher output coupling (1% nominal at 1.6pm) of 1.3% at 1.55 pm 
pushed the free running wavelength of the laser out to -1.54 pm without tuning
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elements. Modelocked operation was exceptionally stable and this laser was 
characterised for low-noise operation as presented in the next section.

At = 120 fs
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FIGURE 5.26: Typical pulse characterisation for high power operation at 320 MHz repetition rate, (a): 

Interferometric autocorrelation, (b): corresponding spectrum

The low threshold alignment required a 50 mm folding mirror from the colour- 
centre laser set which pushed the free-running wavelength down to -1.5 pm, thus the 
two remaining HR mirrors provided considerable output coupling (-0.2%). The lowest 
pump power requirement for which femtosecond operation could be initiated and 
sustained by the regenerative modelocker was 1.5 W incident. Bandwidth-limited 
160 fs pulses were obtained (figure 5.27). The measured average output power of 
15 mW from the arm implied a total output of 30 mW through each end-mirror, thus 
further optimisation of this laser may be possible producing greater useful output 
power.
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FIGURE 5.27: Pulse characterisation o f the low-threshold 320 MHz C/^:YAG laser, (a): Intensity 
autocorrelation, (b): corresponding spectrum

By eliminating the dependence on regenerative initiation and using a pair of 
standard infrasil (fused silica) prisms separated by just 9.5cm (net cavity 
GVD=-410 fs^), an ultracompact laser was realised having a pulse repetition rate of 
402 MHz and a total cavity length of 37 cm. The nominal 0.5% output coupler was used 
and a 75 mm ROC folding mirror.
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FIGURE 5.28: Pulse characterisation o f the ultra-high repetition rate 402 MHz C/^:YAG laser, (a): 

Interferometric autocorrelation, (b): corresponding spectrum

Femtosecond operation was initiated by tapping the back of the cavity output 
coupler or curved retroflecting end-mirror. Near-bandwidth-limited pulses of 115 fs 
were obtained centred naturally at the long wavelength of 1.55 pm (figure 5.28). The 
high reflectivity of the 0.5% output coupler at this wavelength explains the low output 
power (105 mW) for the pump power of 4.4 W. A more efficient arrangement of this 
laser might require the use of a 50 mm ROC folding mirror thus permitting greater 
output coupling to be used whilst maintaining a strong nonlinear lens inside the rod.

5.4 Noise Characterisation o f the All-solid-state, Compact 3-mirror

c / : Y A G  Laser

The all-solid-state systems described in the previous section were significantly 
stable once optimised for self-modelocked operation. The greatest contributory factor to 
this stability is the solid-state pump source. As discussed in chapter 2, both the beam 
pointing behaviour and the amplitude stability are significantly improved over the arc- 
lamp pumped mainframe lasers previously used as pump sources for femtosecond 
Cr^ :YAG lasers.

Interestingly, at an early stage in the construction of the laser, it became apparent 
that one unlikely source of instability which caused cessation of modelocking (and 
prevented its re-initiation) on a periodic timescale, was the water cooler used to directly 
cool the Nd:YAG rod of the all-solid-state pump laser. This had a large temperature 
hysteresis over approximately 10 minutes causing the output power to fluctuate by 
-500 mW. This variation could not be satisfactorily offset by adjusting the variable 
attenuator, possibly as the beam quality varied with the changing rod temperature. This 
instability was overcome by employing a closed-loop thermo-electric cooled NdiYAG 
mount with mains water heating.

A summary characterisation of the 320 MHz compact laser was carried out to
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determine the remaining instability of the all-solid-state femtosecond source. The 
regenerative initiation scheme was disconnected for all these measurements once SML 
was established to minimise possible external sources of perturbation.

In figure 5.29, the pulse train, detected using a 500MHz bandwidth germanium 
photodiode and fast oscilloscope, is displayed for two time intervals. Figure 5.29(a) is a 
snapshot over a 200 ns interval allowing the individual pulses to be resolved: no 
instability is observable at the top of the trace. A scan over a 2 second period 
(figure 5.29(b)) blurs the individual pulses into a solid black line at the top of the trace 
indicating constant pulse peak power. The sensitivity of this measurement is basically 
insufficient to resolve any amplitude noise on the pulse train.
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FIGURE 5.29: Amplitude noise on the modelocked pulse train from the 320 MHz laser, (a): Sampled over 
a 200 ns interval, (b): Sampled over a 2 second scan.

A much more sensitive appraisal of modelocked stability can be gained by 
observing the amplitude noise on the second harmonic generated signal using a non
linear crystal. In practice, the measurement in figure 5.30 was recorded from the 
autocorrelator with the variable delay arm blocked. Less than 3% rms noise was 
recorded over a two second interval indicating both excellent amplitude and pulse 
duration stability. This measurement is also very susceptible to modelocked pulse train 
instabilities caused by poor laser cavity alignment.
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FIGURE 5.30; Noise on the second-harmonic generated signal from the modelocked 320 MHz laser.

As discussed in chapter 3, modelocked lasers suffer from variations in the 
repetition rate of the output pulses (pulse jitter) induced from numerous sources 
(environmental, pump source or noise sources intrinsic to the laser scheme itself etc.)^ .̂ 
This phase noise may be important in some measurements which depend on the 
periodic pulse occurrence. As explained in chapter 3, the phase noise causes a change in 
RF sideband noise level which increases with the square of the harmonic of the pulse 
repetition rate, hence the difference in noise components between two harmonics is due 
to phase noise. In figure 5.31, the fundamental and tenth harmonics of the 320 MHz 
laser are reproduced within frequency spans of (a) lOOkHz and (b) lOkHz. There is a 
slight increase in the background noise level of the tenth harmonic within the 100 kHz 
scan however there appears to be significantly higher noise within the 10 kHz region 
using the higher resolving power.
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FIGURE 5.31: RF spectra taken around the central cavity carrier signal o f320 MHz and its tenth 
harmonic for phase noise determination, (a); 100 kHz scan, resolution bandwidth=300 Hz. (b): 10 kHz

scan, resolution bandwidth=30 Hz.

An automated calculation of the single-sideband phase noise spectrum was 
carried out indicating significant pulse jitter remains below 1 kHz (figure 5.32).
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FIGURE 5,32: Single sideband phase-noise spectrum o f  the free-running, self-modelocked 320 MHz laser
with regenerative initiation disconnected.

The rms timing jitter figures reproduced in table 5.2 are, surprisingly, extremely 
high for a laser of this type, though the reason for these poor figures is uncertain: 
aldiough the Cr"^ :̂YAG rod itself is held in a water cooled mount, the mount was of 
sufficient mass to peimit the circulating pump to be turned off and a phase noise 
measurement repeated on the laser with no cooling had similar figures to those 
reproduced here. A more plausible source of this instability is the pump source: while 
these measurements were caiTied out, the pump laser was obsei*ved to intermittently Q- 
switch, for unknown reasons and attempts to re-align the pump failed to eliminate the 
problem. Much later it was realised that accumulated dust in the laser, in particular on 
the intracavity lens and the output coupler, reduced power output and could cause pump 
instabilities. Further engineering of the pump laser should completely eliminate this 
noise source by eliminating necessary periodic removal of the box cover to re-align the 
laser.

Frequency band 50 H z-5 0 0  Hz 500 H z -5 kHz 5kHz-50kHz

rms jitter figure 33 ps 2ps 290 6

TABLE 5.2: rms timing jitter figures for the SML 3-mirror laser.

5.5 Highly Asym m etric 4-m irror Resonator Designs

5.5.1 Tight Localised Focusing in a Z-cavity

The original benefit gained from adopting a 3-mirror resonator was the reduced 
parasitic losses fi'om eliminating two lossy HR reflections per round trip. This was of 
importance for the laser based around the earlier Cr"^\Ca^^:YAG rods which had very 
low gain beyond 1.5 pm, but was of less importance with the arrival of better gain
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media such as the 23 mm Cr"^^,Mg^^:YAG used in the later laser schemes. The potential 
remaining benefit o f the 3-mirror laser was the ability to create strong, localised, 
asymmetric intensity-induced nonlinear lensing -ideal for self-modelocked lasers- in an 
‘off-the-shelf Brewster-Brewster cut gain medium. The principal reason for this 
capability is the effective separation of all astigmatic-elements onto one side of the laser 
cavity; the curved retroflecting end-minor is used at nonnal incidence and therefore 
introduces zero astigmatism permitting the simultaneous positioning of sagittal and 
tangential foci on an angled dielectric interface. This ability is therefore not limited to a 
3-mirror resonator: provided that a folding minor is used close to normal incidence, the 
astigmatism introduced (scaled with cos(0) where 0 is the muTor half angle) is 
negligible, hence a 4-mirror resonator design could be used with one folding mirror 
angled as for a 3-minor resonator (this is a larger angle tlian is used in a symmetric 
Z-cavity), and the other (through which the pump is focused) operated at near normal 
incidence (figure 5.33). The arm length of one of the arms (usually fiom the minor used 
at normal incidence) is normally much shorter than the second arm, which could 
include dispersion compensation. Thus a non spatially-dispersed output beam is 
accessible fiom the arm without the prisms. It would be usual to align this cavity design 
to operate in the low-misalignment sensitivity (LMS) region, i.e. the beam would be 
focused on the end-minor of the short arm.

Silica prism
modelocker
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Tuning
slitM ode-

lodting

coupler
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prismroc=75 mm 

8-27*

FIGURE 5.33: Schematic o f  the highly asymmetric 4-mirror cavity design for achieving a tight focus on 
the end o f  a Brewster-cut rod in a Z-cavity layout.

A potential benefit of this alternative design is to provide a straightforward means 
for achieving hard-aperture induced self-modelocking: a slit may be placed in the non
dispersed arm clipping the beam in the tangential plane. Using the Magni model, the 
contoui' plot in figure 5.34 was produced for the Ken-lens sensitivity at this end-minor, 
demonstrating that hard-aperture modelocking should be possible with this layout by 
aligning the laser to operate in the dark regions: i.e. translating the angled folding mirror 
towards the laser rod. No attempt was made to hard-aperture modelock this laser in
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practice, although a novel soft-aperture SML version was successfully demonstrated as 
described in the next section.

34 36 38 40
Crystal position (x) /mm

FIGURE 5.34; Contour plot o f the KLS calculated in the tangential plane at the end-mirror o f the short 
arm (normal incidence) o f a highly asymmetric 4-mirror laser design aligned in the LMS region.

This cavity design has been successfully employed in Cr:LiSAF lasers 
modelocked using a semiconductor saturable absorber element (e.g. A-FPSA) by 
reducing the length of the short arm to give a tight focus on the saturable element*.

5.5.2 Compact Approach to Dispersion Compensation in 4-mirror 

Resonators

One drawback to relying on prisms as the dispersion controlling elements in a 
femtosecond laser resonator, is the large prism separation which is often necessary, thus 
restricting the minimum size of the overall laser system. Although prisms made from 
more dispersive material may permit a more compact geometry, the resulting third order 
dispersion can be undesirable and restrict the shortest pulse duration.

Recently Aoshima et al.̂  ̂ described a novel SML Cr:LiSAF laser arrangement 
based on, a standard symmetric 4-mirror Z-cavity geometry but placed a GVD 
compensating prism in each arm thus splitting the prism separation through the folding 
section. The optimum prism separation was first found experimentally in a standard 
Z-cavity arrangement with both prisms in one arm, then a more compact version was 
built with the prisms in each arm but maintaining the same total prism apex separation. 
Since the intracavity beam forms a focus within the folding section, Aoshima argued 
that the angularly dispersed rays ‘flipped over’ and hence both prisms must face the 
same way to allow re-collimation of the angularly dispersed spectral components.
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There are several elements of this proposed explanation of the dispersion control 
through the folding section which require clarification as discussed later. However, the 
laser operated satisfactorily self-modelocked although the pulse durations obtained were 
substantially longer than were produced with the same prism separ ation in the same arm 
of a Z-cavity, suggesting that the proposed treatment of the dispersion was over 
simplistic.

Although this size reducing approach for SML lasers is not entirely appropriate to 
Cr"^ :̂YAG systems, as there is only a small amount of positive dispersion which 
requires compensation anyway, it does provide a good platform on which to assess the 
characteristics of the scheme: if it works with Cr"^ :̂YAG, it would probably work with 
any laser!

A modified version of the Aoshima approach was adopted, by employing the 
prisms in each arm of the highly asymmetric 4-mirror design proposed in section 5.5.1. 
This was aligned in the low-misalignment sensitivity region hence focusing through one 
of the prisms. The layout is illustrated in figure 5.35. The laser was designed to operate 
at a pulse repetition rate of -320 MHz permitting regenerative initiation to be employed 
via the fused silica modelocker. The total footprint of the laser was just 25x20 cm 
including the pump steering mirror and pump focus lens. The total prism apex 
separation through the folding section was -33 cm. A nominal 0.5 % output coupler 
was used.

1064 nm pump

roc=75 mm

HR
Silica
prism

f=100 mm
M4

M2

M3Ml

0/C
T-0.8%

Silica prism 
modelockerroc=75 mm, 8-27°

i

25 cm

FIGURE 5.35: Schematic o f  the ultra-compact highly-asymmetric 4-mirror laser with prisms in each arm.

Self-modelocked operation was very straight forward to achieve once the 
regenerative initiation was applied. Significantly longer pulses were obtained from this 
laser than was previously described from the 320 MHz 3-muTor laser, however,
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modelocked stability was not compromised. The minimum duration measured was 
330 fs whilst the laser typically gave near-bandwidth limited pulses o f approximately 
half a picosecond (figure 5.36). The average output power was 220 mW for 5.8 W 
incident pump power.
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FIGURE 5,36; Typical results obtainedfrom the Cr:YAG laser in figure 5.35. (a): Intensity 
autocorrelation, (b): Corresponding spectrum, (c): Interferometric autocorrelation.

With the intention of increasing the self-phase modulation in the gain medium 
to increase the bandwidth of the modelocked pulses^^ the angled 75 mm folding 
mirror was substituted with one of 50 mm radius o f curvature. This reduced the cross 
sectional area o f the intracavity beam focus from 12,300 pm^ to 5060 pm^. 
Surprisingly, the pulse durations obtained with this arrangement were somewhat 
longer than with a 75 mm mirror: typically the pulses were of 730 fs duration with a 
time-bandwidth product of 0.36 though the output power remained high (200 mW).

For certain applications, it may be desnable to generate pulses of high peak- 
power with durations of approximately 1 ps, and so it is worthwhile understanding the 
mechanism which leads to the generation of these stable, high quality longer pulses. 
The most likely rationale is the vast excess o f negative GVD present in the cavity: 
considering Aoshima’s simple explanation to be true, due to the physical prism 
separation alone the net excess cavity GVD is -1960 fs^ compared to the -970 fs^ with 
the 3-mirror cavity o f identical repetition rate.

5.5.3 Ray-Pulse Matrix Analysis of the Compact Resonator

Kostenbaudei*^^ has developed a versatile technique for modelling systems of 
dispersive elements. This involves an extended ray matrix formulation which includes a 
temporal component. The general scheme of the technique is summarised by 
equation 5.20. For a full justification of this procedure refer to reference 39. The system 
is based around 4x4 matrix operators to represent an optical system. The matrix 
transforms an input vector comprising spatial information (x;n the axis offset and Ok the 
slope of the input ray) as do standard ray matrices, and temporal information
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(tin reference input time and fin frequency) into an equivalent output vector as described 
by equation (5.20). The matrix operator contains the standard ABCD matrix elements of 
an optical element plus additional elements, which have a time dependence, derived as 
indicated in equation (5.20).

_ f n4t J

c

0

B 0

D

0

dx̂
%

%

%
1

în
f n

Equation (5.20)

Elements can be cascaded as with standard ray matrices simply by multiplying 
constituent elements together. Thus, for an imaginary pulse of given initial carrier 
frequency, launch angle and position at time tk=0, the delay of an optical system may 
be determined by examining tout- By repeating this for different frequencies, the 
dispersion of the system can be evaluated.

The general form of the ray-pulse transfer matrix is given by:

A B 0 E
C D 0 F
G H I I
0 0 0 1

Equation (5.21)

For a stable optical resonator, equation 5.20 could be used to determine both the 
net cavity dispersion and the relative positions of rays of different wavelength. If the 
ray-pulse transfer matrix, T, is computed from a complete round trip of all the cavity 
elements, and the resonator stability condition (equation 5.12) is satisfied, equation 5.20 
becomes an equality in the spatial domain as each ray of certain fr equency, fin, must be 
self reproducing. Hence from equation (5.20), and using the notation of equation 5.21, 
expressions for the axial positions and slopes of different rays of differing input 
frequency may be determined:

E.{\-D )-¥B.F

F .(1 -A ) + CJ5
{ D - \ ) i A - l ) - B . C

Equation (5.22)

Equation (5.23)

From these expressions, and equation 5.20, the relative delay of a ‘pulse’ o f frequency 
Afin from a reference ‘pulse’ over one cavity round trip may be determined:
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Et = + H.0̂ „ + IAf̂ „ Equation (5.24)

From several such pulses of differing Afk, an equation for the group-velocity dispersion 
can be constructed:

D -  —— Equat i on (5.25) 
24.7F.A/'

where Xi, X2 and T4 , Ts are the relative delays o f 4 pulses of relative frequency -2Af, -Af, 
Af, 2Af, from a reference pulse with an arbitrarily set T3==0 for Afk3=0.

For a given stable cavity alignment, it is straightforward to determine the round 
trip matrix at different points around the cavity, and using equations 5.22 & 23, the 
relative positions o f rays of different wavelength may be deduced. It is instructive to 
start with a much simpler laser cavity than the actual Cr"^ :̂YAG design used. The 
simple layout illustrated in figure 5.37(a) is similar to the original Aoshima design in 
that the arm lengths and the position of the prisms in each arm are identical (d=5cm), 
however, for simplicity no gain element is included, hence the folding mirrors are 
operated at normal incidence and are represented in the figure by lenses. Silica prisms 
were used in this simulation with both folding mirrors having 10 cm ROC. Degrees of 
asymmetry may be added to the cavity in figure 5.37(a) incrementally to observe the 
effects on the intracavity dispersed rays. The intracavity beam for a cavity such as 
shown in figure 5.37(a) is sketched over the optical elements, but the refractive effects 
of the prisms were neglected for this.

In figure 5.37(b), three rays are traced along a path (hnported from Mathcad'*’*̂ ) 
calculated using equation 5.22. The green ray is an arbitrary ray of carrier frequency fo; 
the red and blue rays are at offset frequencies Af above and below this arbitrary 
fr equency. Hence the dispersive mechanism of the resonator can be deduced. Note that 
the behavioui" of the rays is not to be confused with the beam shape within the cavity. A 
feeling of the relationship between the rays to the beam may be contrived by arbitrarily 
placing the reference ray at the 1/e  ̂point of the cavity beam, and plotting the calculated 
rays around this reference.
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FIGURE 5.37: Simple optical system to simulate the Aoshima laser cavity^ .̂ (a): Resonator schematic 
with simulated beam sketch, (b) Positions o f  rays offrequency -^Af (blue) and -Af (red) relative to an 

arbitrary ray on-axis (green). Horizontal scale: 1 graduation~20mm

Interestingly, in figure 5.37(b), the rays are parallel everywhere in this resonator 
except in the spaces between the folding mirrors and the prisms. This implies that the 
space in the folding section can be considered ‘dead space’ i.e. it contributes nothing to 
the net dispersion of the optical system and may be varied without affecting overall 
cavity GVD. This is confirmed by the simulation using equation 5.25: the net dispersion 
for the cavity remains -346 fs^ throughout the cavity alignment adjustment covering the 
entire stable operating range of folding mirror separations. Similarly, the rays at each 
end-mirror are parallel and so the lengths of the arms beyond the prism may be varied 
with no net GVD change. Thus an asymmetric laser cavity may operate with the same 
GVD as this symmetric layout providing the prisms remain the same distance from the 
folding section.

The crucial parameter for controlling the GVD in a cavity of this type is the 
location of the prisms relative to the folding section: a highly angularly dispersed beam 
results from the effect of the prisms, hence the GVD can be easily changed by 
translating the prisms along the arms. The folding mirrors appear to perform an 
unexpected task of converting a highly angularly dispersed beam into a spatially 
dispersed beam. This is explained by the change in the effective focusing effect of the 
mirror experienced by rays of differing wavelength due to their different displacement 
fr om the optical axis. The rays are ‘focused’ to a point just in front of the prism -38mm 
fr om the folding mhror. The GVD of this system can also be varied by changing the 
radius of curvature of the folding mirrors.

A plane-plane rod added to the scheme in figuie 5.37(a) has no effect on the
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behaviour of the rays though the dispersion of the cavity changes, of course, due to the 
added material.

A Brewster-angled rod can be added to the system with a veiy minor change in 
dispersion from the plane-rod case, but this type of rod does have an effect on the ray 
paths: the rays between the folding section become angularly dispersed.

A clear understanding of why the prisms must be orientated in identical ways is 
clearly seen from examining figure 5.37: the rays cross in each of the arms creating a 
second ‘virtual’ prism at this crossing point. Thus this cavity may be considered a 
symmetric Z-cavity with a pair of oppositely oriented prisms in each cavity arm. It was 
therefore incorrect of Aoshima’s original approach to position the prisms such that their 
separation through the folding section was equal to their optimum separation in one 
cavity arm: further analysis is necessary to determine this optimum prism location.

Modelling the :YAG Highly Asymmetric Cavity.

The Cr"^^:YAG laser presented as figure 5.35 is interesting to study as it has 
almost every degree of asymmetry possible: the arm lengths differ, the relative prism 
positions from the folding miirors are different, and the unusual technique of operating 
one mirror at near normal incidence and compensating for the Brewster angled rod with 
one large folding mirror angle. In addition, the asymmetric cavity is aligned in the low- 
misalignment sensitivity region causing the beam to be focused tightly through one 
prism whilst remain almost collimated during propagation in the other prism.

Using the technique discussed, the paths for two rays relative to a third reference 
ray were calculated throughout the cavity and are illustrated in figure 5.38. Each 
simulated ray is spaced +/-10nm relative to the reference ray wavelength. To clarify the 
dispersed nature of the cavity beam, these rays are plotted over the intracavity beam 
profile in figure 5.39.
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FIGURE 5.38; Relative paths traced by three rays propagating round the highly-asymmetric cavity with a  

prism  in each arm (gt'een ray chosen arbitrarily to be a  reference axis) The relative locations o f  the

laser elements are shown above fo r  clarity.

Only a slight variation of the net cavity GVD was observed on re-aligning the 
model to simulate the laser aligned in the HMS region. The change in net GVD 
attainable by translating the folding miiTors is negligible, however, tliere may be some 
effect due to a vaiiation of the angle of incidence of the beams on the prisms attained by 
moving the folding minors. This was not checked by the model.

The calculated value for net GVD (—935 fs^) is close to the original value for the 
320 MHz 3-mirror laser (-970 fs^).

Note that in this asymmetric resonator, the rays cross in each cavity arm thus a 
spatially dispersed beam is output from both cavity end-miiTors. If  one of the prisms is 
re-located to coincide with the point where the rays cross, a non-spatially dispersed 
beam results. This coincidentally happens when the 75mm angled folding mirror is 
replaced with the 50mm one.
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FIGURE 5.39; Tangential beam inside the asymmetric resonator with the 1/e^ po in t taken to he the 

reference ray (at 1.51 jum) and rays p lo tted  which were lOnm longer and shorter in wavelength.

5.6 Novel 4-m irror Cavity Design for Low cw-threshold or High 

Pump Powers.

To conclude this chapter, which has investigated a range of novel laser resonator 
designs for optimum self-modelocked operation, a new 4-mirror laser resonator design 
is proposed which permits an exceptionally tight focus on the end of a standard 
Brewster-cut laser rod.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, for optimum propensity to SML a highly 
nonlinear Kerr-lens is desired which requires a highly localised focus on the end of the 
Kerr-medium. Although a 3-minor resonator permits this with a standard ‘off the shelf 
Brewster-cut rod, the focus in the tangential plane is still inflated in size compared to 
the sagittal. This is exacerbated as the refractive index increases, and for materials with 
very large refractive indices (e.g. ZnSe n=2.54) the beam waist size in the tangential 
plane is over double that in the sagittal plane; even in Y AG (n=1.81) the beam waist is 
inflated by -50%  in the tangential plane. A spot is inflated by a factor equal to the 
material’s refractive index on passing from free-space (n=l) into a Brewster angled 
dielecti’ic medium. But, note there is no simple relationship between the size of the spot 
in the sagittal plane and the spot size in the tangential plane of an intracavity beam: it 
depends on the resonator configuration.

The rather unusual resonator design in figure 5.40 permits beam waists of equal 
size in both the tangential and sagittal planes inside a standard Brewster-cut gain 
medium regardless of the index of refr action of the material. The resonator is basically
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the 3-mirror design introduced earlier with a second curved mirror at the end of the long 
arm operated at a large angle tightly focusing the beam onto an end mirror.

This resonator is designed to operate at 194 MHz repetition rate possibly 
permitting regenerative initiation with the prism modelocker.

roc=75 mm
9=0.

M4

roc=75 mm
0-28° J roc=50 mm 

m 0- 22°

I \ m2
57 cm

Stability
vary

Vary ratio of 
spot-sizes

FIGURE 5.40: Schem atic o f  the n ovel 4-m irror resonator designed  to m aintain the sam e size o f  beam  

w a ist in the sa g itta l an d  tangential p lan es inside the laser rod.

The beam waists inside the laser rod are controlled by translating the end-mirror 
M l. This is illustrated in figure 5.41(a). The sizes of the sagittal and tangential foci 
match where the stability curves cross. This cavity is aligned so the spot sizes match 
when operated at the centre of the cavity stability zone (figure 4.41(b)) defined by 
translating the cavity folding mirror M3. The angle of mirror M2 detennines the 
position witliin the stability zones that the beam waist sizes match. Minor adjustments 
to the end-mirror separation permit the spot sizes to match away from the centre of 
overall cavity stability; possibly important if this cavity design is to be used for self- 
modelocking.

The sagittal and tangential beam profiles are clearly shown to match inside the 
laser rod in figure 5.41(c), but the overall beam inside the resonator shows considerable 
astigmatism (figure 5.41(d)) resulting in an asymmetric output beam. With further 
optimisation o f the arm length and the folding angles and radii of curvature of mirrors 
M2 & M3, h is possible to produce a symmetric output beam fi'om mirror M l whilst 
maintaining equal spot sizes within the laser rod however this requires imusual mirror 
ROC and is not possible at a cavity repetition rate of 194 MHz.
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FIGURE 5.41; Characteristics of the cavity in figure 5.40: (a): Control of the crystal beam waist sizes by 
translating end-mirror Ml. (b): Cavity aligned to match spot sizes in the centre of the alignment for 

resonator stability, (c): Sagittal and tangential beam profiles inside the laser crystal (d): Beam profile
inside the whole resonator.

Further modelling o f the modelocking propensity using, for example, the Magni 
model described earlier, and the optimum positioning of prisms for dispersion 
compensation should be evaluated before developing this cavity fuither. This resonator 
design would be of greatest benefit for lasers based on materials having large refi active 
indices and high pump absorption coefficients, and hence Cr"^^:YAG is not really a 
suitable material to assess this resonator at this stage in the material’s development; 
if/when higher doped Cr"^ :̂YAG crystals can be grown, this may be an alternative 
resonator design for low-threshold self-modelocking..

4-Mirror Resonator Under Intense Pumping.

One feature of this novel 4-mirror resonator which utilises a Brewster-angled rod, 
is its apparent immunity to a distributed thermal lens. Using the model described in 
chapter 4 for a distributed thermal lens^\ the stability contour plots shown in figure 5.42 
were obtained for different incident pump powers. The important feature to note in 
these plots is the intersection between a mirror separation o f 121 mm and a rod position
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of 50 mm. For all pump powers up to 10 W, this point corresponds to an overlap of both 
the tangential and sagittal stability zones. Moreover, this crystal position (50 mm) 
corresponds to positioning both the sagittal and tangential spots on the end of the laser 
rod. Thus it is envisaged that this resonator will be more suited than the 3-mirror 
scheme for lasers undergoing high pump power excitation of Brewster-cut rods 
suffering from severe thermal lensing.
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Laser rod position /mm

(a)
4 8  50  52

Laser rod position /nm
(b)
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FIGURE 5.42: Contour stability p lo ts o f  the novel 4-mirror resonator fo r  different pump powers, (a):
P=OW. (b): P^2W. (c): P=^10W

5.7 Concluding Remarks

This chapter gives a comprehensive evaluation of self-modelocking obtained with 
a range of laser cavity designs. It began with a presentation of a Cr'̂  :YAG laser based 
on a conventional astigmatically compensated 4-mirror resonator geometry aligned for 
femtosecond pulse generation via self-modelocking (Kerr-lens modelocking). Though 
femtosecond operation was observed, results were disappointing, for the simple reason 
that modelocking was only possible at long wavelengths to avoid atmospheric water 
absorption/dispersion effects. This in turn caused difficulties as the gain of the available
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laser rods in this wavelength region was veiy low, and the reflectivities of the high- 
reflecting cavity mirrors was poor.

Principally to overcome the low-gain/high-inhacavity-loss problem, an adapted 
form of a 3-mirror resonator, first described by Ramaswamy-Paye, was developed, 
which could be based on a Brewster-cut laser rod without requiring any special optical 
coatings. A compact, all-solid-state laser was developed using this scheme.

Cavity analyses were then presented including a nonlinear-lens localisation study, 
self-focusing induced amplitude modulation analysis and cw-operation optimisation, 
which concluded that this first use of the three-mirror cavity was not optimum; in 
essence the laser was pumped from the incoirect side.

Using this modified three-mirror scheme built around a new Cr'^^iYAG rod with 
greater gain, a significant improvement in output power and modelocking threshold was 
reported. In addition, very compact resonators with pulse repetition rates as high as 
402 MHz were constructed.

With a 194MHz regeneratively-initiated system, pulse durations down to 110 fs at 
an average output power of 230 mW were generated. A self-starting regime could be 
accessed after suitable cavity alignment. SML could be initiated for pump powers down 
to LOW in an all HR-mirror cavity, though the pulse durations were long (620 fs).

A more compact regeneratively-initiated system with a repetition rate of 
320 MHz achieved average output powers o f up to 300 mW; the highest reported at the 
time from an all-solid-state Cr'^^iYAG laser.

A study of the noise characteristics of this latter system showed negligible 
amplitude noise on the fundamental signal and extremely low noise on the second 
harmonic signal taken over a two second interval (<3% rms). A phase noise 
measurement performed on this laser unexpectedly showed serious pulse jitter at low 
frequencies, though it was later realised that the pump source was unstable and 
intermittently Q-switched during the measurement. It is to be expected that these 
measurements would be comparable to an all-solid-state laser pumped modelocked 
Tiisapphfre laser if repeated on this Cr"^ :̂YAG laser, after re-alignment of the pump 
source.

A novel, highly asymmetric resonator design was then introduced, which retained 
the key benefit o f the three-mirror laser; namely, the ability to form a tight localised 
resonant beam focus on one end of a standard Brewster-Brewster cut rod. Numerical 
modelling of this resonator suggested that it should be possible to self-modelock this 
design via a hai*d-aperture, though this was never assessed in practice. This resonator 
design was then used to assess the ‘prism in each arm’ laser design first demonstrated
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by Aoshima et al/^ with a Cr^^ LiSAF laser to reduce the overall footprint of the laser. 
This laser was easy to modelock via SML and the average output power was high 
(200 mW) though the pulse durations were unexpectedly long (-470 fs).

The dispersive behaviour of this unconventional use of a prism pair separated by 
the laser folding section was difficult to conceive and numerical simulation of the 
resonator was carried out using 4x4 ray-pulse matrices. This gave a value for the net 
cavity group-velocity dispersion and the relative paths taken by rays of short and long 
wavelengths. This modelling tool should prove to be usefiil in determining the 
dispersive nature of other novel cavity configur ations in the future.

Finally, with the object of promoting fiiture interest in using unconventional laser 
arrangements for generating femtosecond pulses, a novel extension to the three-muTor 
cavity was proposed which not only permitted localisation of both the sagittal and 
tangential waists on the end of a standard Brewster-cut rod, but enabled the relative 
sizes of the orthogonal waists to be varied until they matched; normally only possible 
by use of anti-reflection coatings on plane-plane rods. This is of most importance for 
materials with high refiractive indices which create large foci in the tangential plane in 
3-mirror cavities (e.g. doped chalcogenide lasers in which interest is currently being 
shown as possible laser sources in the mid-infi-ared'*°). Thus cavity configurations may 
be preselected to suit particular performance requirements.

Interest was originally shown in Cr"^^:YAG as a possible room-temperature, all- 
solid-state replacement for the inconvenient colour-centre lasers operating near
1.55 pm. In this regard, the performance of lasers described in this chapter is partially 
successful. The Cr"^ :̂YAG laser cannot compete with colour-centre lasers, especially 
the NaChOH" laser, with regard to overall tunability since its modelocked range is a 
limited 1.5-1.57 pm. The self-modelocked Cr"^ :̂YAG laser is a superior replacement for 
the femtosecond coupled-cavity modelocked KChTl® and NaChOH' colour-centre 
lasers within this wavelength range, provided that a good Cr"^^:YAG rod is available.

Cr'^^iYAG lasers are not as versatile as the colour-centre lasers with regard to the 
range of modelocked pulse durations, since colour-centre lasers may be successfully 
synchronously modelocked to produce stable pulses of -10  ps. But, a Cr'^^:YAG laser 
was demonstrated in section 5.5.2 which produced high average modelocked pulses 
with durations -0.5-lps. This pulse duration regime is important for some applications 
that require high peak-power pulses of narrow bandwidth, or if the many nonlinear 
effects induced by femtosecond pulses are undesirable.

Therefore, Cr"^ :̂YAG lasers may offer a convenient alternative to colour-centre 
lasers in many applications, but it is not necessarily an all-out replacement for these 
systems.
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6 Major Conclusions

The subject matter of this thesis has concerned the development and 
characterisation of all-solid-state, tunable modelocked laser sources at 1.5 pm. Several 
different laser systems have been entwined within this research and consequently 
different modelocking techniques utilised. Part of this development involved the design, 
construction and assessment of a ‘mini’ laser-diode pumped Nd:YAG laser for use as a 
pump source. The main emphasis of this work involved the development of a room- 
temperature femtosecond Cr"^ :̂YAG laser but the synchronously-pumped NaCltOH' 
colour-centre laser was also studied because this laser accesses a broader spectral range 
than the self-modelocked Cr"^ :̂YAG system and has pulse durations that extend to the 
picosecond domain.

The development of the all-solid-state pump source based on Nd^^iYgAlgOn 
(Nd:YAG) was described in chapter 2. This was designed to replace the ageing, 
inefficient arc-lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers previously used to pump the colour-centre 
and Cr"^ ;̂YAG lasers and so this chapter began with an examination of some of the 
features o f the Spectra-Physics SP3800 mainframe Nd:YAG laser with emphasis on its 
poor amplitude noise performance and beam pointing instability.

Some of the basic design considerations for a longitudinally-pumped Nd:YAG 
laser were presented with particular regard to the poor beam quality of the pump source 
(fibre-coupled laser diodes) and strong thermal lensing in the Nd:YAG crystal. A 
linearly polarised laser was essential for pumping Cr^^:YAG and so a Brewster-angled 
fused-silica plate was incorporated into the final resonator design. An adaptation of the 
3-minor laser cavity design developed previously by Yelland' for intracavity doubling, 
was employed for cw operation at the ftmdamental wavelength. This was a ‘gain at the 
end’ design and comprised two plane end-minors with an intmcavity biconvex lens. 
After optimisation, this laser design produced up to 8.5W cw linearly polarised output 
at 1.064mn in a TEMoo beam, ideal for pumping the self-modelocked Cr"*̂ :̂YAG laser. 
A repeat of the characterisation experiments performed on the SP3800 laser on this 
holosteric alternative demonstrated its superiority in noise performance and beam 
stability.

As a possible pump source for the synchronously-pumped modelocked (SPML) 
colour-centre lasers, the all-solid-state laser was required to be actively modelocked. 
Design adaptations to the compact cw laser design were described to permit the laser 
cavity to be extended to match the pulse repetition rate of the mainfi-ame laser. Initially,
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the pulse durations of the 82MHz actively-modelocked laser were unexpectedly long, 
but it was later realised that étalon effects in the plane-parallel gain rod were hindering 
the modelocking process. By rotating the gain element off-axis slightly, a low power, 
sub-100 ps modelocked Nd^^:YV0 4  laser was constructed and characterised. This 
produced pulsewidths down to 75 ps at average output powers of 3.5W.

A more compact actively-modelocked Nd:YAG laser was also constructed which 
had a pulse repetition rate of 194 MHz and relied on a high frequency resonance 
(97 MHz) found on an argon-ion prism modelocker. Pulse durations as short as 34 ps at 
average output powers of 6.0 W were routinely obtained. This pulse duration was 
somewhat shorter than expected and was attributed to enlianced spatial-hole-burning as 
a result of placing the gain medium at the end of the cavity.

An instability in the modelocking became apparent due to temperature induced 
changes in the laser cavity length. The mainfiame modelocked laser did not suffer from 
this instability due to it being constructed from an invar alloy. An active stabilisation 
method for actively-modelocked mini-lasers was proposed and assessed on the SP3800. 
This consisted of adjusting the RF drive frequency to the acousto-optic modulator to 
track changes in the modelocked performance via the second-harmonic signal generated 
extracavity. Encouraging results suggested that this should successftilly track the 
temperature-induced changes of a mini-laser, however, it would probably be more 
appropriate to actively stabilise the modelocked laser length using a piezo-mounted 
mirror.

The all-solid-state cw laser was later used to successfully pump the Cr"^ :̂YAG 
laser. The cw-actively modelocked designs have not yet been used successfully in 
practice to pump colour-centre lasers, but in principle, the 82 MHz scheme described 
should give SPML colour-centre performance similar to that obtained with the 
mainframe laser it was designed to replace.

A future improvement of the modelocked Nd:YAG laser would be to use a 
wedged plane-plane rod with one end-mirror coated on the rod itself: this would further 
enhance spatial hole burning and should permit actively modelocked pulses down to 
10 ps to be obtained.

In chapter 3, the NaChOH' synchronously-pumped modelocked colour-centre 
laser was studied. Whilst there is nothing new or unusual about this laser, it remains a 
versatile source of tunable, relatively high power picosecond pulses tunable in the 1.45- 
1.8 pm range. This chapter concentrated on a drawback associated with all 
synchronously-modelocked lasers; namely the incomplete modelocking, high frequency 
amplitude noise and instability on a pulse-pulse timescale caused by the spontaneously 
emitted background light. A simple passive stabilisation technique, called coherent-
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photon-seeding (CPS) and first applied to dye lasers, was employed to greatly enhance 
modelocked performance of this laser. This simply involved adding an empty auxiliary 
laser cavity to the main laser to feed-back a highly attenuated replica of the main cavity 
pulse slightly ahead of the main circulating pulse itself. Key observations on applying 
CPS were described. An added versatility of SPML with CPS was then realised, viz., 
the ability to change the modelocked pulse duration simply by varying the modelocked 
laser cavity length.

The stepping model, described by New^, was adapted to simulate the SPML 
NaChOH" laser. The destabilising effect o f the stochastic background noise was 
demonstrated and hence the mechanism by which the coherent-photon-seeding 
stabilised modelocked performance was illustrated: the coherent light fed-back into the 
SPML laser slightly ahead of the main modelocked pulse greatly exceeded the 
stochastic backgr ound light level and hence its chaotic effect was overpowered.

An additional destabilising effect o f the spontaneously emitted background light 
level was suggested by modelling: a contribution to pulse jitter on almost a pulse-pulse 
timescale. This had never been observed previously in practice but was detected using a 
broadband (9.5GHz) InGaAs photodiode and observing high harmonics of the pulse 
repetition frequency. A notable improvement in this high frequency pulse jitter was 
demonstrated on applying the coherent photon seeding technique.

It is anticipated that the greatest benefit of applying CPS to a SPML NaChOH" 
laser would be if a modelocked laser diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser was used as the 
pump source giving 10 ps pump pulses. Bandwidth limited SPML pulses tunable in 
duration from 1-10 ps should then be realisable.

Chapter 4 began with an outline of the Cr"^ :̂YAG gain material from a 
spectroscopic point of view, and highlighted some of its quirks which make it such a 
pleasure to use, such as its requirement for a linearly polarised pump source and the 
long term decay of its gain under intense cw pumping. The effect of pump absorption 
saturation during Cr"^ :̂YAG laser operation was discussed, which makes this material 
useful as a Q-switch for Nd:YAG lasers, but is another hindrance when used as a laser 
gain medium. The inexplicable variation in laser crystal quality was described: 
considerably different power transfer characteristics for two laser rods operating at long 
wavelengths were presented. All the laser rods obtained apart from one appeared to 
have very limited gain at wavelengths >1.5pm. One 23 mm long magnesium co-doped 
rod was found to possess much greater gain extending to 1.58 pm thereby permitting
useful output powers to be obtained in this spectral region. t

The theimal characteristics of the Cr^^ :̂YAG medium under intense optical 
excitation were modelled. The strong distributed theimal lens was shown to result in Î
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fiirther separation of the sagittal and tangential stability zones of a compensated laser 
cavity based around a Brewster-angled gain medium.

Finally, the chapter discussed some considerations for using the material as a 
modelocked source of femtosecond pulses, in particular, the effect of discrete 
atmospheric water absorption transitions below 1.5 pm of restricting the bandwidth 
available to modelocked laser pulses was described.

This thesis concluded in chapter 5 with a detailed description of the optimisation 
o f a resonator design for obtaining self-modelocked (SML) operation from low-gain 
laser media such as Cr'^ ’̂.YAG. Inspired by B.E. Bouma’s results with a SML semi- 
monolithic 3-mirror Ti.'sapphire laseF, an alternative, 3-mirror design was proposed 
which could be used with standard Brewster-angled gain media without necessitating 
special coatings. Initial results with this laser scheme were an improvement over the 
performance achieved with the same laser crystal with standard 4-mirror laser designs: 
up to 22 mW 180 fs pulses were obtained from a high-reflecting end-muTor for 4.7 W 
incident pump power.

Modelling of this 3-mirror laser scheme with regard to maximising the 
propensity for self-modelockmg suggested that improved performance would be 
obtained by pumping the laser crystal through the curved end-mfrr or (the folding mirror 
used at normal incidence). This arrangement, accompanied with the better laser crystal, 
permitted self-modelocking at high output powers and low pump power requirements. 
A self-starting self-modelocked laser was demonstrated producing pulses of 110 fs 
duration with a pulse repetition rate of 194 MHz and 230 mW average output power for 
incident pump powers of 4.7 W. After optimising for low power operation, self- 
modelocking was demonstrated for incident pump powers down to 1.02 W, although 
the pulse durations, at 620 fs, were long. With optimisation o f the intracavity second 
and third order dispersion, the pulse durations might be improved.

More compact SML lasers operating at 320 and 402 MHz were also constructed. 
The highest average output powers yet reported from an all-solid-state SML Cr"^ :̂YAG 
laser were obtained from the 320 MHz cavity (120 fs at 300 mW).

A novel, compact 4-mirror cavity design based on the Cr^^:LiSAF laser designed 
by Aoshima'* was constructed. This was a highly asymmetric 4-mirror laser design that 
had a prism in each laser cavity arm. Long duration pulses were obtained (470 fs) but at 
high average powers (220 mW). To gain insight into the dispersive mechanism inside 
this resonator, the ray-pulse matrix method was employed in a resonator configuration 
permitting ray paths of different wavelengths to be plotted through the laser cavity. This 
model should enable laser cavity optimisation such that shorter duration pulses may be 
obtained from this resonator design in the future.
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Finally a new proposal for an alternative self-modelocked laser design was made 
which is optimised for Brewster-angled gain media having large linear* refractive 
indices and pump absorption coefficients by allowing exceptionally tight focussing on 
the end of the rod. Thermal lens modelling o f this design suggests it is less prone to 
stability zone disturbance than other designs based around Brewster cut gain elements.

In the longer term, Cr"^^:YAG lasers should find applications in research 
laboratories both as high power cw sources tunable from ~1.37-1.58 pm and as high 
average power femtosecond modelocked sources tunable from 1.5-1.58 pm. This laser 
is especially convenient with the demonstration that it can be pumped successfully with 
highly efficient, compact solid-state fibre-lasers^ With the recent demonstration that it 
can be dfrect laser diode-pumped, a lower cost Cr'^^YAG laser source may be 
developed. The main drawback of Cr"^ :̂YAG appears to be the inconsistent quality of 
the laser crystals, though the development of the magnesium co-doped variety may help 
to eliminate this disadvantage such that Cr^^ îYAG is the preferred option as a 
modelocked source near 1.55 microns.

It is instructive to examine other available modelocked sources near 1.55 pm as 
alternatives to Cr'^^iYAG. Colour-centre systems are inconvenient due to their 
cryogenic requirements. Optical parametric-oscillators (OPO) may be a viable 
alternative in the laboratory, especially if an all-solid-state variety could be developed 
pumped by a direct diode-pumped Cr^^rLiSAF laser. The wavelength range over which 
modelocked pules may be tuned is not restricted by the gain bandwidth of a laser 
material, indeed femtosecond pulses may be tuned thr ough the water absorption regions 
below 1.5 pm without problems^. But OPOs remain an inelegant solution as a source at
1.55 pm because a high-power, femtosecond modelocked laser source is required to 
pump the OPO initially.

Probably the most cost-effective alternative to Cr'^^iYAG is the erbium fibre laser. 
Passively modelocked erbium-fibre ring lasers have generated pulses as short as 80fs^, 
however the average power was low (~10’s mW). Higher power Er/Yb fibre systems® 
have produced ~200fs pulses at average powers up to 1.7W and repetition rates of 
18 MHz indicating exceptionally high peak powers. The main drawback of these lasers 
is then* extremely limited tunability: operation is limited to 1.55 pm. Overall, the lowest 
cost, most convenient timable source of femtosecond pulses near 1.5 pm is currently the 
modelocked Cr"^ :̂YAG laser.
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Appendix I: Stepping Model of the Linear Cavity 

Synchronously-modelocked Laser with Coherent 

Photon Seeding (Turbo-pascal 6)

{$R+} { Enable range checking }
□
□
usesD 

Intgtl, Dos, Crt;
□

□
(
0
**************************** ********* A *********

}

const

{ Program Control Parameters } 
savenum=20; {save file every 20 round trips}
begiiming=0; (start model at the first round trip (zero intracavity field & gain)}
ending=9500; (finish model after 9500 simulated round trips}
code-lag'; (codename for model run}
initrun=0; (flag to ‘reset’ model for the first round trip}

Calcsize=5; (Runge-Kutta integration size}

( Mesh Control}
Meshsize=2500; (No. of field points in the mesh}
Tmin=-2.5e-10; (Simulation rims from -250ps to}
Tmax=2.5e-10; (+250ps where Ops is the pumping pulse peak}
DeltaT=(Tmax-Tmin)/Meshsize; (calculates mesh spacing}

( F ua#m #tal Constants}
h=6.626e-34; (Planck’s IQ} 
c=2.998e+8; (speed o f cheese} 
rootl0=3.1622777;

□
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{ NaCI Parameters }
□

EmissionCS=8.5e-21 ; {stimulated emission cross section o f gain medium}
□

AbsorptionCS=9.2e-21; (absorption cross section of gain}
AmpMax=5; (Maximum value of small signal gain}
Lifetime=l 50E-9; (upper state lifetime of gain}
PumpLambda=1.064e-6; (Pumping wavelength}
SignaILambda=l .5e-6; (laser wavelength}

kl=EmissionCS*PumpLambda/(h*c); 
k3 =EniissionC S * S ignalLambda/(h* c) ;

{ Model Parameters }
Refl=0.83333; (Reflectivity of bandwidth restricting étalon plates}
Loss=0.262; (Loss in cavity excluding 0/C}
octrans=0; (Intensity transmittivity of O/C }
mldist=0.05; ( Distance from gain to curved endmirror in metres }
TotalLength=L82; ( Total Slave Length in metres}
CavityLength=TotalLength-mldist“(DeltaT*Meshsize)*c; ( Remaining Length of 

cavity}

( Main Cavity Mismatch Control}
Mismatchstart=-14; (start at -2.8ps=14} (Eff=-0.8ps} (mismatch measured in 

mesh intervals}
Mismatchshiftrate=500; (Main cavity mismatch changed every 500 trips} 
Mismatchshiftamount=2; (Shift by 2 mesh intervals every 500 trips}

( Seeding Control}
Startseeding=1000; (seed after 1000th trip}
Seedinglevel= 1 e-5 ; ( (amplitude seed level) Square this for initial intensity seeding 

level}
Seedingadvancestart=450; (Seed 90ps in advance (450 mesh intervals)}

{ Seeding Level Adjustment}
Seedlevelinc==20000; (Increase seeding level every 20000th trip (never increase in 

this model)}
Seedinc=l ; (Seeding Level Increase Factor (square for intensity)}

( Seeding Advance Adjustment}
Seedingdelayrate=0; (Shift o f Ops ADVANCE every seedshiftrate trips } 
Seedshiftmte=20000; (shift eveiy 20000* trip (effectively disabled in this run)}

( Pump Pulse Control Parameters }
Pumpwidthstart=90e-12; (Width FWHM in seconds}
AbsPumpPeakstart=3.45e+13; (peak power of pump pulse if it was Ips long} 
Pumpwidthinc=0; (Ops increase in pump width}
Pumpwidthincrate=20000; (every 20000 trips (effect, disabled for this run)}
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□
{ Stochastic Noise Control Parameters }
noisy=l; { flag which controls if noise is on (1) or off (0)} 
tcoh=31,7e-15; {inverse fluorescence linewidth }
Noisefactor=0.23; { mean noise amplitude }
Scoh=Noisefactor; {used if noise is switched off: this constant value is used}

{
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  A * * * * * * *  A * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *

}
var

01dnoiseI,OldnoiseR : Float ;
Seedf : Float ;

FileName,numb : String; 
count,Seedingadvance,Mismatch : integer ;
OutFile,cons : text;
Ampendl ,Ampend2 : Float;
ExVR2,ExVI2 : Float ;
Pumppeak,Purapwidth : Float ;
LowerLimit, UpperLimit : Float;
XInitial : Float;
Numlntervals : integer;
NumReturn : integer; 
zipno : integer;
TValues : Shortvect;
XValues : Shortvect;
Error : byte; 
run : integer;
VRU : TNvector; (These are all the electric}
VIU : TNvector; (field values on the mesh}
VR2 : TNvector; (calculated at different parts of}
VI2 : TNvector; (the simulated laser cavity}
VR4 : TNvector;
VI4 : TNvector;
AmplificationU ; TNvector; (gain medium amplification values on a mesh}

($F+}

{
□
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!î!!!!!!PROGRAM IS HERE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
□
}n
□
{c

□
}
□
function gausspump(t : Float) : Float; {produces a Gaussian pump pulse}

begin
gausspump:=PumpPeak*exp("Sqr(t/(Pump Width/1.665))) 

end; { function GaussPump }

{

}
function Intensity(t : float) : Float; {calc, intracavity laser intensity at time t} 
Var 

Indx: integer;

begin
Indx:=round((t-tmin)/Deltat);
Intensity:=(sqr(VRU^[Indx])+sqr(VIU''^[Indx]));

end; (function Intensity} 
{

}
function GainlPass(T, X : Float) : Float; (1st pass with pump}
(differential equation of small signal gain}
(includes i)gain increase from pump pulse}
( ii)gain decrease from stimulated emission due to laser pulse}
( iii)gain decrease from spontaneous emission}

□
begin
n /
Gain 1 Pass := kl*gausspump(t)*(l-exp((AbsorptionCS/EmissionCS)'*'(X" 

Ampmax)))
n

-k3*(exp(X)- l)*Intensity(t)
n

-X/LifeTime
□

□
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end; { function Gain 1 Pass}
□
{

}
□
function Gain2Pass(T, X : Float) : Float; {2nd pass without pump}
□
(differential equation of small signal gain}
(includes: }
( i)gain decrease from stimulated emission due to laser pulse}
( ii)gain decrease from spontaneous emission}
□

begin
□
Gain2Pass := -k3*(exp(X)-l)’*'Intensity(t)

-X/LifeTime

□
end; ( function Gain2Pass}

{

□
}
□
function Decay (Value,Time: float) : float; (Calculate decay of amplification inTime
interval}
begin

Decay :=V alue’̂ exp(-T ime/Li fetime) ; 
end;
{

}

Procedure Calcnewfieldl; (recalcs mesh field values due to pass thro’ gain with 
pump}

Var MeshI; integer;
Phi,SI,SR,01dnoiseI,01dnoiseR;Float;

Begin

for MeshI :=1 to meshsize do begin
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{ Real pait o f field }
VRU^[MeshI]:=VRU^[MeshI]*exp((AmplificationU^[MeshI]~Loss)/2);

{ Effect of gain,loss}

{ Imaginary part of field }
VIU'^[MeshI]:=VIU'^[lVleshI]*exp((AmplificationU^[MeshI]-Loss)/2);

{ Effect of gain,loss}

if (noisy=l) then begin (Adds spontaneous noise if flag is set} 
phi:=2*pi*random(65535)/65535;
SI:=01dnoiseI*exp(-DeltaT/Tcoh)- 

NoiseFactor*sqrt(AmplificationU'^[MeshI])*sin(phi);
01dnoiseI:=SI;
S Ri^OldnoiseR'^ exp(- 

DeltaT/Tcoh)+NoiseFactor*sqrt(AmplificationU''^[MeshI])*cos(phi);
01dnoiseR:=SR; 

end
else begin (if flag not set, a constant background field is added instead} 

SR:=Scoh*sqrt(AmplificationU''^[MeshI]);
SI:=0; 

end;

VRU^[MeshI]:-VRU'^[MeshI]+SR;
VIU'^[MeshI];=VIU'^[MeshI]+SI; 

end; (loop} 
end; ( Calcnewfieldl }
{

}

Procedure Calcnewfield2; (as Calcnewfieldl but for the gain without the pump pulse}

Var Meshl: integer;
Phi,SI,SR,OIdnoiseI,01dnoiseR:Float;

Begin

for Meshl :=1 to meshsize do begin 

( Real part o f field }
VR2^[MeshI]:=VRU^[MeshI]*exp((AmplificationU"^[MeshI]-Loss)/2);

( Effect of gain,loss}
i

( Imaginary part of field } !
VI2''^[MeshI]:=VIU'^[MeshI]*exp((AmplificationU'^[MeshI]-Loss)/2); |

( Effect of gain,loss} I

if (noisy=l) then begin
phi:=2*pi*random(65535)/65535;
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SI :=01dnoiseI * exp(-DeltaT/T coh)- 
NoiseFactor*sqrt(AmpiificationU^[MeshI])*sin(phi);

OidnoiseI:=SI;
SR:=OldnoiseR*exp(-

DeltaT/Tcoh)+NoiseFactor*sqrt(AmplificationU^[MeshI])*cos(phi);
01dnoiseR:=SR;

end
else begin

SR;=Scoh*sqrt(AmplificationU^[MeshI]);
SI:=0;

end;

VR2^[MeshI] :=VR2^[MeshI]+SR;
VI2^[MeshI]:=VI2^[MeshI]+SI;

end; {loop} 
end; { Calcnewfield2 }
{

}

Procedure Calcl; {Iterative procedure to simulate effect of pump pulse and circulating 
laser pulse pass through the gain medium using a Runge-Kutta algorithm to solve 
the differential equation}

Var
Meshl : Integer; 

begin

For Meshl:=1 to meshsize do 
begin
Numlntervals :=MeshI ;
XInitial :=Ampend2*run;
Loweriimit:=Tmin;
Upperlimit:= T min+N umintervals'^ DeltaT ;

If (MeshI>Calcsize) then begin
Numlntervals:=Calcsize; (Runge-Kutta size (uses this many previously calculated 
points on the mesh)}

Lowerlimit:= (Tmin+MeshI*DeltaT)-DeltaT*Calcsize; (limits of equation} 
Upperlimit:= Loweriimit+Calcsize*DeltaT ;

XInitial:=AmplificationU^[MeshI-Calcsize]; (Initial value for algorithm} 
end;

Integrate(LowerLimit,Upperlimit, XInitial, Numlntervals,
Numlntervals, TValues, XValues, Error, @GainlPass);

(Runge-Kutta routine from Mathbox package}
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□
{ NOTE: @ sign above points to the userfunction }
□

□
AmplificationU^[MeshI]:=XValues[NumIntei'vals];

□
□
end; {Loop Meshl}
□
□
CalcNewFieldl ; {calls routine to calculate the effect of new gain values on field}
□
□
Ampendl :=Decay(AmplificationU^[Meshsize],2*mldist/3e+8);
(Final amplification value is calculated from effect of the delay to endmirror on last 
value}
end; ( Procedure Calcl }
{

}
Procedure Calc2; (As for procedure Calcl above but without the pumping pulse} 

Var
Meshl : Integer; 

begin

For Meshl :=1 to meshsize do 
begin
Numlntervals :=MeshI;
XInitial:=Ampendl ;
Lowerlimit:=Tmin;
Upperlimit:= Tmin+Numintervals*DeltaT;

If (MeshI>Calcsize) then begin 
NumIntervals:=Calcsize;

Lowerlimit:= (Tmin+MeshI*DeltaT)-DeltaT*Calcsize;
Upperlimit:= Lowerlimit+Calcsize^DeltaT ;

XInitial:=AmplificationU^[MeshI-Calcsize];
end;

Integrate(LowerLimit,Upperlimit, XInitial, Numlntervals,
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Numlntervals, TValues, XValues, Enor, @Gain2Pass); 
{ NOTE: @ sign above points to the userfunction }

AmplificationU'^[MeshI] :=X Values [Numlntervals] ; 
if (MeshI/100=int(MeshI/l 00)) then writeln(code,Count,’ Pass2 ',Meshl,' 
Amp=', Amp 1 ificationU^ [Meshl] ) ;

end; (Loop Meshl}

CalcNewField2;
Ampend2 :=Decay(AmplificationU^[Meshsize] ,2 * cavity length/3 e+8); 

end; { Procedure Caic2 }

{

}

Procedure Filter 1 ; {simulates effect o f pass thro’ étalon in a linear cavity}

Var Meshl : integer;

begin
for Meshl :=1 to meshsize do begin
VRU^[MeshI] :=( 1 -Refl)* VR2^[MeshI]+Refl=^ VRU^[MeshI-1 ] ;
VIU^[MeshI]:=(l.RefI)*VI2^[MeshI]+Refl*VRF"[MeshI-l];
end;
end;

{

}

Procedure Filter2; (simulates effect of 2”̂  ̂pass thro’ étalon in a linear cavity}

Var Meshl:integer;

begin
for M eshl:r( to meshsize do begin
VR4^[MeshI]:=(l-Refl)*VRU^[MeshI]+Refl*VR4^[MeshI-l];
VI4^[MeshI]:=(l-Refl)*VIU''[MeshI]+Refl*VI4^[MeshI-l];
end;
end;

{

}
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Procedure Output Coupler; (simulates loss in field due to output coupling}

Var Meshl:integer; 

begin
for Meshl :=1 to meshsize do begin 
VRU^[MeshI] :=sqrt( 1 -octrans)* VRU^[MeshI];
VIU''^[MeshI] :=sqrt( 1 -octrans)* VIU^[MeshI]; 
end; 

end;
{

}

Procedure Cavity Mismatch; (Simulates the mismatch which exists between pump + 
slave lasers}
Var Meshl,Index:Integer;

ExVR4,ExVI4:Float;

begin

(Clear all mesh points for a +ve mismatch}

for Index :=1 to Mismatch do begin 
VRU'^[Index]:=0;
VIU^[Index]:=0;

end;

ExVR4:=VR4''^[Meshsize] ;
Ex VI4 :=VI4^[Meshsize] ;

for Meshl ;=1 to Meshsize do begin

If (Mismatch>0) then (if  a positive mismatch condition is detected} 
begin

If (Meshsize-MeshI>Mismatch) then (check that calc, will not run outside of mesh 
size}
begin ,
VRU'^[MeshI+Mismatch]:=VR4^[MeshI]; ( Effect of cavity length mismatch } 
VIU^[MeshI+Mismatch]:=VI4^[MeshI]; ( Effect of cavity length mismatch } 

end

end ( +ve Mismatch}
else begin (-ve mismatch condition}
if ((MeshI+abs(Mismatch))<=Meshsize) then (check that calc, will not run outside of
mesh size}
begin
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VRU^[Meshï]:=VR4'^[MeshI+abs(Mismatch)]; { Effect of - cavity length mismatch 
}
VIU^[MeshI]:=VI4''"[MeshI+abs(Mismatch)]; { Effect of - cavity length mismatch } 

end
else begin {if a -ve mismatch runs out of values, the last field value to be calculated is 
reproduced}
VRU^[MeshI] :=ExVR4;
VIU^[MeshI]:=ExVI4; 

end; {-ve mismatch in range}

end; (Mismatch test} 
end; (Loop}

end; (Mismatch-Cavity}

{

}
Procedure Seed; (simulates addition of seeding pulse back onto main laser pulse}
Var Meshl:integer;
ExVR2,ExVI2 iFloat; 
begin
ExVR2 :=VR2^[Meshsize] ;
ExVI2 :=VI2^[Meshsize] ;
write ('ARSE'); (message informing user that seeding is applied ok.}
For Meshl:=l to Meshsize-Seedingadvance do begin 
( Add coherent seeding }

VRU^[MeshI]:=VRU^[MeshI]+Seedf*'VR2^[Mesh]+Seedingadvance];
VIU'^[MeshI]:=VIU^[MeshI]+SeedPVI2^[MeshI+Seedingadvance];
(An attenuated replica is added in advance o f the main field: the replica is taken from 
a field value calculated earlier in the round trip to simulate the linear cavity which was 
used in practice though this makes no difference to the final result whatsoever}

□
end; (seedLoop}
□

(Because seeding is similar to a -ve mismatch, the final calculated field value is used 
to ‘fill in! the,missing field points in the following loop:}
□
For Meshl:=Meshsize-Seedingadvance to Meshsize do begin
VRU^[MeshI]:=VRU^[MeshI]+Seedf*=ExVR2;
VIU^[MeshI]:=VIU^[MeshI]+Seedf^ExVI2;
end; (fillin loop}
end; {Procedure}

{

}
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procedure Initialize(var LowerLimit : Float; (Resets all variables at start of
model}

var UpperLimit : Float; 
var XInitial : Float; 
var Numlntervals : integer; 
var Error : byte); 
var Index : integer;

begin

LowerLimit := 0;
UpperLimit := 0;
XInitial := 0;
Numlntervals := 0;
Error := 0;
for Index :=0 to Meshsize do 
begin
VRU^[Index] :=0;
VIU^[Index]:=0;
VR4^[Index]:=0;
VI4^[Index]:=0;
VR2^[Index]:=0;
VI2^[Index]:=0;
AmplificationU^[Index] :=0; 
end;

end; ( procedure Initialize }
{

}

Procedure loadoldfield(Filename : string); (loads in a previously calculated mesh of 
field and amplitude values to continue a model running after stopping}

□
Var Index : integer;
□

Infile : Text;

□
Begin
□

assign(Infile,Filename); 
reset(Infile); 

for Index:=0 to Meshsize do 
begin
read(Infile,VRU^[Index]);
read^nfile,VIU^[Index]);
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read(Infile, Ampend2) ; 
end; {loop} 

close(Infile); 
end; {LoadOldField}

Procedure SaveField(Filename : string); (saves the mesh of field and gain values to 
disk}
Var Index : integer ;

Outfile : text ; 
zipnum,Cmdline : string;

begin
Ass ign(Outfi le,F ilename) ;
Rewrite(Outfile);

For Index:=0 to Meshsize do 
begin

writeln(Outfile,VRU^[Iiidex]);
writeln(Outfile,VIU^[Index]);
writeln(Outfile,AmplificationU'^[Index]);

end; (loop}
Close(Outfile); 

end; (Savefield}

{

}

Procedure Calc; (performs 1 round trip of the linear laser cavity} 
begin

Calc 1 ; (1st pass thro' gain element with a pump pulse}
Calc2; (2nd pass thro' gain element w/o a pump pulse}
Filterl ; (1st pass thro' bandwidth restricting element}
Output Coupler; (field loss due to an output coupler}
Filter2; (2nd pass thro' bandwidth restricting étalon}
Cavity Mismatch; (shift field values on mesh to simulate a mismatch}

If (counÇ>f7Sj:artSeeding) then Seed; (if requested add CPS signal to field} 
end;

{
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□
^************A******************** 
j^QU'j’jj^jjg******** ********************* J,
□

□
begin { MAIN }
□

run:=initrun;

{Reset all arrays used}
□

New(VRU);
□

New(VIU);
□

New(VI2);

New(VR2);

New(VR4);
p

New(VI4);
New(AmplificationU);

ClrScr;

(initialize all variables}
□

Seedingadvance:==Seedingadvancestart;
C

Mismatch :=M ismatchstart;
□

Randomize;
□
initialize(LowerLimit, UpperLimit, XInitial, Numlntervals, Error);

□
Seedf:=Seedinglevel;
LowerLimit:=T min;
Upperlimit:=Tmax;
XInitial :=0;
Oldnoisel:=0; ;
OldnoiseR:=0; j
Pumpwidth:=Pumpwidthstart; j
Pumppeak:=AbsPumppeakstart/(Pumpwidth* 1 e+12); j

If run=0 then begin (resets variables if this is the start of a new model run and |
performs a special U* round trip simulation with all vars reset}
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count:=0;

{ Reset ail variables: }
Initialize(LowerLimit, UpperLimit, XInitial, Numlntervals, Error);

Xinitial:=0;
Calc; { perform one cavity round trip } 

str(count,Numb);
F ilename :=code+Numb+'. daf ; 
run:=l;

Savefield(Filename); (saves initialised U* round trip} 
end; (I f  No run}

(simulation loop starts here}
for couiit:=beginning to ending do 
begin
If countoO  then begin

(check if the model parameters need to be changed}
If ((count/Seedshiftrate)=int(count/Seedshiftrate)) then 
Seedingadvance:=Seedingadvance+seedingdelayrate;
If ((count/Mismatchshiftrate)=int(count/Mismatchshiftrate)) then 
Mismatch:=Mismatch+Mismatchshiftamount;
If ((count/Seedlevelinc)=int(count/Seedlevelinc)) then 

Seedf:=SeedPSeedinc;
If ((count/Pumpwidthincrate)=int(count/Pumpwidthincrate)) then begin 

Pumpwidth:=Pumpwidth+Pumpwidthinc; 
Pumppeak:=AbsPumpPeakStart/(Pumpwidth'^' 1 e+12); 

end; 
end;
str(count,Numb);
F ilename :=code+Numb+' .daf ;
if (count/savenum=int(count/savenum)) then (reloads field values if a save has just
been performed}
loadoldfield(Filename);
Ampend2:=Decay(AmplificationU^[Meshsize],CavityLength*2/3e+8);
XInitial :=Ampend2 ;

Calc; (a cavity round trip is simulated} 
str(count+l ,Numb);

Filename:=code+Numb+'.daf;
if ((count+l )/savenum=int((count+l)/savenum))then

Savefield(Filename); (periodically saves the calculated mesh values}

end; (loop} 

end. ( M A IN }
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Appendix II: ABCD Model for Self-Modelocked 
Three-mirror Lasers (Mathcad 7)

V. Magni, G. Cerullo, S. De Silvestri, and A. Monguzzi, J. Opt. Sac. Am. B 12, 476 (1995)

Modelling of 3 mirror Cr:YAG KLM resonator Brewster with astigmatism
Wavelength

I ="1550-10
.-9

Mirror angle
0 :=25-deg

Refractive Index
‘ YAG 1.81

Crystal length
1 - 20-10

-3

Resonator components (dimensions in m, Siegman style matrices)
Flat endmirror

R ociM l

M l -

Roc M l

Long arm
arml

A rm l -

=700-10

1 L arml

0 1

Angled folding mirror (treat sagittal and tangential elements separately)
Ro c m 3 =73 1 0 ^

1 0

M3 sag

M3 tan

Roc M3 I

005(0) I 
1

Roc j^ 3  -cos(0)

Crystal to angled folding mirror separation
1 a

Short I ( a ) 0 I
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Brewster surface from air into a dielectric medium
1 o'

Brin

B r in ,

tan

_0 I 
“  YAG ® 

I0
YAG

Propagate in xtal to position Ç mm

initially set to xtal centre
C

xti
1

"Y A G  

0 1

Propagate through rest of xtal starting from position Ç

xti i ( 0
1

"Y A G  

0 1

Brewster surface from a dielectric medium into air
1 0

Brout sag 0 1

Brout tan :

1
"Y A G  

0 n YAG

Crystal to curved retroflecting end-mirror separation
sh2( a, b 

S ho rt2 (a ,b )

s h 2 (a ,b )  - b ~  a - 1
1 sh 2 (a ,b )

0 1

Cuived retroflecting end-mirror
Roc = 5 0 1 0 '^

=0 used at normal incidence

M 4 sag

1

M 4 tan

/RocM4
\cos(i|))

I

Roc m 4 Cos((^)
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special case for a curved end-mirror 
when a round trip terminates at this miiror is 

to treat it as a mirror of half its actual strength
I 0

NM4

Roc M4

Starting from position Ç in the crystal, we calculate the round trip matrices 
in sag. and tan. planes by multiplying all cavity element matrices together

R T l t a g ( ( ,a .b )  = X tl , ( ; ) -Brin ^  Short2(a,b)-M 4

RT2 ( , a , b )  : = S h o rt2 (a ,b ) Brout ^g^ Xtl 1) Brin S h o rtl(a )

RT3 -M 3  M l A rm l M3 ^gn'Sbortl(a) Brout Xti ( )

RoundTrip ^ ( ; , a , b )  =RT1 RT2 ^nn(^>a>b)'RT3 ^ ( ( , a , b )

X refers to tan. plane from now on

R T l g a g ( ( .a ,b )  =Xtl Brin -Short2(a,b) M4 

RT2 ggg(Ç ,a,b) =S hort2{a,b) Brout sag Xti ^ ( l )  Brin ggg-Shortl(a)

"Arml M l -Arml -M3 gng‘Shortl( a) -Brout g^g-Xtl Ç )RT3 sag (C .a .b ) ^ M 3

RoundTrip y (Ç ,a .b )  ^R T l ggg(C ,a,b)-R T2 ggg ((,a ,b )-R T 3  gggCC.a.b)

y refers to sag. plane from now on

Must extract the ABCD elements from the 2 matrices
A j^ (Ç ,a ,b ) -R oundTrip ^ (Ç ,a ,b )^  ^

B jj(Ç ,a ,b )  -R oundTrip  ^ ( i ; ,a ,b ) ^  ^

C  ^ ( ^ ,a ,b )  =RoundTrip ,j^(Ç,a,b)^ ^

D ^ ( ; , a , b )  -R oundTrip  ^ ( ( .a .b ) ^  ^

A y ( C , a , b )  -R oundTrip y C Ç , a , b ) ^  ^

B y ( C , a , b )  -R oundTrip y ( Ç , a , b ) ^  ^

C  y { C , a , b )  ^RoundTrip y ( ; , a , b )

D y (C ,a ,b )  -R oundTrip y (Ç ,a ,b )^  ^

The Magni model also requires the one way trip matrices from 
Ç in xtal to the two cavity end-mirrors to be calculated.

Trip =M 1-Arml-M 3 j ^  Shortl(a)-B rou t ^ - X t l  ^(C )

Trip y ( Ç , a , b )  -M l-A rm l-M3 g^g-Shortl{a)-Brout ggg Xt! ^(Ç )

A i ^ ( ; , a , b )  -T rip  m 1.x(^>"-^>  

B =Trip M i_ x (C ,a ,b )

Ci (̂C.a,b):=TripMi
D|.x((."'b) -Tripf^l
A i  y (C ,a ,b )  :=Trip 

Bjy(Ç,a,b) =Tripĵ j 
C j y ( Ç , a , b )  -T rip  

D j y (Ç ,a ,b )  - T r i p

0,0

' 0,1

.(Ç.a.b),_o

/('"'"'o.o
<̂̂■‘•’’>0.1

y(Ç,a.b)| J
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For the one way trip to the curved end-mirror use the special 'half mirror' element
Trip =NM 4 S hort2 (a ,b ) Brout jg^ Xtl jCC)

Trip =NM 4 Short2(a ,b)-B rout ggg Xtl

B2.x(;.=.b)
C2.x((,a,b)
D2.̂ (C.a,b)

0,0

" T n P M 2 .x ( ^ '^ '%  1

"Trip Q

=TMPM2.x(;.a,b)̂ ^
A 2,y ((.a ,b ) =Trlp M Zy((.a.b)^ o

B2.y(C.a,b) =^Trip ĵ 2.y(̂ -a>% j 
C 2 .y (C ,a ,b )  - T r ip

D2.y(;,a.b) =TripM2y(;,a,b)^^

These expressions give the stability parameters separately in the sag. and tan. planes 
Overall cavity is only stable if S.x and S.y both lie within -1 to +1 range

A  ( ; , a ,b ) - t - D  ( ( , a , b )
S ,( ; .a .b )   — 2----------

S %.?(='b) -Sxl-,a.b

The Stability parameters 
are independent of z so we 

calculate them here

S y ( C .a ,b )
_ A y ( Ç , a , b )  +  D y ( C , a , b )

S  y  p ( a , b )  - S  y | ^ - , a , b |

Trapezium rule is used to calculate the integral in the Magni model

Sum g 1 x ( N ,a ,b )  -

Bx((,a,b)
B y (C .a ,b )

'(B 2 _ x('^ 'a ,b ) D j_ ^ (Ç .a ,b )-S  ^ p (a ,b ) -H B  2 _x(C .a,b)-D  2 ,x (Ç .a .b ))

Bx((.a,bf

P t r a p .x ^ ^ '® - * ’]  trap .x (‘ " 2N

N- 1
trap.x

i=  1

l . l i - i | . a . b
(N)-2

 ̂trap.y(̂ '̂ '̂ )

Sum 5 , 1  y ( N , a , b )

1B  y ( C , a , b )

• (b  j y ( Ç, a , b ) D 1 y ( C , a , b ) S y  p ( a , b )  i - B  2 , y ( Ç, a , b )  D 2 , y ( ( . a , b ) )
B x ( C . a , b )

B y ( C , a , b ) ^

Ptrap.y( -̂ -̂* r̂t-F trap.y\̂  2-n ’̂ ’'’
N -  1

trap.y
i =  1

1 I
N  \2

t- i , a, b
( N ) - 2
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These equations give the Kerr Lens sensitivity factor defined by d=(l/2w*dw/dp)p=0
at the curved retroflecting end mirror

1 
4

8 i ^ ( N ,a ,b )  =il d S x_p (a ,b ) |< l )  •(] S y p ( a ,b )  |<l ) , -

8 p y ( N . a , b )  - i l  d S y  p ( a , b )  p i ) ' d  S  x . p ( “ . b )  p i ) . '

1 /.■
"  YAG

S y p ( a ,b )

\̂ i- Sx.F(a.b)
•Sum g 1 x ( N . a . b ) . 0

1
“ YAG l l - S  p ( a , b f

•Sum g j y { N ,a ,b ) ,0

For the Kerr Lens sensitivity calculated at end of crystal (closest to M2) 
we must first calculate matrix for propagation from curved mirror to inside xtal face.

Trip Ml.Xtl.x̂ ®-'̂ ) 
"̂ MI.Xtl.x(̂ '̂ ) 
® Ml.XÜ.x̂ ®-'̂ )

-B rin  (^ •S h o rt2 (a ,b )  ̂ NM4 

'Trip Ml.XtI.x(̂ '̂ ).0,0

0.1
Trip M l.X tl .y (^ '^ )  ""Brin ggg Shori2(a,b)^N M 4

^Ml.Xtl.ŷ ’̂*’) "Trip Ml.Xtl.y(̂ -î )o,0
® Ml.XtLy(̂ 'b) -T rip  Ml.Xtl.y(̂ 'b)o ;

Must also calculate linear spot size on curved end mirror
RTripl M l x(a.i>) -N M 4  S bort2 (a ,b ) Brout (g^ Xtl I) B r i n S h o r t  1 (a)•M ] ^  A nn l M I 

RTrip2 M l .x ( ^ '^ )  -A rm l M3 ĝŷ  S h o rtl(a ) Brout ^ ^  Xtl ^(1) Brin ^g^ 8hori2(a,b)•N M 4 

BTrip M i.x ( a .b )  :--RTripl M l.x (^ ''^ ) '^ T r ip 2  

R Tripl 2Y11  y ( a ,b )  -N M 4  Short2( a, b ) Brout „ ^ g  Xtl 1 ) Brin g ^ g  Shori 1 ( a) M3 g ^ g  A rm l M l 

RTrip2 M l.y (^ ’b) -A rm l M3 ^ ^ g  Shori:l(a) Brout . . ^ g  XO 1)•Brin g g g  Short2(a,b)^N M 4 

BTrip M l.y(®>b) =R Tripl j ^ j  y (a ,b )-R T rip2  M l.y (a ,b )

^ M l .x ( » 'b )  =BTrip m 1.x<‘‘’ ’̂ >o,0 

® M L x (^ 'i) )  - B T r ip  M l.x f a .b )^  j 

C M l.x (^ '*^) -B T rip  M l.x (® > ^)i Q  

D M l .x ( » 'b )  ""BTrip M l.x (» 'b )^  ,

A M i .y ( a ,b )  -R T rip  M l . y ( * '%  g 

B M l .y ( a .b )  -R T r ip  M l .y ( : ^ %  ,

C M l.y (« .b )  ""BTrip M l.y(«>*’) j  0 

D M l .y (a -b )  =RTrip j ^ i y ( a ,b ) ^ ^ j

,.v test for stability

^MI.x.F(̂ '*))

S Ml.y.F(̂ '̂ ) -
M l.y r
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These equations calculate the linear spot size from a round trip matrix for a stable
resonator:

1- AMl.x(“-b)TDMl.x(̂ >b)

.10-10

If unstable, le-10 
is returned as spot size 
(zero would cock up a 

division later)
1
 ̂ d ® Ml.y(**’b)

AMl.y(a.b)1-DMi.y(a,b)
r ’"
4

10

® l.L.x(a>b) -w i.L.x(a-b) 

“ l,L.y(̂ 'b) ^Wi L.y(a.b)'

These equations from Magni then give the Kerr lens sensitivity inside the xtal
A / ®Ml.Xtl.x(«-b)'̂^Ml.Xtl.x(̂ >b) -

S M l .X t l x ( N .a .b )  : - i l  ( S M l . x . F ( ^ 'b ) < l ) - ( S  M l . y j p ( » 'b ) - l ) . -
l.L.x(»'b)

^ M l .X tI .y ( b l ,a ,b )  - i f  (S  M l . x . F ( ^ 'b ) ^ l ) - ( S  M l .y .F ^ ^ - b ) - ! )

 ̂ l.L.x(̂ 'b)

L ®Ml.Xtl.y(“>b)

■Ô 1 j^ (N ,a ,b ) ,0

•5 i y ( N , a , b ) , 0

As an example, we calculate the rate of change of spot size in the xtal in the sag and tan 
planes as we move the angled folding mirror whilst keeping the separation from the xtal 

to the curved end-mirror constant, (figure 5.20 in chapter 5)
k  = 0 .. 200

We take 200 values of xtal position from 31.5 to 33.5 mm from the 
angled folding mirror

=30.5 +
2  k
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We define the separation from the curved end-mirror to xtal as (c) and keep it fixed equal 
to the end-mirror ROC. This keeps both sag and tan 

foci at the xtal end
c -50  

b (a )  = a i-c -t-M O ^

Hence calculate the overal miiTor separation (inc. xtal) as (a) varied

^ l.L.Xk

Calculate spot size on the curved end-mirror 
as a test to see if this actually works

l.L.yk

4 0 0 0

1

10

l.L.yjj
2000

10.-6

32.5

Calculate the KLS for these conditions inside the xtal:
. . - 3 . / \S Ml.XU.yĵ  Ml.Xtl.y\20,a^-10 .b(aj^)‘10

 ̂Ml.Xtl.Xk Ml.Xtl.x(20’\'10 .̂b(aĵ )-10 ^
And plot them out

^ M l.X tl.yj^ 

^ M l.X tl.xu

0

1

31 31.5 32 32.5

\
sag
tan
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By varying the xtal location for the earlier round trip calculation, we can examine
the beam profile inside the laser crystal:

1 1
]   h2

-Î]

' Ç y ( Ç , a , b )  - i l

1,
B „ ( C ,a ,b )

D ^(C ;,a ,b ) -HA jj,{Ç,a,b)

,10-10

A y (Ç ,a ,b )  +  D y ( i ; , a ,b ) B  y ( Ç , a , b )  I)

D y ( C , a , b )  +  A y ( Ç . a , b )

,10
10

Operate in the centre of stability from the plot above (a=31.5mm)
a -3 1 .5

Take 50 slices through the crystal

250

2003

150

3'
100

0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

’■ tan 
sag

Finally we'll create a contour plot of the Kerr-lens sensitivity on the curved retroflecting 
end-miiTor as both the mirror separation and rod position are varied in the tangential

plane,
a =26.5 10 '^

Start rod displaced at 26.5mm from angled folding mirror

b = (1 0 0 .5 ) 10 ^

and a mirror separation of 100.5mm

.-3
Rapidity 1 -0 .5  10

Move rod in steps of 1/2 mm
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Rapidity] -0 .0 5  10

and change mirror separation in steps of 1/20mm

I -0 . .  40

Take 40 rod positions

j  - 0 . .  40

and 40 mirror separations

Tangential, j  l x ^ ^ O .a t i Rapidit>l ,b T j-R ap id ity 2 )

Create a 40x40 matrix of KLS values

but cap the greatest value to +/- 1 to create a clearer contour plot
Tangential.

Clipped. . -if jj Tangential. . K l.T angen tia l. 1
'.J

'.J
TJ I Tangential, j

And here's the result! (figure 5.21 in Chapter 5):
102.5

101.5

100.5

Clipped
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Appendix III: Kostenbauder Model to Examine 
Dispersive Cavities (Mathcad 7)

A.G. Kostenbauder, lEEEJ Quantum Electron. 26,1148 (1990)

G. J .  V a l e n t i n e  2 6 / 9 / 9 8  All units default to microns / femtoseconds

Speed o f light in a vacuum 
0 := 29979245810^* fj,m fs'^

Reference wavelength 
A- Q := 1.51 pm 

0
fg :=

0

mm 3 1 0

No. slices in each beam calculation 
W  := 100 

V := 0.. W

First define all the cavity element matrices

M1 :=

Endmirrors 
1 0  0 0

0 1 0  0

0 0 1 0

M3 :=

M4 :=

0 0 0 1 
M2 := M1

Folding mirrors 
1

-2
ROC M3*cos(6 M3 )

0
1

-2
ROC M4*cos(@M4) 

0 
0

0 0 0 

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1 
0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0 

0 0 1
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Now define the six cavity spaces 
V

I — ' space 1 0 0 
W

d1(V) ;=

d2(V )

d3(V)

d4(V ) :=

d5(V) :=

d6(V) :=

0 0 
1 0 
0 1

V
VV

•space2 0 0

0 0 
1 0 
0 1

V
VV

•space3 0 0

0 0 
I 0 
0 I

W
■space4 0 0

0 0 
1 0 
0 1

V
W

•spaces 0 0

0 0 
1 0 
0 1

V
VV

•spaces 0 0

0 0 
1 0

0 0 0 1 
space 1 to space6 are defined later when the whole cavity is constructed
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Define the dispersive element types now
First consider the laser crystal (Cr4+:YAG)

C hange gain elem ent material here
Use the Sellmeier expansion for Y AG 

A := 2.08745 
B := 1.2081 

C := 0.021 IS 
D := 17.204S 
E := 1404.45

yag  ̂0

B
\f

D

A -1- ■H O'

0,

! o Ÿ
%]

The gain element is termed n.gain(f.O) from now on 
gain O ' •“ '^yag(^o)

Change prism material here
Fused silica (SiOg) Sellmeier data

6.634724431 (T

" Si02(^o) 1 -I- Vo/
4.406479181 (T*-/' c '4

■'4;
8.99007061 ICr

■ -  (6.6517661310"^/ j — j -  (1.1501507610"'/

•f

'/o /  4 o /
The prism refractive index is termed n.p(f.O) 

pi^o) -  8 1 0 2 / 0  )

I 0 Ÿ
\^0/

9.9031680#
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Group velocity o f reference 
pulse in gain material

g.gain ^0/

" gain 4  0 0̂" . .  " gain ^0aTg

Construct a matrix which describes the effect of the brewster surface into the gain

Internal angle to normal at entrance

J
Howdy Ho 

Internal angle to normal at exit
gain

m

m

vj/.gain
cos i V}/ ggjp ;

(j).gain '
' gaint^O ' gain;

oos[  ̂ gain)

(jt.gain '  ̂ vj/.gain 
B := 0 
C := 0 

1
D :=

(jt.gain*'  ̂ v|/.gain 
E := 0

! çjf^"gain(^o) j -
Tani tj) gain) H-tan( v[/ ggjp )

m (j).gain

j ga in^ o) i|/.gain 
\  ̂0 I

( tan (([) gain ; + tan ( \j/ gain)

H := 0 
I := 0
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X defines the orientation of the Brewster rod and is either -1 or +1,

BRinGAIN(X) :=

A B 0 E

0 D 0 F .iü
X

1 XI H 1 1
X

0 0 0 1

Define a matrix which describes the effect of the brewster surface out of the gain

Internal angle to normal at entrance
V gain •"

Internal angle to normal at exit

:= -atani
1

gam

m

m

l"gain^fo,)/

COS ( v|/ gain ;
v|/.gain ■'

(j).gain •'

t  ̂gain4 o) sinfv|/ gain,

" gain/O y gain )
cos ( <!>

D :=

gam;

((t.gain'"  ̂ v{/.gaîn 
B := 0 
C := 0 

1

F :=

(|).gain \l/.gain 
E := 0

Id f \ ( tan ((|) 4- tan f \|/ gain;/
[— n galn'.fo,. •------------ ---------------------

Idt
d (*="4

gain 1^0/ j vi/.gain'"
0 /

H := 0 
I := 0

(|).gain 
7  gain/ tan ( xy gain) )
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X defines the orientation of the Brewster rod and is either -I or +1.
A B O  E

BRoutGAIN(X) :=

D 0 F
i X

X

X

0 0 0 1

Now we only have the dispersive slab of material left in the middle
A := 1

V
gam

By W

; d

" gain(^o) 
C := 0 
D := 1

v ' “ "; .f  ''g.gain'^oj
. d f n  V

gain
V

VV

g.gain / 0/

GAINLUMPy :=

A By 0 0 

C D 0 0

0 0 1 Iw

0 0 0 1

Define the whole Brewster rod for the trip from M2 to M l as follows 
NLP := BRoutGAiN(~l) GAINLUMPyy BRinGAIN(-l)

It is only necessary to redefine elements which have no mirror plane for correct
dispersion 

treatment i.e. for a prism rod, NLP-PLN:

Define the whole Brewster rod for the trip from M l to M2 as follows 
PLN := BRoutGAIN( l)-GAINLUMPyy*BRinGAIN( 1)

A prism type rod would have X o f opposite signs and NLP=PLN, the orientation depending on other prisms
in the cavity
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Now define bits of the rod going in & out enabling the beam to be examined inside the
rod

This goes into the rod to point V 
GAlNPLViriy := GAINLUMPy-BRinGAlN( 1 )

This goes from point V to outside the rod 
GAINPLVouiy := BRoutGAlN( 1 )-GAiNLUMPy

Define the input Brewster surface of the prisms

Y  ̂ := atan;

m

m

'"p'o),
«I 0

C O s(v |/ I
Y-1 '■

( t>. 1 ■*

\2pitg;  sin^Yi ’

c o s 1
Group velocity o f reference 

pulse in prism material 
c

Vg'foy :

1D :

d

Y-1
B := 0 
0 := 0 
E := 0
\ (tanfcj) .jj +• tan?Y 1 j)

m

\d f 0 X 0
H := 0 
I := 0
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BRinPRISM(X) :=

A B O  E

D 0 F'_

X
X

0 0 0

H 1 1

Define the output Brewster surface of the prisms 
Y ®

/ J '■
(}) .j := atan;

m

m

C OS

v|;.1 "

4).i C O S ((j) )

C := 0 
B := 0 

1D :=
Y .1

E := 0

F :=
,d i ) + t a n ( Y i ) )
'------ n p : f 0 ; I '-------------------------------
df

G ;—  {------n
d f n

0

p 4o ;  r'^  Y-1'
(tan((|) ,j) -t-tan; Y i)j

H := 0 
I := 0

A B O  E

BRoutPRISM(X) :=

C D O  F —  
X

G-1^2 H 1 I
X

0 0 0 1
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Now we only have the dispersive slab of material left in the middle

Path length in prism 1 
 ̂ prismi ■” 2

A := 1

 ̂prismi’
By :=

V

V V

"pCo:
C ;= 0 
D 1= 1

\  ̂ prismi'
V

w
2

PRISMLUMPIy :=

1
A By 0 0

C D 0 0 

0 0 1 L

0 0 0 1

Path length in prism2 
 ̂ prism2 2 mm 

A := 1
. V

" prism2'';
By := W

C := 0 
D := 1

' v - i — Vg(fo)
 ̂ prism2

V

W

PRISMLUMP2,V

A By 0 0 

C D 0 0

0 0 1 1 ,V

0 0 0 1

Can create prisms from these elements 
Prismi := BRoutPRiSM (P10)-PRISM LUM P1yy-BR inPRISM (P10)

Prism2 := BRoutPR!SM (P20)'PRISM LUM P2yy B R inPR ISM (P20)

As with the gain element, need to examine beam through prism bulk by sectioning 
P I V i n y  :=  P R I S M L U M P I y - B R i n P R I S M ( P I O )
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PIVOUty

P 2 V in y

P2Vouty

= BRoutPRISM(PIO)-PRISMLUMPIy  

= PRISMLUMP2y-BRInPRISM(P20)

= BRoutPRISM(P20)-PRISMLUMP2y

Laser cavity defined here:
Must declare the number of elements in our cavity and which element numbers involve

propagation through a medium n>l

Total no. elements 
NN := 13

Declare the prism element numbers

Q p2 = 11

Declare the gain element number
^  gain-2

This cavity MUST begin and end with a PLANE mirror: for 3-mirror cavities etc. use i 
plane mirror next to the curved end-mirror with doubled ROC

begin with the plane mirror M l

then have a gap to the prism (this gap is element dl(V)) 
spacel 575 mm

We define the 1st prism orientation (Prismi)
P 1 0 5 - 1

Next we have the gap from the prism to the folding section (use element d2(V))
space2s70-mm

Then define the parameters for the first folding mirror (M3) 
ROC |^3s75-m m

0M 3 = 3-deg

Gap between M3 and the nonlinear element (use d3(V)) 
Spaces 5 47,3-mm

Define the length o f the gain element (NLP/PLN) as defined earlier
dgain=23-m m
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gap between gain and the 2nd folding mirror M4 (d4(V)) 
space4s38.61'mm

2nd folding mirror (M4)
ROC |\/|4s75-mm

Gap between M4 and the 2nd prism (d5(V)) 
Spaces s i  70-mm

define the orientation of Prism2
P20S-1

and then there's the gap between the 2nd prism and the plane endmirror d6(V)
spaces s  20-mm

Cavity completed with a plane endmirror (M2)

All the cavity elements are entered into this vector in the order in which they appear 
This is a highly asymmetric 4 mirror cavity with a prism placed in each cavity arm a la

Aoshima
M1 

d1(V)

Prismi 

d2(V)

M3 

d3(V)

NLP 

d4(V)

M4 

dS(V)

Prism2 

d6(V)

M2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0

Elem entSy :=
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Extract the elements from the vector into matrix elements Q.
The elements are constructed as: Qglement no., position in element (0~>100)

u := !.. NN
w := ( Elements.,^ u.v \ ' '/u-1

One way trip from M2 to M l containing ALL elements
NN

M2M1 := j~ | yv 
k = 1

"Flip" the Brewster rod before propagating in the opposite dnection
Qq y Î— PLN 

ga in

Confuse people who attempt to understand this codswallop by introducing a pointless
subscript 0 :

(This does actually have some historical use, but I’ve forgotten what exactly)

QQ := NN -  1 
O := L. QQ 

0Q :=Q

These two expressions allow the beam to be followed in free space only 
BVO takes use from the element being examined to the rest o f the cavity 

BVI takes us back into the element being probed to finish off at the starting point
^0Q ,W -V

B V Iq  V  :=  y

Note: the model returns a "cavity unstable" condition if attempting to propagate in a
mirror.

This condition is trapped later.
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Need to define propagation through materials for which n>l separately 
(i.e. gain element and prisms):

gain.V == GAINPLVoutyy.y

gain A  -GAINPLViHy

Pi,v:= P 1Voutyy_y

B V I »  P1 .V : =  P I V i n y

p2 ,V  ■“  P 2 V 0 U t y y _ y

BVIn p2,v := PZViny

This takes us from the 'probed' element to endmirror M2
©Q i- 1

nBVM2q := n k ,W

k =  NN

This takes us from mirror M l to the element in which the beam profile is to be examined
1

BM1Vq ;= Q

k = ©Q -  1

Qk ,W

Z:= 0.. W

This expression gives an entire cavity round trip starting and finishing in element
number Q at position Z

RoundTri% z == ^VIq 2 {b M 1 Vq-[M2 M1 *[bVM2 q-(BVOq ^ i] ] ]

Extract the round trip mati'ix elements:

:= RoundTrif^ ^

^Q,Z ®Q,Z °Q,Z ^Q,Z

Gq ,z % ,z °Q,Z pQ,Z

Gq ,z *’ Q̂,Z °Q,Z *Q,Z

°Q,Z °Q,Z °Q,Z °Q.Z
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Ray spacing around ref. ray 
AX := 10* 10"̂  pm  

C‘AX
Af :=

Input pulse time delay 
(relative to reference pulse)

t := 0 fs

Input pulse centre frequency 
(relative to reference pulse)

Af jp := -A f

Displacement of ray from ref.
“^Q,Z +'^Q,Z‘̂ Q,Z” PQ,Z'®Q,Z;

■■*̂ Q,2'®Q,Z+■ ’ ^Q.Z ^a.Z + ^Q.Z^^Q.Z'

Slope of ray wrt ref.
„ , ' pQ.z + % 2 Eq z -  z pQ,z;
V  * Z a T  j*«* J  -I I - ■ i r  - ■ I I- III' II I I I I - r - ■ — ■ - ,.j.r-ifnri ini . . ' , . r . ■ '

“ G q , z * ® Q , Z  ■*" '  “  G q , Z  “  ^ Q , Z  ■ ' ■ ^ Q , z ' * ^ Q , Z ;

Relative delay
GQ,W X inq yy ^  in^ yy

6 T q  ------------------------------------— ---------------------------------------- +  Iq  y y

NOTE: problems may occur if the element number (Q) used in the following expressions 
is not an empty space element (change if the final answer is shite)

Simulate 5 pulses (ref pulse=thhd) all equally spaced 
T .j := -2 -A f

X 2 := -Af'ôx^
X 4  := Af-ôx^

X g := 2'Af'Ôx^
X 1 ~ 8 -x 4 - X 5  I

K :=— !---------     :  !
12-2-71 -Af i

The GVD for this laser cavity is:
K = “935.388 fs^ |
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Can al

beaniQ ^ := If

so calculate the spot size through the cavity:
1 1

I % ,z  ■*" % ,z ^ 0 IX
I \ TC ;

' B I N  2
Q.z L

, 0

/

Count through all the cavity elements in variable 'e' 
e := 2.. QQ

And count the space through all the elements in variable V  
w := !.. W  (QQ ~ 1)

Calc, position in cavity o f calculated spot size in mm

pos,e,z

e  -  1

8 =  1

© , w

m m o.i

/Q0  . W  Ie /
m m

0,1

Z
VV

BEAMZ
Z f ( e - 2 ) - W  ■ ”  P°®e,z

Join all calculated intracavity spot size results together, checking first that the element in
question has physical space

BEAMZ - h ( e ~ 2 ) W beame-i.w ,w ) =0
® 0 , 1

b e a m ^  ^  o th e rw ise

do. vyith rays
RAY2X

X in O therw ise
' " e . Z
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Can now plot the tangential beam profile through the cavity

BEAM

-B E A M

BEAMZ

And plot the rays at +/- AX, from a reference ray

I  -RAY2X,
- 5  '

0 ------
1  RAY2X

w

1000

500

0

500

1000
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

60

40

20

-20

- 4 0

- 6 0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

BEAMZ 

P osition  in la ser  cavity  /m m
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Can arbitrarily place the reference ray at the l/e2 point in the beam profile

1000BEAM - R A Y 2 X

BEAM H-RAY2X
500

BEAM

.y  -B E A M RAY2X w

-BEAM,,+RAY2X
- 5 0 0w

-B E A M

-1000

100 2000 300 400

BEAMZ
w

P osition  in la ser  cavity  /m m
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